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PREFACE AND ACKNOWLEDGMENTS 

 
 
 
The essays in this collection originated at a conference held at the 
University of Kent, Canterbury, in April 2006, entitled “Seeing with 
Different Eyes: a Conference on Astrology and Divination”. This was the 
second event of its kind at Kent, and this is the second publication to 
emerge from the teaching and research initiative on divination located in 
the School of European Culture and Languages (religious studies section).1  

The MA programme in the Cultural Study of Cosmology and 
Divination, sponsored by the Sophia Trust, is currently in its second year 
and is attracting international attention from students and researchers 
involved in the academic study of the theories and practices of divination 
and the cosmologies within which these practices arise. The focus at Kent 
is on the epistemology and hermeneutics of divination and symbolic 
interpretation as a field of enquiry in its own right, and it is unique in 
regarding divinatory consciousness as a ubiquitous human phenomenon 
worthy of investigation on its own terms. Divination studies have tended 
to become subsumed into other disciplines such as anthropology, classics 
or history of ideas, but in locating divination (and particularly the study of 
astrology) within religious studies, we are acknowledging its roots in a 
sacred cosmos whose order is perceived not solely through speculation but 
also, if not primarily, through participation in ritual activity. Divination is 
understood as a fundamentally “religious” experience, however broadly 
the word is conceived, and however valiantly science, behavioural 
psychology or the social sciences may seek to prove or disprove its “truth” 
through their own frames of reference. 

Our approach is truly interdisciplinary, as the papers in this volume 
demonstrate, but it is not reductionist. Divination is addressed here 
through the lenses of ancient philosophy, religious practice, the arts, 
astrology and specific cultural forms and contexts, all of which emphasise 
a dynamic interplay between the human rational faculty and the religious 
imagination, the interpreter and the symbol, the abstract concept and living 
experience. We do not seek to explain divination, or to relegate it to the 
product of a “primitive” mentality, but to understand its many 
manifestations as a rich testimony to the power and creativity of the 
human soul as it seeks to make sense of the unseen forces that surround it, 
and act accordingly. 
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INTRODUCTION 

PATRICK CURRY 
 
 
 

Our country from which we came is There… How shall we travel to it, 
where is our way of escape? We cannot get there on foot; for our feet only 
carry us everywhere in this world, from one country to another. You must 
not get ready a carriage, either, or a boat. Let all these things go, and do not 
look. Shut your eyes and change to and wake another way of seeing, which 
everyone has but few use.1 

  
The above quotation from Plotinus, which inspired the title of this volume, 
points to what is perhaps its central thread: namely, that divinatory 
knowledge involves a mode of insight of quite a different order to normal 
everyday consciousness. Impervious and even alien to our accepted (and 
acceptable) human discourses, our familiar frames of reference and our 
habitual ways of seeing and evaluating the world, it requires a shift in 
perception. To explore this “other way of seeing” posed by the experiences 
of diviners themselves—and to allow it to lead to a change of 
conceptualisation—is a relatively new challenge for academic research, 
and the essays in this collection, through their various “different eyes”, 
seek to meet it. 

There is currently a renaissance of divination studies within the 
humanities and social sciences, and the papers collected here reflect and 
will undoubtedly further stimulate this development. Indeed, in both their 
scope and depth they offer impressive testimony to it. Ranging from 
ancient Chaldean theurgy (Algis Uzdavinys) through Ben Jonson’s 
“Masque of Augurs” (Anthony W. Johnson) to Enochian Chess in the 
Order of the Golden Dawn (Johann Friedrich Wolfgang Hasler), not to 
mention a wholly original treatment of Buddhist theurgy (Garry 
Phillipson) and a precise description, almost a re-enactment, of 
contemporary Mayan divination (Dennis Tedlock), they are as colourful in 
their contrasting moods as variations on a musical theme. In this 
introduction, however, I shall concentrate on trying to outline some of the 
overall context for the book as a whole, and to draw together some of its 
most significant common themes. 
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A key part of this context is the contrast between divination and 
oracles as a universal human phenomenon and their remarkable neglect 
within the academy.2 The reasons for that neglect merit a study in 
themselves, but they include, to begin with, the diminishing of any human 
whole that results from its being dismembered and distributed between 
various effectively exclusive disciplines: in this case, principally history, 
classics, and anthropology. Second, there is the foundational dominance 
within the academy as a whole of rationalism, and its consequences for a 
subject perceived as largely irrational. Even for the less crudely 
prejudiced, divination—neither “rational” (not even sufficiently proto-
scientific) nor entirely “magical”—is too ambiguous for either the acolytes 
of reason or its intellectual opponents.3 The same points, with their own 
particularities, apply to the historiography of the dominant form of 
divination in Western culture, equally so perceived and equally 
ambiguous, namely astrology.4  

Perhaps even more than historians, anthropologists have shown the 
most interest in divination, and as practitioners of a discipline itself 
wrestling with the same problematic legacy just noted, they have gone 
farther in moving beyond its strictures. Yet there are particular distortions 
here, too. It may not be oversimplifying to say that the pioneering work of 
Lévy-Bruhl (still with much to say, as Geoffrey Cornelius reminds us 
below) fell victim to institutional politics and became unfairly tainted with 
the charge of ethnocentrism and even racism; while that of Evans-
Pritchard, while undeniably important, was widely but mistakenly 
assumed to have exhausted most of the subject’s possibilities. As a result, 
the anthropological study of divination is still largely struggling to move 
in from the academic margins.5   

Last, there is the problem of the integral role in divination of the 
divine, divinities, and divinisation (becoming divine). Secularist by 
instinct—another result of its rationalist formation—the academy finds it 
very difficult to take these matters seriously in their own right, as opposed 
to their being essentially a by-product of something else (ideology, 
psychology and/or biology). Yet as Peter T. Struck, Gregory Shaw, 
Angela Voss and Geoffrey Cornelius note in this volume, to study 
something while retaining fundamentally different premises than the 
people (whether past or contemporary, foreign or domestic) practising it is 
not a promising way to do them or it justice; not, that is, if the goal is 
understanding or insight. Explanation may result, but that will serve little 
more than to confirm what “we” already “know”.  

In all these ways, albeit perhaps to varying extents, the papers in this 
collection have set their face against such an approach to divination. To 
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put it positively, the contributors have engaged with their subject, 
whenever possible and appropriate: (1) in an interdisciplinary way which 
encourages a reconstitution, insofar as possible, of the wholeness of 
divinatory experience and all that attends it; (2) with a recognition of the 
fact that it is only by participating in a phenomenon that one can engage 
with it, and a refusal to regard this as a “problem” to be putatively 
overcome, rather than the via regis to knowledge of any kind; and (3) with 
an attitude of respect for non-rational human experience in general (which 
is to say, most of it!) and the spiritual, sacred or divine in particular. The 
last point can legitimately extend beyond even a principled agnosticism to 
allowing truth for and of the diviner to touch, and be truth for, the scholar 
of divination.6 In this context, that will almost invariably entail 
recognising the truth—imaginal, but none the less for being post-
positivist—of more-than-human entities.7 

However provocative or paradoxical it may seem, such a demand may 
be required in order to meet the academy’s own highest standards. In other 
words, in order to approach as closely as possible to fulfilling its own 
remit, especially when faced with such recalcitrant material, the academy 
must take the opportunity to become self-aware and self-critical. As Shaw 
among others suggests, we must recognise the limits of discursive-
analytical thinking—at its extreme, a crypto-faith commitment to 
disembodied rationalism which is quite unsupportable by reason without 
question-begging—and relearn the ancient yet completely contemporary 
modes of intuition, erotics, and relationships with more-than-human 
worlds which are fundamental to divination. Furthermore, the adjective 
“disembodied” is apt; a major part of the intellectual and cultural therapy 
that is required involves recognising that each of those modes is 
embodied, and conversely—as Barbara Tedlock elucidates herein—that 
mind is found “throughout the body”.  

This project is not anti-intellectual. It requires no sacrifice of the 
mind, only a sacrifice of hubristic and indeed imperialistic fantasies of the 
mind. It entails reason resuming its proper place in relation to other ways 
of being, whose overall context implies a return, as Crystal Addey 
remarks, to philosophy as a way of life.8 This point emerges in several 
papers here with reference to Socrates, an iconic man of reason and 
founder-father in the narrative of Western thought, whose career was 
profoundly rooted in oracular dreams and the voice of his daimon, and 
whose opinion of human reason unaided by divinity was scathing.  

Another recurrent figure in this book is the Neoplatonist philosopher 
of the late third-early fourth century, Iamblichus, whose emphasis on 
theurgy (“god work”) rather than theology (“god talk”) was meant to 
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correct what he perceived as the intellectualist distortion of Plato’s true 
teachings by his Neoplatonist predecessors and contemporaries. 
Iamblichus too was quite clear that the unaided human intellect could go 
only so far in participating in—and therefore, by implication, 
understanding—the divinisation that divination entails. His centrality in 
this book is thus also no coincidence.  

As I have already suggested, the issue of participation in a 
phenomenon in order to understand it, as distinct from putatively standing 
outside it and analysing it in purely causal terms, is critically important. It 
has roots at least as far back as the argument between the 
Geisteswissenschaften and Naturwissenschaften which we cannot explore 
here except to note that the argument is far from antiquated, as can be seen 
in the recent so-called Science Wars.9 But there is one aspect which is 
directly relevant. It emerges in Marilynn Lawrence’s paper, in which she 
notes the increasingly evident untenability of trying to arrive at the truth of 
anything by objectifying it (any truth, that is, which requires human 
participation in order to be recognized as true, or indeed, as anything at 
all). Rather, what is indispensable is interpretation, which arises already 
“within a world of interpretation”. This vital point links the religious or 
spiritual non-objectivism I have already discussed with the ideologically 
critical stance of Lawrence and Ann Jeffers, which addresses the 
implication of both astrologers and diviners and their opponents in webs of 
relationships of power-knowledge, including gender and status, which 
both parties, in their desire to establish their own authority as non-
contingent, have sought and still seek to efface (this is not minimise the 
vastly greater success of the opponents, of course). 

In this way, the “hermeneutic of suspicion” can make a valuable 
contribution to our understanding, always provided it is practised 
reflexively, as here, so as to be able to situate contemporary scholars 
within the same webs. Of course, it could be argued—as it has been, 
impressively, by Paul Ricoeur—that it needs to be supplemented by one of 
affirmation.10 In any case, the fundamental point is that divination studies 
involve a double hermeneutic: the work of the diviner is interpretation, 
and so is that of the scholar of divination, the latter being, if you will, 
meta-interpretation. But Ricoeur’s emphasis on the mutual implication, 
rightly understood, of hermeneutics and phenomenology is also apposite.11 
Phenomenology is a valuable corrective to the “residues of positivism”12 
which still haunt the social sciences, but without hermeneutics it is, to coin 
a phrase, empty; just as the latter without phenomenology is blind. And 
although this point also exceeds what can be addressed here, the two 
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together would seem to open the door to a third partner whose presence is 
also much-needed: a responsible, because reflexive, critical dimension. 

Divination studies and the academy thus have a great deal to offer 
each other. Divination, in its capacity as the proverbial stone the builders 
rejected, could become a cornerstone of renewed and reinvigorated 
scholarship; and those seeking to understand it could extend and deepen 
their efforts by building on the best traditions and practices of inquiry. 
These papers are surely testimony to such promise.  

 
                                                 
1 Plotinus, Enneads I.6.8, trans. S. MacKenna. 
2 Per contra, in addition to the present volume see the collection from the 
conference in 2004 at the University of Kent, referred to in the Preface, and other 
works by its contributors. 
3 See Sarah Iles Johnston, ‘Introduction: Divining Divination’, Mantikê: Studies in 
Ancient Divination, Sarah Iles Johnston and Peter T. Struck, eds., (Leiden: Brill, 
2005), 1-28. 
4 See Patrick Curry, Prophecy and Power: Astrology in Early Modern England 
(Cambridge: Polity, 1989); ‘The Historiography of Astrology: A Diagnosis and a 
Prescription’, Horoscopes and History, Günther Oestmann, H. Darrel Rutkin and 
Kocku von Stuckrad, eds., (Berlin: Walter de Gruyter, 2005), 261-74. 
5 Extant and forthcoming work by Martin Holbraad promises to do much to 
remedy this situation. See, e.g., his ‘The Power of Powder: Multiplicity and 
Motion in the Divinatory Cosmology of Cuban Ifá (or, mana again)’, Thinking 
Through Things: Theorising Artefacts Ethnographically, Amiria Henare, Martin 
Holbraad and Sari Wastell, eds., (London: Routledge, 2007), 189-225. 
6 See Geoffrey Cornelius, ‘Verity and the Question of Primary and Secondary 
Scholarship in Astrology’, Astrology and the Academy, Nicholas Campion, Patrick 
Curry and Michael York, eds., (Bristol: Cinnabar Books, 2004), 103-113. 
7 “Imaginal” was coined by Henry Corbin, Mundus Imaginalis, or the Imaginary 
and the Imaginal (Ipswich: Golgonooza Press, 1976); “more-than-human” by 
David Abram, The Spell of the Sensuous (New York: Vintage, 1997).  
8 See, e.g.: Pierre Hadot, Philosophy as a Way of Life (Oxford: Blackwell, 1995); 
Michael McGhee, Transformations of Life: Philosophy as Spiritual Practice 
(Cambridge: Cambridge University press, 2000). 
9 See, e.g.: The One Culture? A Conversation about Science, Jay A. Labinger and 
Harry Collins, eds., (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 2001). 
10 E.g., his Hermeneutics and the Human Sciences: Essays on Language, Action 
and Interpretation, John B. Thompson, ed., (Cambridge: Cambridge University 
Press, 1981). 
11 See, e.g., Paul Ricoeur, ‘Phenomenology and Hermeneutics’, The 
Phenomenology Reader, Dermot Moran and Timothy Mooney, eds., (London: 
Routledge, 2002), 579-600. 
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12 Or “RUP”, Owen Barfield’s useful term; see Simon Blaxland-de-Lange, Owen 
Barfield: Romanticism Comes of Age: A Biography (Forest Row: Temple Lodge, 
2006). 



 
 
 
 
 

PART ONE 

ANCIENT EYES 





CHAPTER ONE 

A WORLD FULL OF SIGNS: 
UNDERSTANDING DIVINATION IN ANCIENT 

STOICISM 

PETER T. STRUCK 

 
 
 

I. Introduction 
 

On a scale whose implications we have yet to fully appreciate, ancient 
Greeks and Romans put to use a wide range of technologies that allowed 
them to hear messages from their gods: techniques ranging from—on the 
one hand—the traditional rituals of authorities such as temple-based 
oracles, bird- and entrail-reading, and consultation of the Sibylline oracles; 
and—on the other hand—private activities such as dream reading, 
sortition, and astrology. These practices were ubiquitous; they were not, 
for the most part, considered exotic or marginal. The inclinations of the 
gods, like the weather, were simply a part of the ancient atmosphere. 
Wherever we look in the sources, we find people trying to gauge the 
prevailing winds. Divination is so pervasive a practice, in fact, that it rivals 
sacrifice for the position of the fundamental religious act in the classical 
world. Scholars have yet to take account of this. 

Divination has not received the attention that many other areas of 
Greek and Roman religion have in recent years. When it has been studied, 
it tends to appear in two scholarly venues: either as an important 
component of social and political history, which it clearly was; or as a 
subset of the study of magic, a field that has been bourgeoning in recent 
decades. Taking social history first, several important advances have been 
made. Informed by anthropological studies, and ultimately by Evans-
Pritchard, classicists have looked at divination as a means to invoke the 
ultimate authority of the divine in order to construct and maintain social 
structures, by building consensus and managing conflict.1 Attractive as it 
obviously is, and as useful as it has been in clarifying political and social 
history, this approach has limitations. It moves all too quickly away from 
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the divinatory moment itself—if I may use such a phrase—classifying it as 
not much more than a pretext for the real work divination supposedly 
does, according to this view; that is, working through a social reality, often 
in a political forum. In an infelicitous side-effect, the activity of divination 
becomes a kind of cipher, a null set, isolated and irrational, to be bracketed 
and filled with other more comprehensible, that is social-historical, 
content. Divination becomes an especially powerful mode of doing 
politics.  

The second significant body of scholarship on the topic begins from 
entirely different premises. It treats divination as though it were a subset of 
the occult practices that we see attested in the Greek Magical Papyri, and 
part of the world that, since Dodds, has received corrective attention under 
the umbrella of recovering the “irrational” aspects of Greek and Roman 
life. The prevalence of the pairing “magic and divination”—to be found in 
countless titles of books, chapters, articles, and conferences—suggests that 
the two are twinned in the contemporary imagination. But this view also 
has its limitations.  

For my present purposes, these limits have to do with the dissonance 
between the contemporary occultist classification and the ancients’ 
thoughts on the relationship between magic and divination. To begin with, 
while ancient magic (goêteia, mageia) was heavily and consistently 
marked as a fringe activity, divination (manteia) was certainly not. The 
magician’s nearly global reputation as a secretive and mostly nefarious 
miscreant is not matched by the diviner—even though he or she can make 
enemies, as the Pythia does of Croesus or Teiresias of Oedipus. It is the 
goes, and not the mantis, who becomes simply synonymous with a cheat. 
We find no equivalent among magicians for the multiple, prestigious 
offices that Greeks and Romans accorded their diviners. The few 
stereotypes, orbited by class distinctions, of unscrupulous or charlatan 
diviners—particularly itinerant ones—find their closest analogues, not in 
treatments of magicians, but in ancient views of technical experts in the 
other practical arts, like medical doctors or rhetoricians, whose specialist 
knowledge is sometimes an irritant. This points to an aspect of the ancient 
relationship between magic and divination which is easy to overlook.  

We do with some regularity find magicians who claim divinatory 
powers. Famous shamanic figures, like Empedocles and Epimenides, as 
well as a whole class of unknown magicians whose divinatory rites pepper 
the papyri, make this clear. But the relationship is not bidirectional. The 
famous diviners and oracles—Teiresias, the Pythia, the priestesses of 
Dodona, and the Sybil, for example—have no reputation as magicians. 
This casts the overlap between the two fields in a specific light. On the one 
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hand we have magicians who make rather indiscriminate claims about the 
range of their areas of expertise. They often promise to harness the 
divinatory arts, indeed, but also medical, rhetorical, athletic or nearly any 
other type of technical expertise a client might need. But practitioners of 
these other specialties tend to be more circumspect, and do not mix up 
their practices with those of the magician.2 

Against the broader context, then, the ancient affiliations between 
magic and divination are on a par with those between magic and a whole 
range of useful arts: that is, magicians are in the habit of claiming 
expertise in nearly any technical field, but these claims by magicians no 
more serve as proof of divination as an exotic, fringe, or occult activity 
than they serve to prove that rhetoric was. In fact, as I will explore further 
in a moment, ancient intellectuals more likely understood divination as 
one of the useful arts—a speculative one, to be sure—but not a fringe one. 
This general picture is confirmed on the level of simple terminology. It is 
telling that divination gets a Greek substantive adjective form in –ikê 
(mantikê), commonly used, which ranks it among the other well-known 
technai we have been discussing. The parallel formations do not exist in 
the vocabulary for magical practice, Greek does not speak of a goêtikê.3 

The scholarly approach to divination that treats it as a subset of the 
study of magic seems to share little with the social-historical one. 
However, after some reflection, a simple, though consequential, similarity 
comes into view. It is clear that both emerge from a strong “irrationalist” 
commitment. That is, both begin from a premise that divination is a form 
of human activity that, considered in isolation, does not make sense. The 
social historian replaces that senselessness with the content of social 
capital, the historian of magic feels no need to replace it, since the 
irrational is a comfortable métier. As a consequence, we begin our study of 
divination from a premise that is at odds with how the ancients understood 
it.  

This conundrum doubtless lies behind our general neglect of a rather 
large body of commentary in which ancient intellectuals consider 
divination carefully. They approach it from many vantages, with different 
premises in mind and with varying degrees of interest, but they do 
regularly consider it. From our earliest evidence, back to at least 
Democritus’ time, we find various thinkers trying to reckon out the ways 
in which divine signs convey their meanings: in both what we might call a 
pure theoretical mode and in the mode of practical or applied theory. To 
form a contrast again with magic, theories of magic are rare and sketchy; 
we have to wait until Iamblichus and the later Neoplatonists to find 
sophisticated philosophers wrestling with the question of how esoteric 
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rites produce their effects (and even then the terminology of magic is 
explicitly ostracised).4 While there is never a question that divination is a 
topic poised at the limits of reason, the ancients do not generally assume 
that it has fallen into the abyss. It casts glances in both directions.5 As Fritz 
Graf has recently characterized it, the study of divination has always been 
caught between the horns of belief and skepticism. A few of our sources 
are hardheaded in regard to the usefulness of any sort of divination, like 
Thucydides or Epicurus. However, these few voices of discord, which 
have been unduly amplified, should not lead us to overlook the general 
earnestness with which nearly all of our sources consider the topic. Even 
those who harbour doubts do not allow themselves to be caught easily on 
the horns of disbelief. In short ancient intellectuals, from Plato and 
Aristotle to Seneca and Plotinus, take divination seriously. 

II. The Stoics 

Perhaps no other ancient school took the topic more seriously than the 
Stoics, who offer a particularly rich set of reflections on divination.6 In 
addition, it so happens that their views on it are comparatively well 
preserved. Perhaps “comparatively” is the operative term here, since the 
entire corpus of the formative figures of Stoicism is lost. To reconstruct 
any of the views of Zeno, Cleanthes, and Chrysippus, whose careers 
spanned the late fourth and most of the third centuries BCE, we are forced 
to rely on later witnesses to their ideas, who preserve them under varying 
layers of hostility. Cicero, who is less polemical than some of our other 
sources, presents a rich picture of Stoic ideas in his dialogue On 
Divination. This text, along with a handful of fragments of Chrysippus and 
Posidonius from other sources, several passages from Epictetus, and Book 
Two of Seneca’s Natural History, constitute our main sources of evidence 
for Stoic views on divination. Cicero’s tract On Divination preserves a 
debate, in which he casts his brother Quintus as making the case for 
divination and himself as taking the opposite stance. The two stand as 
rough surrogates for the views of the Stoic and of the sceptical academy. 
In his broadest statements, Quintus follows a later Stoic, Posidonius, and 
classifies the Stoic arguments for divination under three headings: 
arguments from god, from fate, and from nature. I will take Quintus as a 
guide, given our utter lack of a better one, and divide my inquiry in the 
same way. But first a word or two about some larger positions in Stoicism 
which will make it clear that divination was no tributary, but was well 
situated in the mainstream of their thinking. 
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The Stoics are thoroughgoing materialists. The problem of how 
immaterial things might affect material ones led them to a clean and 
satisfying solution—they say that everything that can properly be said to 
exist is material. Only four classes of things are immaterial: time, space, 
void, and lekta (or predicates assigned to things). The Stoics use the verb 
“subsist” (huphistêmi) in place of the verb “to be” for these items. 
Especially relevant for our purposes, even the divine is material. They 
define it as an extraordinarily fine mist, called pneuma, literally “breath”, 
that permeates and suffuses inert matter, or hulê, and brings into being 
everything that exists in the cosmos. The pneuma, which they also call 
logos or reason, steers the universe on its course. It is, in fact, the sole 
active agent in the world.  

 
Our Stoic philosophers, as you know, say that there are two things in 
nature from which everything is produced—cause and matter. Matter lies 
inert, an entity ready for anything, but destined to lie idle if no one moves 
it. Cause, on the other hand, being the same as reason, shapes matter and 
directs it wherever it wants, and from matter produces its manifold 
creations.7  
 
Everything that moves, in other words, is moved by pneuma. As it is 

penetrating into every nook and cranny of the universe, the divine breath 
nevertheless remains unified, and it creates otherwise inexplicable 
connections between things. All things, therefore, are connected to all 
things. This view, consistently articulated as a central premise of Stoic 
physics, provides a powerful explanation of how divinatory signs could be 
connected with the meanings they convey. A Stoic thinker contemplating 
how a certain flight of a bird, twitch of a nose, or cleft in a liver might be 
connected to some future event can rely on the capacious power of the 
divine which flows from one point to the next, and furnishes the links in 
whole networks of causal chains that interconnect the cosmos. These 
interconnections, via the pneuma, are the central innovation of the Stoic 
school on the topic of divination, and they consistently travel under the 
same technical term. The Stoics label the property of interconnection 
“sympathy”. 

The Greek notion of sympatheia is of course active within several 
different ancient fields. Ancient magicians invoked sympathy to denote a 
secret connection between otherwise separate things that allows for 
discrete moments of action at a distance powered by the human 
practitioner. Our first instinct might, then, be to think that Stoic sympathy 
operates in a congruent way; that the divinity, like a kind of magician, uses 
his remote control to produce discrete moments of divinatory 
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communication—a portentous bird flight, or cleft in a liver. But the Stoics 
are uncomfortable with this line of thinking:  

 
It is not a Stoic doctrine that the gods concern themselves with individual 
cracks in the liver or individual bird-songs. That is unbecoming, unworthy 
of the gods, and quite impossible.8  

 
Feeling the sting of objections from the Epicureans, who claimed that 

the Stoics’ insistence on divine immanence cheapened the divine, the 
Stoics were careful to avoid this theory. Sympathy in Stoicism is 
something slightly different from that put to use by magicians. It has a 
little more to do with the sympathy one finds invoked in the field of 
medicine, in both its magical and scientific forms. 

Bolus of Mendes (3rd-2nd c. BCE?), who wrote On Sympathies and 
Antipathies, a tract later attributed to Democritus, shows us the usefulness 
of the idea for the magical healer. His work is not much more than a long 
list of which exotic ingredients remedy which bodily conditions, but it 
does show the notion being used to describe a process in the physical 
world, in this case a change of state in the patient, brought about by a 
physical cause, the drug or remedy. Nepualius (2nd c. CE?) also writes a 
work on Antipathies and Sympathies, which answers to the same 
description. His work is entirely a list of what different animals eat or 
drink when they get sick, for example, a dog eats grass. After a short 
prologue, eighty-six sections (which are no more than sentences) list the 
behaviours of dozens of animals. Finally, as has recently been pointed out, 
Galen’s pharmacology—despite his own protests to the contrary—still 
works according to similar principles of sympathy and antipathy.9 

But the more reputable medical sciences made use of the notion of 
sympathy in another way as well, one that is more apposite to the Stoic 
notion. Ancient physicians had long recognised the predictive power of 
signs within symptomology, and rashes, fevers, and countless other 
symptoms in one part of the body were well known to be related to 
conditions in other parts of the body. As far back as the late 5th century 
BCE, the Hippocratic author of On Nutriment speaks of the connections 
between the different parts of the body under the idea of sympathy,10 as 
does Galen in his principle work on pathology, On Affected Parts,11 and 
Soranus in On Gynecology.12  

Two last considerations argue for a connection between medical 
views of sympathy and those of the Stoics. When Cicero is looking for a 
translation of the Greek term, he chooses contagio, a term that already has 
a rich medical background, and he uses it as a perfectly serviceable Latin 
rendering.13 Finally and most importantly, the Stoics were in the habit of 
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calling the cosmos a single body. They usually pulled out this notion in 
conjunction with the idea that God—that is, the divine pneuma—should be 
seen as its soul. The Stoics’ somatic view of the cosmos brings the 
thinking on sympathy from the medical corpus very close to hand indeed, 
and puts the connections between disparate parts of the cosmos on a par 
with the flows of communication through the interior circuits that 
permeate us all. Such a network offers obvious attractions to the theorist of 
divination. It grants the diviner a background against which claims of 
semantic connection can then be made. This notion is present in all three 
of the main arguments the Stoics pass down for divination—from god, 
from fate, and from nature—to which we now turn. 

III. Argument from god 

Perhaps the most celebrated and most straightforward argument for 
divination from the Stoics derives from the gods. Here the Stoics engage 
their unique physics and theology only tangentially, and instead argue 
based on the traditional divine characteristics of omniscience and 
benevolence. The argument is stated in different ways, but nowhere more 
clearly than in the following, taken from On Divination: 

 
If there are gods, but they do not indicate future events to men in advance, 
either they do not love men, or they are ignorant of what will happen, or 
they think it is not in men’s interests to know the future, or they think it 
beneath their dignity to give signs of future events to men in advance, or 
are even unable to give signs of them. But neither do the gods not love us 
(for they are beneficent and friendly to mankind); nor are they ignorant of 
what they themselves have set up and ordained; nor is it not in our interests 
to know future events (for we will be more careful if we know); nor do 
they think it foreign to their dignity (for nothing is more honorable than 
beneficence); nor are they unable to foreknow future events. Therefore it is 
not the case that there are gods but they do not give signs of future events. 
But there are gods. Therefore they do give signs of future events.14 

  
It is precisely inconceivable for a Stoic that there would not be 

divination. The gods know what will happen, the gods care about us, they 
have no reason for not telling us what will happen, and so they make the 
future known to those who know how to read for it. In his rebuttal of the 
argument, Cicero points to the unexamined assumptions behind it—of 
divine benevolence, the divine regulation of all things, the benefit of 
knowing the future beforehand, the knowability at all of the future, to the 
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divinities or to anyone else, and finally the very existence of the gods—but 
he does not find fault with the logical thread.15 

IV. Argument from fate 

Now to the argument from fate, but first a preliminary note. It was a 
common trope among most ancient observers to think of divination in two 
broad categories. Dreams and oracles resulting from mantic possession 
have a unique character, they were thought to arise from direct inspiration, 
and went under the heading of natural or non-technical practices. In the 
“technical” varieties, by contrast, the divine communicated, through a non-
human medium, some outside portent that we might interpret, whether a 
lightning bolt or a sneeze. The argument from god that we just looked at 
seems equally relevant to both kinds. The two that follow, though, have 
special relevance for one side. 

The Stoics’ argument for divination based on fate is particularly 
relevant to the technical variety of divination, the one which picks up 
outside signals. This one is quite a bit more involved than the previous 
one. Fate played a large role in Stoic thinking, but what exactly they meant 
by it is worth dwelling on for just a moment (we will come to see that, in 
fact, it looks a lot like sympathy). In the De divinatione, Cicero has his 
brother make a distinction between a fate of superstition and a fate of 
physics:   

 
By “fate”, I mean what the Greeks call heimarmenê—an ordering and 
sequence of causes (ordinem seriemque causarum), since it is the 
connection of cause to cause which out of itself produces anything. It is 
everlasting truth, flowing from all eternity. Consequently nothing has 
happened which was not going to be, and likewise nothing is going to be of 
which nature does not contain causes working to bring that very thing 
about. This makes it intelligible that fate should be, not the fate of 
superstition, but that of physics, an everlasting cause of things—why past 
things happened, why present things are now happening, and why future 
things will be.16 

   
Quintus’ distinction between the fate of superstition and that of 

physics bears further consideration. The distinction between these two 
views has only recently received much considered attention. And it plays a 
crucial role in understanding how divination might be explained according 
to fate.  

The Stoics were unabashed determinists. As we have seen, the Stoic 
universe is ultimately interconnected and materialist. There is no place in 
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it where the causal chain that links things is broken, and all things interact 
in ways that follow patterns and are never haphazard. But they had well-
developed ethical views, and determinism has a corrosive effect on ethical 
systems. If all is determined to happen, why bother trying to do right? Or 
trying to do anything for that matter? (This is an argument known 
famously as the “lazy argument” in antiquity). Chrysippus generated a 
response by relying on a distinction between determinism and fatalism. 
And while it is technical, it provides a crucial window into what “fate” 
actually means for the Stoics. Determinism tells us that, given the totality 
of causal conditions at one time, what happens next is entirely determined. 
However, fatalism, in the sense in which the term is commonly used, 
claims something slightly different. It states that everything is determined 
to happen, independent of human choices, effort, or deliberations. But 
Chrysippus never claimed that. Our choices, effort, and deliberations do 
matter in his picture. External causes are only necessary, but not sufficient, 
antecedents for our actions.  

When Chrysippus discusses the topic of fate, he is careful to articulate 
a distinction he drew between two sorts of causes: those that are complete 
and primary on the one hand; and those that are auxiliary or proximate on 
the other. He illustrates this by means of an example of a cylinder. If 
someone pushes a cylinder to start it rolling down a ramp, he has supplied 
only an auxiliary cause of its rolling. The primary cause, according to 
Chrysippus, is that the cylinder has a capacity for rolling. The auxiliary 
cause of pushing provides a merely necessary, but not sufficient, cause to 
make something roll.17 This wouldn’t happen to a feather. Chrysippus, we 
are told by several witnesses, restricts his notion of fate to auxiliary causes 
only.18 So that, when people are caught up in the nexus of causes that is 
fate, they are caught up in a set of external, precipitating causes. However, 
the internal, primary causes of their actions remain outside this theory.  

Are we then to conclude that Chrysippus proposed that the primary 
causes of human actions—emanating from the volitional centre of each 
person, the logikê psychê—are free from the determinist chain of causes 
that move the universe? This would be unlikely. Chrysippus claims that 
nothing is outside of the causal scheme of the cosmos (but this question 
bears more on fatalism than on fate). Why then does he limit fate, as he 
unmistakably does, to external, precipitating causes? There is as yet no 
settled answer in the scholarship to this question. Susan Sauvé Meyer has 
proposed the most likely one, and her solution has unique relevance for 
clarifying what the Stoics mean by fate, and ultimately, what they are 
getting at in the distinction between the fate of superstition and the fate of 
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the physicists.19  But first we need to gain a clearer understanding of Stoic 
causation. 

Stoics have an idiosyncratic (from our point of view) idea of what a 
cause is, and also what a chain of causes is. We tend intuitively to think of 
causes as events, and these events might precipitate other events and so 
progress forward in time. But the Stoics are insistent that causes are not 
events, but bodies. A famous example preserved in Sextus Empiricus will 
help illustrate this: 

 
The Stoics say that every cause is a body which becomes the cause to a 
body of something incorporeal. For instance, the scalpel, a body, becomes 
the cause to the flesh, a body, of the incorporeal predicate “being cut”.20   
 
A cause, strictly speaking, is the cause of an incorporeal predicate, 

which cannot by strict Stoic thinking be a cause of anything, since only 
material things can act as causes. So there is an immediate impediment 
within Stoic physics to thinking of causal chains as marching forward in 
time as cause precipitates effect which becomes a cause of something else. 
Causes instead operate on one another, in Stoic thinking. Odd as this 
sounds, again, it is a very well attested position in Stoic thinking. Clement 
of Alexandria is characteristic of the evidence that shows causal 
interactions are not one way at all, but reciprocal: “the knife is the cause to 
the flesh of being cut, while the flesh is the cause to the knife of cutting.”21  

With this aspect of Stoic causation in mind, we revisit the notion of a 
chain of causes (the Greek usually is alusis, chain, or heirmos string—
Cicero’s ordinem seriemque causarum). These terms often represent a 
reference to temporal succession, to be sure, but they also mark (and 
perhaps more prominently mark) a simultaneous and mutual interaction. A 
chain, after all, represents temporal succession only after a metaphorical 
jump. Its primary meaning is of a series of items synchronously linked 
together in reciprocal interaction. Cicero’s ordo means a rank of solders 
first and then many other ordered lines of objects. The idea of a sequence 
of successive events appears only in definitions 8-12 (out of 15) in the 
Oxford Latin Dictionary. Similarly a series is first a line of things and 
second a sequence in time. Pushing this line of thinking further, in the 
Stoic texts, fate is also often described as a “web” epiplokê of interwoven 
causes, a description which is incongruent with temporal succession.22 A 
further example from Clement’s discussion of the mutuality of causation 
cited above makes the point rather nicely: “the stones in the arch are 
causes to each other of the predicate ‘remaining’”.23 (Of course, fate has 
something to do with what will happen next, but more prominent in the 
evidence is a thesis about mutual interrelation among things at a given 
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time). This view provides some insight into Chrysippus’ position that fate 
has to do with external precipitating causes. Since fate is a thesis about the 
reciprocal interactions between things—between, as a matter of fact, all 
things—one can see how it might be classified as being only about 
external causes. It has to do with primary causes only insofar as they act as 
precipitating causes to one another. Fate, then, is not a thesis about the 
cylinder’s roundness, but about how it interacts with other things as 
external causes to one another. 

Here, then, lies our answer to the distinction Cicero has Quintus draw 
between a fate of the superstitious and a fate of the natural scientist. While 
superstitious fate is a thesis about impotence, the fate of physics is a kind 
of “Newtonian” trust in the systematicity of the causal interactions of all 
things with all things. We have also, then, taken a step in our 
understanding of how the argument from fate explained the appearance of 
divinatory signs. Fate seems to be precisely a guarantor that the world is 
not haphazard, and so humans have a chance of predicting what might 
happen.  

 
Their view is that the world was from its beginning set up in such a way 
that certain things should be preceded by certain signs, some in entrails, 
others in birds, others in lightning, others in portents, others in stars, others 
in dream impressions, others in frenzied utterances. Those who properly 
perceive these are rarely deceived. The falsehood of bad conjectures and 
bad interpretations is due, not to any fault in the world, but to the scientific 
ignorance of the interpreters.24  
 
Several implications flow from this observation. First, it is consonant 

with the Stoics’ broad confidence in our ability to understand the world. In 
sharp contrast to Plato, for example, they generally feel that humans are 
adequate to the task of comprehending their world. At the far end, a level 
of comprehension is available to a figure the Stoics call the “wise man”. 
Here lies a full knowledge of the web of causation, which to their thinking 
is equivalent to understanding the ways of the pneuma. Chrysippus surely 
has something like this in mind when he says that only the wise man can 
be a true diviner. This notion also goes some way to explaining a 
characteristic of Stoic argumentation for divination—their habit of 
compiling long lists of examples. Chrysippus’ work exhibits this character 
and so does Quintus’ argument in the On Divination. Collating example 
after example corresponds with a broad empirical urge, grounded on a 
trust of our apprehension of reality. One sees this characteristic in other 
Stoic texts, like Cornutus’ allegorical tract. It also appears in a later dream 
work that to my mind shows Stoic tendencies, Artemidorus’ Dream Book. 
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All of this makes the Stoic thesis of fate nearly identical with the Stoic 
idea of divine sympathy, as the causal force that connects everything 
through the all-suffusing divine pneuma. But this does raise a kind of 
problem. If divination is the attempt to develop a predictive system within 
a deterministic cosmos by closely observing the natural world and 
recording what signs precede what outcomes, how is divination any 
different from the natural sciences? If a meteorologist predicts rain from 
the appearance of a rain cloud, we don’t typically call him a diviner. And 
in fact, Cicero has Quintus separate himself from such other arts of 
prediction explicitly: “There are many things foreseen by physicians, 
pilots, and also by farmers, but I do not call the predications of any of 
them divination” (multa medici, multa gubernatores, agricolae etiam 
multa praesentiunt, sed nullam eorum divinationem voco).25 

But what then is the difference? I think here we have to invoke a 
doctrine that Quintus is shy about. He does not talk much about a point 
that his brother makes hay of in his rebuttal. As Cicero is arguing against 
Quintus, he invokes what must surely have been the principle that 
separated the signs and causes that belong to divination from signs and 
causes that belong to the natural sciences. Cicero tells us that Stoics think 
“divination is the foreknowledge of things which depend upon chance”. 
(Talium ergo rerum, quae in fortuna positae sunt, praesensio divinatio 
est).26 We might do a double-take here, given Stoic determinism, but they 
did, as a matter of fact, have a definition of chance (which definition 
Cicero by the way ignores): chance (tuchê, fortuna) is defined as cause 
which is unclear (aition adêlon) to human reason.27  

So, we have here a view of divination that makes it, by definition, the 
art of predicting outcomes whose causes are not known. Two pieces of 
evidence support this view. First Quintus’ utter consistency in claiming 
that he does not know why divination works, but will rather appeal to the 
concrete examples in the past when it has indeed worked, in order to 
construct an empiricist argument. He also consistently compares this 
approach to the kind of approach taken by physicians. They may not know 
precisely why a certain root or herb acts as an emetic or a purgative, or 
aids in the healing process—nevertheless these things just do work.28  
Second is a sentiment that expresses this point rather clearly at the close of 
Quintus’ argument in book 1. He here considers a limiting case: 

 
If there were some human being who could see with his mind the 
connection of all causes, he would certainly never be deceived. For 
whoever grasps the causes of future things must necessarily grasp all that 
will be. But since no one but god can do this, man must be left to gain his 
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foreknowledge from various signs which announce what is to come. For 
things which will be do not spring up spontaneously.29   
 
This text more likely shows the influence of Posidonius than 

Chrysippus, because one assumes the figure of the wise man would have 
made some appearance otherwise. It treats the art of divination as a 
science at the limits of reason—a practice of reading signs whose causes 
will remain shrouded in mystery, but whose benefits can nonetheless be 
secured. 

V. Argument from nature 

Now we move to the argument that comes from nature, which is much 
more accessible than the previous one. Just as the argument from fate had 
special relevance to the technical forms of divination, the argument from 
nature is particularly relevant to the non-technical forms—in other words, 
those that arise directly from the inspiration of the soul by the divine. 
While the term “nature” seems to invoke the whole set of causal 
problematics looked at above, in practice, the natural explanation for 
divination boils down to an investigation of the nature of the human soul, 
and so aims to theorize the process of inspiration. The Stoics understood 
the soul, psyche, as precisely that part of the pneuma that infuses and 
sustains the raw material that makes up the human body. The pneuma in 
every individual thing operates like an interior twin, a vaporous body that 
coexists within the material one, binding a thing together and making it 
what it is. They assign the name of “tenor” (hexis) to the configuration of 
pneuma that holds together inanimate objects like stones and logs. 
Something called physis,30 which is the pneuma in a slightly more rarefied 
state, holds together plants and the human fetus between conception and 
birth. Soul (psyche), an even more rarefied pneuma, holds together the 
matter of which an animal is made up. Primarily, soul has the powers of 
sensation and movement. The logical soul (logikê psyche), which is 
rarefied further still, holds together the inert matter that makes up the 
human body and uniquely manifests the characteristic of logos, or speech 
and reason.31 Since the soul is the divine within, if you like, which is not 
separate from the pneuma that permeates the whole cosmos, it is not hard 
to see how it, in itself, is capable of sharing in divine knowledge. The key 
notion here is relatively straightforward and is also traditional (via Plato 
and Aristotle) by the time the Stoics pick it up. During sleep the soul is 
less encumbered by the body and so is more in touch with the divine 
element at its core. This means that during sleep it is better able to access 
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the divinity inside itself. The explanations for oracular trance are not as 
close to hand, but would presumably rely on a similar line of reasoning. 
This follows up on and deepens an observation made earlier. The Stoics 
see the human soul as up to the task of understanding the world, here 
reflected in a true continuity between divine reason and human reason. 

VI. Concluding Thoughts 

If we take a step back from the Stoic evidence for a moment and look at 
the whole, we can, in my view, find some illumination as to why ancients 
and moderns might view divination differently, based on certain premises 
of ancient and modern physics. Most important here is a central idea of 
ancient physics that is not mirrored in modern accounts: the idea of 
intentionality. In my view, a focus on intentionality as an organizing 
principle in the cosmos provides a way around the horns of Fritz Graf’s 
dilemma that I mentioned at the beginning of this paper. It holds out a 
detour around the problem of belief versus skepticism and instead gives us 
breadth of view. I’ll explain. 

Only a few ancient philosophers deviated from the idea of a purposive 
cosmos. It was more often the case that the world unfolded as it did 
according to some form of teleological drive. Its processes were not willy-
nilly, but were part of a larger plan. And more often than not, the ancients 
were comfortable enough calling the architect of this plan the divine (with 
all caveats in place against assimilating the various philosophical notions 
of the divine with traditional Homeric theology). If this is a beginning 
point of physics, then the study of the unfolding of physical processes will 
be the reading of a purposiveness that is ultimately traceable, even if by a 
long and circuitous route, to the divine. This starting point makes 
divination look a lot less exotic and more a practice whose premises are 
congruent with those of the empirical scientist: both place human beings in 
the position of gathering information derived from a more or less remote 
cause of causes. Neither Plato, Aristotle, nor of course the Stoics, would 
have any objection. 

The next step is, then, to think about the gap that separates the process 
of reading signs in an intentional cosmos from reading signs in an 
unintentional one. Contemporary theorists of signs have already pointed 
the way. In his A Theory of Semiotics, Umberto Eco talks of a “lower 
threshold” of semiotic activity that takes place around natural “things” 
whose status as “signs” is liminal.32 In his discussion, Eco makes reference 
to physical stimuli, neurophysiological phenomena, and genetic coding as 
signals that exist below the threshold of the sign. In referring in particular 
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to “signals”, Eco has in mind a term of art. “Signal” marks a kind of 
primitive sign, whose signified is not yet separated from its signifier, and 
which acts as a mechanical “trigger” of some reaction in the receiver. 
Since Jean Piaget, these have been viewed as precursors to the sign, with 
precursor understood in an evolutionary sense.33 In Eco’s terms, 
phenomena at this lower threshold provide the “missing link” between the 
universe of signals and the universe of signs. They are the answer to the 
question of where semiotic phenomena arise from something non-
semiotic. The present study, I think, lends one to think that the history of 
attempts to explain divination takes place precisely at this threshold which, 
at the same time, sets it on the line between information and language, 
between data and knowledge, and perhaps even between nature and 
culture.  

Thinking within the context of this lower spectrum, divination 
consistently raises the issue of intentionality. Intention separates two 
different semiotic situations: one in which information is gathered from an 
unintending source—as in diagnosis or natural observation—and one in 
which information is gathered from a source that exhibits volition and 
goal-directed behaviour. As we have seen in the case of the Stoics, the 
idea of the divine sign as an act of communication is rather durable and 
survives the disappearance of Homer’s gods. Divine intentionality 
survives in attenuated forms, sometimes markedly attenuated forms, until 
it seems to evanesce into the atmosphere. 

This intentionality is further complicated by the Stoic view of the 
cosmos itself as a single, self-consistent animal. Once the whole world, 
including the divine sign and the human receiver of the divine sign, is 
considered to be enclosed within a common integument, we enter into 
another semiotic world: the world of signs that occur within individual 
organisms, which seem more closely to follow the logic of the signal than 
that of the sign. In the case of the cosmic “creature”, the information sent 
from divine sender to human receptor, then, is understood by analogy to 
the sub-volitional information transfer that takes place within organisms. 
This opens promising opportunities to the theorist, while at the same time 
setting out limitations as well. 

Finally, since the divinatory situation accentuates the human 
individual’s powers as a sign-receiving being, as opposed to a sign-
producing one, it activates an aspect of sign reading that takes us to its 
very lowest thresholds. Divination is emphatically a process of humans 
receiving signs. There are of course often opportunities for the seekers of 
oracles to have their say, but the divinatory situation operates on a basic 
principle of disproportionality. Writing out one’s ticket at Dodona only 
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serves to reinforce the one-sided character of the conversation—the point 
of the exercise is to hear the answer. In fact this disproportionality is an 
irreducible factor of divination—it is what separates it from all other forms 
of semiosis, from human communication to the observation of nature. The 
figure at the centre of this paper, the signifying pneuma, produces at the 
same time its human inverse, the living creature as receiver of signs. 

It may even be possible to suggest that the creation of this human 
figure—let us call him homo interpretans—is the real point of divination, 
when considered from the vantage of the human individual. The abilities 
to generate signs and to receive them are two entirely different ones, 
which evolutionary biologists have discovered to have become adaptively 
useful to organisms according to different trajectories.34 There is no doubt 
that the capacity of receptor is older, and that it belongs to a very old 
evolutionary layer. It is present in all living creatures, down to the single-
celled organism. Walter Burkert has already suggested a link between such 
an early evolutionary state and a divinatory mentality.35 This topic brings 
us to very deep waters indeed and we cannot hope to cross them, but it 
may be that this perspective provides a means to understand the evident 
grip that divination has had on nearly all members of the human species. 
This offers an “answer” to divination, if you will, which stands parallel to 
that offered by those who have so fruitfully explored divination within the 
operations of a society, where the point of divination seemed so clearly to 
be the marshalling of social power.  

To a degree stronger than in any other communicative situation, the 
unique disproportionality in divination places the human being in the 
posture of a passive receiver of the message, a message which, 
furthermore, verges on a kind of “triggering mechanism” whose 
efficacious power over the recipient ought to be automatic. The pathos that 
typically surrounds the human recipient of the divine message may 
actually arise from the necessary intrusion of the sign, where one hoped 
the signal might again reign, since a human can no longer operate 
automatically, that is, can no longer descend from self-consciousness to 
pure, natural, intuitive response. Divination provides a channel in which 
we can witness signals transmogrify into signs, but we are always haunted 
by the insecurity that sign producers may not be the divinities we wish 
them to be. Humans sacrifice the perfect coalescence of signifier and 
signified as the price of becoming self-aware sign producers. We have 
stolen from the gods our abilities to communicate at our will, while our 
expectant ears await, like a modern-day Prometheus, the return of Zeus’ 
eagle. 
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CHAPTER TWO 

CHALDEAN DIVINATION  
AND THE ASCENT TO HEAVEN 

ALGIS UZDAVINYS 
 

 
 

Now when we meditate on this, may Heracles be gracious to you and me.1 
 

In classical antiquity, Chaldeans were viewed as “priests”, the attendant 
staff of Babylonian temples. They were compared to Egyptian priests by 
Diodorus Siculus,2 or understood to be learned scholars who were in a 
position to inform the Greeks of the precise history of Babylonia, its 
religious practices and rituals. The Aramaic term “Chaldea” originally 
referred to the Neo-Babylonian Empire (which ended with the reign of 
Nabonidus, 556-539 BCE) and, consequently, all the inhabitants of lower 
Mesopotamia were Chaldeans. However, since the word Chaldaios is also 
used to designate the members of the Babylonian priesthood (and, by 
extension, all Mesopotamian diviners, sages, astrologers, mathematicians 
and exegetes),3 it soon became a title of honour for Hellenes who had 
studied in the Babylonian schools and regarded themselves as disciples of 
their wise men. 

The term Chaldaios, being synonymous with mathematikos (referring 
to astrologers), gained prestige in the Hellenistic world. Philo of 
Alexandria, the master of hermeneutical tricks, aimed at the promotion of 
the Jewish cause and equated the word Chaldaios with Hebraios, meaning 
a person of the Hebrew race who spoke the Hebrew tongue, thus curiously 
describing Moses as a Chaldean. Only after his trip to Rome in 39-40 BCE 
did Philo realise the negative connotations of the word “Chaldean” for 
Roman politicians, and no longer equated Chaldaios with Hebraios, but 
associated it with “the old system of beliefs”, namely, the Chaldean sky-
lore (meteorologias) which included the conception that the world was 
controlled by the ordered revolution of the stars.4 

For the Neoplatonists, Chaldeans were not simply astrologers, but the 
initiates and bearers of ancient Mesopotamian cultic traditions related to 
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theurgy, divination and the ascent to the gods. For Iamblichus in 
particular, “the ancestral doctrines of the Assyrians” (ta Assurion patria 
dogmata) are the same as those of “the sages of Chaldea” (hoi Chaldaioi 
sophoi)5 and, contrary to the prevalent scholarly opinion, these Chaldeans 
cannot stricto sensu be identified as the receivers of the Chaldean Oracles 
“handed down by the gods” (theoparadota). The Oracles were transmitted 
through the theurgic technique of “calling” and “receiving”—the 
technique of the Babylonian apilum prophets and Assyrian ecstatics of 
Ishtar/Hekate—but from this observation one cannot draw a 
straightforward conclusion that Julian the Chaldean and his son Julian the 
Theurgist are simply Middle Platonists (the term itself being like an 
academic mantra which miraculously “explains” everything), playing the 
role of nebulous “Chaldean sages”.  

We can certainly locate the Chaldean Oracles, as they stand in their 
Hellenised form (translated into Greek hexameter verse), in a Middle 
Platonic milieu which had clear affinities with Gnosticism and 
Hermeticism. This seems to be quite a reasonable opinion, accepted by 
Majercik and others.6 But we cannot label this same trend of thought to 
which the Oracles belong as “underworld Platonism”,7 or go so far as 
Tardieu when he argues that “the system of Oracles is incomprehensible 
unless we see at its foundation the development of the Gnostic systems 
around Valentinus”.8 This simply cannot be true. The so-called Middle 
Platonists and Neopythagoreans (if not Pythagoras and Plato themselves) 
depended on the Eastern “pre-Platonic Platonism”, which both 
mythologically and ritually embodied the archetypal patterns on which 
Platonism proper is ultimately based. The explorers of Middle Platonism 
are simply unaware of the Chaldean metaphysical tradition which Parpola 
aptly calls “the Mesopotamian gnosis” and which stems from the complex 
theologies of Enki, Nabu, Ishtar, Marduk, Ninurta and Ashur, as well as 
esoteric commentaries on Enuma elish and other hieratic texts.9 Hence, 
“Chaldean” wisdom (nemequ) signifies all Assyrian and Babylonian 
doctrines belonging to the esoteric tradition of apkallus whose remnants 
reached the Middle Platonic, Neopythagorean and Neoplatonic 
philosophers and which was reinterpreted in accord with contemporary 
theological thought. 

The alleged relationship of Abraham, or those who followed 
“Abraham’s way of life”, with Ur of the Chaldeans (the Sumerian Ur) is a 
late hermeneutical misunderstanding. As Cyrus Gordon remarks, this 
Abrahamic Ur was located in northern Mesopotamia, not far from Harran, 
and belonged to the Hittite Empire; the activities of his followers in Ugarit 
(where there were people called abrm, according to the archives there) 
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were regulated by the Emperor Hattusilis III (c. 1282-1250 BCE).10 The 
Chaldean lore, preserved in Roman Syria (especially in Harran, the last 
Assyrian stronghold after the fall of Nineveh), far from being equated with 
astrology alone, is rooted in Assyrian and Babylonian esotericism. 
According to Philippe Talon,  

 
The Greeks themselves attributed many concepts to the Assyrians and 
many Western philosophers were in fact of Syrian origin or education. It 
should thus not come as a surprise to find these concepts used and 
rephrased. They give us a whole new perspective with which to examine 
the Mesopotamian texts… from there [Harran] we can trace a link to 
Constantinople through Proclus, Damascius and Psellus. And from there 
we could envision a link to the first Kabbalistic texts.11 
 
One should remember that divinatory thought in Mesopotamia 

functioned as true semiology, a general science of signs and symbols. 
Everything in the world could be used to divine, because the created world 
was constituted of divine utterances which were written down. The 
sublunary world in its totality was considered to be a reflection of the 
Divine Script, therefore the whole of “nature” (the transformed body of 
Tiamat), assumed a divinatory value and could be read as a type of code 
used by the Divine Will. Semiological and hermeneutical divination was a 
kind of religious practice born out of writing, the “writing of things”, as 
Jean Bottero has noted.12 Since the act of creation is the “writing” of the 
gods, there is an analogy between creation and the writing of a divine 
message. The main task consists in reading, examining and deciphering (as 
a cuneiform tablet is deciphered) the things which are revealed and re-
written each day and each moment, as signs that contain hidden messages. 
Hence, the baru diviners are “examiners”, not “seers”. Hermeneutics is 
both the means of divination and a spiritual ascent. 

The Akkadian verb pasharu (to explain, interpret, give meaning) may 
be regarded as the key hermeneutical term of these examiners, 
investigators and questioners (sha’ilu) who are specialists in the exegesis 
of the universal script. In this context, words are not considered to be 
arbitrary and subjective epiphenomena, but the real objective expression of 
the proper essence of things. Therefore each phonetic similarity was 
regarded as very significant. 

There were two types of divination in Mesopotamia: a revelation from 
the gods (inspired divination) and a type of deduction through a 
“scientific” interpretation of signs (deductive divination). The latter was 
predominant and functioned as a writing system and hermeneutical 
deciphering. Shamash or Adad used to write down the divinatory decision 
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from the entrails of the sacrificial animal which was read by the baru, or 
examiner. Alongside this seemingly rational system, at Mari in the Old 
Babylonian period and in Assyria, one finds the occurrence of an atypical 
intuitive divination or prophecy. This kind of divination consisted of an 
informal “hearing” of the word of God through apilum (answerer or 
respondent, from the verb apalum, “to answer”); muhhum, nabum (from 
which stems the Hebrew and Arabic word for prophet, nabi); or raggimu 
(fem. raggimtu). The term raggimu, meaning “the pronouncer or speaker”, 
stands for “prophet” in the Neo-Assyrian Empire. The ecstatic activity of 
the apilum centres upon a sanctuary, or in the case of semi-nomadic 
Amorites and Arameans, a tent-shrine (mashkanum). We read in a text 
from Mari: 

 
Through oracles, Adad, Lord of Kallassu [spoke] to me, as follows: “Am I 
not Adad, Lord of Kallassu, who reared him (the king) between my loins 
and restored him to the throne of his father’s house?”13 
 

For Plato, convinced that his knowledge (episteme) makes him a theios 
aner, a divine man (in accord with the ancient paradigm of the King-
Magician, anthropos teleios), divination, as a technique claiming to use 
human reason for the interpretation of signs sent by the gods, is an 
illusion. However, as a kind of inspiration or divine madness (mania), 
divination is anchored in a realm which transcends sensible existence. As 
Jean-Pierre Vernant says: 

 
If this is a domain that respects the philosopher’s victorious rationalism, it 
is also scrupulously conservative in the area of religious practices to which 
divination belongs, and it does so because it recognized in the irrational a 
kind of trace left there by the world of Ideal Forms.14 
 
But the reading of signs and omens (the divine script of which the 

created cosmos is woven) also implies an intelligible structure which 
serves as the invisible background of visible things, themselves regarded 
as symbols of the invisible. Astronomical knowledge, related to the 
mathematical methods required to predict the behaviour of the planets and 
eclipses, emerged from the background of divinatory practices under the 
auspices of royal support in the eighth century BCE. David Brown regards 
this real or imagined emergence as a paradigm shift from a science of 
celestial divination without astronomy (that is, without accurate 
prediction) to one with it, and dates the invention of predictive astronomy 
(which presumably occurred on the basis of competition among the 
scholars in the Neo-Assyrian court) to the period around 700 BCE. 
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What Brown has in mind is the technology of predicting future 
celestial configurations by complex mathematical means alone (instead of 
empirical observation of predictable or unpredictable celestial omens), and 
the related invention of the Zodiac which, according to him, appeared “no 
later than c. 470 BCE in order to facilitate the prediction of the location of 
planetary phases”.15 Some other scholars suppose, however, that the 
astrological system related to the Zodiac dates from somewhere in the 
second millennium BCE. The new technology of the astrological 
revolution described by Brown could retro-calculate the state of the 
heavens and the point of birth, and thus horoscopy became the main (and 
allegedly “scientific”) divinatory form. The baru’s job was thus made 
superfluous. According to Brown: 

 
[Horoscopy] was a type of divination, steeped in history and cloaked in 
mathematics, which differed from other types in that a large component of 
the divining process required no observation at all. The tools of the trade 
were simply knowledge. No animals needed slaughtering, no oil, smoke, 
birds, noises, astral or atmospheric phenomena needed to be observed, and 
no records needed to be consulted. All that was needed was a date, a few 
“handy tables” of astronomical phenomena, and a working knowledge of 
the basic premises underpinning celestial divination—the benefic or 
malefic natures of the planets and the signs, etc.. Horoscopy and its related 
astrological disciplines could and did, therefore, leave the Babylonian 
temples and spread rapidly via particular experts to Greece and beyond.16 
 
However, the Sumerians, in the fourth millennium BCE, had already 

correctly calculated the Precessional number and developed the 
sexagesimal arithmetical method, related not only to the Great Year cycle 
(as the ideal construction of the harmonious whole), but also to the 
doctrine of the correspondence of macrocosm and microcosm. This 
structure of ontology and cosmology is based on the notion that the divine 
Word (amatu, qibitu) gives birth to everything, and consequently the 
return to the source is accomplished through theurgic speech, through the 
“utterance” (which is life itself) of Marduk’s or Ashur’s names, 
descending and ascending according to the established archetypal design 
(usurtu). The “writing of the firmament” (shitir burume) is part of this 
design, since Ashur’s word (qibitu) is fixed for eternity. As Enuma elish 
states, following the proclamation of Marduk’s fifty names: “His utterance 
(amatsu) is fixed, his pronouncement (qibitsu) is unalterable. No god can 
change his utterance (sit pishu) ”.17 

The Pythagoreans inherited from Mesopotamian traditions the seminal 
idea of the harmony of the spheres, the governing power of different 
musical modes, and the belief in the efficacy of numbers which rule the 
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cosmos, since in Babylonian and Assyrian theological thought the gods are 
represented by numbers.18 The seven-levelled ziggurat symbolised the 
ascent through the cosmos, itself equated with the Sacred Tree and the 
body of the royal Anthropos, thus indicating the seven levels of initiation 
and the theurgic ascent to the supreme God, who is symbolised by the 
number one. In this context, Ishtar signifies, in her descent, the Holy Spirit 
of revelation which fills the purified receptacle (the heart or entire body of 
the diviner, who becomes a kind of mystic) and, in her ascent, the 
individual soul. Hence, as Parpola says, “the ascending Ishtar is the 
penitent, reborn soul, which has been cleansed of its sins… and can start a 
gradual ascent towards heaven”.19 The ascent of Ishtar functions as a 
model for theurgic elevation, since Ishtar is an equivalent of Hekate in the 
sacramental theology of the Chaldean Oracles. According to Psellus, 

 
In the definition of the Chaldeans, Hekate occupies an exactly intermediate 
order and assumes the role of the centre relative to all the powers. And to 
her right they put the source of the souls, and to her left the source of the 
virtues.20 
 
This position of Hekate is the same as that of Ishtar in the Assyrian 

Tree of Life diagram which consists of the different triadic constructions 
that would be taken up by Neoplatonic metaphysics. The key doctrine, 
related to the soul’s descent into the world from Ishtar/Hekate through the 
loss of its wings, is that of its revelation and illumination—the encounter 
with divine powers which enable its ascent and immortalisation. Hence, 
prophetic divination is divination only accidentally, as it is first and 
foremost a means of gnosis and ascent to Heaven following the paradigms 
established by Ishtar, Ninurta, Nabu and other gods. No wonder that for 
Iamblichus, theurgical divination is not an end in itself, but simply a stage 
on the way to mystic union, achieved when the gods illuminate the 
theurgist (who is likened to the hieratic statue) with an excess of energy 
(periousia dunameos), without physically descending into the pure 
receptacle of his soul. This ecstasy, which is experienced by the apilum of 
Adad, Dagan, Shamash or Ishtar, causes an utter forgetfulness of one’s self 
(fana’ in the Sufi sense) and an absorption into God’s dunameis, and not 
only serves as a source of oracles, but enables the soul to ascend. This kind 
of inspiration and ecstasy (accompanied by revelations) is not caused by 
the passions, but transcends nature (huper ten phusin) and is therefore able 
to lift the soul up. 

“Scientific” astrology, with its Wheel of Life (zoe is life, kuklos, 
circle) analogous to the Wheel of samsara, is meaningful only if viewed 
within a mandala-like symbolic framework whose twelve constellations 
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represent the immutable archetypes, or the eidetic “windows”—revealed 
icons of the kosmos noetos. These determine the modifications of 
sublunary life in a universe which is regarded as one living organism. In 
this sense, each person’s horoscope forms part of a spiritual exercise (or a 
cosmological game) against the background of a noetic reality which 
determines the theurgic paths of ascent or descent into the realm of 
illusion. According to Whital Perry, this is like a Wheel of Fortune: “the 
right ‘play’ puts one onto the trunk leading to liberation; the wrong 
‘throw’ carries one astray on the barren shoot”.21 In this psychosomatic 
battlefield, Ninurta, the solar hero, fights his own ontological shadow, the 
force of darkness which finally escapes the control of any discursive 
reasoning. As Shakespeare tells us, “And oftentimes, to win us to our 
harm, the instruments of darkness tell us truths”.22 

For Iamblichus, astrological methods belong to the realm of a human 
science which cannot grasp divine essence. Therefore the divinatory art 
(mantike techne), with its computation of tables, is a useless technique, 
since mantike (prophecy) is consubstantial with the One, and only divine 
prophecy (he theia mantike) can reveal the identity of the personal daemon 
and lead to the liberation which transcends the realm of fate and astrology 
altogether, turning one into a god. Only the path to the One is really 
important, since plurality may be compared to a figure of speech (albeit 
created by the divine Logos), whose telos is unity, not the mundane, 
individual adventures described in a horoscope. These in fact belong to the 
literary genre and realm of didactic ethics and calendar ritual. As Perry has 
pointed out, 

 
What the accomplished astrologer can do, if he has an understanding of 
human nature and a gift for psychology, is to show the native his basic 
predispositions, the inborn strengths and weaknesses, the potentialities to 
be developed and the liabilities to be dominated. Each horoscope is the 
pattern of a maze: no two are alike, and there is not one without its egress, 
if once the proper clues can be found and followed. In traditional terms the 
ultimate goal to be obtained is that of spiritual liberation, which is both an 
escape in a vertical sense from the horizontal shackles of the horoscope in 
its aspect of fatality, and eventually a deliverance from the cosmic Round 
of Existence itself.23  
 
Similarly, for Iamblichus, theurgy cannot be reduced to a technique, 

but implies an inner state of sanctity (the combination of virtue and 
gnosis). Therefore the gods, daimons, angels, heroes, souls and all the 
other powers of divine manifestation used in rituals of divination (bau, in 
the language of Egyptian Ramesside theology) are symbolic (and 
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ontological) stages in the ascent to a divine realm which cannot be 
envisioned topographically. This is the ascent to Ashur (Ash literally 
meaning “the Divine One”), the winged Sun which may contain one or 
three noetic hypostases, or to Adad (dis epekeina, twice-beyond), the 
Creator of the noetic world according to the Chaldean Oracles. Proclus 
relates it as follows: 

 
So it is right that it should not be possible to apply a name to it, as if one 
could be made to fit what is beyond all things. But to it “one” only can be 
applied if one desires to express what not only Plato but the gods, too, have 
called inexpressible. For they themselves have given oracles to this effect. 
“For all things, as they come from one and revert to one, are divided, 
intellectually, into many bodies.” They counsel us to get rid of multiplicity 
of soul, to conduct our mind upwards and bring it to unity, saying, “Do not 
retain in your intellect anything which is multiple”, but “direct the thought 
of the soul towards the One”. The gods, knowing what concerns them, tend 
upwards towards the One by means of the One in themselves. And this 
precisely is their theological teaching; through the voice of the true 
theologians they have handed down to us this hint regarding the first 
principle. They call it in their language, Ad, which is their word for “one”; 
so it is translated by people who know their language. And they duplicate it 
in order to name the demiurgic intellect of the world, which they call 
“Adad, worthy of all praise”. They do not say that it comes immediately 
next to the One, but only that it is comparable to the One by way of 
proportion; for as the former is to the intelligible, so the latter is to the 
whole visible world, and for that reason the former is called simply Ad, but 
the other which duplicates it is called Adad.24 
 
Adapa (or Oannes), the ante-deluvian sage (apkallu), brings forth a 

revelation (taklimtu) regarding the initiatic death, rebirth and ascent to 
Heaven. He is the perfect model of the theurgist whose heart (libbu) is able 
to reflect the subtle cosmos and who becomes not only the servant of 
Ea/Enki, but also the warrior of Inanna/Ishtar/Hekate. Thus, according to 
the Chaldean Oracles, 

 
Being dressed in the full-armoured force of the resounding light 

(photos keladontos) 
And equipping the soul and the intellect with three-barbed strength, 
You must cast into your mind the complete sunthema of the Triad and 

wander 
Amongst the fiery rays not in a scattered manner but with 

concentration.25 
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The theurgist’s weapons and armour, required for anagoge, should be 
understood as the attributes of Ishtar or Ninurta proper to the solar hero 
who is able to break the wing of Anzu through mantric invocation and 
subdue the passionate, “demonic” elements in his body and soul which are 
bound to the realm of fate and ignorance. Thereby this theurgist (like the 
apilum) becomes the warrior of God, whose prophetic powers are not 
confined to one place, but are co-extensive with God and immanent in the 
entire “spoken and written” reality. Like the Mesopotamian supreme God, 
whose names and powers are all lesser gods, this fate-transcending 
divinity is described in the oracle of Apollo as follows: 

 
Born of himself, innately wise, motherless, immovable, 
Not contained in a name, many-named, dwelling in fire, 
That is God. We angels are but a particle of God, 
To those who ask about God who he is 
Apollo has declared: the aether, God the all-seeing, gazing on whom 
Pray at dawn looking towards the East.26  
 
Since horoscope-casting, an extremely popular practice in the Roman 

Empire, belongs to the lowest level of divination (partaking of the practice 
of human literary imagination and the topoi of classifying reason), 
Iamblichus contrasts astrology with divine prophecy, and distinguishes 
astrology from astronomy (mathematike), a science given by the gods 
themselves. But this mathematike, in the course of history,  

 
suffered at the hands of men who, almost everywhere, spoiled the divine 
gift by creating a pseudo-science, based on the absurd assumption that 
man’s divine nature can be ruled by cosmic powers inferior to itself. 
Indeed if it were not for some Chaldean experts and Egyptian priests, who 
still practised the god-sent disciplines in its genuine form, the lessons of 
astronomy would have been lost to humanity.27 
 
Hence, what Brown regards as a revolution and as a semi-miraculous 

emergence of the scientific astronomy used for the mathematical 
construction of horoscopes, Iamblichus treats as the creation of a pseudo-
science and a degradation of true knowledge. 

Only through self-negation, and not through pursuing worldly 
success, can man become aware of the divine spirit within him and be 
elevated to the noetic Sun of unity through the spiritual ray. For 
Iamblichus, divination is the same as divinisation and union with the gods, 
because theia mantike derives from the gods themselves and is thus 
theourgia, divine work, in the etymological sense of the word. In this 
theurgical setting of noetic dunameis, we are not concerned with the 
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knowledge of illusory future events, because “future” (in the sense of 
prognosis) is equated here with the eternal reality (in the sense of gnosis, 
the Sufi ma’rifah) of the divine principles. Thus, as Gregory Shaw 
emphasises, the phenomena of mantike are turned into the exempla of 
theurgy which transcends the faculty of human discursive reasoning 
altogether.28 Iamblichus says: 

 
Divine mantike alone unites us with the gods, for it genuinely gives us a 
share of the divine life, has a share in prognosis and divine intuitions, and 
makes us truly divine. It truly bestows the Good on us, because the most 
blessed intuition of the Gods is filled with all the good things.29 
 
This theurgic divination, which is equated with the ascent to the 

divine realm, must not be viewed as a Neoplatonic addition to the 
Chaldean (or Assyrian) material related to the theologies of Adad, Ashur 
and Ishtar, but as the central esoteric motif of the Mesopotamian apkallu 
(or, strictly speaking, of the apilu and raggimu) tradition, whose symbols 
are reflected in different myths and rituals. When God Himself speaks 
through his receptacle, the transformed human being—as if “annihilated” 
in the descent of the divine fire—may proclaim like Hussayn ibn Mansur 
al-Hallaj: Ana’l-haqq, “I am Truth”, in the sense “I am God”. Similarly, 
Ashur, “the only God” and “the sum total of gods”, says: 

 
Myself, Ashur, I have heard your complaint, and I descended, in all 
majesty, from my Great Door of Heaven… I am Ashur, the lord of the 
gods, am I.30 
 
The so-called Enoch literature of Jewish mysticism derives directly 

from the Assyrian and Babylonian hieratic customs of descent and ascent 
to the stars. The image of Enoch in Judaism was modified during the 
Persian period (after the fall of the Chaldean Empire) by certain educated 
Jews, in order to establish in Israel a body of new “scientific” doctrines 
about the working of the cosmos. These presented Enoch as the patron of 
the new science, allegedly revealed to him by angels, and as the leading 
figure of the new apocalyptic mysticism which was added to its 
framework. This radical revaluation of the cosmos is described as “cosmic 
paranoia” by Jonathan Smith, since the popular imagination was strongly 
affected by the “scientific truths”, especially those related to the 
emergence of “scientific” astrology: “to ascend to another world of 
freedom and openness becomes the aim of Hellenistic man and the chief 
concern of his religion.”31 At the same time, the realm of genesis was 
turned into a place of mythical darkness—an inevitable consequence of the 
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doctrine of scientific predictability and determinism, which took over from 
the understanding that only the gods could have absolute foreknowledge. 
If the gods are withdrawn from the astronomised “mechanism of nature”, 
only horoscopy and fate-bound demonology remain, waiting for the final 
“disenchantment” of the world. 

The Mesopotamian incantations and rites of the Maqlu series, 
although directed against witchcraft, partake of the general initiatic system 
which identifies the witches who must be driven from the cosmic state of 
the gods with the lower part of human nature, a part which must be 
destroyed in order for the soul to regain its primeval divine status. Firstly, 
the purification of the ashipu (the intoning priest and exorcist) is required 
so that he may be incorporated into the court of the gods of the night sky. 
A Maqlu text runs as follows: 

 
My city is Zabban; my city is Zabban. 
Of my city Zabban, two are its gates. 
One for the rising of the sun, the second for the setting of the sun. 
Raising up a broken palm frond and mashtakal plant, 
I offer water to the gods of the sky [and say]: 
“As I purify you, 
May you purify me.”32 
 
In this context, Zabban is both the macroscopic and microscopic 

centre, an axis mundi which connects all levels of reality, like the 
sushumna column in Tantric anatomy and the djed pillar in the Osirian 
mysteries. The ashipu speaker, standing on a rooftop, invokes the gods of 
the night sky, the noetic archetypes, and identifies himself with the inner 
spiritual reality symbolised by the stars. By imagining himself to be one of 
the stars (his original Gnostic abode before his descent), the ashipu 
ascends into the sky and travels through the mundus imaginalis, the 
cosmic body of the World Soul (to put it in Neoplatonic terms) that is, the 
realm of Ishtar/Hekate. The heavenly powers with which he identifies are 
attunu ii rabuti ina shame neaphatunu—the great gods who are visible in 
the sky, the astral icons (salmu) of the invisible gods. Thereby the ashipu 
becomes a member of the heavenly court and a messenger of the gods, 
able to discern spirits, to see hidden noetic realities and, like Ninurta, 
subdue the powers of darkness, which are none other than his own 
disintegrated psychic elements. According to the Sumerian incantation 
against evil: 
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If a man, a lonely man, is one who walks at night in the street, then let him 
say, “I am Enki’s messenger, I am Damgalmunna’s messenger, I am the 
messenger Asalluhi”. Let him say, “I am the man of Eridu”.33 
 
As the star, the ritual performer discerns the truth and may, at the 

same time, function as an interpreter (hermeneus). He is both a diviner and 
a prophet, since both are “readers”, though the latter reads not the starry 
text of Heaven (the microcosmic Qur’an), but the purified tablet of the 
heart on which Shamash or Adad write the secret name of God. This 
entails a kind of mystic encounter with noetic theophanies, or a gaining 
proximity to the divine Throne. Obviously, divination should only be 
viewed as a secondary activity, since assuming the archetypal or astral 
identity implies a union (the Neoplatonic henosis) with both the divine 
Intellect (the solar, but essentially invisible, Shamash or Adad), and the 
entire noetic cosmos symbolised by the stars.  

To conclude, as Tzvi Abush points out, this essentially mystical aim 
of Chaldean divination lies at the root of both Jewish and Greek 
philosophical theurgy, and is the true purpose of all ritual practice in 
which an induced altered state of consciousness may incidentally serve to 
foretell the future, but ultimately is directed towards union with the divine:  

 
I need hardly emphasise that the underlying concept of experience here of 
ascent to the world of the gods is also found in early Jewish apocalyptic 
and hekhalot literatures, where the participant ascends to heaven to join the 
divine world, and in early Pythagoreanism and in Hellenistic literature, 
where the soul at death returns to the heavens and is to be found among or 
as one of the stars. These traditions, it should be noted, are linked in one 
way or another, to ancient Mesopotamia and are rooted in an ecstatic 
trance or dream experience.34                                                                        
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CHAPTER THREE 

ORACLES, DREAMS AND ASTROLOGY  
IN IAMBLICHUS’ DE MYSTERIIS 

CRYSTAL ADDEY 
 
 
 

But to what shall I compare the spectacles of a philosopher? To a clear 
dream by Zeus, circularly borne along in all directions; in which, indeed, 
the body does not move, but the soul travels round the whole earth, from 
earth ascends to heaven, passes over every sea, flies through every region 
of the air, runs in conjunction with the sun, revolves with the moon, is 
carried round with the choir of the other stars, and nearly governs and 
arranges the universe, in conjunction with Zeus! O blessed journey, 
beautiful visions, and true dreams!1 

 
All things are full of gods.2        

I. Introduction 

Iamblichus’ views of oracles, dreams and astrology are deeply interesting, 
not least because these three types of divination were well known and 
commonly used in the ancient Graeco-Roman world, and at least two of 
these types, dreams and astrology, are still used as divinatory tools by 
many people today. All three types of divination, in their highest 
manifestation, were viewed by Iamblichus as the supra-rational reception 
of inspiration and illumination from the gods. In this light, Iamblichus’ 
views on divination support and enhance his description of theurgy, and 
help to clarify the ways in which divination could be used in theurgic 
ritual. 

Theurgy, which literally means “divine work”, was a form of ritual 
used by later Neoplatonist philosophers such as Iamblichus. The major 
concern of the theurgist is anagoge, the raising of his or her soul to 
divinity, to attain union with the gods. Theurgic rituals employed 
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“symbols” (symbola), which were words or material objects thought to 
have special connections with the divine, linked with divinity through 
sympatheia. The divine symbola were also thought to be contained within 
the soul and related to the chains of being which permeate every grade of 
reality within the cosmos. Theurgy links different levels of being 
throughout the metaphysical cosmos. Therefore, by using the divine 
symbola the theurgist was able to realise its inherent divinity; such 
theurgic experiences were thought to be orchestrated and co-ordinated by 
the gods themselves.3 

Iamblichus’ De mysteriis is the most extensive surviving treatise from 
the ancient world on polytheistic religious phenomena, such as divination 
and sacrifice, and on theurgy and the reasons for ritual.4 This work, which 
was composed in the late third century CE as a reply to Porphyry’s Letter 
to Anebo is written under the guise of the Egyptian priest “Abammon.”5  
Book III is devoted to divination (mantiké) and divine inspiration 
(enthousiasmos). Responding to Porphyry’s request for a clear description 
of “what happens in predicting the future”,6 Iamblichus clearly 
distinguishes two types of divination: inspired divination—such as oracles 
and possession by the gods—and inductive divination, such as haruspicy 
and augury. This categorisation of divination is entirely based on 
traditional Graeco-Roman conceptions, following the distinction drawn by 
Plato and Cicero. The significant features of these two categories of 
divination will be examined, using the case studies of three types of 
divination: oracles, dreams and astrology. 

II. Inspired and Inductive Categories of Divination 

Iamblichus begins by discussing inspired divination and then turns to the 
second type: inductive or “human” divination. He seems to distinguish 
these two modes of divination by their proximity to the divine; for 
example, he opens Book III with a discussion of the principle of inspired 
divination (mantiké): 

 
But it is a thing divine, supernatural, sent from heaven above; both 
unbegotten and eternal, it takes priority by its own nature.7  
 

Here, Iamblichus asserts that inspired divination is divine and eternal—it 
comes directly from the gods. According to Iamblichus, the principle of 
inspired divination is that its supreme power belongs to the gods and is 
therefore given to humans by them. Therefore, everything else is 
subordinate and instrumental to the fact that it is sent by the gods.8 This 
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accords with his view that the prophet or mantis, when he or she is 
divinely inspired, is wholly possessed by the gods and does not act or 
experience in a human manner; when delivering his or her prophecies he 
or she entirely transcends corporeality, accomplishing “divine acts.”9 

Inductive divination is an entirely different phenomenon from the 
inspired mode of divination. In his initial discussion of this category of 
divination, it is clear that Iamblichus considers it to be a largely “human” 
endeavour (techné anthropiné), and far less accurate than the inspired 
mode of divination, since he describes the predictions made as the result of 
“guessing” (stochasmou) and “supposition” (oiéseos).10 Iamblichus 
explains that this type of divination operates using signs which are 
implanted (or illuminated) by the gods through nature and also through the 
agency of daemons who are concerned with creation. These signs (semeia, 
symbola) are perfect since they are implanted by divinities or semi-divine 
beings. This process is clearly based on the concept of sympathy 
(sympatheia) as Iamblichus himself states.11 Sympatheia derives from the 
understanding of the cosmos as a single, living being and therefore 
everything within it is interconnected and related through likeness and 
sympathy. Emanations from the gods illuminate all subsequent ontological 
levels of reality, permeating every strand of the cosmos, including the 
physical world. This encompasses the idea that truth or “real being” is 
expressed in different levels of reality in the way most appropriate to that 
level. It also includes the “microcosm-macrocosm” idea, which views the 
physical world as a harmonic reflection or expression of the divine.  

  However, Iamblichus emphasises the central role of human 
interpretation in deciphering these signs in inductive divination: 

 
…this kind uses divine signs that have been perfected by the gods in 
various ways. From divine signs, in virtue of the relationship of things to 
the signs shown, the technique somehow draws conclusions and guesses at 
the divination, inferring it from certain probabilities.12 

 
Iamblichus implies that inductive divination is inferior to the inspired 
mode of divination; this inferiority seems to stem from the human 
interpretation and supposition of the meaning of these signs rather than the 
nature of the signs themselves, which proceed directly from divinity. Thus 
Iamblichus’ distinction between inspired and inductive divination is based 
on their relative proximity to divinity: inspired divination is caused by the 
supreme power of the gods whereas inductive divination depends 
ultimately upon human interpretation and skill.13 This implication is 
confirmed when Iamblichus discusses the comparative value of these 
modes of divination: 
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Therefore since such a mode of divination [i.e. inductive divination] is 
entirely different from the mode which is divine and true, it has the power 
to predict only trifling and everyday events, things which lie in the sphere 
of divided nature and directly concern generation, and which impart 
motions from themselves to those who are able to receive them, and create 
multifarious passions in things naturally fit for impassionment. Perfect 
foreknowledge, by contrast, is never achieved through passion. For it is 
that which is entirely immutable and also immaterial and entirely pure that 
is accustomed to apprehending future events; but that which is mingled 
with the irrationality and shadowiness of corporeal forms and matter is 
filled with abundant ignorance. Thus an artificial contrivance of this sort 
should in no way be valued as a mantic procedure. Nor should one even 
pay much regard to it, nor have confidence in another who makes use of it 
as if it possesses any kind of clear and proven sign of truth in its own 
right.14 

 
Iamblichus asserts that inductive divination is inferior to inspired 

divination on the grounds that it is mingled with the world of corporeality, 
whereas the inspired mode is entirely immaterial and eternal. This recalls 
Iamblichus’ differentiation between these modes of divination in Book III. 
Because of its inherent nature as a human endeavour, inductive divination 
can only predict everyday events, those directly concerned with the 
physical world of generation. This is in direct contrast to inspired 
divination which bestows eternal and divine knowledge on those who 
utilise it. Because of its greater potential to provide more divine forms of 
knowledge, inspired divination is the appropriate form of divination for 
the theurgist, as Iamblichus clearly states near the culmination of his work: 
 

Only divine mantic prediction, therefore, conjoined with the gods, truly 
imparts to us a share in divine life, partaking as it does in the 
foreknowledge and the intellections of the gods, and renders us, in truth, 
divine.15 

 
By stating that divine mantiké is conjoined with the gods, Iamblichus 

characterises inspired divination as a theurgic ritual. Iamblichus’ 
characterisation of inspired divination as eternal, divine and ultimately 
dependant on divinity, rather than on any human skill, might lead the 
modern reader to conceptualise this mode of divination as “irrational”. 
Indeed, scholars have often viewed theurgy and, consequently, 
Iamblichean Neoplatonism as “irrational” and “superstitious” according to 
a modern Cartesian dichotomy between thought and action where religious 
ritual is viewed as being in sharp opposition to “rational philosophy”.16 
However, if inspired divination and theurgy are viewed as “irrational”, 
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then one misses the point entirely. Rather, Iamblichus is suggesting that 
inspired divination, like theurgy, transcends rationality: it is supra-rational 
since its principle is divine and eternal. Both inspired divination and 
theurgy involve the human soul perceiving the cosmos from the eternal 
perspective of the gods who, according to Iamblichus, are consistently and 
permanently united with the principle of Intellect: 
 

So then, Intellect, as leader and king of the realm of Being, and the art 
which creates the universe, is present continuously and uniformly to the 
gods, perfectly and self-sufficiently free from any deficiency, established 
in itself purely and in accordance with one sole activity…17 

 
Since the principle of Intellect is eternally present to the gods, 

Iamblichus explains that the gods comprehend the supreme ends of all 
activities and essences within themselves. Such divine knowledge is 
contrasted with the incomplete, limited rationality of the human soul, 
which is the faculty that characterises inductive divination: 

 
The former [i.e. the gods], in a single swift moment, comprehends the 
supreme ends of all activities and essences, while the latter [i.e. the soul] 
passes from some things to others, and proceeds from the incomplete to the 
complete.18 

 
The gods comprehend the entire cosmos from a unified, complete and 
eternal perspective, as Iamblichus states, contrasting this perspective with 
the generally partial and limited mode of operation of the human soul: 
 

The gods have present to them throughout, concurrently with their essence, 
the measure of the universe or the cause of this, while Soul is defined by 
the divine principle of limit, and participates in this in a partial mode.19 

 
Iamblichus suggests that the theurgist-philosophers can unite their 

intellect and the divine part of their soul with the gods, and in this way 
transcend their human rationality, replacing this limited and partial 
perspective with a broader, unified divine perspective and thus exchanging 
their human life for a more divine one:  
  

… for in the contemplation of the “blessed visions” the soul exchanges 
one life for another and exerts a different activity, and considers itself then 
to be no longer human—and quite rightly so: for often, having abandoned 
its own life, it has gained in exchange the most blessed activity of the 
gods.20 
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By viewing everything from an eternal, divine perspective, the theurgist 
can view events in the past, present and future, since they are all based on 
the divine pattern which comprises their primary cause. Such a view is 
particularly clear in Iamblichus’ discussion of dream divination, as will be 
discussed further below. Therefore, according to Iamblichus, inspired 
divination, which is supra-rational, surpasses rationality rather than being 
in a dualistic opposition to it (which would make it “irrational”).  

It follows from this that the theurgist, who practised inspired 
divination in theurgic ritual, must also have been a philosopher, with all 
the implications of that word in late antiquity, for the ancient philosopher 
was often involved in a contemplative and spiritual praxis and way of life. 
In practical terms, the theurgists in Iamblichus’ school at Apamea in Syria 
would have been highly trained philosophers, attending lectures and 
studying Pythagoreanism, Plato and Aristotle, as well as the Chaldean 
Oracles.21 Iamblichean Neoplatonism was a philosophical system that was 
innovative both in terms of its textual interpretation and the active 
religious demands that it placed upon its followers.22 Indeed, theurgy held 
a strong appeal for those with philosophical inclinations: for example, the 
emperor Julian, who was himself a Neoplatonist influenced by Iamblichus, 
became a student of Maximus of Ephesus after learning of the latter’s 
theurgic activities.23 By the 370s CE, Iamblichean Neoplatonism had 
influenced the Athenian Neoplatonist School, so that during the time that 
Plutarch of Athens and his successor Syrianus were Heads of the School, a 
thorough grounding in philosophy, mathematics, astrology and other 
subjects was given to students, leading to a higher level of religious 
teaching.24 The Neoplatonic theurgist-philosopher Proclus, who succeeded 
Syrianus as Head of the Athenian School, taught an even more extensive 
range of religious rituals to his students, and also taught Chaldean and 
Orphic texts extensively, in addition to training in the philosophy of Plato 
and Aristotle.25 During the late antique period, philosophers in general 
were among the most highly educated and rational people of their time.26 
Such practical details thus accord well with the idea of inspired divination 
and theurgy as supra-rational, rather than “irrational,” modes of 
experience. 

I would like to suggest that Iamblichus’ endorsement of inspired 
divination, and his implied dismissal of inductive divination (for the 
theurgist), explain and contextualise the apparent condemnation of 
inductive divination contained in the Chaldean Oracles: 

 
The starry procession has not been brought forth for your sake. The wide-
winged flight of birds is never true, nor the cuttings and entrails of 
sacrificial victims. All these are playthings, the props of commercial fraud. 
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Flee these things, if you would open the sacred paradise of piety, where 
virtue, wisdom, and good order are brought together.27 

 
Since the Chaldean Oracles discuss theurgic practices and the 
metaphysical principles upon which they are based, this comment seems to 
imply the inappropriateness of inductive divination for the theurgist, rather 
than constituting an outright dismissal of this mode of divination.  

It is worth noting that the division of divination into inductive and 
inspired types had a long history in the Graeco-Roman tradition.28 The 
Platonists and the Stoics always distinguished between these two types of 
divination, which they also refer to as “natural” and “artificial”.29 Plato not 
only makes this distinction, but comments explicitly on their comparative 
value as modes of prophetic knowledge: 

 
The ancients then testify that in proportion as prophecy is superior to 
augury, both in name and in fact, in the same proportion madness which 
comes from god, is superior to sanity, which is of human origin … .30 

 
Plato here not only asserts that mantiké (inspired divination) is superior to 
augury (representative of inductive divination) but, significantly, he 
comments that divine, prophetic madness is superior to sanity, which is of 
human origin. Thus, Iamblichus postulates a conceptual framework of 
different modes of divination which accords with Plato’s distinction 
between divine madness and human sanity. Both Plato and Iamblichus 
evaluate these types of divination by the criterion of their respective 
proximity to the divine. 

III. Oracles 

Iamblichus’ conceptual framework of inspired divination can be seen 
particularly clearly in his examination of oracles,31 one of the most famous 
types of “inspired divination” in the ancient world.32 There were numerous 
oracle sanctuaries throughout the Graeco-Roman world, consulted 
frequently by kings and state officials, as well as by individual inquirers. 
Oracles were a common and widespread form of divination during 
antiquity, and oracular sanctuaries were religious, civic, social and 
educational institutions. 

Firstly, Iamblichus discusses Apollo’s Oracle at Claros in Asia 
Minor, which prophesied by means of water. The prophet performed many 
preliminary ceremonies and drank from the spring in the subterranean 
chamber before delivering his oracles. Iamblichus concludes that it is 
obvious that the water had oracular power, but only because the power of 
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the god infused the water, illuminating it with a prophetic power.33 He 
explains that the divine exercises its power by a process of illumination or 
emanation, giving prophetic power without any kind of detraction from 
itself, because of its eternal, unchanging and whole nature.34 Iamblichus 
also adds that the water bestowed the purification of the prophet’s soul so 
that it was receptive enough to receive the inspiration or illumination from 
the god. However, it was the presence of the god which ultimately caused 
the inspiration of the prophet.35 Iamblichus’ comment that the presence of 
the god was aloof from no one who through a kindred nature was in union 
with it is founded on the Neoplatonist principle that “like produces like”.36 
This principle clarifies Iamblichus’ idea that the gods can use the prophet 
as an instrument in divination because the human soul contains something 
divine within it which it can recollect.37 In theurgic practice, the divine 
part of the human soul can achieve union with the gods. 

 The prophet’s ritual preparations are also required so that his soul 
will be in the receptive state required to receive the god’s presence. 
According to Iamblichus, the prophet’s ritual preparations included a day 
and night of fasting, a “withdrawal to sacred, remote places and separation 
from human affairs,” which certainly implies contemplation and solitude.38 

Iamblichus’ account of the Pythia at Delphi also emphasises the fact 
that the inspiration she experiences came wholly from the god and that the 
prophetess became the god’s possession.39 As with the prophet at Claros, 
the divine caused the oracular inspiration itself, while the preparations 
undertaken by the prophetess were instrumental in preparing her soul to be 
receptive enough to receive the inspiration of the divinity. 

The third oracle discussed is the Oracle of Didyma in Asia Minor. 
Iamblichus refers to the “woman at Branchidai”, the prophetess of the 
oracle, and a member of the sacred family which was descended from 
Branchos and was charged with custodianship of the Oracle. Iamblichus 
relates the ritual preparations undertaken by the prophetess at Didyma: she 
either held a staff or sat on an axle while prophesying, dipping her feet or 
skirt in the water and inhaling vapour which rose from it. Before the 
divination session, she bathed in sacred water, fasted for three whole days 
and remained within the innermost sanctuaries.40 Iamblichus concludes his 
description by explaining the purpose of such ritual preparations:  

 
For all these things show that the god has been invoked, and that his 
arrival comes from without, a marvellous inspiration even before coming 
to his accustomed place.41 

 
Thus, oracular sanctuaries seem to have had well-established, traditional 
ritual preparations which, according to Iamblichus, invoked the god and 
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prepared the prophet or prophetess to be in the requisite state of receptivity 
in order to receive the inspiration of the god. 

IV. Dream Divination 

Iamblichus’ distinction between inspired and inductive divination, or 
“divine” and “human” divination, is also clearly evident in his discussion 
of dream divination. This was well-known and common in antiquity, 
particularly in the form of the popular healing process of “incubation”, 
where those who were sick would go and sleep in sanctuaries sacred to 
Asclepius or some other healing god who was thought to appear to them in 
an oracular dream, giving advice and instructions for their recovery.42   

Iamblichus explores the nature and characteristics of dream 
divination, in response to Porphyry’s inquiry about divination in sleep, 
which raised the point that those who are asleep have an inferior level of 
consciousness to that of their waking state.43 Iamblichus emphasises that 
this characteristic of dreams may be correct for “human” dreams: those 
which arise from the soul, from phantasia or the imagination.44 Here 
Iamblichus makes a clear and strong differentiation between “human” 
dreams and dreams that are “god-sent” (theopemptoi) or, in other words, 
divine. In this, Iamblichus follows traditional Greek conceptions of 
dreams: a differentiation between divine dreams and those originating in 
the imagination can be traced back as far as Homer and is echoed by 
Virgil.45 If we examine Iamblichus’ descriptions of the nature of divine 
and human dreams, it is apparent that he considers these two types of 
dreams to fall into the two categories of inductive and inspired divination. 
Firstly, then, it seems important to consider Iamblichus’ description of 
“human” dreams, which he describes as: 

 
… things coming from the soul, either from thoughts or words stirred up in 
us, or in such things as arise from our fantasies, or from everyday concerns 
of some kind.46   

 
Iamblichus seems to be indicating that “human” dreams originate 
ultimately from human faculties: the human soul and imagination, or from 
human affairs and everyday concerns. Thus, these dreams originate from 
the human world of generation, linking them to inductive divination 
which, as Iamblichus stated in Book VI, is concerned only with the world 
of generation. Iamblichus continues by asserting that as far as human 
dreams are concerned: 
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Sometimes these things are true, sometimes false; and in some cases, they 
chance upon reality but, in many cases, they fail to attain reality.47  
 

The word tychanei (“chance upon”) strongly implies the idea that 
these kinds of dreams operate via some aspect of human guesswork which 
must originate in the human soul or imagination. If this is the case, then 
this description of the operation of “human” dreams matches the 
description of inductive divination given by Iamblichus: it is a “human 
skill” (techné anthropiné) accomplished through “estimation and 
supposition” (stochasmou kai oiéseos).48 Thus, according to Iamblichus’ 
schema, “human” dreams would seem to fall into the category of inductive 
divination: both “human” dreams and inductive divination are inferior to 
divine dreams and inspired divination respectively because they originate 
from human faculties or skills, which only contain a partial and limited 
knowledge, rather than being derived directly from divinity.  

Iamblichus then elucidates the nature and character of divine dreams, 
which he refers to as theopemptoi (“god-sent”).49 Such dreams occur 
during transitional states between sleeping and waking, and vice versa, 
when a sudden voice is heard offering guidance about the future. 
Sometimes an intangible and incorporeal spirit encircles those lying 
down—this “spirit” is not visually perceptible but the recognition of its 
presence depends on a different kind of consciousness and awareness.50 
Interestingly, Iamblichus explicitly describes this “spirit”: “When entering, 
it makes a whooshing sound…” (rhoizomenou te en tó eisienai).51  
Iamblichus’ use of the word rhoizos here is intriguing, since it is a 
Pythagorean and Chaldean term for the sound caused by the planetary 
revolutions.52 The Chaldean Oracles describes the Ideas as “rushing forth” 
(rhoizeo) from the Paternal Intellect into the womb of the goddess 
Hekate.53 At least from the time of Plato’s Timaeus, the music or harmony 
of the spheres was connected closely with the creation and function of the 
Cosmic Soul, which was identified with Hekate in the Chaldean Oracles.54 
In the Vita Pythagorae, Iamblichus asserts that Pythagoras purified the 
confused minds of his disciples, sending them into a prophetic sleep with 
his musical imitations of the celestial spheres.55 It is especially interesting 
that Iamblichus also links this particular sound with the induction of a 
prophetic sleep, just as here it is linked with a prophetic spirit encircling 
the individual while he or she is asleep as a mediatory force for the 
conveyance of divine dreams, connecting the human soul to divinity.  

Within the De mysteriis, Iamblichus also uses the term rhoizos in his 
discussion of the occurrence of divine possession among the devotees of 
Cybele, Sabazios and the Korybantes during the performance of musical 
rituals. In his discussion of the operation of these musical rituals, 
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Iamblichus asserts that the sounds and tunes are properly consecrated to 
each of the gods, and kinship is properly assigned to them in accordance 
with their proper orders and powers and the motions in the universe itself 
and “the harmonious sounds rushing from its motions.”56 This is a strong 
connection between cosmology and divine possession. Iamblichus seems 
to be suggesting that when individuals reach the supra-rational state where 
they receive divine inspiration and illumination, they hear the rushing 
noise which was thought to characterise the harmonious motions of the 
interconnected, living cosmos. Iamblichus then discusses another type of 
divine dream: 
  

At other times, however, when a light shines brightly and peacefully, not 
only is the sight of the eye possessed, but closed up after previously being 
quite open. And the other senses are awake and consciously aware of how 
the gods shine forth in the light, and with a clear understanding they both 
hear what they say, and know what they do. This is observed even more 
fully when the sight is active and also the mind, with full vigour, 
understands the things done, and there is a response at the same time in 
those observing.57 

 
Iamblichus’ assertion—that this state of consciousness and awareness 

of the gods shining forth is observed even more fully when the sight is 
active and the mind is vigorous—clearly alludes to the theurgist-
philosopher, who had trained his mind to be vigorous through profound 
contemplation, ritual and rational, discursive thinking. It is interesting that 
Iamblichus’ description of this type of divine dream is so similar to his 
description of the operation of the oracles. As we have seen in the case of 
Claros, Iamblichus asserts that the water had oracular power because the 
divine illuminated the spring, thus filling it with prophetic power. 
Iamblichus also uses this terminology of illumination when discussing 
what happens to the prophet himself: 
 

…he has the inspiration of the god illuminating the pure sanctuary of his 
own soul, and providing for it an unhindered divine possession, and a 
perfect and unimpeded presence.58 

 
The terminology of divine illumination is also utilised by Iamblichus 

in his discussion of the prophetesses at Delphi and Didyma. His 
description of the Pythia being “illuminated by the ray of divine fire” as 
the fiery spirit rises from the aperture and envelopes her entirely in a 
circle, filling her with divine brightness,59 is remarkably similar to the 
description of the spirit which encircles, and the light which shines 
brightly and peacefully on, the dreamer. In a similar sense, Iamblichus 
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comments that the woman at Branchidai is “filled by the divine 
radiance”.60 Clearly, Iamblichus’ terminology of divine illumination and 
radiance applies to both divine dreams and oracles, showing a common 
mode of receiving the divine in different types of inspired divination. 

At the end of III.2, Iamblichus tells Porphyry “you must apply 
yourself to these fundamentals of a true knowledge of dreams, and follow 
the full arguments about divination in sleep”. As before, Iamblichus 
emphasises the importance of understanding the principles of a 
phenomenon such as divination before attempting to understand particular 
manifestations or occurrences of that phenomenon. Since he has just 
commented on the fact that some people confuse “human” and “divine” 
dreams because sometimes the “human” dreams encounter by accident 
some foreknowledge of the future, Iamblichus is also stressing the 
importance of distinguishing between the two categories of divination, 
inspired and inductive. In the following chapter he turns to discuss the 
principles upon which divine dreams are based. 

Iamblichus quotes Porphyry’s statement that the soul has a double 
life, one with the body and the other apart from the body. When one is 
awake, one mostly uses the life in common with the body, apart from 
when thinking or engaging in pure thoughts. In sleep, Iamblichus 
postulates, one is completely freed from the chains of the body to engage 
in a life detached from generation.61 Iamblichus then describes what he 
considers to be the philosophical basis of dream divination: 

 
At this time, then, this form of life, whether it is intellectual or divine, 
which is the same thing, or each one separately, it is aroused in us, and 
energises according to its own nature. Since the intellect, then, 
contemplates real beings, and the soul encompasses the principles of 
everything coming into existence, it is reasonable that it should know 
beforehand future things arranged according to their predominant 
principles, and the first cause which encompasses them. And it produces an 
even more perfect divination, surely, when it unites its apportioned lots of 
life and intellectual activity to the universals from which it had been 
separated. For it is then filled from the universals of total knowledge, so 
that, for the most part, it arrives at conceptions of what goes on in the 
cosmos.62 

 
Here Iamblichus argues that, in sleep, the human body is detached from 
the chains of generation and, therefore, can potentially contemplate real 
beings. This idea is based on the Neoplatonic principle that “like produces 
like” since Iamblichus states that the soul encompasses the principles of 
everything coming into existence, and therefore has the potential to 
participate in an intellectual and divine form of life. Iamblichus’ statement 
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is also clearly based on the Platonic Theory of Recollection, the theory 
that the human soul has seen the Forms, or divine principles, before it first 
descended into a body.63 Iamblichus infers that, since the soul 
encompasses the principles of everything coming into existence, it is 
reasonable to suppose that it should know beforehand future things 
arranged according to their first principles and the first cause which 
encompasses them. This is based on the Neoplatonic concept that all 
things are contained in potentiality in that which causes them, a notion that 
is fundamental to the philosophy’s metaphysical cosmic structure.64 Thus, 
Iamblichus asserts, by knowing the principles, the soul can know future 
(as well as past and present) matters which arise from specific principles. 
It is clear, then, that Iamblichus views god-sent dreams as a supra-rational 
phenomenon since he postulates a movement from a rational 
understanding of philosophical principles to a unified divine perspective 
which views these principles and their primary causes in their totality. 

Iamblichus claims that the intellect produces an “even more perfect 
divination” when it unites its apportioned lots of life and intellectual 
activity to the universals: when it is filled with the universals of total 
knowledge, it can arrive at conceptions of what goes on in the cosmos. 
Iamblichus later adds: 

 
If, however, it refers accounts of things happening to their causes, that is, 
to the gods, it receives from them a power and knowledge embracing 
things that were and will be, and takes a view of all time, and surveys 
events happening in time, and it participates in their order, care and 
appropriate movement.65 

 
This section shows the common purpose of inspired divination and 
theurgy: the mantis and the theurgist attempt to refer accounts of things 
happening to their first, highest causes, i.e. the gods. By doing this, the 
mantis and the theurgist can survey all events happening in time and 
thereby participate in their order, care and appropriate movement. The 
theurgist seeks to unite his soul to the highest cause—the gods, and 
thereby participates in the order and care of the universe, imitating the 
creative action and intellection of the Demiurge.66 

V. Astrology 

Iamblichus’ view of astrology, like dreams, seems to fall within both 
categories of divination: inspired and inductive. Iamblichus discusses 
astrology in Book IX of the De mysteriis, but does not specifically focus 
on it. Rather, it is discussed as a by-product of his exploration of the nature 
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of the personal daemon. Porphyry had raised the challenge of whether the 
latter could be discovered through the “master of the house”: i.e. by 
discovering the ruler of the astrological birth chart. Through recognising 
one’s personal daemon, Porphyry suggests, one could neutralise the power 
of fate through performing sacrifices.67 Iamblichus responds by disclosing 
the full nature of the personal daemon, and given Porphyry’s challenge, he 
also has to deal with the bearing of astrology upon the discovery of the 
personal daemon. Porphyry had also questioned the art of “casting 
horoscopes” itself and whether one could discover the “master of the 
house” at all.68 

In response to Porphyry’s inquiry about astrology, Iamblichus clearly 
concurs that this science is true: 

 
… so also in the case of astrology our response is that it itself is true, but 
those who are wrongly informed about it fall into contradictions, since they 
know nothing of the truth. This situation, after all, is not peculiar to it 
alone, but is true of all the sciences that have been handed down by the 
gods to men; for progressively, in the course of time, through the repeated 
admixture of much that is mortal, the divine character of the knowledge 
contained in them comes to be extinguished. It is nonetheless possible, 
even if to a small degree, to preserve some clear proof of the truth of this 
science. For the signs of the measuring function of the heavenly circuits 
are manifest to our eyes, when they announce the eclipses of the sun and 
moon and conjunctions of the moon with the fixed stars, and the 
experience of our sight is seen to confirm their prognostications. In 
addition, the observations of celestial phenomena preserved down the ages 
by both the Chaldaeans and ourselves [i.e. the Egyptians] testify to the 
truth of this science.69 

 
Iamblichus notes, as a proof of astrology, that the Chaldeans and the 
Egyptians have preserved both records of celestial phenomena and 
confirmation of their prognostications down through the ages. However, 
he clearly sees one type of astrology as an inductive form of divination. 
This is apparent in his comments that those who misuse astrology fall into 
contradictions and mix much that is mortal into the divine character of 
astrological knowledge. In other words, they have transformed it into a 
techne, a human art, and have failed to preserve the divine mantiké in its 
pure form.  

This distinction is also apparent in Iamblichus’ discussion of the 
discovery of the personal daemon, which refers to two possible 
approaches. One is theurgic, summoning the daemon down from the 
higher causal principles, operating on a universal basis and transcending 
the realm of nature. The second approach is technical (technikos): it 
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operates on an individual level, following the dictates of nature, using 
horoscopes and resorting to the visible cycles of the generated realm.70 
Clearly, then, Iamblichus considers a certain type of astrology to be an 
inductive art; his description recalls the characteristics of inductive 
divination that he has set out earlier. It is a technical and human skill, 
operating on an individual level in the realm of nature and generation. This 
is confirmed by Iamblichus’ description of contemporary astrologers as 
“those experts who operate within the bounds of nature”.71 Indeed, it is 
important to remember how astrology was practised in the time of 
Iamblichus: astrologers often used this type of divination in a very 
predictive way, based on a mechanical and deterministic view of the 
world, to predict everyday types of events in the realm of generation rather 
than attempting to fit the symbols of the stars into any type of 
metaphysical context. For example, astrology was often used to predict the 
deaths of emperors, and Roman emperors themselves used astrology to 
discover potential rivals so that they could destroy them.72 Astrologers at 
this time were often strongly fatalistic, seeing the stars as causes rather 
than as signs or indicators.73 The Neoplatonist philosopher Plotinus wrote 
a treatise entitled On Whether the Stars are Causes, in which he criticised 
astrologers for making the planets causes of temperaments, events and 
circumstances, rather than the signs of such phenomena.74 It is important 
to realise here that Iamblichus is not attacking astrology itself, but rather 
the ultimate purpose of all inductive types of divination, which are 
technical, human arts concerned with the world of generation. For the 
theurgist, only inspired, theurgic kinds of divination are ultimately useful, 
since these are the types of practices which conjoin and connect our soul 
with the gods. 

Iamblichus clearly allows that astrologers can discover the “master of 
the house”, but that this type of predictive, technical astrology is not the 
best means of discovering the personal daemon. He suggests that there is a 
more sacred, theurgic type of astrology which can be used far more 
effectively and accurately to discover the daemon’s the true nature and 
essence: 

 
… let us consider, as a more important question, what the consequences 
might be in each of these two cases: if it is possible to identify the master 
of the house of birth, then the daemon which is granted by this is also 
knowable; if on the other hand it is beyond our grasp, then we on this 
hypothesis are ignorant of it, but nonetheless there is such a thing as the 
master of the house and likewise the daemon granted by it. What is there, 
then, to prevent this daemon being difficult to discover by means of the 
casting of nativities, but that sacred divination offers great facilities for its 
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identification? In any case, it is not only the master of the house that 
imparts this information; there are many principles more universal than the 
master of the house. Furthermore, such a method of procedure introduces a 
technical and human perspective in to the enquiry about the personal 
daemon.75 

 
While Iamblichus does not deny that it is possible to discover the personal 
daemon by using technical, astrological information, he argues that 
inspired divination and theurgic ritual offer a more perfect knowledge of 
it. 

How, then, does Iamblichus see astrology working as a type of 
inspired, sacred divination which operates on a theurgic level? The place 
of astrology as inspired divination within theurgic ritual makes sense if we 
consider it in the light of some of the most central ideas about theurgy. In 
X.2, Iamblichus states that “truth co-exists in its essence with the gods, 
and not merely in harmony with them, based as it is in the intelligible 
realm”.76 Theurgic ritual uses symbols as tools for contemplation and 
realisation, as well as to remind the theurgist that all things are reflections 
of, and illuminated by, the divine as they manifest in each successive level 
of reality. Iamblichus describes the signs of the zodiac and the stars and all 
things in the heavens as symbols of the divine: 

 
Since, then, every portion of the heavens, every sign of the zodiac, all the 
heavenly motions, and all time, according to which the cosmos is moved, 
and all things in the universe receive the potencies emanating from the sun 
… the symbolic method of signification represents these as well … .77 

 
If astrology is viewed as a system for mapping symbols of the divine, then 
the role of astrology as inspired divination in theurgic ritual becomes 
clearer. This is based on a worldview where the cosmos is seen as a living, 
ensouled unity, with each level of reality reflecting and moving in 
accordance with divine principles, as Iamblichus states: 

 
It must also be remarked that heavenly body [i.e. the corporeal substance 
of the heavenly bodies] is closely akin to the incorporeal essence of the 
gods … It is also imitates their identity by its eternal movement according 
to the same principles, directed towards the same end and according to a 
single rationale and order, and their divine life by its life that is connate 
with the aetherial bodies.78 

 
By contemplating the signs of the zodiac and the celestial phenomena in 
horoscopes as symbols and reflections of the gods, the theurgist can fully 
receive and recognise the divine patterns within him or herself. Gregory 
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Shaw, who refers to this type of astrology as “astral theurgy,” has 
discussed the way in which this type of astrology can help the soul 
recognise when it is participating in the gods in an unbalanced way.79 He 
cites Iamblichus’ example of Saturn and Mars,80 pointing out that the gods 
are blameless and collectively establish the perfection of the cosmos, 
yet—because we have not learned to receive them—in our anger we might 
be described as struggling with Mars, or—in our rigidity—suffering from 
the weight of Saturn. Iamblichus criticises contemporary astrologers for 
viewing planets such as these, which symbolise the gods, as maleficent, 
indicating that this is one way in which astrology has become an inductive 
or “human” art since it has in this sense fallen away from the true nature of 
divinity. He addresses Porphyry as follows: 

 
In your next question, you ask, “How is it that some of them are 
beneficent, and others maleficent?” This belief is derived from the casters 
of horoscopes, and is completely at odds with reality. For in fact all alike 
are good and causes of good, and looking towards one single good they 
direct themselves unitarily to the Beautiful and Good alone.81 

 
Theurgists understand the true nature of reality, and thus realise that 

any seemingly maleficent influences indicate our lack of proper receptivity 
which prevents us from participating fully in these divine energies, rather 
than indicating the nature of the gods themselves. Therefore, theurgists 
using theurgical astrology can create a receptivity appropriate to these 
divinities so that their emanations might be fully received. Theurgic ritual 
involves the gathering of specific stones, plants or animals at specific 
times, since these objects and times were thought to be associated with the 
gods whose presence was invoked.82 There is also no doubt that theurgic 
rituals themselves were carried out at specific times calculated 
astrologically as sacred to a particular deity or set of deities. But, more 
fundamentally for the theurgists, astrology encompasses the entire circuit 
of the heavens which reflects the divine procession through which, 
according to Plato, we travelled with the gods before descending for the 
first time into the world of generation.83 

Iamblichus is arguing that astrology should not be used in a technical 
and human manner to preoccupy us with the lowest realms of generation; 
rather, it should be used to return our focus to the divine, since symbols, 
manifest in the realm of generation, are full of gods. Iamblichus constantly 
asserts the need to contemplate the divine origin of such symbols in order 
to realise our own divine origin, and thus conjoin our soul with the gods. 
According to Iamblichus, rather than turning one away from the material 
world, such a theurgical process helps one fully to realise the true beauty 
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of the world, since one views it as illuminated by, and filled with, the 
emanations of divinity. 

VI. Conclusion 

To conclude, Iamblichus views oracles, dreams and astrology, in their 
highest and most perfect manifestations, as inspiration and illumination 
from the gods, which operate on a supra-rational level. For Iamblichus, 
such inspired modes of divination can bestow eternal and divine 
knowledge, connecting our soul with the divine. In this way, Iamblichus’ 
description of these types of inspired divination enhances his exploration 
of theurgy in the De mysteriis, clarifying the role of inspired divination 
within theurgic ritual. The pattern established here for the primacy of 
inspired divination over inductive divination could thus be viewed as a 
reflection of Iamblichus’ wider claim of the superiority of theurgy over a 
merely rational, discursive philosophy.84 

At the very beginning of his work, Iamblichus states that he will 
provide explanations in theurgical terms for those topics dealing with 
theurgy.85 As a final thought, I would like to suggest that Book III, which 
deals with divination, could itself be viewed as a ritual, a textual symbolon 
and a sacred, ritualistic invocation of the divine reality which it 
describes.86 The structure of Book III reflects and symbolises the course of 
procession and of illumination from the divine realm to the mortal realm 
and the reversion to the divine from the mortal world. Iamblichus opens 
Book III with a discussion of the divine principles of divination, then he 
discusses the varieties of divination by means of which the gods illuminate 
the world of generation, starting with the inspired types of divination 
which are closest to the gods and moving on to the inductive types which 
are more human. At the end of the book he reverts to discussing the divine 
principles of true mantiké, which lead the theurgist to the gods. In this 
way, Iamblichus reflects the cycle of procession and reversion, and 
symbolises and reflects the entire metaphysical structure of the cosmos in 
his narrative. Book III traverses the metaphysical and psychic landscape of 
ascent and descent.87 I would like to suggest that such a structure may 
have been intended as an initiatory tool for the kind of philosophical 
contemplation which can lead to theurgical visions. In this sense, in the 
way that it symbolises and reflects the hierarchical levels of reality of the 
cosmos, Iamblichus’ text could itself be viewed as a ritual. 
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CHAPTER FOUR 

LIVING LIGHT: DIVINE EMBODIMENT  
IN WESTERN PHILOSOPHY 

GREGORY SHAW 

 
 
 

We must all give birth to ourselves by giving birth to God in us,  
qeotókoi…as if it were necessary to be God in order to be fully human.1 
   
Those who would be gods must first become human.2 

 
In Iamblichus’ treatise On the Soul, preserved by Stobaeus, the Syrian 
theurgist outlines the most respected philosophical explanations for the 
soul’s descent. To account for the soul’s presence in a body was a critical 
issue for ancient philosophers, similar, perhaps, to our own questions 
today about consciousness and brain activity. Although the contexts and 
methods are vastly different—speculative metaphysics versus neurological 
research—the underlying question is the same: how is embodied existence 
understood and, particularly, how are we to understand our own self-
consciousness? After reviewing briefly the opinions of several eminent 
philosophers on the soul’s descent—Empedocles, Plotinus, Aristotle, 
Heraclitus and others—Iamblichus chooses instead to highlight the 
explanation of a little-known second century Platonist by the name of 
Calvenus Taurus.3 His explanation is striking both for its clarity and for 
what it reveals about Iamblichus’ philosophical priorities. Iamblichus 
writes: 

 
Platonists in the school of Taurus say that souls are sent to earth by the 
gods. Some, following the Timaeus4 teach that it is for the perfection of the 
universe, that there be as many living things in the [generated] world as in 
the intelligible. Others think the purpose of the souls’ descent is to reveal 
the divine life, for this is the will of the gods: to reveal themselves 
(ekphainesthai) through human souls. For the gods come forth into bodily 
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appearance and reveal themselves in the pure and faultless lives of human 
souls.5 
 

The existential implications of Taurus’ view are immense. For, if the 
purpose of human life is to allow the gods to reveal themselves through us, 
it means that a transformation of awareness far more radical than is usually 
conceived lies at the heart of our Western philosophic traditions.6 Put 
plainly, it means that human beings experienced themselves as gods. 

I will argue that this vision of human and divine co-existence was a 
tradition of thought and practice that significantly influenced the direction 
of Western culture. Yet it has remained hidden, and perhaps this is not 
surprising, for apart from the fact that its transmission was necessarily 
esoteric, it has been virtually ignored in most scholarly studies.7 In this 
essay, I will explore the implications of Taurus’ view in the work of 
Iamblichus in particular, in the Platonic tradition, and finally in our own 
contemporary attempts to recover the depth of our Western philosophic 
heritage. The challenge, if we choose to take Taurus’ view seriously, is to 
learn how to distinguish authentic transformation—what he terms the 
“bodily appearance” of the gods—from grandiose delusions of narcissism. 
At the very least, to understand Taurus’ view requires a significant shift in 
our imaginative orientation. Instead of seeing the goal of ancient 
philosophy as an escape to the unchanging realm of the gods or—in more 
contemporary terms—to the pristine realm of rational reflection, Taurus’ 
view requires the soul to remain in the world of generation, change, and 
decay. Instead of rising to the abstract and immaterial, theurgists like 
Iamblichus remain below: they find the gods in matter; they receive 
divinity in this lower world. Through them, the gods see through human 
eyes, feel with human hearts, and speak with a mortal voice. 

I. Ecstasy and philosophy 

The technical term Iamblichus uses to describe how human beings receive 
the gods is ekstasis. Literally meaning “to stand outside oneself,” ecstasy 
was necessary to allow the god to take its seat in the soul. According to 
Iamblichus, an ecstatic removal from one’s habitual self-consciousness 
was required for every human being who wanted to contact the gods—as 
much for the philosopher as for the uneducated believer. As he put it, in 
ecstasy, “the soul takes in exchange another life and establishes itself in 
another order, entirely giving up its former existence”.8 Most historians of 
philosophy see this Iamblichean position as scandalous because it 
contradicts our understanding of philosophy as the exercise of reason and 
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the overcoming of irrational impulse and superstition. To maintain that 
philosophers become vehicles of invisible intelligences destroys the 
edifice of rationality that—according to our worldview—began with the 
Greeks and continues to be the basis of our culture today. In this view of 
philosophy, the ecstatic practices of Iamblichus were misguided, which 
has led distinguished scholars to dismiss him as “superstitious”, 
“Oriental”,9 or, in more sympathetic portrayals, as an “evangelist”.10 In 
effect, the lens through which we examine Iamblichean theurgy does not 
allow us to see it; our worldview is simply not designed to reveal what 
happens in a practice that effects the bodily appearance of the gods. We 
know only that it is not philosophy as we have come to understand it. We 
know that it is aberrant in some significant way, but we are not sure how, 
and—although in the last few decades scholars have shifted from 
condemning Iamblichus to finding subtle ways of fitting him in to the 
edifice of Western philosophy—it is an awkward fit. 

It is to the great credit of Emma Clarke, one of the principal 
translators of Iamblichus, to see the error in our attempts to “civilize” him 
by trying to turn him into a rational Platonic philosopher.11 She argues that 
the effort to understand the De mysteriis in rational terms is like trying to 
“squeeze…[a] square peg into a round, intellectual, hole”.12 She is right. 
We have not grasped the significance of Iamblichean theurgy because the 
lens of our worldview is so thoroughly tinted by rational presuppositions 
we cannot see the subtle principle articulated by Calvenus Taurus. It is 
virtually inconceivable to us that the will of the gods is to become 
embodied and revealed in human souls.13 If we understood the 
significance of this orientation, we would begin to understand the world of 
Iamblichean theurgy but, at the same time, we would be challenged to re-
imagine the history of Western thought. If successful, we would no longer 
need to paint theurgy with a veneer of rationality to see its value. We 
might, instead, discover the existential depth of a long-ignored tradition, 
one that invites human beings to enter ecstatic communion with the gods. I 
believe that Iamblichus chose to highlight the opinion of Calvenus Taurus 
because it perfectly characterizes the goal of the sacred rites that he 
promoted under the rubric of theourgia: the manifestation of the gods 
through human beings. 

The experience that allows one to reach this goal is ecstasy, when “the 
soul takes in exchange another life and is established in another order”. 
But ecstatic removal from one’s habitual consciousness is no simple 
matter, and Iamblichus was challenged by one of his own teachers, 
Porphyry, to explain how he could promote such a disorienting practice. In 
many respects Porphyry exemplifies the kind of Greek rationalism we 
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have privileged as our own heritage, and he characterises ecstatic 
possession as nothing more than a psychological or chemical imbalance. 
For the learned Porphyry, ecstasy is a sickness—it is delusional, not 
divine.14 And Iamblichus knew that his teacher was right; in many, if not 
in most cases, ecstasies are delusional. But Porphyry was more 
importantly wrong, for in dismissing all forms of ecstasy based on its 
aberrant expression,15 he overlooked its exalted form, one that allows 
human beings to assume the “shape of the gods”16 and for the gods to 
inhabit a human form. Responding to Porphyry’s critique of ecstatic 
practice, Iamblichus says:   

 
[I]t is necessary to divide ekstasis into two species: some are turned toward 
the inferior [and some reach up to the superior]; some are filled with 
foolishness and delirium, but others impart goods more honorable than 
human wisdom. Some degenerate to a disorderly, confused, and material 
movement, but others give themselves to the cause that rules over the order 
of the cosmos. The former are separated from understanding because they 
are deprived of knowledge but the latter because they are attached to 
Beings that transcend all human understanding. The former are unstable, 
the latter unchangeable; the first are counter to nature (para phusin), the 
latter are prior to nature (huper phusin); the former make the soul 
descend, the latter raise it up; and while the former entirely separate the 
soul from a share in the divine, the latter connect the soul with the divine.17 

 
In exalted forms of ecstasy, the wisdom and creative power of the 

gods replace mere human understanding. This shift, Iamblichus explains 
elsewhere, moves the soul from a particular orientation, where each soul is 
distinguished from another and from the cosmos, to a universal and 
undivided orientation where such distinctions are dissolved.18 In 
Iamblichus’ metaphysics, souls are defined as individual and particular, 
gods as universal and whole, and since the gods possess undivided 
awareness, they are not subject to discursive knowledge. Iamblichus 
maintains that knowledge is divided: as he puts it, “it knows another as 
being itself other”.19 By contrast, ecstasy shifts awareness from the 
dividedness of knowing to the universal presence that sustains our 
individual identity. Ecstasy transforms theurgists into gods, yet because 
theurgists are human, the gods become human. This paradox was integral 
to every theurgic ritual, as Iamblichus explains: 

  
All of theurgy has two aspects. One is that it is a rite conducted by men, 
which preserves our natural order in the universe; the other is that, being 
empowered by divine symbols, it is raised up through them to be united 
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with the gods and is led harmoniously into their order. This can rightly be 
called taking the shape of the gods (to tôn theôn schêma).20 

 
Reciprocally, the soul’s reception of divine symbols allows the gods to 
appear as men. 

Iamblichus and other theurgists did not question the reality of these 
contacts. They were not matters of dispute or propositions subject to 
argumentation. They were immediate experiences received through the 
practice of theurgy. Iamblichus criticised Porphyry because he tried to 
understand theurgy as we would, by translating theurgic experiences into 
abstract propositions with which one might agree or disagree following a 
process of judgment and evaluation. Although this time-honoured method 
has become habitual for us, it alienates us from our roots. In response to 
Porphyry’s attempt to subject theurgic questions to a discursive evaluation, 
Iamblichus says: 

 
This is not the right way to put it. For an innate gnôsis of the gods co-exists 
with our very nature and is superior to all judgment and choice, prior to all 
logic and argumentation. This gnôsis is joined from the beginning with its 
own cause and is interwoven with the soul’s essential yearning 
(ousiôdei…ephesei) for the Good.21 

 
This inborn gnôsis of the gods is not conceptual but erotic; it expresses 
desires that are prior to abstract thinking. Many today might say that such 
desires are primitive or undeveloped, but for Iamblichus it is through this 
primal dimension that we meet the gods; even more, it is through this 
primal dimension that we live. Despite our alienation from the gods, 
Iamblichus says that we remain “enveloped by their divine presence, are 
filled with it, and possess our very existence by means of this innate 
knowledge of the gods”.22 This, he maintained, was ancient doctrine, and 
its practice engaged the gods as living presences in the heavens and in 
nature. 

It is understandable that Iamblichus should present a problem to 
contemporary scholars. Our entire academic discipline is based on the 
exercise of discursive thinking, on making judgments, choices, and 
pursuing questions using logical arguments. And it is no wonder that 
exemplary scholars such as E.R. Dodds characterised Iamblichus’ 
teachings as superstitious, as a regression to the kind of primitive 
irrationality that the best Greek thinking had overcome. With Dodds, we 
have inherited, and identify with, a rational legacy. It begins with the 
discovery of reason by Presocratic philosophers; develops perhaps its 
finest expression in the works of Plato and Aristotle; is rediscovered in the 
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Renaissance; flourishes in Enlightenment and post-Enlightenment thinkers 
and today, despite all the post-modern and deconstructed philosophies of 
our time, we remain firmly within this rational trajectory. We are, in a 
word, the children of Porphyry, not of Iamblichus; and, although we might 
appreciate the “wisdom” of primitives, we certainly don’t see ourselves as 
primitive. Scholars in particular, as custodians of our culture, are at a loss 
to explain how a Pythagorean and Platonist such as Iamblichus could 
diverge so radically from the path that we have come to identify with as 
our own. The solution has been either to reject him as an irrational and 
second-rate thinker or to find ways of explaining how his theurgical 
teachings fit into our history. The second option has been particularly 
tempting for those of us sympathetic to Iamblichus, but it leads to a 
misrepresentation of theurgy as an intellectual process. There is, however, 
a third option. We might engage Iamblichus’ thought in a more immediate 
and primitive way, one that is consistent with his vision. Iamblichus 
speaks with an aboriginal voice, one that evokes primal yearnings, but 
such yearnings can be fulfilled only if we take a path that has become both 
hidden from and forbidden to us.  

I believe this path was once a critical part of our heritage and, 
although it has been lost, it may be recovered—not by translating the 
aboriginal into a more sophisticated language—but by learning to speak 
the ancient tongue ourselves. Porphyry preferred translation. He began by 
disowning his Syrian name, Malchus, to become Porphyry, the Greek 
philosopher, and we have inherited his dispossession as our own legacy. 
Iamblichus, however, refused to Hellenise his Syrian name or heritage and 
thus ensured that philosophy remained rooted in our aboriginal nature, one 
that allows the gods a place in the world. In Porphyry’s—and our own—
trajectory of thought, Iamblichean theurgy represents a deviation and 
regression. Yet Iamblichus speaks for a tradition that was once integral to 
Western history, for both its philosophers and its religious traditions.  

To consider one example, the most revered religious rituals in the 
ancient Greek world were the mysteries of Eleusis. These rites of initiation 
had a profound influence on Plato’s thinking, both in terminology and in 
imagery, yet the initiations themselves could not be explained or 
discursively understood. Like theurgic rites, they required immediate 
experience. Aristotle makes this clear when he says that those who enter 
the initiations at Eleusis do not learn anything (ou mathein ti) but 
experience (pathein) something by being put into a changed state of mind 
(diatethenai).23 In the fifth century CE, Proclus explains the 
phenomenology of this change. He writes: 
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Initiations bring about a sympathy (sympatheia) of souls with the ritual 
actions in such a way that is incomprehensible to us yet divine (agnoston 
hemin kai theion), so that some of those initiated are stricken with fear, 
being filled with divine awe; others assimilate themselves to the holy 
symbols and, having left their own identity, become completely established 
in the gods and experience divine possession.24 

 
In the ancient Greek world, the rites of Eleusis effected a fundamental 
change in awareness, not by a process of learning but by putting the 
initiate into a particular state of mind through an assimilation to symbols 
and ritual actions.  

We might allow such language for the Eleusinian mysteries because 
these rites were a venerated part of ancient Greek culture; but 
philosophers, we assume, were wedded to a more rational path. When 
Proclus says that initiates experience an ekstasis and become established in 
the gods, we assume that he is speaking only metaphorically, or is 
indulging in the florid language of the theurgists. This accounts for why 
many scholars have split figures like Iamblichus and Proclus, speaking of 
their philosophical and mathematical interests on the one hand and of their 
theurgical and magical interests on the other,25 as if the latter represent an 
element from which our rational trajectory was eventually cleansed. But 
this split is in us, not in the philosopher-magicians whose theurgical and 
discursive practices were integrally connected.26 Peter Kingsley points to 
the claims of divinity by Empedocles to exemplify this problem. When the 
Presocratic philosopher, whom we imagine as an early scientist, claims 
that he is “an immortal god, mortal no more”,27 his statement must either 
be dismissed as fraudulent, as not being a genuine Empedoclean fragment, 
or characterised as part of the magical beliefs prevalent in antiquity but 
having nothing to do with his genuinely scientific writing.28 Kingsley has 
demonstrated how deeply misguided we are in trying to split these 
philosopher-magicians, and he urges contemporary readers to re-enter 
their ancient healing tradition, one that culminates in making its initiates 
into gods. But to enter we must first recognise our own dividedness. We 
must see how our worldview has anaesthetized us. We must again feel the 
deep wound of having been cut off from our original and primal 
yearning.29  

Some caution may be in order here. To re-enter this tradition and pass 
the threshold of initiation we need to understand what causes some 
initiates to become gods and others to become terrified and delusional. 
What allows some to be lifted beyond human knowledge, while others 
become mentally deranged and unstable? According to the theurgists, it is 
our receptive capacity, a capacity determined by the degree to which the 
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soul has been purified. This was hardly an innovation by theurgists but 
was the ancient pattern of all the mysteries: catharsis, followed by esoteric 
transmission (paradosis), and culminating in the initiate’s deifying vision 
(epopteia).30 This was the spiritual tradition from which Calvenus Taurus 
spoke when he says that “gods reveal themselves through human souls”; it 
is what allowed theurgists to “take the shape of the gods” in their sacred 
rites. To understand and re-enter this tradition we must take seriously what 
its masters taught. We must begin with catharsis. 

II. Catharsis and the mysteries 

To enter catharsis means that our next step is not forward but backward, 
not up but down; it means that we will lose understanding, not gain it. In 
catharsis we do not enter clarity and light, but darkness and confusion. My 
own response to this step is not to take it, or better, to proceed—as is our 
habit—with an explanation about catharsis and hope that my description 
will be accepted as the equivalent of genuine understanding. This is the 
kind of counterfeit coinage that sustains the business of scholarship, but it 
tells us little or nothing about the lived experience of those who practised 
mysteries that begin with catharsis. In our rationalised view of this 
process, we have come to understand catharsis as the elimination of all 
passions tied to material life. The exemplary sage, for us, is a virtually 
emotionless and cerebral bachelor like Plotinus; or perhaps like Star 
Trek’s half-human Spock; or, more pathetically, like the android Data. In 
many respects, we scholars have become a community of Datas whose 
status is measured by the amount of information we hold. And, when we 
impose this model on the sages of antiquity, we deny to them the very 
emotions that make them human and allow them to become gods.  

Catharsis is not the elimination of passions but their recognition and 
the often difficult work of giving to each its proper place. As Jean 
Trouillard so masterfully explained in The Plotinian Purification,31 
catharsis is not elimination but inclusion, a process of embracing all things 
from a deeper perspective.32 The primary focus of catharsis, he explains, is 
not with the body but with our collective habit of thought that results in 
what he calls a moral and metaphysical impurity; to cure it, he says, we 
must “gradually dissolve it”.33 Yet it is difficult to recognise our need for a 
cure. As Trouillard put it, “reason habitually seeks to enclose itself in a 
circle of definitive constructions…it substitutes its abstractions and images 
for reality without realizing it”.34   

Our aversion to undergoing the catharsis that Trouillard describes is 
not new; it reflects a fundamental human condition. Most of us are not 
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eager to “gradually dissolve” the world of abstractions we take for reality. 
On the contrary, we want to strengthen it all the more because we sense its 
emptiness…and our own.35 The mysteries demanded a preliminary 
dissolution for, without first recognising the nothingness of our reality, we 
cannot hope to enter what is truly real. Any discussion of divinity without 
first facing this nothingness is misguided, a self-deception. In Socrates’ 
debate with the know-it-all Callicles, he mocks him for just this point. 
After being rebuked for asking penetrating questions that were dismissed 
by Callicles as trivial and useless, Socrates pointedly replies: 

 
You, Callicles, are lucky in having been initiated into the Greater 
Mysteries before the Lesser; I didn’t think it was permitted.36 

 
Socrates knew full well that it was not. The lesser mysteries of Eleusis 
were cathartic; they were required before initiates could enter the greater 
mysteries of divine vision and deification. Yet, like many of us today, 
Callicles presumes to speak with real knowledge without having taken the 
first step into darkness, into Persephone’s world of death and dissolution. 
He has not yet begun to see the emptiness of his knowledge or the falsity 
of his world. Like most of us, he lives in a world of abstractions and 
speaks words without power. 

Let us stay with Socrates. He has been incorporated into our rational 
trajectory as a seminal figure who demanded rational explanations from 
his interlocutors. Socrates exemplifies the way of reason and the triumph 
of logic over the emotionalism of myth and superstition. But this picture of 
Socrates is a caricature shaped by our need to place him in our trajectory, 
and it requires that we overlook an abundance of countervailing evidence 
in the Platonic dialogues and elsewhere. This repressed evidence suggests 
that Socrates was hardly a rationalist but was a mystic who maintained that 
his exercise of reason was rooted in divine revelation and guided always 
by eros.37 With respect to his own wisdom, Socrates’ attitude reflects a 
profound experience of catharsis that sees his own understanding as 
worthless. Far from sounding like a spokesman for the triumph of reason, 
Socrates states “human wisdom is of little or no value”, “real wisdom is 
the property of god”, and that his own wisdom is “worthless” (oudeneia).38 
Our avatar of reason states plainly that his philosophical way of life “has 
been commanded to me…by the god through divinations (manteia) and 
through dreams (enupnion) and by every other means through which 
divine allotment has ever commanded anyone to do anything”.39    

Dreams, divinations, and divine allotment hardly sound like the basis 
for a rational worldview! Yet as John Bussanich has shown,40 the 
difficulty we have in accepting the testimony of Socrates is that he has 
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become what we have made him: the first great rationalist who, through 
his practice of elenchus and moral example, put Greek thought on a firm 
and reasoned foundation. Since this happens to be our foundation, to 
question the rationality of Socrates shakes the ground we stand upon. 
Socrates himself claims that his cross-examination of others was directed 
by the promptings of his daimon. The elenchus, seen as the key to Socratic 
methodology, emerges from the darkness of the gods, from dreams and 
divinations. It was a method of discursive catharsis, and the state of 
hopeless aporia into which he led his interlocutors was the direct result of 
their initiation at his hands. Socrates was the hierophant of mysteries every 
bit as transforming as those celebrated at Eleusis, and anyone who wished 
to enter these mysteries, to live, as he put it, “the philosophical life in the 
right way”,41 was required to undergo his withering catharsis. Plato’s 
adoption of the language of the mysteries may have led us to assume that 
he rationalised the rites of Eleusis yet, in the view of the later Platonists, it 
was the other way around. Plato succeeded in transforming discursive 
thought into a form of mystagogy: thinking itself could be led down the 
path of initiation,42 and Socrates was Plato’s mystagogue for both the 
lesser and the greater mysteries.  

Consider the remarkable testimony of Aristides, who describes his 
experience in the presence of Socrates. He says: 

 
By the gods, Socrates, you’re not going to believe this, but it’s true! I’ve 
never learned (mathein) anything from you, as you know. But I made 
progress whenever I was with you, even if I was only in the same house 
and not in the same room—but more when I was in the same room. And it 
seemed, to me at least, that when I was in the same room and looked at you 
when you were speaking, I made much more progress than when I looked 
away. And I made by far the most and greatest progress when I sat right 
beside you, and physically held on to you or touched you.43 
 

Like the initiates at Eleusis, Aristides does not learn (mathein) anything 
when he enters the presence of Socrates, but experiences a transformation 
that is intensified by gazing at and, even more, by touching Socrates, as if 
he were a god. In the West, this is not our usual experience while attending 
the lecture of a philosopher; it is, however, remarkably similar to the 
experience of devotees who receive darshan in the presence of an 
enlightened guru.44  This portrayal of Socrates as divine man is borne out 
by Alcibiades in the Symposium. After praising Socrates, Alcibiades says 
“the best you can do is not to compare him to anything human” and, 
further, that his arguments are “truly worthy of a god”.45 The power he has 
over his interlocutors is revealed when Alcibiades confesses:  
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…let anyone—man, woman, or child—listen to you or even to a poor 
account of what you say—and we are all transported, completely possessed 
(katechein)…I swear to you, the moment he starts to speak, I am beside 
myself: my heart starts leaping in my chest, the tears come streaming down 
my face, even the frenzied Corybantes seem sane compared to me and, let 
me tell you I have seen many others experiencing the same things.46  

 
Speaking to those similarly afflicted, he virtually begs for their 
understanding: “All you people here…have all shared in this madness 
(mania), this Bacchic frenzy of philosophy”.47 

Alcibiades neglects to say what it is that allows some of Socrates’ 
companions to benefit from his presence more than others. Aristides 
admits that when separated from Socrates, the progress he experienced 
“oozed away”.48 And although Alcibiades experienced a profound 
catharsis in the presence of Socrates,49 he admits that “the moment I leave 
his side, I go back to my old ways: I cave in to my desire to please the 
crowd”.50 Not everyone is prepared to enter the mysteries, whether they 
are the theurgic ecstasies of Iamblichus, the traditional rites of Eleusis, or 
the philosophic mystagogy conducted by Socrates. If an initiate’s catharsis 
is incomplete, he or she will lack the capacity to contain the divine influx 
and will return from the mysteries untransformed, old habits intact. The 
necessary condition for transformation is a state of receptive emptiness, 
what Socrates describes as the “nothingness”, oudeneia,51 of human 
wisdom. The purpose of his elenchus, therefore, was not to discover 
rational principles—as our accepted history has it—but to lead others into 
the state of emptiness so that they too might become divine. 

Kingsley has pointed to the similarities between the elenchus given to 
Socrates through divination, the elenchus revealed to Parmenides by the 
goddess, and the elenchus practised among initiates in the Hermetica.52 
Comparing the methods of Parmenides and Socrates, Kingsley writes:  

 
…the core of the elenchos process as shown to Parmenides by the goddess 
was that men and women “know nothing”. The heart of Socrates’ message, 
the unwavering purpose of his elenchos, was to show people that they 
“know nothing”. For both of them, there was no real hope of knowledge 
without first accepting and understanding this.53  
 
In the Hermetic tradition it was the same; initiates did not “learn” 

their transformation, but had to be stripped of the belief that it could be 
intellectually understood. When Hermes reveals the mystery of rebirth, he 
cautions his student, saying: “This thing cannot be taught nor can it been 
seen by any elementary fabrication that we use here below”.54 When the 
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student, overwhelmed, says that he is going mad and losing his mind, 
Hermes replies “If only that were the case!”.55 Initiation cannot be taught; 
it cannot be learned; it cannot be grasped by discursive thinking. To the 
rational mind, this is madness, and yet it is this Bacchic madness that was 
transmitted by ancient philosophers and magicians until it was rationalised 
and lost. Parmenides, the priest of Apollo who practised incubatory rites of 
healing and transmitted his Way of Truth in a visionary poem, has become 
the founder of logic. Socrates, a hopelessly erotic man who entered deep 
trances and stripped Athenians of their intellectual pretence, has become 
the second father of our rational trajectory.56 The Hermetic authors are 
largely ignored, their literature characterised by most scholars as 
superficial and commonplace.57 Yet they all would have understood 
Taurus’ statement that “the will of the gods is to reveal themselves in 
human souls”. They would have understood because it was their 
experience. As in the mysteries, the experience is inexplicable, arrheton, 
yet known through immediate perception. It is esoteric, not only because it 
is inexplicable, but also because it is unrepeatable: each initiate comes to 
embody the god through a process of seeing his or her world dissolved. 
Since the dissolution is unique, the rebirth is unique: what is described by 
one initiate cannot be the experience of another. In the language of the 
mysteries each of us must die alone.58 Yet, without the dissolution of our 
world, we lack the capacity to receive the god. In the words of Taurus, the 
gods take on bodies and become human, but only in pure souls, (katharai 
psuchai),59 those who have come to recognise their nothingness, their 
oudeneia. 

III. Receiving the gods 

In this esoteric tradition, Socrates represents the necessary condition for 
gods to reveal themselves. Like Socrates, we must be purified, emptied of 
what we know. We must experience the nothingness and dissolution of our 
world. But this is not all. Despite his repeated claims of ignorance, 
Socrates does know something: “the only thing I understand”, he says, 
“are matters of love (ta erotika)”,60 a revealing admission. We might 
describe Socrates’ understanding of erotics as a felt rather than a 
discursive knowledge, one revealed in his intense personal loves as well as 
in his love for the transcendent source of beauty. In the Symposium, Eros 
is the agent of deification, moving up and down between the mortal and 
immortal worlds, encircling gods and men.61 It is significant that Socrates 
is portrayed at the end of the dialogue as an embodiment of Eros, for, in 
Plato’s mystagogy, Socrates is not only the exemplar of catharsis but also 
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of the deified soul. He is drawn to absolute beauty, yet at the same time 
communicates that beauty to his beloved companions, and not as a man 
but as something “more than human”.62 Socrates is an Eros who strips us 
of our knowledge and awakens our primal yearning for the good.63   

Within this esoteric tradition, theurgy was neither an innovation nor a 
degradation; it was Iamblichus’ attempt to protect the integrity of genuine 
mystagogy. By emphasizing the importance of receiving divine power 
through immediate experience, Iamblichus was trying to correct an overly 
rational tendency among Platonists. Speaking for the ancient mystagogues, 
whom he calls theurgists, Iamblichus makes his position plain. Describing 
the power of symbols and ritual gestures in theurgy, he says: 

 
Intellectual understanding does not connect theurgists with the gods, for 
what would prevent those who philosophize theoretically from having 
theurgic union with them?…Rather, it is the perfect accomplishment of 
ineffable acts, religiously performed beyond all understanding, and it is the 
power of ineffable symbols understood by the gods alone, that effects 
theurgical union. Thus, we do not accomplish these acts by our thinking, 
for then their efficacy would be intellectual and depend on us…For 
although we do not understand it, the symbols themselves, on their own, 
perform their work, and the ineffable power of the gods to whom these 
symbols belong, recognizes, by itself, its own images. It is not awakened to 
this by our thinking.64  

 
In Iamblichus’ estimation, the Greeks had turned traditional religious rites 
into intellectual exercises. Disdaining the cathartic mysteries—and the 
experience of nothingness—Greek intellectuals had translated traditional 
mystagogy into terms that were new and conceptually sophisticated, but 
no longer had the power to transform.65 This explains the polemical tone 
of Iamblichus’ reply to Porphyry and why he insists that human 
understanding cannot unite us with the gods. In an age that seemed 
bewitched by the brilliance of discursive thinking, Iamblichus attempted to 
recover its ineffable source, not in the subtleties of discourse, but in the 
soul’s primal yearning.  

Theurgy was an erotic art, an expression of this primal yearning 
and—at the same time—an expression of the gods’ yearning to be 
revealed in worship. Socrates had distinguished degrees of erotic ascent, 
like “rising stairs” to absolute Beauty,66 and Iamblichus, in turn, explained 
that theurgic expressions of this yearning must correspond to each soul’s 
particular attachments. Whether theurgic rites were material, spiritual, or a 
combination of both, they were all expressions of the soul’s essential eros 
for the divine and interwoven with our “innate gnôsis of the gods”.67  
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It would be an error, however, to characterise theurgy as anti-
intellectual, despite Iamblichus’ declaration that thinking cannot unite us 
with the gods. He is right. Thinking cannot unite us with the gods any 
more than stones, herbs, smoke, blood, or songs can, by themselves. Yet 
all of these objects might be used theurgically to awaken the soul’s innate 
gnôsis and divine yearning. Taken as ends in themselves, discursive 
insights are as much obstacles to the soul as the crudest form of material 
idolatry. To function as a theurgic symbol, an object needed to be 
transparent to the gods, whether that object was a stone, a person, or a 
mental concept. So, despite Iamblichus’ concern with discursive idolatry, 
there was nothing inherently wrong with thinking so long as it remained 
rooted in, and an expression of, the soul’s primal eros. This is why Proclus 
believed that reading a Platonic text could become a kind of “linguistic 
theurgy”,68 allowing readers “to take part in a theurgic ritual”.69 The goal 
of this theurgy, Sara Rappe explains, was not to increase our 
understanding of the text, but to pass through the text as theurgic symbol 
to a unitive experience beyond words.70 

What carries the soul through a theurgic symbol is eros, and what 
determines whether or not the passage is successful is the degree to which 
the soul has been purified. For the ancient mystagogues, it is eros—the 
soul’s primal desire—that deifies us. The depth of Parmenides’ journey, 
and his initiation by the goddess, is determined by the intensity of his 
longing.71 Plato states that erotic madness effects the soul’s deification and 
is our greatest blessing.72 Plotinus says that all living things—even plants 
and animals—are carried by their desire for the One,73 and that this 
attraction, paradoxically, is an expression of the One itself,74 pouring out 
and then returning to itself, as if the gods of Calvenus Taurus become 
mortal in order to be deified. Contact with divinity is an erotic, not an 
intellectual, experience. As Iamblichus put it, “the Intelligible appears to 
the mind not as knowable (hôs gnoston) but as desirable (hôs epheton)”,75 
and the Chaldean Oracles say that, before our descent into bodies, the 
Creator implanted a “deep desire” (bathus erôs) in all souls to draw us 
back to the divine.76 This erotic presence, Iamblichus said, is “more 
ancient than our nature” and is awakened in theurgic ritual and prayer.77 
Plotinus calls it simply a “presence superior to knowledge”.78 Throughout 
this tradition—from Parmenides, to the initiates of the Hermetica, to the 
theurgic Platonists—the divine and human meet in the enchanted web of 
eros,79 but the quality of that meeting and its effect on the soul is 
determined by our receptive capacity. Catharsis is not only a preliminary 
step allowing entrance to the mysteries, it is what allows the soul to 
receive the god; it is also what allows the gods to become human.  
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This deeper understanding of catharsis is discussed by Iamblichus. He 
says that cleansing the soul from its bodily fixations was merely a 
preliminary stage of catharsis to be followed by an active cooperation with 
the gods. He explains: 

 
[T]he most useful goals of catharsis are: (1) withdrawal from foreign 
elements;  (2) restoration of one’s own essence; (3) perfection; (4) fullness; 
(5) independence; (6) ascent to the creative cause; (7) conjunction of parts 
to wholes; and (8) contribution of power, life, and activity from the wholes 
to the parts.80  

 
According to Iamblichus, this is the ancient teaching, which he contrasts 
with the view of certain modern Platonists who see catharsis as simple 
withdrawal from the body and separation from the material world. These, 
he says, are merely the “lesser goals” (smikra telê) of catharsis,81 and 
although Iamblichus recognises their value, they are not enough.82  In fact, 
to give priority to these lesser goals over the ancient teachings leads to the 
kind of dualism seen in Porphyry’s desire to escape from the material 
realm altogether.83 Deified theurgists did not escape from their bodies or 
from nature; they embraced both from a divine perspective. The deeper 
goals of catharsis include the demiurgic activity of entering the creative 
cause, of joining parts to wholes, and of sewing the power and activity of 
the gods into all parts of the cosmos.  

Iamblichus defines the soul with characteristics that correspond to 
these goals. In contrast to Plotinus, who believed the soul does not fully 
descend into a body, Iamblichus maintained that the soul does descend: 
embodiment is no illusion.84 He defines the soul as a “mean between 
divisible and indivisible, corporeal and incorporeal beings”. In its 
mediating activity, the soul proceeds from the Divine Mind, communicates 
the universal measures of creation to the material world, and as a result 
becomes mortal.85 Consequently, in the traditional mystagogy, our divinity 
must be discovered through our mortality, not by escaping it. The soul 
becomes a co-creator with the Demiurge by fully recognising the limits of 
its mortal life. The gods descend only into souls who can bear the 
nothingness of mortality. 

For all the condemnation of Iamblichus for his irrationality, it is the 
Syrian theurgist who provides the most convincing rationale for Socratic 
ignorance and its role in mystagogy. Although immortal and divine, the 
soul becomes mortal in embodiment. To deny this would deny to the soul 
its mediating function and participation in the creation of the world. As 
Trouillard put it, the descent of souls is an expression of demiurgic 
generosity, but it comes at the cost of our beatitude.86 For Iamblichus, our 
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mortality and suffering are not illusions to be rectified by spiritual effort; 
we cannot, as Porphyry imagined, become the saviours of ourselves 
through contemplation.87 “Self-alienation” (allotriôthen) constitutes our 
very essence.88 In such a condition, the only way to recover our 
immortality is—paradoxically—by remaining mortal, and anyone who 
enters mystagogy in order to become immortal lacks the capacity to 
receive the god. Iamblichus warned that such grasping after divinity 
results in foolishness, delirium, and a self-deception deprived of 
knowledge.89 In plain terms, for the gods to become human, the theurgist 
must remain human, and this means recognising our weaknesses, our 
insignificance, our utter nothingness  (oudeneia).90  

This is the mystery that Porphyry could not understand. He could not 
fathom how the gods descend into this lower world or how they could be 
reached through the impure prayers of men.91 Yet, for Iamblichus, it is 
precisely the recognition of our impurity and weakness that allows the 
gods to become present. He says: 

 
[T]he awareness of our own nothingness (oudeneia) when we compare 
ourselves to the gods, makes us turn spontaneously (autophuôs) to prayer. 
And from our supplication, in a short time we are led up to that one to 
whom we pray, and from our continual intercourse we obtain a likeness to 
it, and from imperfection we are gradually embraced by divine 
perfection.92 
 

The existential awareness of our nothingness, like Socrates’ recognition of 
the worthlessness of his wisdom, points to our need to experience an utter 
aporia, to be at a complete loss. Only a soul emptied of all pretence or 
grasping has the capacity to receive the gods. Only then is our deep eros 
awakened spontaneously to prayer.93 And in that moment prayer ceases to 
be petition; it becomes the active presence of the god, as Iamblichus 
explains: 
 

At the moment of prayer, the divine is quite literally joined with itself 
(auto to theion pros heauto sunesti), and it is not like one entity speaking 
to another that it shares in the spiritual conceptions in prayer.94 

 
In theurgic prayer the gods of Calvenus Taurus become human, but they 
descend only into souls who have already descended into nothingness.  

Iamblichus aimed to protect this ancient mystagogy from the rational 
trajectory that we have inherited, from intellectuals like Porphyry who 
believed that mystagogy could be conceptually understood and discussed. 
Iamblichus insisted that theurgic rituals were ineffable in order to protect 
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the soul’s innate gnôsis of the gods from being devoured by the titanic 
hunger of the discursive mind.95 And he was successful, at least among 
Platonists. In the sixth century, the last and most brilliant Platonist, 
Damascius, described Iamblichus as “the best interpreter of divine 
reality”96 and followed his teachings on the soul despite their 
excruciatingly paradoxical conclusions.97 The soul, Damascius says, is so 
fundamentally alienated that, despite our profound efforts to fathom the 
Intelligible, we are pulled by our “miserable nothingness (oudeneia)” to 
lower levels.98 And yet, he says, “we must resign ourselves to this fallen 
state”,99 for it is only in the acceptance of our nothingness that we become 
receptacles for the god. Even his most exalted reflections, describing the 
One as “the ineffable and inaccessible sanctuary,” revealed nothing to 
Damascius but his own incapacity and failure.100 “These names and 
concepts,” he says, “describe our own labour pains (ôdinôn)… , they 
reveal our own aching, aporia, and failing concerning the One …”.101 Yet, 
beneath Damascius’ pessimism, the mystagogy is revealed. For these 
labour pains are born from our nothingness; they rise from the soul’s 
primal yearning, the deep eros given by the Creator.102 Proclus discussed 
the same mystery with less pessimism. He writes: 

 
All things are what they are by virtue of the yearning (pothô) that the One 
impresses on them towards itself, and it is according to these labour pains 
(ôdina) that each is filled with the unity which is fitting to it and is 
assimilated to the one and universal cause... 103 
 
We return, then, to the erotic dimension of mystagogy and recognise 

that it is precisely this labour pain (ôdis) that is the path (hodos) of 
initiation.104 Through bearing our nothingness and longing, we enter the 
mysterious experience of giving birth, what Iamblichus describes as 
bestowing the “gift of power, life, and activity from wholes to parts”.105 
We become creators of the world. Diotima revealed to Socrates that this is 
our deepest desire. What eros wants, she tells him, is not beauty, but to 
give birth in beauty106 and that through this activity human beings partake 
of immortality.107 In esoteric terms, what the initiates of mystagogy want 
is not divinity—that is the exoteric explanation—what they want is to give 
birth to divinity in the fragile beauty of human existence.108  Iamblichus 
aptly describes these initiates as theurgists, men and women who engage 
in divine action, those in whom the gods appear. Iamblichus was trying to 
save this tradition, and he valued the texts of the Platonists and 
Pythagoreans—not because they describe a systematic picture of reality—
but because, when used correctly, they free us from our habit of displacing 
reality with discursive abstractions.109 For mystagogues like Iamblichus, 
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Platonic texts have the purpose of leading the mind into aporia, the 
nothingness that receives and gives birth to the god. 

IV.Conclusion 

In our Western tradition, these mystagogues were venerated as god-men. 
Pythagoras was believed by many to be Apollo himself who incarnated for 
the benefit of mortals.110 Out of respect, he was rarely called by name but 
was referred to as theios: the divine one; after death he was known simply 
as autos, that man.111 The Pythagorean magician and healer Empedocles 
plainly announced: “I walk among you a deathless god”.112 Iamblichus 
was also called theios by both his students and later theurgists.113 We tend 
to dismiss the title as an empty honorific but it pointed to the recognition 
that divinity was revealed in these men who were not other-worldly 
hermits but lived among their associates with great intimacy and erotic 
intensity. Socrates’ magnetism is well-known, but Iamblichus also was an 
intensely magnetic figure, as is evident from the testimony of one of his 
students who claims that on receiving a letter from Iamblichus he was 
healed. He writes back to his master and says: 

 
The very moment that I took the letter in my hands, I swear by the gods 
themselves and by the love that burns in me for you, that instant my pains 
forsook me... [H]ow describe what I did next—how often I held the letter 
to my lips… how often I kissed it with these lips as though I were 
embracing my dearest sweetheart, how often I invoked and kissed and held 
to my eyes even the signature which had been signed by your own hand… 
and how I clung to the imprint of the letters as I should to the fingers of 
that sacred right hand of yours!114  

 
The adoration of this exuberant disciple might better compare with the 
devotion to a guru in Eastern traditions. He muses on a possible visit to 
Iamblichus and wonders if he might be fastened to his master’s tunic and 
“closely attached…like those two-bodied beings invented in myths”.115 
For such, he says, is his extraordinary feeling of friendship (philia) and 
kinship of soul with Iamblichus.116 In the West, we have lost this 
embodied intimacy, the shared philia of Pythagorean communities; we 
have also lost their mystagogic transformation and friendship with the 
gods.  

These stories are not aberrations. They exemplify the openness and 
physical intimacy of a tradition which understood the importance of 
embodiment, for it is through our bodies that we receive the gods. 
Iamblichus reports that before applicants were admitted to Pythagoras’ 
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community, the master spent five years carefully studying their facial 
features, their manner of walking, and all other physical gestures, as signs 
of their spiritual potential.117 They understood that the gods are revealed in 
human souls and lived accordingly.  

Marinus’ description of the physical features of Proclus, the fifth 
century master of the Platonic school in Athens, captures the delicate 
appreciation for the body as a receptacle of the gods. Marinus writes: 

 
He was very lovely indeed to behold, for not only was his body beautiful in 
the symmetry of its proportions, but from his soul a living light bloomed 
upon his body (epanthoun tô somati hoionei phôs zôtikon) with such a 
radiance that it is impossible to put into words. He was so lovely to look 
upon, that no painter caught his likeness, and all of his portraits in 
circulation, although they may be lovely, still fall far short…of his true 
form.118 

 
Marinus’ description brings us back once again to the erotic aspect of 
mystagogy for, apart from the appreciation for his master’s beauty, 
Marinus refers to the living light that blooms from Proclus’ body. He 
employs the Neoplatonists’ technical term for the divine presence in the 
soul, the anthos nou, or “blossom of the mind” that is awakened in 
theurgy.119  Iamblichus refers to this as the one of the soul: it is our primal 
yearning, the deep eros of the Chaldean Oracles that rises spontaneously 
from our nothingness.  

The question that we have not addressed is how this mystagogic 
tradition can be revived in our age. How can the intimate philia of the 
Pythagoreans be recovered, not only in our relationships, but also in that 
mysterious transformation that allows the gods to live among us? Not 
easily. For we have inherited the habits of Porphyry and live in the 
trajectory of a disembodied rationalism. Iamblichus warned Porphyry what 
this kind of thinking would lead to in starkly prescient terms. He said: 

 
This doctrine spells the ruin of all holy ritual and theurgic communion 
between gods and men, since it places the presence of superior beings 
outside the earth. It amounts to saying that the divine is at a distance from 
the earth and cannot mingle with men, and that this lower region is a 
desert, without gods.120 

 
Perhaps this is precisely where we need to begin: the wasteland of our 

existence, the hollowness of our world. Those who want to recover this 
tradition should start by feeling the emptiness of their lives and the longing 
that makes this so painful. We also need to remember that the cosmology 
and metaphysics of Pythagoreans were not meant to be taken as literal 
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descriptions of reality. In that case, their cosmology would be relevant to 
us only as a historical curiosity. Their highest principle was utterly 
ineffable: an Unknowable Darkness (skotos agnoston), as Damascius put 
it;121 so it hardly makes sense to try to rebuild a coherent system of reality 
upon it. According to Plato, the cosmos described in the Timaeus should 
be seen primarily as an agalma, a living statue:122 a kind of vast mandala 
in which all embodiments may be visualized as agalmata, living images of 
the gods.123 Once freed of the anachronistic fantasy of living in a cocoon 
of Platonic abstractions, we may recover the ancient mystagogy, but only 
by enacting it, by finding our own way into the catharsis and deifying 
vision of initiation.  

Contemporary gurus or seers, whose teaching does not arise from an 
experience of nothingness and a profound familiarity with the 
“worthlessness of their wisdom”, are teachers to avoid. True initiation 
does not simply empower us; it begins with the experience of loss and 
utter failure. And it is more likely to happen in the ordinary course of 
living than by seeking a spiritual path. Coming to terms with our 
nothingness is, in fact, unavoidable—although most of our life is spent 
trying to avoid it. It comes to us through the tragedies of illness, divorce, 
violence, betrayal, or even through the frozen repression of experiencing 
these very things. Yet today our encounter with nothingness, and our 
primal yearning, lack the choreography that would lead us into a deep 
intimacy with a community of initiates. These experiences are more often 
repressed with self-help mantras, slogans of positive thinking, self-
empowerment workshops, or by psychoactive drugs. 

What we can learn from Pythagorean mystagogues is how they 
contained their transformations among fellow initiates, each of whom was 
deeply familiar with the erotic wound that marks our existence and our 
path to fulfillment. For us, it is less to do with passing on their cosmology 
and metaphysical teachings and more to do with seeing how these 
teachings helped to facilitate and contain their initiation. Our task, then, is 
learn how to translate their mystagogy for our time, and this is difficult, 
for each of us, being Porphyrian, translates their mystagogy into 
conceptual terms and believes that through this we have somehow 
preserved the tradition. It is difficult for us to accept that our reason is of 
little help in this work; difficult for us to speak with vulnerability from our 
own primal longing. For, in the last analysis, our translation will be 
successful only if it first lives in us. Only if it is communicated in our 
facial expressions, in our voices, in the ways we walk, and breathe, and 
perhaps most especially, in the ways we touch. The example of theurgists 
may help us. They were manifestations of divinity, and yet, as humans, 
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they were mortal and subject to change. They discovered what is 
unchanging even in the nothingness of human life; they found a continuity 
hidden within the ruptures of personal existence.124 Remaining fully 
mortal, they became immortal, and they knew that to seek divinity apart 
from mortality was a powerful illusion, one that would break the 
continuity between gods and men. It was this conceptual fantasy that 
destroyed mystagogy by turning it into an intellectual exercise rather than 
a lived experience. 

I would like to conclude with an image from the Symposium, for the 
key to this mystagogy was, and will remain, erotic. In her introduction to 
Damascius’ On First Principles, Marie-Claire Galpérine portrays the 
importance of aporia for Damascius by borrowing125 from Diotima’s 
description of Penia and Poros, who are the parents of Eros.126  She 
writes: 

 
This lovely word, aporia, reminds us of our origins and our condition. 
Only the lover of wisdom may endure the painful embarrassment that 
leaves him without response and without resource (aporos) at the threshold 
of the truth from which he remains separated. Like Penia, our soul is 
always in aporia. We may only beg at the gates of the god whom Plato 
tells us was the son of Metis.127  
 

Only by remaining in this longing does the divine light bloom in our 
bodies. In the spontaneous birth of Metis, we experience a wisdom hidden 
in the ambiguities of mortal life. It is then that the gods of Calvenus 
Taurus “come forth into bodily appearance” 128 to taste the nothingness of 
our lives. 
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CHAPTER FIVE 

THEURGY, DIVINATION AND THERAVADAN 
BUDDHISM 

GARRY PHILLIPSON 
 
 
 

I. Introduction 
 
Theurgy—“god-work” as distinct from theology, which is “god-talk”—
was advocated by Iamblichus as a necessary corrective to the overly-
intellectual orientation which he saw developing in Platonism.1 This paper 
attempts to bring additional material to discourse on theurgy and 
divination by considering how “theurgy” might be understood in 
Theravadan Buddhism. In doing so I want to begin with a simple 
etymological reading of theurgy as “god-work”. This is not to deny that 
the precise definition and scope of “theurgy” is somewhat problematic. 
The Buddhist perspective will, however, emerge naturally if we simply ask 
how “god-work” is understood in the Dhamma, (the teaching of the 
Buddha), and follow where the question leads. Iamblichus is something of 
a shadowy presence in what follows. For although it is his name which is 
particularly associated with the term “theurgy”, I will not attempt to do 
more than note a few points of comparison between his thought and 
Buddhism. 

Given the terrain it will traverse, the paper may also serve some 
purpose in providing a perspective on the question of whether Theravadan 
Buddhism can be taken as evidence that religion need not have anything to 
do with superhuman agents.2 To be sure, there is no shortage of 
superhuman agents in the Pali Canon. Yet, when Richard Gombrich was 
researching Buddhism in modern Sri Lanka, a monk told him: “Gods are 
nothing to do with religion”,3 and that statement is consonant with the 
Buddha’s teaching. So there is an apparent contradiction here which this 
paper will tease out. 

Divination was understood by Plato and Iamblichus to be a form of 
theurgy,4 but I have included it as a separate term in the title, marking the 
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particular focus on divination—particularly astrology—in the second half 
of this paper. Here I should note that, in treating astrology as a form of 
divination, I am on controversial ground since there are astrologers who 
believe that their subject can be explained, in its entirety, as an exact 
science.5 This issue will be touched on later, though with no claim to 
address it comprehensively. 

To complete my introductory caveats, I should also say that in 
approaching the Theravadan tradition I have taken the Pali Canon as my 
source, without any attempt to discriminate between the different texts 
therein as older or more recent, and (therefore) as more or less reliable. A 
note on the Pali material will be found at the end.  

II. Brahma-faring 

At first sight, the place of theurgy in Buddhist thought is both 
straightforward and central. As we shall see presently, some of the higher 
gods in Buddhist cosmology are the Brahm s, and the Buddha often refers 
to the practice of his teaching as “brahma-faring”: travelling towards the 
highest, travelling towards divinity.6 Further, a group of four meditations 
he taught are called the “brahma-vih ras”—the “divine abidings”.7   

However, the Buddha’s attitude towards rebirth amongst the 
Brahm s—or in any heaven world—was ambiguous. He would teach 
someone the way to attain such a rebirth if he judged that they were not 
capable of anything more; but if the person was capable of developing the 
insight which would establish them on the path to nibb na,8 
enlightenment, then he would judge rebirth amongst the gods an 
inadequate goal.9     

III. Cosmology—31 Realms 

In the commentaries to the Pali Canon a system of thirty-one different 
planes of existence is set out.10 These break down into three broad 
categories: three world-systems, or lokas. The human realm belongs to the 
lowest of the three, k ma-loka. Besides the human realm, k ma-loka 
includes the “Woeful Way”—four states which involve more suffering 
than the human, and the Celestial Realms—states populated by devas 
(deities or gods) where life is more pleasant than it is in this world.  

Moving to the states below human, the lowest state in the Woeful 
Way is Niraya Hell. The other realms below the human show similar 
levels of involvement with the senses: for example, petas, or hungry 
ghosts, are often depicted as having mouths the size of a pin-head, and 
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stomachs the size of a mountain. They are continually driven to satisfy 
impossible desires. The states “above” the human involve increasing levels 
of absorption in ever more refined pleasures. Above k ma-loka stands the 
world system known as r pa-loka—the realm of form—or, as it is 
sometimes put, the “fine material” realm. Of the five physical senses 
known in k ma-loka, only seeing and hearing are considered to exist at 
this level.11 The highest world-system is ar pa-loka—the formless 
realms—in which mind has temporarily left matter behind altogether.  

The expectation might be that there would be a linear progression 
through the thirty-one worlds to nibb na. This, however, is exactly what 
does not happen; there is, as it were, a glass ceiling in heaven. The highest 
realm of ar pa-loka is “the realm of neither perception nor non-
perception”. The point here is that the being at this level has almost shaken 
off the limitations of individuality; the sense of separation from all-that-is 
has become attenuated. However, there lingers in mind a fragment of 
belief in separation so that the being at this level thinks something to the 
effect of, “Wow, look at this, I’m almost at one with the cosmos”, and 
thereby perpetuates their separateness. That is the meaning of “neither 
perception nor non-perception”: the dualistic perception of “me as a 
separate self, separate from the universe” has not quite been shaken off. 
From the Buddhist point of view, this is a major problem.  

For although life in many of the thirty-one realms can go on for huge 
periods of time, a life in any realm is transient: sooner or later any being, 
in any realm, will die and take rebirth in some other realm, in accordance 
with their past kamma.12 This is the nature of samsara—the word means 
“perpetual wandering”. As if to underline the ultimately unsatisfactory 
nature of life as a god, the commentaries to the Pali Canon state that there 
are five signs of impending death in a deva (a god in k ma-loka): their 
flower garland withers; their clothes get dirty; sweat comes from their 
armpits; their bodies become unsightly; and they get restless.13  

IV. God, Words, Scepticism 

There is, as is well known, no such thing as an all-powerful God in 
Buddhism. The Buddha did, however, describe how the idea of God 
Almighty arises. He described a being who is reborn in a heavenly realm, 
and is on his own for a few aeons, whereupon “there arises in him mental 
weariness and a longing for company thus: ‘Would that some other beings 
come to this place!’”14 And it just so happens that some other beings 
happen to be born there, at around that time. Then, the Buddha said, that 
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individual—believing he has just populated the world ex nihilo—thinks to 
himself: 
 

I am Brahm , the great Brahm , the Conqueror, the Unconquered, the All-
Seeing, the All-Powerful, the Lord, the Maker and Creator, Ruler, 
Appointer and Orderer, Father of All That Have Been and Shall Be.15  
 

And the other beings there believe this too. Eventually, one of them dies 
and appears in the human realm, and—based on memories of this previous 
life—begins to preach of an almighty God. 

This illustrates the familiar point that there is an element of scepticism 
running through the Buddha’s teaching. This is not to say, however, that 
Buddhism is in any sense anti-religious. There is nibb na, the 
soteriological goal of Buddhism. And it could well be argued that this is 
no different from what many mystics call God. The problem with the G-
word for Buddhist thought is that it can be mistaken to define the 
transcendent goal as something conceivable, whereas the Buddha 
characterised nibb na as beyond the power of conceptual thought, capable 
only of being defined by what it is not:  
 

There is, monks, a domain where there is no earth, no water, no fire, no 
wind…there is not this world, there is not another world, there is no sun or 
moon. I do not call this coming or going, nor standing, nor dying, nor 
being reborn; it is without support, without occurrence, without object. Just 
this is the end of suffering.16 

 
In a similar spirit, the earliest sculptures of the Buddha are aniconic—not 
depicting him directly, and indeed using various devices to emphasise that 
he is not depicted.17   
 To characterise the absolute only with negatives is hardly unique to 
Buddhism. In the West, negative or apophatic theology extends back at 
least as far as Pseudo-Dionysius. Maimonides wrote: “… I do not merely 
declare that he who affirms attributes of God has not sufficient knowledge 
concerning the Creator… but I say that he unconsciously loses his belief in 
God”.18 Although the connection may not be immediately apparent, this in 
fact brings us to the question, why should there be exactly thirty-one 
realms of existence? Thirty-two was seen as a good, round number in the 
Buddha’s day—for instance there are the thirty-two marks of the great 
man, thirty-two parts of the body, thirty-two kinds of kamma-resultant and 
so on. So the significance of there being thirty-one realms may be that 
nibb na is being implied, through the incompleteness of the number. 
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As far as I know, the Buddhist scholar Rupert Gethin is the first 
person in modern times to suggest this.19 It is also well worth citing him 
on the broader significance of cosmology for the Buddha’s teaching: 
 

The key to understanding the Buddhist cosmological scheme lies in the 
principle of the equivalence of cosmology and psychology. I mean by this 
that in the traditional understanding the various realms of existence relate 
rather closely to certain commonly (and not so commonly) experienced 
states of mind.20  
 

The location of the human realm is crucial in this scheme. In Samyutta 
Nik ya the Buddha tells his monks that he has seen hell, where the 
experience of the six senses (the five physical senses and mind as the 
sixth) is exclusively painful; he has seen heaven, where the six-sensory 
experience is exclusively pleasant. And he just says, enigmatically, 
“Monks, it is a gain for you, it is well gained by you, that you have 
obtained the opportunity for living the holy life”.21 The commentary to this 
volume offers amplification of this theme: 
 

It isn’t possible to live the holy life of the path either in hell, because of 
extreme suffering, or in heaven, because of extreme pleasure, on account 
of which negligence arises through continuous amusements and delights. 
But the human world is a combination of pleasure and pain, so this is the 
field of action for the holy life of the path.22 

 
Leibniz famously said that we live in “the best of all possible worlds”. 
Here, the Buddha suggests that this is the best of all possible worlds (from 
a soteriological perspective), precisely because it is not the best or worst of 
worlds (in terms of quotidian pleasure). It is seen as possible, in a human 
life, to experience the delights and agonies of all possible worlds and, 
through so doing, to realise that even the highest gods have not found a 
lasting solution to life’s problems.  

V. Attaining Heavenly States 

There are many descriptions, in the Pali Canon, of how to systematically 
cultivate states of concentration which correspond to the various heavenly 
states. This is theurgy in a most literal sense—working so as to become a 
god. Here, very briefly, is the course of practice as it is set out in the 
Visuddhi Magga.23 The student should approach a teacher. They should 
then settle in to their new environment, and work with any corrective 
measures the teacher judges appropriate in order to balance their character. 
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The analysis of six temperament types which is brought in at this point 
would make a study in itself.24 The practice, when it begins, consists in 
taking a kasina—a coloured disk made of clay (many other meditation 
objects could be taken as the focus of concentration, e.g. the sensations 
which arise in the abdomen, or at the nostrils and upper lip, dependent 
upon breathing); in every case, the principle is the same. The meditator 
puts the kasina on a wall, stares at it, then closes his eyes and tries to see 
an after-image of the disk.25 

The common experience, the human mind being what it is, is that this 
is easier said than done. In order to progress, the meditator needs to 
become aware that her mind pours energy into one or more of a group of 
five mental actions called n varana (hindrances). What is needed is to stop 
putting energy into these mental actions, and instead to develop five 
qualities called the “jh na factors”—each of which needs to be present, in 
balance, for the meditation to succeed. Each jh na factor overcomes a 
specific hindrance, so:26 
 
Jh na Factor Hindrance  
Initial Application of Mind Sloth & Torpor 
Sustained Application of Mind Sceptical Doubt 
Pleasurable Interest  Ill-will 
Happiness  Restlessness 
Concentration Sensual Craving 
 
Through repeated attempts, the ability gradually builds to keep the mind 
steady and to withdraw from involvement with the world. The meditation 
object starts to acquire a life of its own, and the meditator starts to be 
pulled deeper into a series of increasingly refined levels of concentration 
known as the eight jh nas. As remarked by Gethin, above, these 
meditative states correspond to the heaven worlds of r pa-loka and ar pa-
loka. 

The teachings also include a description of how to develop various 
magical powers—the divine ear, penetration of minds, recollection of past 
lives, and knowledge of the arising and passing away of beings.27 All these 
involve purifying the mind through attaining jh na-level concentration, 
and then applying it in various specific ways. 

It is human, all too human, to want to join the company of the very 
highest gods yet not address the underlying sense of separateness which, in 
the Buddha’s analysis, is at the root of all our problems. When he 
described someone working through the jh nas, he said that—after 
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attaining the highest meditative state possible—a true follower of his 
teachings would “consider thus”:  
 

Non-identification even with the attainment of the base of neither 
perception nor non-perception has been declared by the Buddha; for in 
whatever way they conceive, the fact is ever other than that.28  

 
The following, in which a twentieth century Buddhist monk, 
Kapilavaddho Bhikkhu, writes of his meditative experiences in Thailand 
may help make clear what is entailed by “non-identification”. In the 
immediately preceding passage Kapilavaddho has attained various jh na 
states and developed the ability to explore his past lives. 
 

Quite suddenly… I knew for a certainty that going back into supposed past 
lives would never bring me to the beginning, the starting point of the 
something I called me. I had learned that the very nature of consciousness 
was to remain conscious, to grasp at anything that consciousness may 
remain…I then knew that the questions—“Where have I come from? 
Where am I going? Who am I? Do I have a permanent soul?”—were but 
wrong questions. They could not be answered without definition…I now 
knew—and with the knowing touched for the first time in my life peace 
and tranquillity—that the whole of sensible existence had no first 
beginning, that all things in the world and in that which observed it were 
dependently originated. Everything which existed came to be but 
momentarily dependent upon past causes and present supporting 
circumstances…I had…found the teaching of the Buddha to be true. 
Nothing of me had been annihilated in the process, for how can that be 
destroyed which one has never possessed?  All that had happened was that 
I had lost a concept, a concept of myself or soul as permanent in opposition 
to a changing world. A concept which was itself but ignorance or blindness 
to the truth. I was part of my world and my world was part of me. We co-
existed interdependently.29 

 
It would surely not be controversial to characterise what Kapilavaddho 
was engaged in as theurgy—working to attain god-like states of 
consciousness and powers. The quotation illustrates, however, that so far 
as Buddhist thought is concerned, the ultimate purpose of this “god-work” 
is to serve as a platform from which to develop insight into the ultimate 
ground of being; into the fact of being as an inseparable part of all that is. 
At this point a central distinction in the Buddha’s teaching comes into 
focus; this is the distinction between samatha (concentration meditation) 
and vipassan  (insight meditation). Samatha on its own is considered to 
lead to companionship with the gods but no further; vipassan  needs to be 
cultivated so as to break through the ignorance that perpetuates belief in 
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separate self-hood, thereby to realise enlightenment. So, when the Buddha 
spoke of his teaching as “brahma-faring”, he was using a phrase which his 
contemporaries would recognise as signifying “striving for the highest”. 
Although attaining companionship with the gods could be part of this 
programme, it was not the end-point. The “highest” for which one could 
strive, nibb na, was beyond even the highest gods. In Buddhism, 
therefore, brahma-faring—the nearest cognate of “theurgy”—carries the 
sense of transcending even the highest gods. With this (necessarily 
compressed) perspective on the Buddha’s overall strategy, let us turn to his 
cultural context. 

VI. Cultural Context 

It is widely considered that the Achaemenid expansion into northern India 
under the Persian Kings Cyrus II and Darius I brought a whole raft of 
Babylonian divinatory practices to the Buddha’s neighbourhood.30 In the 
Brahmaj la Sutta the Buddha specifically mentions a huge number of 
these divinatory and theurgic practices, including: 
 

Prophesying long life, prosperity, etc. or the reverse from the marks on a 
person’s limbs, hands, feet etc.; divining by means of omens and signs; 
making auguries on the basis of thunderbolts and celestial portents; 
interpreting ominous dreams…making auguries from the marks on cloth 
gnawed by mice…offering blood sacrifices to the gods…determining 
whether the site for a proposed house or garden is propitious or not… 
making predictions for officers of state; laying demons in a cemetery; 
laying ghosts; knowledge of charms to be pronounced by one living in an 
earthen house…reciting charms to give protection from arrows… 
interpreting the significance of the colour, shape, and other features of the 
following items to determine whether they portend fortune or misfortune 
for their owners: gems, garments, staffs, swords, spears, arrows, bows, 
other weapons, women, men, boys, girls, slaves, slave-women, elephants, 
horses, buffaloes, bulls, cows, goats, rams, fowl, quails, iguanas, earrings 
(or house-gables), tortoises and other animals…making predictions to the 
effect that the king will march forth (etc. etc.)…predicting: there will be an 
eclipse (and various other celestial and terrestrial phenomena)…such will 
be the result of the moon’s eclipse, such the result of the sun’s eclipse… 
and so on for all the celestial phenomena…arranging auspicious dates for 
marriages (and so on)…reciting charms to make people lucky or 
unlucky…obtaining oracular answers to questions by means of a mirror, a 
girl, or a god; worshipping the sun; worshipping Mah Brahm …invoking 
the goddess of luck…giving ceremonial mouthwashes and ceremonial 
bathing; offering sacrificial fires….31  
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The context in which this list is presented is that (in brief) the Buddha is 
saying he abstains from these things, and that although this abstention is 
the right thing for him to do, if someone were to praise him for these 
abstentions they would be focussing on a relatively trivial matter. Whilst 
the fact of his abstaining is sometimes taken to show that he regards the 
practices as ethically wrong in an absolute sense, the context doesn’t 
justify so strong a reading. He goes on to list (for instance) “practising as a 
children’s doctor” in the same way.32 The point being made is that these 
are things which it is wrong for a recluse to practise. There was an 
established tradition, in the Buddha’s day, of people renouncing their 
possessions in order to pursue a spiritual quest, relying on gifts of food 
from lay-people to sustain them. It would be considered wrong for the 
recluse to do anything to earn these gifts of food, because this would start 
to introduce a mercenary element into the relationship between the laity 
and the religious community. A further reason for the Buddha’s distaste 
for such things may be read into his discussion with the householder 
Kevaddha. Kevaddha suggested: 
 

It would be well if the Lord were to cause some monk to perform 
superhuman feats and miracles. In this way N land  would come to have 
even more faith in the Lord.33  

     
The Buddha demurs, saying that if superhuman feats were performed, 
sceptics would allege that they had been achieved, not due to any quality 
of the Buddha’s teaching, but through the agency of “the Gandh ra charm” 
or “the Manika charm”. As Maurice Walshe remarks in his translation of 
this text, 
 

The sceptic, of course, does not have a really convincing way of explaining 
things away. Modern parallels suggest themselves.34 

 
The Buddha’s concern seems to be that, regardless of the merits of their 
arguments, the sceptics would stir up a storm of controversy about the 
provenance of psychic feats, tending thereby to deflect attention from the 
real purpose of the Buddha’s teaching. It may be surmised that he would 
have a similar objection to divination.  

The fact of the Buddha’s speaking against the involvement of 
mendicants with various forms of divination can be taken to imply that his 
recluses would, if left to their own devices, practice it. According to the 
commentarial tradition, the Buddha’s first five disciples were former court 
astrologers.35 If true, this would make divinatory inclinations an issue from 
the very inception of the order of monks. In all events it seems clear that 
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there was a strong interest in astrology and other forms of divination in the 
northern India of the Buddha’s time. Likewise when Buddhism arrived in 
Sri Lanka it would have met a culture that had a serious interest in 
astrology before Buddhism,36 which continues to this day.37 Again, a 
contemporary account by Terzani tells of a Buddhist monk in Thailand 
who read horoscopes. Terzani’s friend has her chart read by the monk, 
who tells her, amongst other things: 
 

Your husband has many other women, and you should sue for divorce… 
You must leave the house you share with your husband, and go and live 
elsewhere. If you move during the month of October all will be well with 
you.38 

 
The justification the monk gave for reading horoscopes was that 
Moggall na (one of the Buddha’s chief disciples—we will encounter him 
shortly) began “telling fortunes” immediately after the Buddha’s death. 
Although historically problematic—in the Pali Canon Moggall na dies 
before the Buddha—the perpetuation of this idea no doubt tells its own 
story about the kind of help people want from their religion and their gods. 
Though outside the remit of this paper, it is also worth noting in passing 
that some forms of divination not so different from the ones listed by the 
Buddha in the Brahmaj la Sutta can be found today as established 
practices within Tibetan Buddhism.39   

In order to elucidate the approach of the Buddha to divinatory and 
theurgical practices, as presented in the Pali Canon, we need to look in 
some detail at various episodes from the life of the Buddha. There are, for 
sure, plenty of supernatural goings-on. In one, sutta nanda (the Buddha’s 
attendant for many years) recites a list of “wonderful and marvellous 
qualities” of the Buddha: when he entered his mother’s womb, a great 
measureless light suffused all the worlds; four devas came to protect him 
from the four quarters (it would be interesting to explore the parallel here 
with the “guardians of the four quarters” found in contemporary 
paganism).40 At his birth there is again light, plus a quaking and trembling 
of all the worlds.41 

Prophecy features after the Buddha’s birth. The sage Asita, seeing that 
the devas are “wildly cheering”, enquires why and is told about the birth of 
the Buddha. He goes to see the boy, and confidently predicts—as an 
“adept in construing signs and marks”—that the boy will “reach the 
summit of true knowledge”. Though he then weeps, knowing that he 
himself will be dead before the Buddha begins teaching.42  

In the commentaries there is an additional account, involving a group 
of eight court astrologers, five of whom we have already encountered. 
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According to one version, five of the eight predicted that Siddhattha 
Gotama would definitely become a Buddha, whilst the other three said that 
he would either be a Buddha or a universal monarch. Other commentaries 
say that seven of the eight astrologers hedged their bets as to whether he 
would be a Buddha or a universal monarch, and only one—Kondañña—
made a definite prediction, that it would indeed be Buddhahood.43 It is 
worth remarking that, again according to the commentaries, the astrologers 
who predicted accurately, (either the five or just Kondañña, depending on 
the commentary), formed part or all of the group of five who were with the 
Buddha before enlightenment and who were the first people he taught after 
enlightenment.  

The night before the Buddha’s enlightenment, he had five dreams, 
each of which presented, in symbols, an omen of what the future held for 
him.44 Immediately after his enlightenment, the Buddha was protected by 
the king of the n gas—the n gas being giant snake-like spirits.45 After 
enlightenment, the Buddha had some significant interactions with the 
Brahm  Sahampati (a Brahm  god who had been a monk in a previous life 
and continued to take a keen interest in such matters). Crucially, it was 
Sahampati who, when the Buddha inclined towards not teaching, pleaded 
with him to teach.46 

A number of other suttas make it clear that it was not the exclusive 
prerogative of the Buddha to interact with gods. For instance we hear of 
B hiya, who thinks that he must be enlightened, or nearly so. Whereupon 
a deva—a deceased relative, we are told—appears and advises him that 
not only is he not currently enlightened, but that the ascetic practice he has 
been pursuing will never get him there. B hiya then asks for advice as to 
whom he should approach for instruction, and the deva suggests a visit to 
the Buddha, which B hiya immediately undertakes.47 

It would be possible to run up a considerably longer list of 
interactions with deities and supernatural forces. The Buddha was often 
described as “teacher of gods and men”, and such a list would need to 
reflect the many times in the Pali Canon where the Buddha is depicted as 
coming to the aid of, or teaching, deities such as Sakka (aka Indra), the 
gods of Sun and Moon, and so on.48 But let this suffice for now, to 
establish that such interactions are entirely taken for granted in the 
Buddha’s teaching.  

VII. On Dealing with Gods 

A question raised by all of this is, how should we think of our 
relationships with all these gods?  How should we interact with them? In 
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order to begin addressing this question, let me quote another episode from 
the Pali Canon. 

S riputta and Moggall na were the two chief disciples of the Buddha 
for most of his ministry. One day, just after their regular head-shaving, the 
two monks were meditating outside. Two yakkhas happened to be passing 
by (a yakkha is a discarnate being—usually rather boisterous and 
troublesome, more demon than god). One said to the other, “Something 
tempts me, my friend, to give this recluse a blow on the head”. The other 
replied, “Whoa my friend—do not lay hold of that recluse! Lofty is this 
recluse, my friend, one of great potency, one of great majesty”. After 
further discussion, however, the first yakkha went ahead and gave 
S riputta a blow on the head. The text runs, “And so great was it, that with 
that blow one would not only cause a n ga of seven ratanas or one of 
seven and a half ratanas49 to sink but also cleave a great mountain peak”. 
Immediately thereon, the yakkha was reborn in hell, saying “I’m burning!  
I’m burning!”. 

Moggall na—who was particularly gifted psychically and saw 
celestial beings as a matter of course, saw what happened. He approached 
S riputta and said: “I trust, friend, that you are bearing up, I trust you are 
finding sustenance; I trust you are feeling no pain?”. To which S riputta 
replied, “I am well, friend Moggall na, I am bearing up. But I do have a 
slight headache”. At this, Moggall na described what he had seen, and 
expressed his admiration that S riputta was of such power and integrity as 
to withstand the blow. S riputta in turn expressed his admiration for 
Moggall na’s ability to see all these celestial beings, concluding that he 
had not seen “even a dust-heap pis caka” (a sprite or goblin).50 

So in the Buddhist cosmos, we are interacting with beings from other 
worlds whether we know it or not; and the quality of their intentions is not 
exclusively benevolent. The figure of M ra is frequently met with in the 
Pali Canon; often referred to as “the evil one”, he performs a similar 
function in many ways to Satan in Christianity. And it is clear that he is 
able to interact with human beings in a number of ways. For instance, on 
one occasion he takes possession of the minds of some villagers, with the 
result that they did not give the Buddha anything to eat. On another 
occasion he just caused a loud noise—“as though the earth were splitting 
open”—in order to distract some monks from a Dhamma talk with the 
Buddha. Another time he appeared as a human being—“in the form of a 
Brahmin, with a large matted topknot, clad in an antelope hide, old, 
crooked like a roof bracket, wheezing, holding a staff of udumbara wood” 
and suggested to a group of young monks that they would be better 
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advised to pursue the pleasures of youth than the quest for 
enlightenment.51 

In the commentary to the Khuddakap tha (“Minor Readings” of the 
Pali Canon), we have the following statement about the beings from 
heaven-worlds with whom the theurgist might hope to interact: 
 

…when deities come for any purpose to the human world, they do so like a 
man of clean habits coming to a privy. In fact the human world is naturally 
repulsive to them even at a hundred leagues’ distance owing to its stench, 
and they find no delight in it.52  

 
In short, Buddhism presents the would-be theurgist with good news and 
bad news. The good news is that it is entirely possible to interact with non-
human beings. The bad news is that it is by no means guaranteed that such 
interactions will be recognisable as such, nor that they will be helpful in 
character. If we place divinatory practices into this context, it is only a 
short step to Augustine’s remark that:  
 

when astrologers give replies that are often surprisingly true, they are 
inspired, in some mysterious way, by spirits, but spirits of evil…53   

 
Or indeed to this from Iamblichus: 
 

All those who are offensive and who awkwardly leap after divine 
mysteries in a disordered way are not able to associate with the Gods due 
to the slackness of their energy or deficiency of their power. And on 
account of certain defilements they are excluded from the presence of pure 
spirits but are joined to evil spirits and are filled by them with the worst 
possession.54  
 

So for Iamblichus, as for a Buddhist, the question to be asked might not be 
how to interact with beings from other realms at all, but how to exercise 
some quality control over the beings with whom the (apparently 
inevitable) interactions take place.  

A Thai monk named Achaan Mun lived from 1870 to 1949. In his 
biography it is stated that he talked with devas regularly. He once asked 
them whether they found the smell of a human body repugnant. It is not 
stated whether he had the preceding quotation from the Khuddakapatha in 
mind, but it seems plausible. The response of the devas’ leader was (we 
are told) as follows:  
 

A human being whose life is sustained by dharma is never repulsive to 
us…Such a person emits a fragrant odor inspiring a reverential respect 
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which draws us to him at all times…The smell of an evil human being who 
shuns the Teachings and morality is sickening. Such people are blind to the 
value of the dharma which is supreme in all the Three Realms. Their 
bodies give out a most putrid and evil stench. No angel would ever think of 
associating with the likes of them.55  

 
This discussion between Achaan Mun and the deva, together with the 
yakkha’s failure to harm S riputta, are illuminated by these verses from 
the Dhammap da:  
 

Mind is the forerunner of (all evil) states. Mind is chief; mind-made are 
they. If one speaks or acts with wicked mind, because of that, suffering 
follows one, even as the wheel follows the hoof of the draught-ox. 
 
Mind is the forerunner of (all good) states. Mind is chief; mind-made are 
they. If one speaks or acts with pure mind, because of that, happiness 
follows one, even as one’s shadow that never leaves.56 

 
This characterises the underlying principle of the law of kamma—that 
ethical actions have consonant resultants for their perpetrator. One way 
these resultants manifest is in the individual’s relationship to the gods. 
Kusala kamma (“skilful action”—what would generally be recognised as 
“good karma”; unselfish action) tends to protect one from malevolent 
influences from non-human realms and open the way for benevolent 
influences, whilst unskilful actions tend to keep one from the company of 
the higher gods, and render one susceptible to harmful influences from the 
lower realms.  

This is made explicit in the commentarial description of mett  
(loving-kindness) meditation, where it is stated that amongst the benefits 
to the practitioner of this kammically skilful practice are that: 
 

…he is dear to non-human beings…deities guard him…if he penetrates no 
higher he will be reborn in the Brahm  World.57 

 
A little further enquiry into mett  will bring out some crucial points for an 
understanding of the Buddhist attitude(s) towards ritual. There exists in the 
Pali Canon a short text known as the Mett  Sutta. The following excerpt 
will convey its essential character: 
 

Joyful and safe let every creature’s heart rejoice. Whatever breathing 
beings there are, no matter whether frail or firm, with none excepted…58 
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This sutta is one of several from the Pali Canon which have been used 
since the Buddha’s day as paritta—a Pali word meaning “protection”; the 
equivalent Sinhalese word is pirit.59  As Gombrich60 and Spiro61 attest, a 
significant feature of the laity’s engagement with Buddhism (in Sri Lanka 
and Burma respectively) is to host a group of monks who will chant 
paritta for their benefit. Gombrich describes the divergent attitudes in 
contemporary Sri Lanka regarding how this “benefit” accrues: 
 

Most people regard pirit simply as a means to bring luck and avert 
misfortune; it thus appears to them as an impeccably Buddhist ritual for 
this-worldly benefits. Sophisticated Buddhists will point out that some of 
the texts address potentially malevolent spirits and preach Buddhist 
compassion to them; for the sponsors and human audience, they will say, 
the ceremony only works in so far as their participation manifests their 
virtuous intentions. What to the sophisticated has a spiritual application 
can be interpreted by simple people as a form of white magic.62 

VIII. Spiro’s Three Forms of Buddhism 

At this point it will be useful to introduce a categorisation of Buddhism 
into three types, proposed by Spiro.63 
 
 
Spiro’s 
Category 

Orientation Characteristic 
Activity/orientation 

Apotropaic 
Buddhism 

Non-soteriological Involvement in magical ritual so as to 
ward off danger 

Kammatic Buddhism Soteriological Skilful kammic action so as to improve 
one’s situation in samsara 

Nibbanic Buddhism Soteriological Entire Buddhist path, so as to realise 
nibb na 

 
Spiro’s first category comprises all activities which are seen solely, as 
Gombrich puts it, “as a means to bring luck and avert misfortune”. Spiro 
dubs this apotropaic Buddhism, from the Greek for “turning away evil”. 
Then he considers that there are two soteriological forms—two forms, that 
is, which are concerned with salvation from the underlying problems of 
life in samsara. Of these, kammatic Buddhism is based on the principle of 
“do good works and go to heaven”. One is aiming to improve one’s 
standing on the wheel of birth and death; to avoid harming others and to 
do good where possible, thereby to win rebirth in heaven. And finally, 
nibbanic Buddhism is directed towards the ultimate realisation which the 
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Buddha strove to bring to people—that there is a beyond of conditioned 
existence, nibb na. 

Though I would not subscribe to some of the comments Spiro makes 
as he wields this three-fold schema, it nonetheless strikes me as a form of 
analysis which could help to illuminate the motivations people bring to 
theurgy and divination. On which note, it may be of interest to report 
Iamblichus’s comment: 
 

Nor do the theurgists “pester the divine intellect about small matters,” but 
about matters pertaining to the purification, liberation and salvation of the 
soul.64   

 
We might infer from this that he would wish to reserve the title “theurgist” 
for those whose motivations fit under Spiro’s kammatic and nibbanic 
categories. 

It is of course easy, once armed with a set of categories, to forget the 
messiness of reality. Spiro himself says:  
 

…I do not wish to suggest that living Buddhism presents itself as packaged 
into three neat bundles of belief and practice. On the contrary, when first 
encountered, living Buddhism appears as a bewildering hodgepodge of 
beliefs and practices…65 

 
He goes on to recount the following story, which begins to show how 
different forms (apotropaic and kammatic in what follows) can overlap. A 
snake entered a Burmese villager’s house. This is traditionally seen as a 
very bad omen. In order to remedy the situation, a monk had told the 
villager to distribute a hundred snake-shaped cookies amongst the local 
children. “Upon receiving his cookie, each child exclaimed ‘Pou kaung 
de!’ (‘It’s better!’), so that instead of being an omen of misfortune the 
serpent became an omen of good fortune”. It is worth quoting Spiro on this 
at some length: 
 

This is an obvious case of sympathetic magic, in which external events are 
thought to be changed by a ritual simulating the change. It is interpreted in 
Buddhist terms, however, to render it compatible with the belief in merit 
and karma. Thus in response to my query, after admitting that the snake 
itself was not the cause but a sign of impending danger, the monk again 
affirmed, in response to my further query, that karma cannot be altered in 
this primitive magical manner (so reminiscent of the biblical story of 
Rachel and the mandrakes). Rather, he said, by distributing these cookies 
among the children, the villager had performed an act of d na [generosity] 
whose merit importantly changed his karmic balance. This merit, he 
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explained in an interesting metaphor, ‘is like providing supports for a weak 
structure that is about to fall. Without the supports it would certainly fall; 
the supports prevent this from happening.’ The metaphor, given the 
monk’s belief in the neutralization of karma, is appropriate, but his use of 
the karmic idiom to legitimize a primitive magical rite is an obvious 
rationalization.66 

 
It seems to me that, at this point, limitations in Spiro’s understanding of 
Buddhist philosophy prevent him from seeing how well the monk’s 
actions fit with the Buddha’s approach as we find it in the Pali Canon. 
This point is worth dwelling on, for it raises a central issue regarding the 
nature of kamma. 

IX. Kamma and Inevitability 

Spiro’s view of kamma emerges when he describes villagers performing 
rituals to ward off problems they see coming through astrology or other 
omens. He says that this is contradictory, since “karmic causation…is both 
inevitable and immutable”67 He also reports, however, that “the more 
thoughtful among” the villagers hold that planetary influences and so on 
are not causes of impending danger, but signs; and that “Planets can 
indeed cause trouble, but only to those whose karma is bad. Those whose 
karmic state is good cannot be affected by planetary danger”.68 This is in 
fact more consistent with the Buddha’s teaching on kamma than Spiro’s 
own interpretation. 

Kamma was not described by the Buddha as either ubiquitous or (in 
most cases) immutable. It is not ubiquitous because it is only one of five 
natural orders (niy mas) in play in the world.69 It is not immutable because 
it is seen, like everything else, as a conditioned phenomenon—constantly 
interacting with and being defined by phenomena which impinge upon it.70 
Kammically skilful action performed in the present tends to prevent the 
individual from experiencing the worst effects of past unskilful actions. 
S riputta’s near immunity to the yakkha’s blow is an example. It also 
tends to open the way for the results of past skilful actions to manifest.  

This brings us to a crucial point. In the Buddhist view, the operation 
of the law of kamma tends to mean that the universe emphasises and 
supports whatever I do, be it well- or ill-advised. The quality of my actions 
sets up (as it were) a certain resonance in me, and there is a tendency for 
gods or demons to respond to that, exaggerating the power of my 
movements. Ethical actions come with power steering as standard, so to 
speak. In a world where kamma is only one of five natural orders, in which 
kammic resultants (vip ka) from the distant past may also come to fruition 
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at a given time, and in which other beings are also taking kammic actions, 
this cannot be more than a tendency, however. It is still entirely possible 
for bad things to happen to (currently) good people and vice-versa. 

X. The Buddha on Ritual 

Ritual is often seen as a way to interact with the gods. The Buddha’s 
attitude here needs to be scrutinised closely. He taught that attachment to 
rite and ritual is a fetter which needs to be overcome on the spiritual 
path.71 He encouraged people not to trust in the efficacy of ritual actions; 
thus, for example, when the Brahmin Sundarika Bharadv v ja asked about 
the efficacy of bathing in sacred rivers, the Buddha mentioned some of the 
leading sacred rivers of his time and remarked, “A fool may there forever 
bathe, yet will not purify dark deeds”.72 He then, however, encouraged the 
Brahmin to negotiate a change from the ritual form as he understood it, to 
what is effectively kammatic Buddhism, whilst retaining the familiar 
“bathing” imagery: 
 

It is here, Brahmin, that you should bathe 
To make yourself a refuge for all beings. 
And if you speak no falsehood 
Nor work harm for living beings, 
Nor take what is offered not, 
With faith and free from avarice, 
What need for you to go to Gay ? 
For any well will be your Gay .73 

 
Such examples could be multiplied, but one more will suffice for now. The 
Buddha found Sig laka, early in the morning, paying homage to the six 
directions with wet hair and clothes and joined palms. When asked what 
he was doing, Sig laka explained that this ritual was something his father, 
on his deathbed, asked him to perform regularly. The Buddha said, “But, 
householder’s son, that is not the right way to pay homage to the six 
directions according to the Ariyan discipline”. Sig laka naturally asked 
him what would be the right way, whereon the Buddha outlined a moral 
framework—full of commonsense advice such as save some money for a 
rainy day, beware of friends who are “all take”, and so on—all fitted into 
the framework of the six directions. For instance, Sig laka was told that he 
should see his wife as the western direction, and pay homage to the west 
by honouring his wife, not disparaging her, not being unfaithful, giving 
authority to her, and sometimes buying her jewellery.74 The following 
points can be noted à propos the Buddha’s attitude to ritual: 
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a)  Involvement with it is seen as a problem insofar as this involves a 
belief that the simple, mechanical actions (e.g. bathing in a river or 
genuflecting to the six directions) are helpful in themselves. 
b) The Buddha is happy to use the imagery of a ritual which is familiar 
to someone, but he will rework it so that what the practitioner is doing 
is actually some part (at least) of the Buddhist path, albeit packaged in 
the ritual form. This is what Spiro’s monk was doing with his cookie-
ritual.  
c) Although the Buddha gave a number of verses which could be 
recited, such as the Mett  Sutta, these were not intended for simple 
repetition, but rather as an exhortation and basis for enquiry and work 
on oneself. Regarding the development of mett , for instance, the 
Buddha once mentioned to his monks that, “…even if bandits were to 
sever you savagely limb by limb with a two-handled saw, he who gave 
rise to a mind of hate towards them would not be carrying out my 
teaching”.75 The aim, then, was to be able to maintain a “mind of 
friendliness” in extremis, which is unlikely to be accomplished by 
simple repetition of a text. 

 
So the point is not that rituals are good or bad per se, but rather that they 
are of use only to the extent that they serve as a vehicle to engage the heart 
and mind of the practitioner. Attitude is all-important and, as it is put in a 
late Theravadan text, “it is through his own fault that (a man) makes 
barren a paritt ”.76 We can note here a conflicting statement—effectively 
ex opere operato—from Iamblichus: 
 

…it is the accomplishment of acts not to be divulged and beyond all 
conception, and the power of the unutterable symbols, understood solely 
by the gods, which establishes theurgic union…even when we are not 
engaged in intellection, the symbols themselves, by themselves, perform 
their appropriate work, and the ineffable power of the gods, to whom these 
symbols relate, itself recognises the proper images of itself, not through 
being aroused by our thought.77   

 
As Shaw notes, however, “Iamblichus believed that the power of these 
symbols could not be tapped without the moral and intellectual preparation 
of the theurgist”.78 A passage previously quoted (see note 54) also 
supports this view of Iamblichus’s thought. 
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XI. Skilful Means 

It can be noted that the Buddha said nothing about the realisation of 
nibb na to Sundarika Bharadv v ja or Sig laka, even though this is the 
ultimate focus and purpose of his teaching. He was, as remarked earlier, 
aware that most people would misunderstand his message—to the extent 
that he nearly decided not to teach in the first place. He therefore used 
what he called “gradual training”—which is to say, only teaching people 
the things which would actually be comprehensible and useful to them at 
that particular time, and moving on to more abstruse aspects of the 
teaching when their minds were ready.79 As already discussed, this 
pragmatic approach also extended to the Buddha’s being prepared to use 
whatever came to hand—such as a pre-existing belief in the efficacy of 
some particular ritual—in order to make his teaching accessible to the 
hearer. 

All of this illustrates the Buddha’s use of what is known as “skilful 
means”. Let me quote the Buddhist scholar Paul Williams on this: 
 

Broadly speaking, the doctrine of skilful means maintains that the Buddha 
himself adapted his teaching to the level of his hearers. Thus most, if not 
all, of the Buddha’s teachings have a relative value and only a relative 
truth. They are to be used like ladders, or, to use an age-old Buddhist 
image, like a raft employed to cross a river. There is no point in carrying 
the raft once the journey has been completed and its function fulfilled. 
When used, such a teaching transcends itself.80  

 
Although “skilful means” is widely seen as a Mahayana development,81 it 
is present in the earlier Theravadan texts too. The following episode from 
the Pali Canon illustrates how radical a form the means might assume. 

Nanda was a cousin of the Buddha. He had been ordained as a monk 
but soon after his ordination told the monks: 
 

I, friends, lead the Brahmacariya without finding delight (therein); I am 
unable to continue the Brahmacariya properly. I will disavow the training 
and revert to the lower life. Don't enjoy leading the holy life, my friends. I 
can't endure the holy life. Giving up the training, I will return to the 
household life.  

 
The Buddha asked him why this was. Nanda replied:  
 

The Sakyan lady, to me, Lord, the loveliest in the land, looked on, with 
hair half-combed as I was coming out of the house and said this to me: 
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“May you come back swiftly, master”. (The commentary tells us that the 
stumbling language here reflects Nanda’s confusion).82 

 
The Buddha showed Nanda the Tavatimsa heaven realm, and in particular, 
five hundred nymphs known as the “dove-footed”, who were waiting upon 
Sakka, king of the devas. He asked Nanda how the Sakyan girl for whom 
he was pining compared to the nymphs, and Nanda told him, 
 

It is as if she were that mutilated monkey, Lord, with ears and nose cut 
off—just so, Lord, is that Sakyan lady, the loveliest in the land, when 
contrasted with these five hundred nymphs. She does not even come 
anywhere near enumeration, does not even come anywhere near a 
fractional part, does not even come anywhere near contrast (with them). 
Rather, it is these five hundred nymphs who are not only the more 
excessively beautiful and the more fair to behold but also the more to 
inspire serenity.83 
 

The Buddha then guaranteed Nanda the five hundred nymphs, whereon 
Nanda said he would return to the order of monks and brahma-faring, and 
even take delight therein. However, his fellow monks came to hear of the 
reason for his new-found motivation, and taunted him. Ashamed, he 
resolved to show them that he was not such a lightweight as they thought, 
began pursuing the practice diligently, and became enlightened in no long 
time. 

So “skilful means” can extend to tactics which look very much like 
trickery, but always with the aim of bringing about whatever is the best 
outcome currently possible for a given person.84 That this highly 
pragmatic, context-sensitive approach should be a viable, indeed an 
unavoidable, part of the Buddhist approach can be seen to follow from 
Buddhist epistemology. 

XII. Buddhist Epistemology 

The project of coming to know everything there is to know about the 
world is emphatically and repeatedly rejected by the Buddha as something 
which is impossible and in fact leads to madness.85 In the formulation of 
condition-dependent origination, all things are defined as arising from 
ignorance.86 To realise nibb na is to have destroyed ignorance, but this 
does not imply omniscience—unless omniscience is defined as knowing 
everything that needs to be known.  

Further, it can be noted that the intersection of the worlds of the gods 
with ours can yield epistemological anomalies: 
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Bhikkhus, once in the past a certain man set out from R jagaha and went to 
the Sum gadh  Lotus Pond, thinking: “I will reflect about the 
world”…Then, bhikkhus, the man saw a four-division army entering a 
lotus-stalk on the bank of the pond. Having seen this, he thought: “I must 
be mad! I must be insane! I’ve seen something that doesn’t exist in the 
world”. […] Nevertheless, bhikkhus, what that man saw was actually real, 
not unreal. Once in the past the devas and the asuras were arrayed for 
battle. In that battle the devas won and the asuras were defeated. In their 
defeat, the asuras were frightened and entered the asura city through the 
lotus stalk, to the bewilderment of the devas.87 

 
Our world and the worlds of the gods work under different laws, and this 
may be taken to imply that we should not expect interventions in our lives 
by the gods necessarily to take a straightforwardly comprehensible form. 
For instance, it may be a mistake to expect divination to provide 
straightforwardly factual information on demand. A parallel with 
Iamblichus again suggests itself here: 
 

Whenever it is necessary for the soul to exercise virtue, and ignorance of 
the future contributes to this, the gods conceal the things that will happen 
in order to make the soul better.88  

 
And compare also Albertus Magnus: 
 

…When the signifiers are equal in good fortune and evil, the counsel of the 
profession of the stars is to abandon the interrogation since God wished to 
keep it hidden from us.89 

 
Or indeed 1 Samuel 14.37: 
 

God did not answer him that day. 
 
Divinatory knowledge, whether conceived as coming from God or gods, 
may not be simply available on demand. In the light of the Buddha’s 
interaction with Nanda, where an element of misdirection was surely 
involved, we might question whether it can be part of divination’s function 
to give an answer because of the effect it will produce, rather than because 
it is necessarily factual. Of course this relies on a major inference, namely, 
that if the Buddha behaved in such a way, the gods—or some of them, at 
least—might do likewise. There may be some conversation for astrologers 
and other diviners to have here, though I suspect the issue may ultimately 
be imponderable for the reason articulated by Patrick Curry when he refers 
to the act of divining as: 
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a “foretelling”, the reception of which cannot but affect what it foretells. 
(This is true even if, as with Oedipus, the efforts to evade it are 
instrumental in its realization.) Thus every prediction is also an 
intervention.90 

 
Curry makes a further observation, in the course of a discussion of 
Western philosophy’s development, which is to the point here. He 
suggests that divination is inevitably at odds with the philosophical 
tradition insofar as it is grounded in m tis rather than episteme—that is to 
say, it deals with a truth which is “multiple, perspectival and particular” 
rather than “unitary, universal and abstract”.91 He explicitly equates m tis 
with skilful means at this point in his argument. 

XIII. Ethics 

The point has emerged that ethical action (skilful kamma) tends, all things 
being equal, to bring one friendship with gods rather than demons. Given 
this, we might expect that an ethical lifestyle would also assist divination. 
And indeed, in the fourth century CE the astrologer Firmicus Maternus 
wrote: 
 

…shape yourself in the image and likeness of divinity, so that you may 
always be a model of excellence. He who daily speaks about the gods or 
with the gods must shape his mind to approach the likeness of divinity.92 

 
A theme which the astrologer William Lilly reiterated in the seventeenth 
century CE: 
 

…the more holy thou art; and more neer to God, the purer Judgment thou 
shalt give […] As thou daily conversest with the heavens, so instruct and 
form thy minde according to the image of Divinity93 

 
We might consider the case of the Buddha’s cousin Devadatta to support 
this advice by showing what happens when it is not followed. Having 
gained supernatural powers, he 
 

…became overwhelmed with gain, honour and renown. Ambition obsessed 
his mind, and the wish arose in him; “I will rule the Community of 
Bhikkhus [monks]”. Simultaneously with the thought his supernormal 
powers vanished.94 
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It might be objected that by introducing Devadatta as an example I am in 
danger of equating divination with supernormal powers such as shape-
shifting.95 I believe this issue can, however, be addressed.  

In the Buddha’s “Eightfold Path”,96 S la (Ethics or Discipline) forms 
the basis upon which sam dhi (meditation) and paññ  (wisdom) are 
developed. Simply put, under the heading of s la one develops unselfish 
behaviour; as this becomes established as a way of being in the world, so it 
becomes possible for sam dhi (the practice of meditation) to deepen. This 
is because meditation requires an ability simply to observe experience with 
equanimity—that is to say, without reacting to unusual experiences in a 
self-concerned way. 

A component part of sam dhi is concentration. If increasingly deep 
levels of concentration are pursued for their own sake, the meditator is on 
the path of samatha meditation—which leads to the jh na states 
mentioned earlier, via which the various magical powers are developed. 
Concentration can also, however, be used as a tool with which to observe 
transience in mind and matter. This is the path of vipassan  meditation—
leading to the insight which destroys ignorance, whereat nibb na is 
revealed. 

Given that s la is the foundation of both samatha and vipassan , it can 
therefore be said that selfish behaviour is fundamentally destructive of all 
forms of “god-work”. As we have seen, although ethical conduct can be 
practised as a way to get good things in the future (including rebirth 
amongst the gods), this is not the most important thing so far as the 
Buddha is concerned. Buddha-Dhamma sets ethical conduct in a context 
of reducing and weakening the “self” one believes to exist—and as such it 
is all of a piece with the path leading to the insight which Kapilavaddho 
expressed: 
 

I [am] part of my world and my world [is] part of me. We co-exist[ed] 
interdependently97 

XIV. Two Kinds of Truth 

A consequence of this greater reality which lies beyond separate self-hood 
is that there is a dichotomy between the world as we generally experience 
it, of which our separate self-hood is a foundational assumption, and the 
world as it actually is, in which the only reality “self” has is that of an idea 
which arises and passes like everything else. After discussing matters 
relating to the individual self, the Buddha often voices a disclaimer along 
these lines: 
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…these are merely names, expressions, turns of speech, designations in 
common use in the world, which the Tath gata [Buddha] uses without 
misapprehending them.98 

 
In Buddhist doctrine, consequently, two kinds of truth—conventional truth 
and ultimate truth—are distinguished.99 It can be noted (and no more, 
here) that there are, as McEvilley points out, interesting parallels between 
this aspect of Buddhist philosophy, and the Pyrrhonism of Sextus 
Empiricus.100 

XV. The Reality of Gods 

This discussion opens the way for us to consider the question of whether 
the gods in Buddhism should be taken as real entities, or as a way of 
articulating psychological principles. For example, the Buddha said: 
 

In conceiving, one is bound by M ra; by not conceiving, one is freed from 
the Evil One.101 

 
“Conceiving” (maññati) in this sentence means, roughly, thinking in a 
self-centred way.102 The Buddha’s words seem to imply that one has no 
need to think of M ra, but only to look to one’s own actions. Which might 
remind us of the monk’s remark to Gombrich, “Gods are nothing to do 
with religion”.103  

Whilst, however, it would be possible to say that the gods do not exist 
at all in Buddhism, this would only be true at the ultimate level of truth—
that is to say, it is true in exactly the same way as it is true that you or I 
have no permanent, separate “self” and therefore in this precise sense “do 
not exist”. At the conventional level of truth, both we and the gods exist, 
and indeed it is considered an aspect of mundane wisdom to recognise that 
the human world is only one of many, and that rebirth takes place in other 
worlds dependent on the resultants of kamma. 

XVI. The Gods’ Appearance is Negotiable 

Another issue relating to the “reality” of the gods can be mentioned here. 
A repeating motif in the Pali Canon is that gods will appear, and initially 
be described as being “of beautiful appearance, illuminating the entire 
grove”.104 Yet when they present themselves to the Buddha, they pay 
homage to him and stand respectfully at one side—having, it seems, 
assumed human form in order to be able to interact fully in the human 
world. And the Canon records that, in a similar way, 
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… whenever Brahm  Sanankum ra appears to the Thirty-Three Gods, he 
appears having assumed a grosser form, because his natural appearance is 
not such as to be perceptible to their eyes.105 

 
The point I wish to draw from this is that the gods may have the 
wherewithal to interact with humanity through a host of different guises. A 
Norse god, a Roman god, or an archetype—it may not matter so much 
how we conceptualise the gods.  

Although it is a little way off our theme, I think it is worth quoting 
from an interview I recorded in 1998 with a member of a ritual magical 
order who asked to be identified only as “JP”. In discussing the rituals he 
was involved with he mentioned those which invoked archangels, 
elementals—and characters from Tolkien’s Silmarillion. I asked him about 
the reality of working with what are clearly, in the last case, fictional 
characters. Part of his reply follows. 
 

JP:  …If all these things were just words, and nothing else (which the 
sceptic would say) then you might as well recite “Three Blind Mice”. But 
Tolkien was effectively describing the story of creation, but he didn’t use 
the names Michael, Gabriel, Uriel—instead of the word “archangel” he 
used “Vallah”—but nonetheless he was describing those entities, just using 
another name. So people sitting around in a circle and using those names 
and using the intent which came through with Tolkien. It works perfectly 
well. You could work these rituals with someone representing Jupiter, 
somebody representing Mars, somebody representing Neptune—it’s the 
same forces, it’s just putting a different name on them. I’m sure you could 
create a ritual using characters from “The Archers” if you wanted to, 
because they are all archetypes.106 

 
This way of thinking certainly puts responsibility for theurgic practices on 
the shoulders of the individual human practitioner. Taking responsibility 
for one’s actions was always a key message of the Buddha: 
 

…you should live as islands unto yourselves, being your own refuge, with 
no one else as your refuge… .107  

 
This, of course, begs the question of whether we have free-will.  

XVII. Fate and Free-will 

The law of kamma as propounded by the Buddha can easily be 
misinterpreted as entailing determinism for the individual being. This is 
not the place to give a full treatment of the issue as it emerges in the Pali 
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Canon; the interested reader will find a good introduction in a paper by 
Luis O Gómez.108 What is more to the point for the current paper is to note 
that the spectre of determinism has dogged astrology—for determinism is 
rarely seen as a good thing. Although the astrologer Marcus Manilius 
could write, around 15 CE, 
 

Set free your minds, O mortals, banish your cares, and rid your lives of all 
this vain complaint! Fate rules the world, all things stand fixed by its 
immutable laws, and the long ages are assigned by a predestined course of 
events.109 

 
This has hardly been a popular outlook. Let St Augustine represent, here, 
the protest which has often been raised against astrology because of the 
determinist implications it is often seen to have: 
 

For sweet it is to praise the Lord and say “Have mercy on me; bring 
healing to a soul that has sinned against you”… This truth is our whole 
salvation, but the astrologers try to do away with it. They tell us that the 
cause of sin is determined in the heavens and we cannot escape it, and that 
this or that is the work of Venus or Saturn or Mars.110   

 
I want to suggest that the two levels of truth make it possible to say 

that although (at the ultimate level) everything is conditioned, and 
therefore in a sense “fated”, at that level there are no separate selves to be 
fated and therefore the problem collapses. At the conventional level, where 
individual selves seem to be real, the power of free will which our selves 
appear to have is real—at   least, every bit as real as those selves. 

It is another diversion from a strictly Buddhist interpretation, but I 
hope an interesting one, to note the following from the contemporary 
teacher of Advaita, Ramesh S. Balsekar: 
 

…you must act in life as if you are the doer, knowing that you are not the 
doer. The human being lives on fictions. […] So the understanding is that 
all this is an illusion and that you do not have any free will, but in life you 
must act as if you have free will.111 

 
In Buddhism, then, questions of fate and free-will cannot (I have 
suggested) be answered unconditionally, but only in terms of the universe 
of discourse that is assumed to begin with. There is free will, and our 
actions can make a difference—but only within a certain frame of 
reference. This is a crucial issue when it comes to the path leading to 
enlightenment. It is of course considered necessary to apply oneself, but 
also to recognise that the ultimate goal of the path—enlightenment—is 
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unconditioned and cannot therefore be caused by the efforts of the 
individual. 

This theme, paradoxical and problematic as it is, receives little 
emphasis in the Pali Canon. It is present in a famous simile wherein the 
Buddha compares his teaching to a raft—useful for crossing a river, but to 
be let go of at the farther shore. His point is, “you should abandon even 
good states, how much more so bad states”.112 It may be read into the story 
of nanda’s enlightenment (which occurred as he was lying down, after a 
long and strenuous period of meditation).113 The theme receives much 
more emphasis in the Zen tradition. One example from a plethora of 
candidates: 
 

To exert yourself in religious practice, trying to produce enlightenment by 
doing religious practices and zazen, is all wrong too. There’s no difference 
between the mind of all the buddhas and the Buddha Mind of each one of 
you. But by wanting to realize enlightenment, you create a duality between 
the one who realizes enlightenment and what it is that’s being realized.114  

 
I want to suggest the following parallel. In Buddhism, it is considered 

necessary to apply oneself to the technique of meditation, whilst knowing 
that this cannot be sufficient to take one to the desired goal. In astrology, 
(and doubtless other forms of divination too), it is not possible to arrive at 
accurate readings through individual effort alone. It is necessary to make 
the effort, to apply oneself to the technical apparatus of astrology, but also 
to acknowledge the need for something else—which might be thought of 
as God, or gods, or intuition—to intervene. This is not a view of astrology 
to which astrologers would unanimously subscribe. Some believe that the 
subject is, or potentially can be, one where simply following the technical 
procedures is all that is required to attain the desired result. On that view, 
astrology works ex opere operato, as it were. From my experience of 
interviewing Western astrologers I would say that, whilst there are 
different views on how far technique alone can take an astrologer, the 
majority view is that something other than technique is needed for the craft 
to work to the optimum. 

This is to couch the discussion in terms of praxis: how best to practise 
astrology or meditation. The nature of the subject is such that the 
discussion almost inevitably moves into a discussion of “being” and, 
therefore, ontology. Inada remarks that, 
 

Buddhist reality or ontology is dynamic, and its locus is in the momentary 
nows, however elusive, nebulous, and uncharacterisable they may be.115 
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This is uncontroversial, but what may need to be emphasised is the 
emotional impact that accompanies the discovery of this nebulous reality. 
When meditators first get a glimpse of it, there is almost inevitably a 
strongly fearful reaction. Epstein, challenging Freud’s assessment that 
meditation aims at no more than “oceanic feeling”, a “restoration of 
limitless narcissism” and “resurrection of infantile helplessness”, notes 
that: 
 

…the practice of mindfulness leads ultimately to a confrontation with the 
most highly cherished images of the self, a confrontation that is much more 
likely to be terrifying…than oceanic.116 

 
In the Visuddhi Magga, the meditative stage at which the true nature of 
reality begins to emerge into clear view is described by saying that all 
experiences, both possible and actual, then appear to the individual:  
 

…in the form of a great terror, as lions, tigers, leopards, bears, hyenas, 
spirits, ogres, fierce bulls, savage dogs, rut-maddened wild elephants, 
hideous venomous serpents, thunderbolts, charnel grounds, battle fields, 
flaming coal pits, etc., appear to a timid man who wants to live in peace.117  

 
The issue here is that at a deep, instinctive level I cling to my view of the 
world, no matter what my intellectual convictions. And the foundation of 
this view is that I am a separate “self”—which is to say, something not 
altogether part of the world, but rather standing apart and exerting some 
control over the world. Confronting the fact of not being in control of 
one’s world is painful. Two recent writers about Buddhism have chosen to 
illustrate this by quoting Beckett: 
 

The old ego dies hard. Such as it was, a minister of dullness, it was also an 
agent of security.118 

 
This identifies the problem with precision. In the Buddha’s view, beings 
are attached to the idea of a permanent “self” because it brings with it an 
illusion of control over the world, and therefore security. Meditative 
experience challenges this profoundly. I want to suggest that the 
experience of divination can also challenge it. When a reading strikes 
home, the experience is that this (supposedly inanimate) world just spoke 
to you. This can strike at quite a profound level, raising doubts about the 
solidity of one’s epistemic ground. One group of astrologers has named 
this phenomenon the “Blackett Judder”, concerning which, Maggie Hyde 
writes: 
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…this is more than just a shiver down the spine. It is disturbing and 
unpleasant, a physically nauseous feeling, accompanied by disorientation 
and a mood of resistance. […] The judder is like a parallax problem, a 
misalignment of reality which occurs when a person tries to fit disturbing 
experiences into their usual framework of how the world works. It is a 
severe type of what psychologists call cognitive dissonance, in which 
things feel askew in the attempt to fit together paradoxical possibilities.119 

 
Just as “meditation experiences” can be alternately (or even 
simultaneously) uplifting and terrifying, because they bring the individual 
face to face with what lies beyond individuality, so, I believe, there is 
something in the experience of divination’s working—if clearly seen—
which uplifts and terrifies. 

The boundaries of the entity one believes oneself to be are shown to 
be unreal by the working of astrology, and by certain meditation 
experiences. I don’t want to suggest that there is more than a parallel, a 
similarity, in the nature of these experiences. But in closing, there is one 
final question I should like to raise. In this paper I have considered some 
points of contact between the Buddhist path and divination: is it possible 
that divination can function as a spiritual path in itself?  In a recent paper 
Maggie Hyde makes this assertion: 
 

Divination is concerned with being open to truth and the desire to do the 
right thing, and as such it seeks a moral pattern or principle.120 

 
It seems clear enough that astrology, or any form of divination, can be 
misused for selfish purposes, at least in the short term. So what does it 
take for it to lead, rather, towards “a moral pattern or principle”? In 
Buddhism it is considered that the search for enlightenment begins with a 
glimpse of one of the three marks—transience, suffering, or non-self. If it 
is accepted that divination can provide experiences that can (loosely) be 
called experiences of non-self, then it has the potential to incline the 
individual towards a spiritual approach to life. But in order for divination 
to function in this way, it is essential that the ego’s attempts to assert that 
it is, after all, in control are undermined. How egoism is undermined will 
doubtless depend on the background of the individual. 

For instance, the astrologer Robert Zoller spoke in an interview of the 
need of “subordinating the individual will to a higher will” in astrology, 
and also identified the temptation to avoid doing so: 
 

I recently had reason to go to a santero in New Jersey—a practitioner of 
santeria, an Afro-Cuban religion. You go to them with a problem, and they 
begin their analysis with certain questions, and then they get out their 
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cowrie beads and do a divination. At the beginning of the divination, and 
before every move in the divination, there is a prayer. Now contemporary 
occultism is quite capable of taking over the methods of the santero or any 
other traditional practitioner, keeping the strict technical aspects of what 
they do to arrive at their answers whilst, at the same time, excising the 
prayers.121  

 
Zoller described this as an attempt to reduce divination to “some sort of 
totally secular and scientific endeavour”122 such as mathematics, and was 
clear in his view that it is misguided: 
 

I’ve been bitten at one time or another by the same parasite that bites those 
people who think that astrology can be reduced to a mathematical science. 
I have to confess that, even now, there is something I find appealing about 
that idea. That which is appealing about it, I think, comes down to 
inflation—the idea that “I can do something without anybody else 
permitting me to do it, without subordinating myself to anybody or 
anything”. It’s the prelude to a song that goes to the tune, “The Hell with 
Everybody Else”. That attitude has existed for a long time, and it’s the 
demon behind our science essentially. I think it always falls flat on its face, 
because there is a faculty of the human mind that is a kind of wild card. 
Maybe it’s a faculty of more than the human mind; maybe it’s a faculty of 
the way being operates as a whole.123 

 
I would suggest that there needs to be something mysterious, something 
beyond technical skill, in both divination and meditation. I believe it is this 
understanding which has the potential to turn divination into a discipline 
which gravitates towards a “moral pattern”. This seems to also be the 
import of Maggie Hyde’s statement: 
 

Like all divination, the working of astrology is rooted in mystery. The 
participants are transformed by virtue of the mystery… .124 

XVIII. Conclusion 

I have suggested that there is a great deal in common between “theurgy” 
and “brahma-faring”. Brahma-faring admits of two interpretations: 
striving  to join the gods and striving to realise enlightenment. These map 
onto Spiro’s definitions of kammatic and nibbanic Buddhism, and are the 
objectives of samatha and vipassan  meditations, respectively. The clarity 
with which Buddhism distinguishes these two goals is one of that 
teaching’s distinguishing features. Although divination is only discussed 
incidentally in the Pali Canon, there is plenty of evidence to show that it 
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was assumed to be a genuine phenomenon. I have suggested that 
divination, correctly understood, involves the practitioner in kammatic 
work; and that the experience of divination can give a nibbanic turn to the 
endeavour, by pointing towards the ultimate unreality of “self” as 
something separate from the universe, and thence towards Buddhism’s 
summum bonum, nibb na. 
 
 
My thanks to José Cabezón, Rupert Gethin and Martin Wood for helpful 
suggestions about material for this paper. 
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Illustrator (London: Pali Text Society, 1960). 
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Buddha (Boston: Wisdom Publications, 1995). 
 
Milindapañha: I.B. Horner, Milinda’s Questions (Vols. 1 & 2) (Oxford: 
Pali Text Society, 1996 & 1999). 
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CHAPTER SIX 

“NOR BY DREAMS, NOR BY URIM, NOR BY 
PROPHETS”: THE STORY OF THE WOMAN  

AT THE PIT IN I SAMUEL 28 

ANN JEFFERS 

 
 
 

Despite officially condemning all magicians and divinatory practitioners, 
the Old Testament/Hebrew Scriptures is replete with references to 
divination. In an attempt to map out and understand the great variety of 
divinatory practices in the Old Testament/Hebrew Bible, from techniques 
as varied as astrology, lot casting, necromancy, or hepatoscopy (to cite 
only a few), this paper will examine the relationship between divination 
and cosmology. It will be argued that a proper understanding of divination 
in the Bible suggests that it can only be viewed as an integral part of its 
cosmology. It is impossible to understand divination as a separate 
enterprise from the ideas about cosmology of the people who practised it. 
The rational underpinning of such practices will be examined, as well as 
issues about who controls the current cosmology. How this brings about 
changes will be discussed, specifically with relation to the role of women 
diviners in the Old Testament.  

I. Introduction and preliminary remarks 

Divination in the Hebrew Bible has traditionally been dealt with by 
scholarship with broad brushstrokes. For many years, the historico-critical 
method dominated Biblical Studies with its presupposition of evolution 
from the most primitive forms of religion gradually becoming more and 
more sophisticated. In this framework, divination was conveniently boxed 
in and was discussed either as the “simple” expression of “pre-logic” 
minds or as a rogue practice; indeed it was deemed to be “foreign”,1 a 
practice not just to be frowned upon, but one that was repeatedly 
condemned and denounced as a “sin” of the people for which they would 
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be punished by exile and deportation. In this understanding of divination 
in ancient Israel, the biblical text was taken at face value: if the text told us 
that divination was a foreign export with no real place within the proper 
religious apparatus, then it was assumed that it was so.2 However, such a 
method paid too much attention to the literal rather than the literary, to the 
diachronic instead of the synchronic.  

With the impact of literary studies and the advent of post modernism, 
biblical hermeneutics has shifted to include a broader range of methods. 
With the help of tools from interdisciplinary methodologies, it was found 
that the picture of divination presented by the Hebrew Bible is infinitely 
more complex and is connected with a number of religious, ideological 
and cosmological issues, as well as ones relating to gender. For instance, 
sociology and anthropology encourage us to take divination seriously 
within the institutions and belief system of a given society.3 

Attention to the rhetoric of the narrative is also important, as it will 
manipulate our perception of the events and characters.4 This brings us 
into the realm of ideological analysis. Ideology “promotes certain views 
about power relations and social identity”.5 Such a representation offers 
positions with which readers are asked to identify and from which readers 
are asked to consider the world. Further, comparative religions (looking at 
both ancient Greece and the ancient Near East) will help us to 
contextualise the insights gained by the other methods. I therefore propose 
to read 1 Samuel 28 with the lens that such an interdisciplinary approach 
offers.  

The old ways of dealing with divination along the lines of 
chronological development are over. Indeed the various assumptions with 
regard to divination which have been developed by the historico-critical 
school have now been thoroughly re-examined.  

These re-examined assumptions are important because they exemplify 
the shift in understanding divination in the Hebrew Bible and they underlie 
and substantiate my reading of 1 Samuel 28:3-25. First, one must re-
examine the notion of divination as “primitive” and “deviant”. What it 
deviates from is usually identified as “prophecy”, a means of divine 
communication approved by the book of Deuteronomy and consequently 
by a significant section of the Hebrew Bible. Prophecy is “true” in that it 
offers an accepted line of communication and authoritative information 
from “legitimate” access to the divine.  

If we define divination as the art of deciphering and interpreting signs 
in which the future can be glimpsed, divination (like magic) is part of a 
wider system of intermediation and interconnection between the world of 
nature, human, animal, vegetal and mineral. In fact it belongs to a specific 
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cosmology, a worldview that presupposes a certain organisation and 
ordering of the universe and is connected with ideas of creation. Religious 
or religio-magical intermediation is best understood not so much as a 
crude, mechanical manipulation and certainly not as “primitive”, but as a 
symbolic re-enactment and as a manifestation of a vivified universe. As 
Othmar Keel reminds us: 

 
In the biblical and ancient Eastern conception, the world is open and 
transparent to things above and beneath the earth. It is not a lifeless stage. 
The universe is thoroughly alive, and, therefore, the more capable of 
sympathy with man and of response to the rule of its creator, on whom 
both man and universe directly depend.6 
 
I propose that the view expressed by Keel (and others) presupposes a 

worldview, a cosmology, in which living things, objects and events are 
interconnected in a complex web of relationships. In other words, in the 
world of the ancient Near East, divination is “real” and effective, i.e. it is 
part of a certain concept of reality.7   

Second, we must re-examine the question of dominance and power: 
“official” Yahwism versus “popular” religion. Yahwism, the name 
conventionally given to ancient Israelite Monotheism, is seen by the 
authors of the Hebrew Bible and, of course, by our test case 1 Samuel 28, 
as the religious “norm”. However it is far from evident that ancient 
Israelite religion is monolithic and strictly monotheistic. Since many 
artefacts have come to scholarly attention, much more is known of the 
material culture of ancient Israelite society and we now need to take into 
consideration what appears to be a much more religiously diversified 
society than previously envisaged.8   

This view has serious implications when examining the place and 
function of divination in the Hebrew Bible/Old Testament, for it places 
divinatory practices in the centre rather than at the periphery. This begs the 
question of who has access to knowledge and how to control the source of 
knowledge (on the assumption that knowledge is power, whoever controls 
divine knowledge has power). The third assumption is that divination is a 
“foreign” practice. The locus classicus of any discussion of divination in 
the Hebrew Bible is Deuteronomy 18:9-14, in which an impressively 
technical list of magical and divinatory practices are outlawed because 
they are not of “true” Israelite origins.  

Three remarks are necessary here. Firstly, this is a sophisticated list of 
eight expressions of such specialisation as to beg the question of their real 
place in the life of the ancient Israelites: in other words, even if these terms 
were of foreign origins (which is by no means certain), they have been 
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appropriated and integrated within the life of the community.9 Secondly, 
there is an ideological bias pertaining to the book of Deuteronomy itself: 
any condemnation of what is perceived by its writers to go against the 
theology of the book and in particular to clash with the centralisation of 
the cult needs to be taken with a pinch of salt. Is Deuteronomy 18.9-14 a 
blueprint from which to understand and assess all things magic? Or is it an 
ideological rethinking of a situation, a masterly attempt to control religious 
intermediations by reducing them to a rather narrow understanding of 
prophecy? Thirdly, examples of native magical practitioners and 
techniques abound in the Hebrew Bible: kings and priests have access and 
recourse to magic and divination, for example in their consulting oracles, 
and casting lots in times of crisis (Jacob in his sneaky manipulation of 
sticks to ensure the multiplication of his flocks, Genesis 44; David’s 
oracular consultations in times of military crisis, 1 Samuel 22.13-15, 23.2-
4 and 9-12, 2 Samuel 2.1). Moses and Aaron are similarly not above using 
magic rods in Exodus 7-10 and 14. Ordinary people use them too—
notably to aid fertility (for example Leah and Rebekah in their fertility 
contest, Genesis 30). 

Dreams, another form of supernatural communication, are dreamt by 
characters beyond foreign suspicion: Jacob again (Genesis 28), Joseph 
(Genesis 37.5, 40.9ff.), Solomon (1 Kings 3) and Daniel (Daniel 2). 
Examples of hepatoscopy,10 rhabdomancy,11 psepsomancy,12 hydromancy,13 
and astrology,14 to cite a few examples, are all witnessed in ancient 
Israelite society. These examples show that the ancient Israelites were no 
different from their ancient Near Eastern neighbours. Also, we should note 
that divinatory practices are associated with men whose allegiance to and 
active participation in God’s plan cannot be faulted.  

Lastly, another presupposition in need of re-examination is that of 
gender issues. According to traditional views, the picture of women’s 
involvement in religious life is minimal: women have little part in the 
“important” business of religion, a domain best reserved for men. This 
obviously needs reassessing in the light of the preceding remark about the 
artificial dichotomy between “official” and “popular” religion.  

In a seminal article, Phyllis Bird showed clearly that there seems to be 
a movement away from fluid and varied forms of religion and rituals 
where women had a plurality of functions.15 The centralisation of the cult 
advocated by the book of Deuteronomy, such as it was, marked a point of 
no return as far as women’s participation in the cult is concerned. It 
noticeably restricts the access of women to various ritual events and 
festivals. She posits, from the literary composition of the Hebrew Bible, 
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that there was also a move towards a reorganisation of the cult towards 
hierarchical relations: priesthood and laity; men and women.  

As for the material culture of ancient Israel, it seems to witness the 
religious participation of women in the daily life of the community; gender 
roles were possibly complementary rather than hierarchical. Meyers, for 
instance, advocates the anthropological concept of “heterarchy”, i.e. a type 
of society where women as well as men control aspects of economic and 
religious life to the extent that “well developed and complex lateral and 
parallel relationships are formed”.16 There are many texts concerning 
women’s involvement in religious practices that include divination.17 
Indeed, the story of the woman necromancer in 1 Samuel 28 is a case in 
point. Other women diviners include those of Ezekiel 13 or Deborah in 
Judges 4:9, recipient and transmitter of the predictive word of God. 
However, the fate of women diviners has followed the same fortune as the 
fate of popular religion vis-à-vis the rise of Yahwism. The control of the 
priestly caste extended to the whole of ancient Israelite life and 
specifically its religious forms, with devastating results for the religious 
(i.e. non-Yahwist) women practitioners who were now branded.18  

As we have just seen, there has been a significant shift in the scholarly 
assessment of divination, from understanding it to be a “degenerate” or 
“deviant” form of religion to reassessing its place within the framework of 
ancient Israelite religion.  

I propose now to focus on 1 Samuel 28, a unique story in the Hebrew 
Bible of a necromantic consultation. I will show that it illustrates changes 
of intermediation in ancient Israelite society and that these changes need to 
be seen within the broader context of control of knowledge and power. 
There is a two way movement: it is clear that the contemporary theoretical 
shift noted above affects how we understand the worldview then, but it is 
also my contention that historical changes then affected the worldview. 
Indeed during the exilic and Persian periods, the worldview of the ancient 
Israelite shifts from religious and cosmological pluralisms and heterarchy 
to monolatry and hierarchy. 

II. Looking at 1 Samuel 28:3-25 

The story is a well known one: sometime after Samuel’s death and burial 
in chapter 15 (Samuel was a renowned seer, diviner, judge and court 
counsellor to King Saul), the battle-lines are drawn up in the north 
between the Philistines and Israel. Terrified by the enemy, King Saul seeks 
in vain for directions from Yahweh: he “inquires” or “divines” (shaal) of 
the lord by all legitimate means at his disposal and receives no answer, 
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“neither by dreams, nor by Urim, nor by prophets”. His despair and 
frustration at his alienation from his God lead Saul to seek the aid of 
necromancy even though he had earlier prohibited such a practice (verses 
3-7). In disguise, Saul visits a necromancer and assures her that despite the 
royal prohibition, she would not incur any punishment for her services. He 
then asks her to “bring up” Samuel (verses 8-11). When she “brought up” 
the prophet, the woman recognises Saul. At Saul’s request the woman 
describes someone who could only be Samuel, and the king prostrates 
himself (verses 12-14). In a conversation between Samuel and Saul, the 
old prophet complains of being disturbed and announces that Yahweh is 
now fulfilling his previous threat to deprive Saul of kinship: because of 
Saul’s failures in the battle against Amelek, the king and his sons will fall 
on the next day, and the camp of Israel will be given to the Philistines by 
Yahweh (verses 15-19). Saul collapses in terror, but the woman urges him 
to listen to her and break his fast. Saul at first refuses, but on the urging of 
his servants and the woman eats meat and unleavened bread. He and his 
men leave before dawn (verses 20-25). 

That the story somehow reflects a transition time seems obvious: it is 
both a transition in the life of the Israelite monarchy (Saul has been 
sidelined by his unfaithfulness to Yahweh, and will be shortly replaced by 
David) and a transition in its religious life. We get a glimpse of this 
transition through Saul’s ban of a whole range of divinatory techniques, 
which suggests that there was a time when they were legitimate. The ban 
is reflected in other parts of the Hebrew Bible,19 in particular in the 
encoded theological manual that is the book of Deuteronomy 18:9-12, 
especially verse 11. Behind this story there is a whole rhetoric about the 
redefinition of boundaries and access to power to which we now turn. 

III. Interpretation 

I shall choose here only a couple of representative interpretations of 1 
Samuel 28. The majority view is that the episode at Endor shows Saul as 
doomed by Yahweh’s doing. Hence it shows Saul’s death in the following 
episode, not as a result of David’s failure, but as the result of Saul’s 
rejection by Yahweh. Not only is it Yahweh’s doing, but according to 1 
Samuel 28:17-19a, it is the outcome of Saul’s own failure to obey.20 

The ideology inherent in the text is provided by the editors of the text, 
the so-called deuteronomistic writers, who have not only legitimised 
David as king, but established him as an ideal paradigm for all the future 
kings of Israel, who must rely on Yahweh’s word as David has done. This 
contrast is illustrated by the broader context of the text whereby David’s 
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multiple divine inquiries gain ready answers (1 Sam 22:10.13.15; 23:2.4; 
30:8; 2 Sam 2:1; 5:19.23). The narrative is intent on contrasting 
“legitimate” modes of inquiries and “illegitimate magical rituals”.21 When 
the readings have focused on the woman necromancer, interpretations 
have been surprisingly tame: all but one focus on her womanly solicitude 
and compassion towards Saul. One feminist interpreter suggests that the 
woman necromancer manipulates the situation with considerable skill, 
using her sexuality and, when that fails, using the binding ritual of a 
covenant to ensure her survival.22 

Although all these interpretations are cogent, I propose to further them 
by reading 1 Samuel 28 within the wider context of ideology and 
cosmology. It seems clear that the narrative belongs to what scholars have 
accepted as deuteronomistic history: a school of writers who have edited a 
significant portion of the Hebrew Bible and given it an ideological stamp. 
Its aim is to explain and justify the fall of Judah and the exile of the 
population to Babylon through a theological argument which goes like 
this: the people have sinned, and they have been misled by some kings; 
hence the punishment of Yahweh, resulting in loss of land and Temple and 
in deportation of its people. I propose that this inbuilt ideology has another 
aim. 

Socio-anthropological analyses of the Persian period (the period 
where most of the editing of the Hebrew Bible took place), have observed 
that societies with strong external boundaries and weakening internal 
integration will engage in acts of “purification” when social anxiety 
reaches a critical level. Such a model exhibits strong contrasts between 
members of its community and anything “foreign”, either at a physical or 
at an ideological level.23 

Mary Douglas suggests that “when individuals within a society are 
exposed to a number of worldviews and system of morality, internal social 
ambiguity will be the result and internal boundaries will weaken”.24 This, I 
believe, provides us with a framework to understand what was happening 
in the early Persian Jewish community; this was a time of great ambiguity, 
a plurality of competing cosmologies, and competing religious and moral 
systems. By recounting the story of the fall of King Saul, the 
deuteronomistic historians were killing two birds with one stone: they 
were explaining his disgrace and death and they were defining clear 
boundaries by establishing a hierarchy of divine means of communication 
and a hierarchy of practitioners. 

In a way, it is this tradition that Pseudo-Philo, centuries later, reworks 
in his retelling of the story. By giving the woman necromancer a 
genealogy and making her the daughter of a Midianite diviner who led 
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Israel astray with sorceries, he highlights her further marginalisation as a 
foreign woman (the Hebrew Bible does not specify her ethnic identity).25 

IV. Making sense of the geography of 1 Samuel 28 

Another way of exploring some of the issues of the text is through the 
concept of “mental mapping”. “Mental maps are constructs” made along 
“shared national, cultural and religious viewpoints”.26 I will take examples 
from the story to illustrate this point.  

First, the name Endor, as the place where the events of the 
necromantic consultation take place, has occasioned more that a few 
comments. Scholars have tried to locate it,27 and although it was likely to 
be situated in the southern portion of the Jezreel valley, near the Kishon 
River, there is a marked geographical dislocation: in 1 Samuel 29:1 the 
Philistines are still at Apheq in the Sharon valley, and they do not arrive in 
the Jezreel valley until 29:11. Thus the Endor Episode would fit 
chronologically after chapters 29 and 30.28  

However, even if it does not make sense in the text, the mere mention 
of a site is significant. So another possible investigation looks, not at the 
geographical location, but at its etymology and associations. The word 
“Endor” is a recognised Semitic word meaning “living area”; Ugaritic dr 
suggests “the assembly of the Gods”, which could provide the original 
meaning of En-Dor as “the spring of the oracular sanctuary”.29 My 
contention is that attempts to identify Endor literally fail because the story 
is meant to be read as mythical geography.30 With its riddle of a place 
which is not where it is supposed to be, with a name echoing mythical 
divine places of oracular communications, Endor is clearly a place 
belonging to the “periphery”. This is further emphasised by its association 
with a “pit”. The pit, like Sheol, is a well-known designation for the realm 
of the dead in Hebrew.31  

Secondly, spatiality in 1 Samuel 28 is essentially verticality: the 
necromantic ritual is designated by the recurring use of language for 
“bring up” or “raise”. In 1 Samuel 28:8, Saul asks the woman “to bring 
up Samuel”; likewise in 28:11, she asks the king, “Whom shall I bring up 
for you?”. When she describes the prophet in 1 Sam 28:13, she sees him 
“coming up out of the ground”; also, in the following verse 14, “an old 
man is coming up…”. Finally Samuel’s words repeat the imagery: “Why 
have you disturbed me by bringing me up?”. Note, too, that “out of the 
ground” in Hebrew can express departure from the netherworld, the realm 
of the dead.32 
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Thirdly, a last remark relates to the translation of the obot and the 
yiddeonim. These words have been translated variously. The ob may have 
represented originally a pit or ritual hole in the ground and seem to 
designate “the spirits who issue from this hole or those people who 
operated such holes or pits”. Alternatively, they may represent the 
ancestors through a possible philological connection with the Hebrew ab, 
father; “Those who return” (rather than “images of ancestral spirits”) may 
be an acceptable translation. As for yiddeonim, this word seems to refer to 
ghosts, or their images, and might best designate “those who know” the 
future.33 

These two terms are often met in conjunction and denote departed 
souls who speak to the living. Hence the translation of the woman 
necromancer as one who is in control of an ancestor spirit. 

V. A woman on the edge 

With these few remarks, it seems clear that the woman necromancer stands 
in a clear cosmology, one which is shared with that of the other ancient 
Near Eastern nations: a tripartite universe of heavens, earth and the 
netherworld. Communication with the dead is effected through access to 
the netherworld: a pit; or a river; or a well are all effective means of 
access.  

This “mythic map” that lies behind the story of 1 Samuel 28 also 
recalls the mythic geography of the Maqlu ritual. This is a yearly 
Mesopotamian ritual of expulsion of witches and their confinement to the 
edge of the world, near the entry to the netherworld.34 There are parallels 
between the ritual and the ceremony at Endor, least of all their setting at 
night-time. The woman necromancer in all her liminality—she is a woman 
on the edge, literally and metaphorically; her social status is ambiguous, 
she has no name, she lives on her own and there is no mention of 
relatives—echoes the story of the expulsed witches of the Maqlu ritual, 
and through this association she is demonised.  

Lastly, the story of the woman necromancer of Endor hints that the 
universe has become hierarchical: divination from below the ground is 
now condemned and rejected as “bad” and indeed illegal.35 One cannot 
escape the conclusion that a hierarchical mode of divination redefined as 
“divine knowledge” also mirrors the introduction of a gender hierarchy. 
The status of women who associate themselves with chthonian 
manifestations will be devalued, and they will move from being religious 
practitioners to women at the periphery, with all the dangers that it 
suggests. There is a parallel between the fate of women and that of the 
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underworld: both are given a decidedly negative moral value at best; both 
are demonised at worst.  

By providing an unambiguous and monolithic worldview, the 
deuteronomistic redefinition of the cosmos has thus been successful; 
everyone knows their place and how to successfully access the divine.  

VI. Conclusion 

In this paper I have shown that there has been a significant shift in our 
perception of divination in recent years. I have attempted to go beyond this 
shift and to trace how the narrative of 1 Samuel 28:3-25 witnesses an 
ideological shift. 1 Samuel 28 is thus seen to be a witness to the redefining 
of religious boundaries and a narrowing down to a single cosmology, 
controlled by a powerful minority. This way of reordering the world 
establishes a much tighter control over the life of its people and will have 
serious consequences for the social and religious situation of women, in 
particular by controlling access to knowledge. Hence divination, 
cosmology and gender issues, i.e. power, are interrelated. Divination is 
only possible within a certain worldview, a cosmology. 
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CHAPTER SEVEN 

“THE POWER OF A MELANCHOLY HUMOUR”1 
DIVINATION AND DIVINE TEARS 

ANGELA VOSS 

 
 
 

The sixteenth-century magus Cornelius Agrippa, in his comprehensive 
Three Books on Occult Philosophy, observes: 

 
[the melancholy humour] when it is stirred up, burns and stirs up a 
madness conducing to knowledge and divination, especially if it is helped 
by any celestial influx, particularly of Saturn…By melancholy saith 
[Aristotle], some men are made as it were divine, foretelling things to 
come, and some men are made poets.2 

 
In this paper I shall explore the connections between the physiological 
condition of melancholy and the possession of divinatory knowledge, via 
the development of the idea of philosophical “genius” which arose in the 
work of the fifteenth-century Florentine Platonist Marsilio Ficino. Ficino’s 
revival of Neoplatonic and Hermetic cosmology and magic within a 
Christian context was to inform, on many levels, the music, art and 
literature of the Elizabethan Renaissance, and I would like to trace this 
influence in particular on the composer John Dowland. Dowland’s 
appropriation of the persona of the melancholic artist does, I suggest, have 
far deeper implications than mere conceit or the indulgence of a world-
weary personality, and to explore these we will take a multi-levelled 
approach and evoke the “image of melancholy” through physiological, 
mythological, astrological, magical and metaphysical contexts. I will 
conclude that there can be no one definitive interpretation of Dowland’s 
musical jewel Lachrimae, and that the depth and power of its musical 
symbolism point to more profound dimensions of reality than even the 
composer himself may have envisioned.  
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I. The melancholic humour 

Firstly, what do we mean by melancholy? The categorisation of the four 
humours is attributed to Hippocrates (5th-4th centuries BCE) who, through 
close examination of blood, deduced four conditions or substances within 
it: phlegm; black bile; yellow bile and blood itself.3  Each of these gave 
rise to a physiological temperament: phlegmatic; melancholic; choleric 
and sanguine, which then became the basis of medical diagnosis and 
prescription. An imbalance of any humour would produce an exaggerated 
display of its characteristics in the personality, thus too much black bile—
which was considered to be cold, dry and heavy in quality—would result 
in groundless depression, sluggishness and mental disorder. If overheated, 
however, it would produce a madness or frenzy and a breaking out of 
sores. Aristotle, in his Problems, asks why it is that outstanding 
philosophers, statesmen, poets and artists, (or heroes such as Heracles, 
Lysander, Ajax and Bellepheron), are of a melancholic temperament, or 
even “infected by the diseases arising from black bile”.4 The idea arises 
here that black bile causes a super-human quality to manifest when it is 
heated excessively, an eruption of mental acuity, passion or desire which 
“shifts” the consciousness to another level of insight: 

 
Those in whom the bile is considerable and cold become sluggish and 
stupid, while those with whom it is excessive and hot become mad, clever 
or amorous and easily moved to passion or desire, and some become more 
talkative. But many, because this heat is near to the seat of the mind, are 
affected by the diseases of madness or frenzy, which accounts for the 
Sybils, soothsayers, and all inspired persons.5 
 

Even those with “moderately heated” black bile, says Aristotle, are 
“superior to the rest of the world in many ways”,6 chiefly through their 
acute intelligence. 

Thus black bile has two effects: if excessive, it will weigh the body 
down, force the mind into the body and lead to despondency; on the other 
hand, if it is not stable it may combust and lead to outbursts of mania. The 
remedy would be to rarefy the bile with moisture derived from phlegm and 
blood, and to temper and refine it through the use of specific foods, 
remedies and healthy regimes. When harmoniously tempered, the black 
bile was seen to produce a capacity for an understanding of a particular 
kind—one more penetrating than that produced by the other three 
humours. Why would this be? We will return to this question a little later. 
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II. Divine frenzy 

It was Plato who established the spiritual potential of the “frenzied” 
condition, in suggesting that in such an altered state of consciousness it 
was possible to become a channel for the influx of divine knowledge. 
Through the observation of four contexts in which such madness 
manifested—religious ritual, poetic inspiration, erotic love and prophetic 
utterance—he transformed a pathology into a “gift of heaven”7 as it 
enabled the individual to transcend the human condition and lift his or her 
mind to the level of the gods—in effect, to “realise” their innate divine 
nature. The Platonists insisted on the distinction between this “divine-sent” 
madness which led to inspiration or ecstasy, and a derangement of mental 
faculties which was of purely human physiological or psychological 
origins and led to insanity.8 The near-identity of the words manike 
(madness) and mantike (prophetic divination) proved, for Plato, their 
common etymological origins and therefore the essential and prerequisite 
condition for both foresight and artistic genius which could never be 
derived from merely human talents:  

 
But he who, having no touch of the Muses’ madness in his soul, comes to 
the door and thinks that he will get into the temple by the help of art—he, I 
say, and his poetry are not admitted; the sane man disappears and is 
nowhere when he enters into rivalry with the madman.9 

 
This state of divine possession—the enraptured performer who was 

both man and god—was to take hold of the Renaissance imagination and 
lift the status of poetry and music to unprecedented heights; for if music 
could embody divine qualities, it could have the effect of raising the 
listener’s soul to a similar ecstatic union through sympathetic resonance.  

III. Saturn 

It became commonplace in Medieval and Renaissance literature to 
associate the planet Saturn with the melancholic humour, as if he were “to 
blame” for it.10 The correspondence between humours and planets was 
established by Arabic astrologers such as Abu’ Mashar (died 885 CE) who 
associated stars, elements, humours and colours through their analogical 
qualities, in the tradition of Neoplatonic and Hermetic magical practice. In 
the tenth century Arabic text Faithful of Basra we read: 

 
The spleen occupies the same position in the body as Saturn in the world. 
For Saturn with its rays sends forth transcendent powers which penetrate 
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into every part of the world. Through these, forms adhere to, and remain 
in, matter. Even so goes forth from the spleen the power of the black bile, 
which is cold and dry and it flows with the blood through the veins into 
every part of the body, and through it the blood coagulates and the parts 
adhere to one another.11 

 
Such correspondences formed the basis of both medical and magical 

procedures, and were based on obvious correlations between traditional 
astrological symbolism and  “literal” observation. Bile is black, cold and 
dry like the earth—Saturn, ruling matter, is also cold (being far from the 
Sun), slow in its revolutions and dark in colour. Similarly, Mars ruled the 
choleric, Jupiter the sanguine, and the Moon the phlegmatic temperaments. 
In classical astrology, as it was established by Ptolemy12 and affiliated to 
an Aristotelian natural scientific framework, planets were seen to influence 
human life causally and directly, and so we find Saturn “making” the 
individual unlucky, lonely, miserly and selfish if prominent in particular 
places in a nativity.13 Yet the Roman Saturn was originally wholly good, 
the guardian of wealth and god of farming, and it is only when we return 
to his mythological origins as the Greek Kronos that we begin to observe 
an internal ambivalence which lies at the roots of his nature.14 As the 
authors of Saturn and Melancholy observe, Kronos, in Homer and Hesiod, 
is a god of opposites; according to Homer, Kronos as father of Zeus, 
Poseidon and Hades is “great” but also “of crooked counsel”. He is the 
benevolent god of agriculture, ruler of the Golden Age, but also a gloomy, 
dethroned solitary god, “exiled beneath the earth and the flood of the 
seas”. He is the father of gods and men, but also the devourer of his own 
children.15  

 To summarise Robert Graves’ account,16 Kronos was a Titan, 
fathered by Uranus upon Mother Earth, after he had thrown his rebellious 
sons the Cyclopes into Tartarus. In revenge, Earth persuaded the Titans to 
attack their father, led by Kronos who castrated him with a flint sickle as 
he slept, throwing the genitals into the sea with his left hand. This act 
engendered the Furies, who avenge crimes of parricide and perjury. 
Kronos married his sister Rhea, but it had been prophesied by Uranus and 
Earth that one of his own sons would dethrone him. So every year he 
swallowed his children. Rhea was so enraged that she took her third son 
Zeus to Mother Earth who hid him in a cave to be brought up by nymphs, 
including the goat-nymph Amaltheia (when he became Lord of the 
Universe, Zeus set her image among the stars as Capricorn). Rhea had 
tricked Kronos by giving him a stone in swaddling clothes to swallow. 
Eventually, Zeus, Poseidon and Hades banished Kronos to Tartarus, where 
he enjoyed a “sad and thoughtful old age”. 
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The astrological Saturn preserved the sickle of Kronos in its glyph, 
along with such symbolism of the heaviness of the stone,17 the sadness, the 
old age and the father. But, in the tradition of classical astrology, the 
allegory of the myth became concretised into analogy; Manilius speaks of 
Saturn holding the fate of fathers and old men18 and those born under 
Saturn were said to display qualities of heaviness and melancholy. As the 
doctrine of the four humours developed, Saturnine people inevitably began 
to be associated with those in whom the melancholic humour was 
strongest. Yet Kronos’ old age was not only sad, but “thoughtful”. It was 
this attribute which was to become the key to the transformation of 
traditional astrological doctrine that occurred in the fifteenth century, as 
Marsilio Ficino, fervent Platonist, had no choice but to re-interpret Saturn 
in the light of his philosophical convictions. This was to have 
extraordinary consequences, both for astrology itself and for the birth of 
the Renaissance “man of genius”. 

IV. The transformation of Saturn 

In his medical/astrological treatise of 1489, Three Books on Life, Ficino 
achieves an unprecedented synthesis of the Aristotelian physiology of 
melancholy, Platonic frenzy and the astrological/mythological Saturn in a 
typical multi-levelled approach. But before looking at this in some detail, 
we need to understand why Saturn had such extraordinary resonance for 
Ficino on both personal and philosophical levels, and how he came to re-
vision the possibilities of astrological interpretation. In 1477, Ficino had 
condemned outright the astrologers of his day, accusing them—the “petty 
ogres”—of usurping God’s Providence and Justice and denying the 
freewill of mankind.19 He could see that astrology, as it survived in its 
traditional, fatalistic form, remained bound to the literal world of cause 
and effect, prey to the conjectures and false interpretations of its 
practitioners and devoid of piety or philosophical insight. Ficino, 
following Plotinus, understood the human soul to be autonomous and 
divine, able to move freely, amphibian-like, in a cosmos where every part 
connected to the whole in a complex ballet. A supreme and unified divine 
presence or ONE emanated out into creation by means of the continual 
motion of the anima mundi or world-soul, its traces in the material world 
perceived by humans not as quantifiable properties which could be 
discovered through the “human” skill of empirical investigation, but as 
“occult” qualities accessible only through the “divine” part of their own 
soul—as revelation.  
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 Plotinus speaks of a universe where the stars are signs or indications 
of divine will as it manifests throughout creation, signs which can be read 
by one who is able to “see with different eyes”—that is, poetically, 
through metaphor and symbol. Such vision, he says, depends on the 
sympathy and correspondence of all parts of the living universe with each 
other, and is of another order entirely from “cause and effect” action: 

 
The stars, as being no minor members of the heavenly system, are co-
operators contributing at once to its stately beauty and to its symbolic 
quality. Their symbolic power extends to the entire realm of sense, their 
efficacy only to what they patently do.20 
  
Plotinus observes that the powers of the stars do not lie in themselves, 

but in the ability of the human being to perceive their patterns as 
analogies: “the wise man is the man who in any one thing can read 
another”.21 They facilitate the act of divination, in that they are 
embodiments, on the level of the cosmos, of the archetypal principles 
residing in the Divine Mind itself and thus can be read as signs of a 
transcendent wisdom. This is the basis of  “esoteric” thinking, and applied 
to astrology, implies that a horoscope is not, in essence, a set of finite 
definitions, but an image of universal principles “particularised” for the 
life of an individual. As such, the individual is free to interpret them on 
whatever level she finds herself—since the soul, for Plotinus, is self-
directive.22 Each principle can be understood literally—which will appear 
like a fixed fate—or symbolically, which allows for a deeper penetration 
into its meaning. Astrology as poetic metaphor rather than natural-
scientific fact frees the imagination and allows a mirroring to take place in 
which the soul sees itself; but more than that, making the step from the 
literal to the symbolic interpretation, discerning a hidden meaning, was 
understood by Ficino as the first step towards a deeper spiritual 
understanding.23 Allegory, symbolism and metaphor had long been 
established as means to spiritual knowledge via the Christian Platonic 
visionary mysticism of Dionysius the Areopagite24, (to whom we will 
return later), and the four levels hermeneutic of medieval scriptural 
interpretation: a mode of perception which moved from the objective 
detachment of a literal fact to a sense of participation and identification of 
“knower” with the thing known—a meeting of outer and inner worlds in a 
teleological process whose ultimate end was anagogic union with God.25 
Theology for Ficino was essentially this dynamic process of 
understanding, not a statement of dogma—his “divine Plato” could point 
to deep mysteries through poetry and metaphor, and he adopted the same 
method.26 
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 Thus Saturn, for all his negative attributes in traditional astrology, 
had to contain a hidden gold, not only because all the stars revealed the 
workings of Providence as divine signs, but because Saturn was literally 
the highest of them, the nearest to the Divine Mind itself. No planet could 
be malefic for the Platonist, for whom the entire cosmos moves towards 
the Good, and increases in divine potency up through the concentric 
spheres of Moon, Mercury, Venus, Sun, Mars, Jupiter and Saturn. Beyond 
Saturn lies the realm of the fixed stars—symbolically, the divine mind—
and beyond that, the One itself. In the microcosm of the human soul, 
therefore, Saturn represents the furthest outreach of the human mind, its 
deepest connection with spiritual reality, an intelligence which borders on 
that of God. The need to work imaginatively with Saturn as a positive 
rather than a negative principle was particularly imperative for Ficino, as 
he was born with the planet prominent and strong in his nativity, on his 
Ascendant in Aquarius, and he often experienced a profound melancholy 
(see figure 1).27 In fact he had no choice: if as a philosopher he was 
impelled to discover the unity of all things in the Good through the Good, 
then he had to find the qualities in himself which would lead him there; if 
it was his melancholy temperament that led him to “penetrate to the heart 
of things”, then this temperament would have to become a gift, not a curse, 
of Saturn. He wrote to his great friend Giovanni Cavalcanti: 

 
Saturn seems to have impressed the seal of melancholy on me from the 
beginning, set, as it is, almost in the midst of my ascendant Aquarius…So 
what shall I do? I shall seek a shift; either I shall say, if you wish, that a 
nature of this kind does not issue from Saturn, or if it should be necessary 
that it does issue from Saturn, I shall, in agreement with Aristotle, say that 
this nature itself is a unique and divine gift.28 
 
From this perspective, Saturn’s “influence” would not be helpful to 

those who did not practise contemplation but led a worldly life. Ficino 
explains: 

 
The contemplating intellect—insofar as it separates itself not only from 
things we perceive but even from those things which we commonly 
imagine and which we prove about human behaviour and insofar as it 
recollects itself in emotion, in intention and in life to supra-physical 
things—exposes itself somewhat to Saturn. To this faculty alone is Saturn 
propitious. For just as the Sun is hostile to nocturnal animals, but friendly 
to the diurnal, so Saturn is hostile to those people who are either leading 
publicly an ordinary life or even to those fleeing the company of the crowd 
but not laying aside their ordinary emotions. For Saturn has relinquished 
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the ordinary life to Jupiter, but he claims for himself a life sequestered and 
divine.29 
 
Saturn has “taken over things which transcend the physical”; in this 

assertion, a new astrology was born, in which Saturn became a symbol of 
the most profound self-knowledge.30 In one of his most elegant passages 
of astrological metaphor, Ficino suggests that in the innermost sanctum of 
the Platonic Academy it is the true philosophers who will come to know 
their Saturn, “contemplating the secrets of the heavens”.31      
 
 

 
 

                                  Fig. 7-1: Ficino’s horoscope 
(19th October, 1433, Florence, 13.45 LMT)32 

      (software: Solar Fire) 

V. Black Bile and Genius 

In the first part of his Three Books on Life—De vita sana (“On a healthy 
life”)—Ficino discusses ways in which scholars prone to over-stimulation 
of the mind can lead a healthy life, in a multi-layered exploration of the 
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Saturnine principle when dominant in the human body and psyche. It is 
typical of Ficino to write on many levels simultaneously, in an attempt to 
shift the perception of the reader from a literal interpretation and open it 
up to metaphorical understanding.  

 He begins by suggesting that learned people are particularly subject 
to phlegm and black bile, due to an inactive body and over-active mind, 
for “melancholy, if it is too abundant or vehement, vexes the mind with 
continual care and frequent absurdities and unsettles the judgment”.33 The 
causes of melancholy, he continues, are threefold. Firstly, celestial, 
because both Mercury, “who invites us to investigate doctrines”, and 
Saturn, “who makes us persevere in investigating doctrines and retain 
them when discovered”, are considered astrologically to be cold and dry in 
quality therefore analogous to the melancholic nature; secondly, natural, in 
that in intensive study “the soul must draw in upon itself from external 
things to internal as from the circumference to the centre, and while it 
speculates, it must stay immovably at the very centre of man”. This is like 
the Earth itself, fixed at the centre of the cosmos, which is also analogous 
to black bile in its qualities. But study does not only force the attention 
inwards, but also upwards, since black bile “is also congruent with Saturn, 
the highest of planets”. Thirdly, the human cause derives from a drying out 
of the brain due to “frequent agitation of the mind”; the subtle and clear 
parts of the blood become used up in the restoring of spirits, and it 
becomes dense, dry and black. Digestion suffers, and lack of exercise 
results in heaviness and depression. Those who will suffer most—and no 
doubt Ficino is talking here from first-hand experience—are those who 
over-zealously “apply their mind to incorporeal truth” so that it begins to 
detach itself from the body, which becomes deadened and melancholic. 
The soul then may become so powerful that it “overreaches the body 
above what the corporeal nature can endure” and may even fly out of it.34 

Ficino continues by taking up the Aristotelian association of 
melancholy with supreme intelligence, which, he says, neither Aristotle, 
Plato nor Democritus have fully explained.35 There are two kinds of 
melancholy, the “natural” variety which is a “dense and dry part of the 
blood”, and that brought about by adustion. The latter is in turn divided 
into four kinds, originating from the combustion of the four humours, and 
can cause harm to the “wisdom and judgment” due to the mania produced 
by the action of kindling and burning. When the flaring-up of combustion 
dies down, it leaves a “foul black soot” which weighs down the body and 
leads to melancholy. So, Ficino suggests, it is the “natural” black bile 
which leads to wisdom, but only when it is not too abundant or too 
scarce—conditions which lead to dullness and instability. It must be subtle 
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and rarefied, refreshed and tempered by the moisture of phlegm, bile and 
blood. It is then easily kindled and burns longer and more vehemently, 
sustaining its power and maintaining the conditions ripe for intelligence 
and genius—in fact, Ficino suggests that the level of insight produced in 
this way conforms to Plato’s definition of divine frenzy. 

What is more, this new, refined black bile “has much the appearance 
of gold”, and in an alchemical image Ficino describes how the spirits 
distilled from this humour are more rarefied, hotter, brighter and more 
vigorous, just like the aqua vita distilled from heated wine. Their influence 
on the intelligence promotes sustained investigation and sound judgment, 
but may also lead it further, to break through into a spiritual order of 
knowledge: 

 
the soul with an instrument or incitement of this kind—which is congruent 
in a way with the centre of the cosmos, and, as I might say, collects the 
soul into its own centre—always seeks the centre of all subjects and 
penetrates to their innermost core. It is congruent, moreover, with Mercury 
and Saturn, of whom the second, the highest of planets, carries the 
investigator to the highest subjects. From this come original philosophers, 
especially when their soul, hereby called away from external movements 
and from its own body, is made in the highest degree both a neighbour to 
the divine and an instrument of the divine. As a result, it is filled from 
above with divine influences and oracles, and it always invents new and 
unaccustomed things and predicts the future.36 
 
So in the same way that the heaviness of physical black bile is a 

necessary condition for its transformation into rarefied spirit, so the 
worldly limitations and depression of Saturn must be a basis for its 
potential as intellectual concentration, for the literal or material level must 
not be abandoned, but rather re-visioned and transfigured. Alchemically, if 
sulphur as prima materia is heated to the right temperature, Mercury 
separates from it and becomes the agent of transmutation during the initial 
nigredo stage of the work. In a constant process of refining and burning 
eventually the philosopher’s stone is produced, the realisation of the unus 
mundus or conjunction of opposites in the psyche of the alchemist.37 So 
too, in the re-working of melancholy, it is the Mercurial qualities of 
intellectual insight which are sustained and fed by the burning vapours of 
the bile and which in turn penetrate its inert density. Mercury is, 
astrologically, of an airy nature, and the potent combination of air and 
earth can also be seen in the position of Ficino’s own Saturn in the air sign 
of Aquarius. Bringing Mercurial qualities to bear on Saturn could 
therefore be a way to access and free the potential for genius associated 
with Aquarius (which Saturn rules by night)38—and for Ficino there could 
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be no more powerful way of affecting and refining the heaviness of black 
bile, tempering it and harmonising it, than through invoking the airy spirit 
of music and song. Furthermore, in doing this, he was consciously 
identifying with the perennial wisdom of the ancient theologians: 

 
Hermes Trismegistus, Pythagoras and Plato tell us to calm and to cheer the 
dissonance of the sorrowful mind with the constant and harmonious lyre 
and song…I too (if I may compare the lowliest person with the greatest), 
frequently prove in myself how much the sweetness of the lyre and song 
avail against the bitterness of black bile.39 

 
This experience was to inspire an entire system of music therapy based on 
the imitation of the heavens in words and music, with the aim of engaging 
the powers of the imagination in the alchemical task of transforming the 
human soul. 

VI. The music spirit 

In the third part of his Book of Life, De vita coelitus comparanda (“On 
fitting your life to the heavens”), Ficino recommends the use of specially 
composed music and song to affect the human spirit in such a way that it 
takes on the life of the cosmic spirit through the specific qualities of the 
seven planetary spirits. Song, says Ficino, works its power through 
imitation, so when it imitates celestial qualities, it will allow a two-way 
interaction between the spirits of the performer and audience, and the 
heavens: 

 
Now the very matter of song, indeed, is altogether purer and more similar 
to the heavens than is the matter of medicine. For this too is air, hot or 
warm, still breathing and somehow living; like an animal, it is composed of 
certain parts and limbs of its own and not only possesses motion and 
displays passion but even carries meaning like a mind, so that it can be said 
to be a kind of airy and rational animal.40 
 
If the song corresponds to the stars, both in relation to the 

characteristics of the actual constellations and in respect to the imagination 
of the performer, then it will cast its power into the singer and listener, 
especially if the singer has in his or her heart “a powerful vital and animal 
spirit”. The influence will be intensified by the choosing of “a suitable 
astrological hour” to maintain a vital connection between the meaning of 
the words, the musical form and the quality of the moment. But, most 
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essential of all, is the intention of the performer: an intense desire to make 
contact with the life-giving cosmic energy which itself effects connection, 

 
For if a certain vapour and spirit directed outwards through the rays of the 
eyes or by other means can sometimes fascinate, infect, or otherwise 
influence a bystander, much more can a spirit do this, when it pours out 
from both the imagination and heart at the same time, more abundant, more 
fervent, and more apt to motion.41 
 
 Each planet will have a kind of music proper to it, which can be 

imitated in order to attract its qualities, for example the voices of Saturn 
are “slow, deep, harsh and plaintive” and the songs of Mercury “relaxed, 
gay, vigorous and complex”.42 Deliberately guarded, Ficino remarks that 
prayers will have similar power, through the combination of emotional 
affect and the “natural power” of words themselves. As a Christian priest, 
he must not be seen to be “worshipping divinities”, yet it is quite clear that 
affiliating oneself to the spirits of the stars in this way is at least religious 
in intent, and at most a thinly-disguised example of Neoplatonic theurgy 
whose rituals of invocation to cosmic deities were merely stepping stones 
in a process of the soul’s assimilation to the supreme One.43 

Now if we apply a musical analogy to the physiological distillation of 
black bile, it would surely be to bring the qualities of Mercury—
quickness, lightness, subtlety—to bear on a music which is melancholy, 
heavy, ponderous and earth-bound. We could also suggest that it is 
precisely through representing in sound the alchemical process of 
transmutation that the listener undergoes, through sympathy, a similar 
process of refining and intensifying his melancholy humour in the way 
experienced by Ficino. Hence we could conclude that melancholy music 
which reflected back to the listener his or her own earth-bound condition, 
and yet also invoked the cosmic spirit, would have immense power—the 
power to lift the consciousness of both performer and listener to a new 
level of perception, and even perhaps induce a condition of sustained 
“frenzy” in which prophetic utterance might occur.  

VII. Hermes Trismegistus 

Ficino’s legacy to Western philosophical magic was not only via his 
Neoplatonic translations, but perhaps even more influentially through his 
translation of the Corpus Hermeticum attributed to the legendary Egyptian 
sage Hermes Trismegistus. In fact the Hermetic corpus proved, for the 
Renaissance magi, an unbroken genealogy of ancient philosophers from 
which Plato himself derived his wisdom.44 As Frances Yates has 
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demonstrated, the popularity of this work in the fifteenth to seventeenth 
centuries and the influence of occult philosophy—both Hermeticism and 
Cabala—on art and literature during this period were profound.45 Hermetic 
religious philosophy provided a revelatory counterpart to the Platonic path 
of intellectual knowledge, being concerned with the direct spiritual 
initiation of the adept by his teacher. The texts translated by Ficino were in 
fact composed in the Hellenistic period and owe much to Gnostic and 
Platonic cosmology, but nevertheless they preserve an essential Egyptian 
element of experiential wisdom, portraying a transmission of spiritual 
knowledge through the induction of a “dream” consciousness which 
culminated in the rebirth of the adept.46 Indeed, that this process could be 
accomplished whilst still alive is now being considered by Egyptologists 
as a potent recapitulation of ancient initiation ritual in which the Pharoah 
underwent a ‘divinisation’ process involving a psychic journey to the 
realm of the dead.47 

The myth of the descent and ascent of the soul in Book I of the 
Corpus Hermeticum48 tells of its original, pristine condition at one with 
God, its fall to earth, embodiment, and subsequent remembering and 
desire to return. When clothed in its earthly body, the soul is as if asleep, 
forgetful of its divine origins, heavy and withdrawn—essentially in a 
condition of melancholy. Its awakening may take place through a glimpse 
of the divine (Platonically, through erotic connection with a beauty which 
is an image of divine beauty) and from there the re-ascent may begin. As 
the soul travels down through the cosmos to become mingled with Nature, 
it passes through the spheres of the seven planets, acquiring attributes from 
them. Similarly, as it returns, it passes up through the spheres, discarding 
the unnecessary qualities it no longer needs, until it becomes one with God 
once more. 

The notion of the soul trapped in an earthly body, in a vale of tears, 
gave rise to the phrase “pessimist gnosis”, which describes the intense 
despair of this condition that was nevertheless necessary to foster the seeds 
of a yearning to return, and to fuel the journey.49 The essential part played 
by emotional desire in the gaining of spiritual knowledge—the force of 
eros as described by Plato50—was emphasised in the Dionysian tradition 
of mystical ascent51 and thereby assimilated by the Sufi mystics (together 
with Platonic and Hermetic gnostic cosmology) into esoteric Islam. Henry 
Corbin points out that in this tradition the power of music lies precisely in 
its ability to arouse the full realisation of both our alienation from the 
divine and our deep sympathy with it: 

 
It is He who seeks and is sought for, He is the Lover and He is the 
Beloved. To state this identity is simply to recall the nostalgia of the 
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“Hidden Treasure” yearning to be known, the nostalgia which is the secret 
of Creation. It is with Himself that the Divine Being sympathised in 
sympathising with the sadness of His Names, with the sadness of our own 
latent existences yearning to manifest those Names, and that is the first 
source of His love for us who are “His own beings”...it is precisely therein 
that Ibn’ Arabi discerns the cause of the emotion we experience when we 
listen to music.52 

 
The metaphysics of Love and the melancholy condition of the lover 

became a dominant theme in the revival of  “occult philosophy” by poets 
and composers in Italy and England in the late sixteenth and early 
seventeenth centuries. One has only to listen to the madrigals of Claudio 
Monteverdi to glimpse the sentiments expressed by Corbin, to sense the 
arousal of a passionate connection with a dimension beyond one’s grasp. 
The many levels in which love was experienced pointed, ultimately, to a 
path of initiation in which the lover’s yearning, aroused by the physical 
presence of the beloved, would culminate in union with the divine Lover 
Himself. In Elizabethan and Jacobean England, it was the artists, poets and 
musicians who deliberately created the conditions for such a re-awakening 
of the soul to itself.  

VIII. John Dowland 

Alas there are few that find the narrow way…and those few what are they? 
Not dancers but mourners, not laughers but weepers, whose tune is 
Lachrimae, whose musicke sighes for sin, who know no other cinquapace 
but this to heaven.53 

 
The English composer John Dowland (1563-1625) is best remembered for 
his melancholy persona—semper Dowland, semper dolens (“ever 
Dowland, ever doleful”) was his motto, and the title of one of his 
compositions. Many of his lute-songs are settings of texts of the utmost 
despair, darkness and misery, where there is no life or hope left, and 
Dowland’s biographer Diana Poulton has pointed out that three of the 
most mournful texts—In Darkness let me Dwell, Mourne, Mourne Day is 
with Darkness Fled and Flow my Tears—could well stem from Dowland’s 
own hand.54 But to read these texts as merely expressions of Dowland’s 
own personal misery or his difficult “life circumstances”55, or even as 
examples of an artistic genre,56 is surely to deny the most suggestive 
Hermetic imagery of the soul alienated from its source: 

 
Flow my tears, flow from your springs 
Exiled for ever, let me mourne 
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Where night’s black bird her sad infamy sings, 
There let me live forlorne. 
 
Downe vain lights, shine you no more, 
No nights are dark enough for those  
That in despair their lost fortunes deplore 
Light doth but shame disclose. 
 
Never may my woes be relieved, 
Since pitie is fled, and tears, and sighs and groans 
My weary days of all joys have deprived. 
 
From the highest spire of contentment 
My fortune is thrown 
And fear and pain and grief 
For my deserts are my hopes since hope is gone. 
 
Hark you shadows that in darkness dwell 
Learn to contemn light 
Happy, happy, they that in hell 
Feele not the world’s despite.57 
 
Dowland was not working alone, for such dark thoughts were 

nurtured in his artistic milieu. Around Queen Elizabeth herself and her 
courtier Lucy, Countess of Bedford, esoteric circles gathered to discuss 
philosophy, including the poets Walter Raleigh, Philip Sidney, George 
Chapman, the playwright Christopher Marlowe and the magus John Dee—
and most significantly—the radical Italian Hermetic philosopher Giordano 
Bruno who joined the Sidney circle in London in the 1580s. Their 
immediate inspiration was Hermeticism, Platonism and Christian Cabala 
filtered through the Italian Renaissance, principally through the works of 
Ficino and Pico della Mirandola. I have already mentioned that a poetic 
genre arose dedicated to conveying the deeper mysteries of spiritual Love 
through its human counterpart,58 and Platonic ideas concerning the 
initiatory power of artistic forms and the nature of poetic furor were hotly 
debated.59 But the image with which they consciously identified, an image 
which infused both popular and intellectual culture, was that of 
melancholy and darkness. Some say they adopted the name “School of the 
Night” (following an allusion by Shakespeare),60 but whether a formal 
school or not, they certainly created a milieu for the artistic representation 
of the despair and hopelessness of the soul trapped in the material world, 
exalting the veiled mysteries and inward truths of the night over the 
rational clarity of the day.  
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We may turn to Dionysius and Sufism again for a deeper 
metaphysical insight into the “divine darkness” of negative theology, a 
darkness which symbolises the utter incomprehensibility of God, and 
which can only be described in paradox as “the dazzling obscurity of the 
secret Silence” where the mysteries of theology “outshine all brilliance 
with the intensity of their darkness”.61 This “superessential Radiance of 
the Divine Darkness”62 is the dwelling place of the One, and can only be 
reached through the realisation of utter emptiness, nothingness, and the 
suspension of all thought processes.63  More luminous than the day, this 
“black light”64 is not to be identified with the density or darkness of 
“common” ignorance. As Arthur Versluis explains:  
 

Unknowing, or agnosia, is not ignorance or nescience as ordinarily 
understood, but rather the realization that no finite knowledge can fully 
know the infinite One, and that therefore it is only truly to be approached 
by agnosia, or by that which is beyond and above knowledge. There are 
two main kinds of darkness: the subdarkness and the super-darkness, 
between which lies, as it were, an octave of light. But the nether-darkness 
and the Divine Darkness are not the same darkness, for the former is 
absence of light, while the latter is excess of light. The one symbolizes 
mere ignorance, and the other a transcendent unknowing—a 
superknowledge not obtained by means of the discursive reason.65 
 
There are obvious parallels here with the two faces of Saturn: the 

obtuse harshness of material reality obscuring the superior power of an 
inner vision which turns the world upside down and “sees through” the 
veil of appearances. The “unconscious” Saturn—the alchemical nigredo—
is “Darkness that is only Darkness, a darkness that refuses Light and is 
demonic, thick and heavy in the extremity of its distance from the 
Light”66—the darkness of the last verse of Dowland’s Lachrimae text; 
whereas Ficino’s Saturnine gold is the “luminous Night”, the “Black Light 
of Divine Night”67 which dawns on the soul as it sees itself through the 
mirror of art—that is, the power of the symbolic imagination. Versluis’ 
musical analogy suggests that the journey from melancholy to 
enlightenment can begin through an opening of the senses to the 
“sounding” of light, that music can in some way become a vehicle for the 
turning of the darkness into light. As Plato put it, it is through the gifts of 
sight and hearing that the soul may harmonise itself with the cosmos.68 

Frances Yates has shown how George Chapman’s poem The Shadow 
of Night (1594) evokes a melancholy humour as a path to such knowledge, 
and mentions a letter preceding the poem in which Chapman would seem 
to allude directly to Ficino’s alchemical astrology; the group of elite 
noblemen are pursuing their occult studies, says Chapman, “with the 
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winged sandals of Mercury” and “girt with Saturn’s adamantine sword”.69 
They would have been fully aware that the mirroring of human 
estrangement and longing, the evocation of the “luminous Night” in poetic 
and musical images, provided the very means by which the soul could free 
itself—for it is a function of poetic image to sever attachment to material 
constraints and illuminate the inaccessible, providing a vehicle through 
which the senses may perceive intimations of transcendent levels of being. 
As another example, the poet Henry Vaughan (1622-95) takes us straight 
back to Dionysius with his “deep but dazzling darkness” of God, 
exclaiming “O for that Night! Where I in Him might live invisible and 
dim!”.70  

There is no concrete evidence of Dowland’s association with the 
School of the Night, or of his own philosophical interests, but he was 
working in an artistic milieu permeated by esoteric ideas. Christian Cabala 
and its incorporation into the new movement of Rosicrucianism was 
finding fertile soil for growth on the continent; Anthony Rooley has 
pointed out that Dowland was in France from 1580-86 where the 
academies were actively promoting Platonic philosophy through the arts, 
and his patrons the Duke of Brunswick, King Christian IV of Denmark 
and Moritz, Landgrave of Hessen-Kassel were all seriously engaged with 
Hermetic ideas. The latter was at the centre of an alchemical circle at 
Kassel where Dowland was employed in 1595.71 Whilst in England 
Dowland certainly knew William Shakespeare, whose The Tempest has 
been called “almost a Rosicrucian manifesto”,72 and Dowland’s friend 
Henry Peacham may have been alluding to certain occult interests in a 
poem dedicated to the musician: 

 
Heere, Philomel, in silence sits alone, 
In depth of winter, on the bared brier, 
Whereas the Rose, had once her beautie showen; 
Which Lordes, and Ladies, did so much desire: 
But fruitless now, in winters frost and snow, 
It doth despis’d and unregarded grow.73 
 
Certainly the emblem of the Rose was a common one, and poets 

delighted in using such metaphors for underlying moral purposes. 
Dowland’s preoccupation with melancholy can also be seen in this light, 
for in adopting the personal emblem of a tear, he created a formal vehicle 
for his art, a symbolic device which could resonate on many different 
levels.74 In this way lute-song texts of the period served the same purpose 
as the popular Emblem Books, which consisted of pithy, epigrammatic 
poems illustrated by woodcuts designed to teach a moral lesson through 
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allegorical representation.75 But, whatever its religious or even Hermetic 
associations, Dowland’s musical emblem of Lachrimae was a powerful 
one. He was a renowned lutenist, and there could be no instrument more 
obviously tear-shaped than a lute; furthermore, the tear, whilst indicating 
grief, also has a cleansing and healing property, and Dowland alludes to 
this ambivalence in his dedication of Lachrimae or Seven Teares to Queen 
Anne: 

 
...and though the title does promise tears, unfit guests in these joyfull 
times, yet no doubt pleasant are the teares which Musicke weepes, neither 
are teares shed always in sorrowe, but sometime in joy and gladness. 
Vouchsafe then (worthy Goddesse) your Gracious protection to these 
showers of Harmonie, least if you frowne on them, they bee 
Metamorphosed into true teares.76 

 
A sentiment re-iterated seventeen years later by Robert Burton in his 

Anatomy of Melancholy, a vast compendium of melancholic physiology 
and psychology: 

 
Many men are melancholy by hearing music, but it is a pleasing 
melancholy that it causeth; and therefore to such as are discontent, in woe, 
fear, sorrow or dejected, it is a most present remedy; it expels cares, alters 
their grieved minds, and easeth in an instant.77 
 
The emblem of the tear was given exquisite musical form by Dowland 

in the motif of the falling fourth set to the rhythm of a dotted minim 
followed by two quavers and a minim, suggestive of its welling up and 
overflowing:78   

 
The phrase then continues with another falling fourth, from c to g sharp, as 
if to restate more emphatically this “moderate and seemingly human 
discord” as Ficino describes it.79 The number four carries with it the 
significance, in the Pythagorean number symbolism which underlies 
esoteric thought, of the manifested material world.80 It is also the mid-
point of the seven stages of descent and return of the Hermetic journey, the 
place occupied by man in his straddling the two realms of nature and 
divinity. The fourth carries a melancholy quality, neither fully concordant 
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nor dissonant, seeking a resolution into the strength and security of the 
perfect fifth, and its descending motion is a powerful symbolic evocation 
of a “fall from grace” into earthly existence.81 Dowland used this theme 
first of all in his lute solo, Lachrimae, before re-working it as a lute-song 
with the Flow my tears text; it was to be taken up by many of his 
contemporaries and interwoven into their own compositions as well as 
alluded to by writers and poets.82 A popular “catch-tune”, it became a 
vehicle for the most emotionally intense and extraordinarily complex 
unfolding of musical melancholy ever composed, in Dowland’s set of 
seven pavans for five viols and lute, Lachrimae or Seven Teares of 1604.83   

 It would seem impossible to ignore a Hermetic programme 
underlying this work, which on a more exoteric level owes much of the 
rhetorical subtlety of its musical gesture to the innovations in Italy at the 
time—in particular the madrigalian school of Luca Marenzio and the 
nuove musiche of the Florentine Camerata—whose declamatory style, in 
service to the arousal of specific emotions through the nuances of musical 
language, deliberately revived the ancient Greek ideal of musical ethos.84 
It consists of a series of seven “passionate” pavans, (each having three 
repeated sections), which represent seven stages or conditions of weeping, 
with emblematic Latin titles: Lachrimae antiquae; Lachrimae antiquae 
novae; Lachrimae gemente; Lachrimae tristes; Lachrimae coactae; 
Lachrimae amantis; Lachrimae verae. These can be translated as: Ancient 
tears; Ancient tears renewed; Groaning tears; Sad tears; Compelled or 
Forced tears; Tears of the lover and True tears. Can we not see here the 
fall, initiation and return of the soul through the lens of pessimist gnosis? 
At first at one with God, the soul is “renewed” in the act of incarnation; as 
it falls to earth it groans with despair, and becomes immersed in its 
unhappy condition. But it awakes, and begins to be compelled towards a 
movement away from its immersion in matter, through the yearning of 
Love, which eventually leads it back to Truth.  

There are also interesting resonances to be found with the three phases 
on the path to God in Sufi tradition. Sara Sviri recounts the writings of Al-
Hallaj who describes the states of effort, “passive purification” and 
Oneness in a way which corresponds closely to our Hermetic 
interpretation of Coactae, Amantis and Verae.85 Coactae, in the literal 
sense of meaning forced or compelled, has always been rather an enigma 
for students of Lachrimae, in that it is unclear exactly what this means in 
relation to tears. Peter Holman suggests they are the “insincere tears” or 
even “crocodile tears” of the revenger or malcontent,86 an interpretation 
which does not accord with any underlying spiritual programme. More 
relevant, perhaps, is the Sufi state of “effort”, where the disciple is 
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constrained or “forced into a situation without any freedom of choice on 
his part”. He must make enormous efforts to attain God, but reaches a 
point where he realises that all these are futile, and that he must let go of 
his will, and surrender to Love.87 Thus follows the phase of Grace, where 
“the one who desires becomes God’s desire” and finally that of divine 
union, “an immutable state of being, a centered point of stillness where 
fluctuation ceases, where the “impulsive self” becomes the “serene self”.88 
Can one really dismiss as improbable the associations here with the forced, 
the lover’s and the true tears of Dowland’s work?  

There is a hypnotic quality to the repetition of the Lachrimae theme 
which acts on the mind as a constant reference point as it is re-worked 
inventively in different ways and Dowland captures, in the very texture of 
the music, the qualities of each stage through his use of musical space and 
resolving dissonance. Those familiar with the lute-song would be able to 
hear the words in their imagination as they listened to the first pavan, 
Lachrimae antiquae, which would then be present like a mantra, gradually 
revealing a deeper meaning through the ever more subtle re-working of the 
theme. The third pavan, Gementes, literally appears to groan with its 
repeated falling intervals; the fourth pavan, Tristes, is the most dense and 
melancholic, complex and earth-bound, whereas the fifth, Coactae, carries 
more movement, the beginnings of active intention (or wilful effort?) and 
change of direction. In the final two pavans, the texture becomes more 
translucent and ethereal, the rising themes in Amantis representing the 
active force of eros,89 and Verae ending with an evocation of eternity in 
which the music seems suspended in time: “complete receptivity, complete 
fluidity, complete transparency”.90 At the very end, the lachrimae theme 
“turns upside down” and rises a fourth, symbolising the complete reversal 
of the human condition from “falling into matter” to reunion with 
transcendent being.  

It is important to note that Dowland deliberately called these pavans 
“passionate”, a word which we have already encountered in reference to 
the heartfelt longings of the Sufi mystics, and which suggests both 
suffering and intense emotion or desire; this music is not for merely 
cerebral or aesthetic appreciation.91 One is reminded of Ficino’s insistence 
that only songs which are full of emotion and “affect”, that imitate the 
“intentions and passions of the [human] soul” can attract the sympathies of 
the cosmic soul.92 I would suggest again that they are passionate in the 
most fervent religious sense, in the intensely personal context of heartfelt 
prayer. The music is inward, private, certainly not intended for public 
display, but encouraging a focussed concentration more akin to 
participation in a ritual. Again we can use the words of Corbin to articulate 
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the evocation of connection deeply implicit in these pieces, a sense of the 
fragility of the human condition and longing for its spiritual fulfilment 
which lies at the Hermetic roots of Islamic mysticism:  

 
Ibn’Arabi’s method of theophanic prayer [is a] prayer which draws its 
inspiration from a God whose secret is sadness, nostalgia, aspiration to 
know Himself in the beings who manifest his Being. A passionate God, 
because it is in the passion that his fedele d’amore feels for him, in the 
theophany of his fedele, that He is revealed to Himself.93 

       
Or, in the language of the Neoplatonic magi, Dowland’s music can be 

seen as theurgic in the sense of creating the conditions for the sympathetic 
resonance of macrocosm and microcosm—the soul of the world and the 
soul of the human being. Certainly Lachrimae demands engagement from 
the heart of both player and listener, a passion given containment and 
direction by the formal musical structure and sustained by the very quality 
of the sound—for perhaps the most striking characteristic of these pieces 
lies in the combination of the instruments. The five viols produce a texture 
which is intense and unremitting, sonorous, heavy and earthy—analogous 
to black bile and the qualities of Saturn. The pitch range of instruments 
(treble, two tenors, two basses)94 is a microcosm in itself, corresponding to 
the threefold Platonic intellect, imagination and sense, or heaven, cosmos 
and earth. If we were to hear these instruments alone, it would be difficult 
not to remain in the forgetful, if intoxicating, condition of self-indulgent 
melancholy. But with a stroke of genius, Dowland adds a lute to the 
texture, whose quality is predominantly airy, transparent and ethereal. 
There could be no better illustration of Ficino’s “slow, deep, harsh and 
plaintive” sounds of Saturn, penetrated by the “relaxed, gay, vigorous and 
complex” music of Mercury: for the lute part weaves a continual 
commentary, uniting all five parts at once; penetrating to the core of the 
texture yet also binding it, infusing it with air, transmuting the prima 
materia of the viols and distilling its intensity. In this way, the music 
embodies the immense sadness of human life and yet simultaneously the 
possibility of another order of existence, inducing the “divine discontent” 
which Plato describes as the necessary condition for the wings of the soul 
to grow.95 It is as if the lute, as Mercury, tempers the melancholy humour 
of the viols and allows it to burn more powerfully and steadily, as Ficino 
described—a process demonstrated at the close of the last pavan where the 
viols remain suspended and motionless like a halo whilst the moving lute 
part performs the “active” alchemical operation, drawing the attention 
inwards towards the centre. 
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The number seven, numerologically, is deeply significant in terms of 
evoking the unfolding of a cosmological principle: for example, the 
sevenfold cycle of Saturn,96 the seven planetary spheres and the seven 
notes of the musical octave. In the same way, these pavans unfold 
musically, each stage containing the potential qualities of, and leading 
inevitably to, the next. We could suggest that whilst the tear embodies 
human melancholy, the music provides the image or container within 
which that melancholy may become gradually transformed or reworked 
into the realisation of a divine will. Thus Lachrimae works on all levels—
sense perception, emotion, symbolic imagination and spiritual surrender. 

Might it be possible that Dowland knew, either at first or second-
hand, the work of Ficino or Agrippa on the power of melancholy to induce 
divination and prophecy? Had he read the Hermetic texts, or come into 
contact with Sufi mysticism?97 Or does it matter? Lachrimae or Seven 
Teares is unique in the repertoire in terms of its length (around half an 
hour) and instrumentation; it deliberately cultivates a “hidden” meaning 
under the guise of an artistic genre and moreover its repetitive and 
rhythmic structure seems purposefully designed to induce the altered state 
of consciousness prerequisite for Hermetic initiation. It is as though—
whatever Dowland’s intentions—the music itself is the catalyst which 
allows the soul to awake from its dark night and strive to return. Through 
the juxtaposition of extreme beauty and extreme melancholy an almost 
unbearable tension of opposites is constellated—like the alchemical 
burning within the alembic—which can only result in the breaking through 
of a new order of insight. I would even suggest that in this work, Dowland 
has forged a musical crucible in which the unus mundus of the alchemists 
may be glimpsed, the gnosis of the philosophers tasted. Whether he 
intended this or not is perhaps not even important. For those on a spiritual 
path, the symbolism of music such as this will be self-evident, because it 
will resonate with inner experience. For those who do not sympathise with 
this “way”, such meanings will appear opaque and without foundation, if 
not fantastic and irrelevant. The “truth” is surely not to be found in the 
historical facts, the musicological analysis, the literary sources or the 
artistic genres, but in what is revealed to the soul of the listener. 

To end, here are some further thoughts of Cornelius Agrippa, who 
carried the practical magic of Ficino so influentially into the sixteenth 
century. He developed the taxonomy of melancholy into a three-fold 
process, describing the melancholy power as attracting three kinds of 
daemons: firstly, daemons which carry the mind into the imagination, 
resulting in artistic gifts; secondly, those which turn the mind to the 
reason, bestowing a profound human wisdom; and, thirdly, those which 
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elevate the mind to the intellectual understanding, where it may know the 
“secrets of divine things” through “supernatural divination”.98 Dowland 
may have been plagued with black bile and weighed down by the world, 
but he was also inspired by the daemons of the imagination. Might we not 
consider the possibility that, in unspoken collaboration with Hermes 
Trismegistus, he is able to lead his listeners—those who have ears to 
hear—even further, to the place where the power of melancholy is fulfilled 
in the soul’s gift of divination, which is also the place of its divinisation?   
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CHAPTER EIGHT 

FOUR FACES OF APOLLO: DIVINATION, MUSIC, 
COSMOLOGY AND HEALING IN BEN JONSON’S 

MASQUE OF AUGURS (1622)1 

ANTHONY W. JOHNSON 

 
 
 

Behold, who comes! far-shooting Phoebus, 
That can both hurt and heale; and with his voice 
Rear Townes, and make societies rejoice; 
That taught the Muses all their harmonie, 
And men the tunefull Art of Augurie.2 
 

On Twelfth Night 1622, the playwright Ben Jonson and architect Inigo 
Jones—combining forces with the celebrated musicians Alfonso 
Ferrabosco II and Nicholas Lanier—staged The Masque of Augurs for the 
inauguration of Jones’s new Whitehall Banqueting House. On the political 
level, as I have argued elsewhere, the masque addresses the agon of a 
monarch (James I) who had been compromised between an allegiance to 
the Protestant Palatinate and the diplomatic necessities of a Catholic 
alliance. (On a personal level the problem had been compounded by the 
fact that James’s daughter, Elizabeth, was the co-ruler of the Palatinate 
while the Catholic alliance involved marrying his son, Prince Charles, to 
Donna Maria, the Infanta of Spain).3 In the present essay, however, my 
aim is to push a little further into what Jonson would have called the 
“more remou’d mysteries” of this little-understood work;4 “mysteries” in 
which—guided by the figure of Apollo—the topics of divination, music, 
cosmology and healing are foregrounded so clearly. Beginning with a 
reconsideration of the entertainment’s curious mixture of Roman augury 
and Greek divinatory practice, my study will attempt to resolve the 
apparent incongruities in the blending of these two traditions (which take 
their bearings in opposite directions) by factoring in the different 
orientations of the audience and participants within the Banqueting Hall. 
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From here it turns to a direct consideration of music and dance in both the 
performance and the fable of the masque. Extending earlier research on 
how both Jonson and Jones made use of musical, neoplatonic and 
Vitruvian number theory (embodying their cosmologies, on occasion, in 
the numerical structures of the works themselves), I will argue that the 
formal structure of The Masque of Augurs endeavours to reconcile 
traditional number theory with the new cosmic geometry that Johannes 
Kepler had presented to James I in his Harmonice mundi (1619).5 Finally, 
I will close by attempting to approach the visionary nature and resonance 
of The Masque of Augurs “with different eyes”: noting its therapeutic 
function and assessing the implications of its combination of Keplerian 
cosmology with classical divination and contemporary musical practice in 
an augural act that is finely tuned to the different belief systems available 
in early seventeenth-century Britain. It may be most useful to begin, 
however, by briefly placing the entertainment within its historical setting.       

I. Background 

For those of an astrological disposition, the immediate origins of events 
leading to The Masque of Augurs may, perhaps, be traced back as far as 
November 1618: the month in which a blazing “star” appeared, harbinging 
the sectarian conflict in Bohemia and the Palatinate that was eventually to 
develop into the Thirty Years’ War. Never one to be swayed by portents, 
James I initially made light of the event, quipping in grand superlunary 
style to his slightly apprehensive court that the comet signified “nothing 
else but Venus with a fire-brand in her arse”. In private, however, he was 
not so confident. Fearing that the phenomenon may have forecast not only 
the burgeoning war but also the fall of the Stuarts, he consulted a 
Cambridge mathematician for any interpretations he might care to offer.6 
James, indeed, had ample cause for worry. From 1619 onwards, events on 
the continent had begun to impact deeply on British foreign policy, 
catching him in something of a cleft stick. His fiercely Protestant son-in-
law Frederick (married to his daughter Elizabeth) was, after all, the Elector 
Palatine. And although James had opposed the pair when they accepted the 
crowns of Bohemia, in James’s eyes justifiably invoking the Catholic 
wrath of the Habsburgs, things had started to go too far when the Royal 
couple were ousted not only from Bohemia, but also from their Palatine 
territories. Closer to home, he had other troubles. For as Per Palme has 
pointed out in his classic study of the Whitehall Banqueting House, the 
comet was (retrospectively) taken by many to presage not only the razing 
of the previous Banqueting House to the ground in a freak fire but also the 
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death of Anne, James’s Catholic Queen.7 (That they made this latter 
association is hardly surprising when it is remembered that the comet 
actually appeared over London on the morning of her forty-fourth 
birthday). 

As a moderate Calvinist, James did not necessarily acquiesce in the 
view that these signs connoted long-term doom. In his elegy for the 
Queen, for instance, the juxtaposition of the omen and its consequence 
imbued the double-edged dealings of fate with an almost tender inflection. 
“Thee to inuite the great God sent His starre”, he had written, “whose 
friends and nearest kinne good princes are”.8 And in another poem of the 
period he made it clear that comets could have positive results. In this it 
may be more than a coincidence that James’s reading of events chimed 
with that of John Bainbridge, one of the leading prognosticators of the 
time. For Bainbridge was a proto-scientist, one of the earliest English 
Keplerians, and his book on the comet (dedicated to King James) was to 
become instrumental in his promotion to the Savilian Chair of Astronomy 
in Oxford as its first Professor.9  In his younger days, James had written 
extremely critically about the excesses of astrology, especially in Book I, 
Chapter iv of his Daemonologie (Edinburgh, 1597). But nevertheless, he 
was not at odds with the reformed astrology propagated by the new 
astronomers such as Tycho Brahe and Kepler.10 Indeed, Brahe had been 
something of a hero to James, who had visited him at his observatory in 
Hveen (Uraniborg) on March 20th 1590, complementing him in an 
apparently spontaneous Latin rhyme: 

  
Qua temere est ausus Phaeton vel praestat Apollo 
Qui regit ignivomos AEthere anhelus equos. 
Plus Tycho, cuncta astra regis; tibi cedit Apollo 
Chorus & Uraniae es hospes, alumnus, amor. 
 

which he “Englyshed” later as: 
  

What foolish Phaëton did presume in pride 
Yea more what great Apollo takes in hand 
Who does the course of glistering Phoebus guide 
Thou does performe that rules each firie brand 
Then greater art thou then Apollo cleare 
As thy Vranias eldest fostre deare.11 

 
Over the course of time, Brahe became the recipient of three laudatory 

poems penned by the King himself, while Kepler—whose deep admiration 
for James and his pacific policies had inspired his dedication to the 
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Harmonice mundi (1619)—was actively invited by James to come to 
England in 1619.12 Kepler (and, with him, Bainbridge) had led the way 
towards the idea that certain types of divinatory practice need not be 
incommensurable with Protestant thought. In fact, Bainbridge’s 
Astronomicall Description of the late Comet from the 18. of November to 
the 16. of December (London, 1618;  rpt. 1619) took great pains to 
separate out its carefully monitored observations from those of common 
astrologers. Despite this, Bainbridge was not shy to affirm that the five 
comets which had appeared over the ten years in which Luther was 
preaching were signs of God’s approval.13 Turning his attentions in 1619 
to more recent events, Bainbridge came to the conclusion that the latest 
comet’s “Emblemated motion is to great Britaines Maiestie, and 
Monarchie, Signum fælix, faustum, & fortunatum”.14 In the light of such a 
background it may be understandable that Palme, viewing James’s 
diplomacy through Bainbridge’s eyes, has argued that the King’s long-
term interpretation of these celestial occurrences may have been very 
positive. For the star had: 

 
…appeared in Libra, thus foreshadowing the “euen poysing balance” of 
King James’s appeasement policy in a world at war and it touched Astrea, 
the maiden star…Its circumfiration, as it passed from Germany to Spain 
and from Spain to England, was no less prophetic. A war was on, and the 
coffer was empty, but the King now clearly perceived the road to Peace 
and Plenty: the Spanish Match.15 

 
From Palme’s point of view, then, the building of Jones’s Banqueting 
House and the staging of The Masque of Augurs in 1622 were, literally, 
part of an inaugural act, aimed at completing the first part of a plan to 
promote diplomacy, negotiation and marital alliance, rather than martial 
force, to secure European peace. The masque, attended by the Spanish 
ambassador as well as the King and his court, accordingly featured set 
dances by Prince Charles and his faction (disguised as augurs). Preceded 
by an antimasque which jibed at those who clung to the past—the darkness 
of ignorance, the labyrinth of error, Rosicrucian illusions of a Protestant 
triumph in Bohemia—the main masque looked to the future, anticipating 
an Apollonian rule of light and hope on the home front: a fruitful marriage, 
peace, and the longevity of the King. 

II. Apollo’s first face: Divination 

Ben Jonson was no stranger to divination. In 1619—in party mode—he 
told the Scottish poet Drummond of Hawthornden that he “can set 
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Horoscopes, but trusts not jn ym” and confessed that when he had been 
younger he had arranged for a lady to meet up with an “old Astrologer” in 
the suburbs and had turned up himself in that role, appearing in a little 
room at the top of a ladder, illuminated by the dim flame of a candle and 
wearing a long gown and a white beard.16 As with his dealings with 
alchemy, Jonson tempered his deep reading in the subject with an 
approach that was robust and sceptical (and he was ever on the lookout for 
charlatanism). But this does not mean to say that he had dismissed the 
whole subject. For he, too, was capable of seeing the world with different 
eyes. And it was to Drummond that Jonson revealed the dark and prescient 
vision he had seen of the death of his son, who had perished in a time of 
plague while he was away in the country.17  

In the year before The Masque of Augurs, Jonson had again examined 
the topic of foresight, this time in his entertainment The Gypsies 
Metamorphos’d, which had proved so popular that it had to be performed 
on three separate occasions.18 Because it hinged on Gypsies telling the 
fortunes of the King and his courtiers, and because courtly attendance 
varied according to the venue in which it was presented, Jonson ended up 
by writing new speeches for every performance, much to the delight of all 
concerned. But in spite of the canting language Jonson devises for his 
Gypsies, the text is not flippant so much as richly allusive, leading its 
audience through Pythagorean divination (popularised by Agrippa), the 
Arab palmistry of “Alchindus” (popularised by Pico della Mirandola), and 
the subtleties of Chiromancy in general.19 Although, too, James’s fortune 
is told lightly, it is not without some degree of seriousness. In Jonson’s 
text, the monarch is praised for his attempt to reconcile “All Christian 
differences”, for trying (through marital alliance) to prevent conflict, and 
for seeking to “worke” his own fortune amid warring factions “By peace, 
and not by humaine slaughters”.20 In keeping with this motif, Prince 
Charles and the Infanta are envisioned producing children who play 
betwixt their “Grandsires knees”. The King was so affected by the 
performance that—as John Chamberlain noted on August 28th 1621—he 
penned “a wish or votum for the felicitie and fruitfulness of that virtuous 
and blessed couple, and in way of Amen caused the bishop of London to 
geue them a benediction”.21 After such a success, it may be understandable 
that Jonson should have continued the exploration of divination in his 
masques. But it is equally comprehensible that—for the consecration of 
monarchic power in the neoclassical setting of the Whitehall Banqueting 
House—he should have chosen to ground The Masque of Augurs in the 
rituals of classical antiquity rather than those of the contemporary world.    
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Jonson’s augural conceit in this work is a subject which has been little 
discussed and even less understood. In terms of his source materials, his 
notes accompanying the printed Folio of the text demonstrate that, in order 
to amass the information to structure his fable, he had consulted a wide 
range of materials. The most significant intertexts that Jonson has in mind 
are from Cicero’s De divinatione as well as key augural allusions in Virgil, 
Horace, Ovid, Homer, and the Homeric Hymns. The latter provide the 
earliest references to the Pythian Apollo associated with the Delphic 
Oracle (a pre-augural prophetic resonance which Virgil, Horace, and Ovid 
also take up); while Homer’s Apollo (with his shining bow) is mentioned 
in his role as the disseminator of light, and Ovid’s Apollo as the creator of 
the lyre and harmonious instrumental music. For the purposes of the 
masque, Cicero’s treatise was especially important and might have had a 
double value. Firstly, it would have offered an unsurpassed archive of 
divinational lore which Jonson was free to plunder for ideas. And 
secondly, although Cicero was himself an augur, Part II of the work 
delivers a devastating refutation of the divinational principles which have 
been presented by Cicero’s brother Quintus in the opening section. 
Cicero’s bottom line—that augury was, at least, a politically expedient tool 
for Government—may therefore have served as a buffer zone for Jonson 
in his presentation of the topic before an audience which included a 
Calvinist King and Spanish Catholics.22    

In Jonson’s annotations these primary source materials, as was 
demonstrated long ago by Ernest Talbert, were supported by the 
Renaissance encyclopaedias of Éstienne, Stephanus, and others: works 
which sometimes supplied as many errors as they did insights.23 As Jonson 
is almost alone among English Renaissance practitioners in giving 
background references for the allusions in his masques, it may be worth 
pausing to consider the motivations behind this practice. In the first decade 
of the seventeenth century for the Masque of Queenes, for example, it is 
clear that Jonson’s notes were made at the request of Queen Anne herself, 
apparently for the edification of Henry, her eldest son, and the fact that 
when he unexpectedly died in 1612, the annotations to the masque being 
written up at the time were also perfunctorily broken off supports such a 
hypothesis. By 1622, with the new heir apparent as leader of the Augurs, it 
would seem that the resumption of this practice—rather than constituting, 
as Talbert implies, a display of prosthetic erudition—may in fact have 
been to catch the eye of the man who was to have the greatest power of 
benefice (or its suppression) in the closing years of Jonson’s career.  

On the evening of January 6th 1622, then, after the King and his court 
had been entertained with their antimasque—which had included a 
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performance of dancing bears followed by the perplexed prancings of a 
group of deformed pilgrims—the masque proper began (see figure 8-1, 
below): 
 

 
 

Fig. 8-1: Apollo descends 
 
After the stage had opened (in a blaze of light that would have contrasted 
with the relative darkness of the antimasque), Apollo descended, singing, 
in a cloud from the heavens. This Apollo came not only as “far-shooting 
Phoebus” and the god of healing and music, but also as the being who 
taught men “the tunefull Art of Augurie”.24 Calling up his children—
Linus, Orpheus, Branchus, Idmon and Phoemonoë—from their resting-
places in the earth, he proceeded to introduce them to the seated King. 
Then, summoning his “Colledge” of augurs (headed by Prince Charles) 
from the stage onto the dance-floor, Apollo (aided by his chorus of 
mellifluous progeny) began to divine the meaning of their dances. 
Presumably, the question of “Which way, and whence the lightning flew... 
how it burned, bright, and blew”,25 or even the possibility that the gestures 
played out an allusion to the comet of 1618,26 are issues which were raised 
by the opening dance of the torchbearers who accompanied Prince Charles 
and his aristocratic friends. The flight of the dove, the heron, or the owl, 
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on the other hand, were figured by the dance of the members of the 
augural college. But in both cases—as Apollo and his children made 
clear—the “Signes” were “luckie all”, the “Auspicie” remained “good”,27 
and the masque closed with an affirmative vision of a James who will live 
to see grandchildren (the offspring of Charles and the Infanta), and who 
receives the blessing of Jove as Apollo returns to his place among the 
Senate of the Gods.  

However, despite the learned background to the invocation of augury 
in Jonson’s text, with its flights of propitious birds, lightning and other 
signs—each underpinned by the copious marginal notes in the Folio—
anyone approaching the entertainment with the expectation of finding an 
exact archaeological reconstitution of Roman augural ritual is in for 
something of a disappointment. From a strictly Roman point of view, the 
Greek expression ornithomanteia,28 which Jonson uses to describe the 
augurs, is not a word that they would have used themselves.29 And much 
the same may be said of Jonson’s invocation of the Etruscan haruspices,30 
who certainly did not belong to Roman State religion and, in fact, had 
been famously sent packing from the Senate by the augur Tiberius 
Gracchus when they were felt to have been meddling too much in Roman 
affairs.31 Likewise, Jonson does not seem to make a clear distinction 
between augurium and auspicium. Technically, the augurs inaugurated 
places and priests while the auspices were a part of the ceremony. On the 
other hand, the taking of auspices (which remained the responsibility of 
one individual rather than the whole college imagined in the masque), was 
the task of the Roman magistrates rather than the augurs themselves. A 
similarly slippery issue is that, although for the Romans Apollo is the God 
of prophecy, the augurs were interpretes Iovis, looking to Jupiter, who was 
in charge of the auguria. Hence, on an initial reading of the masque from a 
Roman perspective, Jonson’s Apollonian emphasis may appear a little 
misplaced. Finally, in the entertainment, Greek divinational practices 
(which took their bearings from the North) seem to be intermixed with 
those of the Romans (which took their bearing from the South). What, we 
might well ask, is the nature of the inaugural act being depicted here? 

One route towards a tentative answer might be provided by a 
consideration of the ritual’s setting within the actual building being 
inaugurated. For when we pay closer attention to the axes of divination 
through the four regions of the celestial templum, intersected by what 
Jonson—taking his terminology from land-surveying—terms “cardo” for 
the North/South axis and “limes decumanus” for the East/West axis,32 a 
striking clarity presents itself. In the masquing Hall, King James was 
seated on the northern side of the stage and the dancing area. Hence, with 
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respect to his place as a participant in the drama of the masque, he may be 
seen to occupy the Roman position. By contrast, as one of Jones’s 
preliminary sketches suggests, the world of the masquing stage is presided 
over by a Senate of the Gods, comprising, as Jones seems to indicate in 
another, more detailed, drawing, the figures of Zeus and Hera, Pallas 
Athene, Eros and Hermes.33 It is from these that Apollo descends in order 
to initiate the events of the masque proper, and to them that he returns at 
the conclusion of the festivities. Facing North and diametrically opposite 
the point where James is enthroned on his halpace, these Gods survey the 
augural events figured on the dance floor from a Grecian perspective. 
Sandwiched between the Greek and Roman perspectives are the College of 
Augurs themselves (headed by Prince Charles) along with their torch-
bearers. As the traditional Roman position of the auspicant reading the 
signs is facing the East, it makes sense that, having addressed King James 
from the dance floor, Apollo and his entourage should then progress to the 
Western side of the Banqueting Hall and turn their backs to the wall, in 
order to interpret the dance of the Augural College. In brief, then, it would 
seem that, with respect to divinatory ritual, the real co-ordinates of the new 
building and the fictive geography of the masque are matched in a solution 
which elegantly balances Greek and Roman practices (see figures 8-2 and 
8-3, below): 
 

  
 

Fig. 8-2: Divinational Scheme for the Augurs’ Dance 
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It is a solution which aptly fits the rationalism of an entertainment devoted 
to Apollo. 

Behind the apparent complexity of Jonson’s divinatory ritual we may 
also begin to discern a very simple idea: namely, that Apollonian augury is 
musical in its operation; enacted through dance; and interpreted through 
the mediation of song. The set-pieces performed by Prince Charles, his 
attendant companions, and the torch-bearers, play out non-verbal reactions 
to the phenomena they have witnessed and may only be given voice by 
demi-gods or the gods themselves. This observation may help to clarify 
Jonson’s awareness of the distinction between augurium and auspicium. 
As the god of prophecy, it would seem appropriate that Apollo (assisted by 
the Chorus) verbalises his response to the “Prophetick trance” of the 
dancers.34 Nevertheless, as the Chorus notes: 
 

It even puts Apollo 
To all his strengths of art, to follow 
The flights, and to divine 
What’s meant by every Signe.35                                                                                                      

 
Hence it is Jove who, at the end of the masque, confirms the auspices; and 
decorum is preserved. For as the god himself points out: 
 

Till Jove it ratifie, 
It is no Augurie, 
Though utter’d by the mouth of Destinie.36   
 
In sum, then, it appears as if Jonson is bringing together a fresh 

mixture of elements to grace the event itself rather than attempting any 
sort of “authentic” historical recreation of ancient practices; and we may 
note that behind Jonson’s superabundance of divinatory information, what 
Barbara Tedlock might term an “exquisite blend” of prognostic 
techniques,37 lies a move towards the creation of a fable which offers a 
State sanctification of the augural act as well as a representation of the 
diversity of divination in general. 
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Fig. 8-3: Model of Whitehall Banqueting Hall lit from the East 

III. Apollo’s second face: Music 
                       I applie 

My bolder numbers to thy golden Lyre: 
                                      O, then inspire 

Thy Priest in his strange rapture; heat my braine 
                                With Delphick fire: 

That I may sing my thoughts, in some unvulgar straine.38 
 

In practical terms (as Jonson’s 1621 Quarto advises us), the “Musique” for 
The Masque of Augurs was “compos’d by that excellent paire of Kinsemen 
Mr. ALPHONSO FERRABOSCO, and Mr. NICHOLAS LANIER”.39 
These composers belonged to the generation which succeeded John 
Dowland and much of their interest lay in the new declamatory style rather 
than, say, the dark emblematic complexities of his Elizabethan conceits. 
This does not mean, however, that they would have been averse to the 
structural embodiment of similar ideas in their work. For instance, the only 
song by either composer to have survived from the masque, “Do not 
expect”,40 which advises that it may be better to let the Fates reveal things 
step by step rather than all at once, has all the signs of a pragmatic 
compromise with the Calvinist leanings of the King. But nonetheless, 
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Lanier gives an almost prophetic poignancy to the reverence of the King’s 
“peace” in the troubled times of the performance by underscoring the word 
with an interrupted cadence (sounding a C minor where we might have 
expected an Eb major), and repeats the effect on the rhyme word, where its 
“increase” (sounding an Eb major where we might have expected G major 
or minor).41 Further, if we were to read the melody in the frame of mind 
that Angela Voss has introduced in the previous chapter, we might also, 
perhaps, be forgiven for feeling that the heavenward-rising Saturnine motif 
of the upward moving fourth would be an appropriate treatment of 
Lanier’s setting for “the Glories” of the King’s peace.42 The same goes for 
the song’s reference to Prince Charles running “his” courses by his 
father’s “lights”.43 And similarly, the falling fourth of “Augur” in the piece 
fits the idea of the descent of prophetic knowledge rather well,44 aligning 
here with the cosmos as manna from above rather than as Dowland’s tears. 
Ferrabosco, too, as I have endeavoured to show in my analysis of his 
contribution to that most Ficinian of Jonsonian entertainments, The 
Masque of Beauty (1608), appears to have been well versed in the 
Pythagorean mysteries while Jonson, for his part, praised music in his 
epigram to that composer as “the soule of heauen”.45 To see the world with 
such “Musical Eyes”, as Peter Walls has argued, is to enter the world of 
musica speculativa where, through the agency of number, the musical, 
mathematical, architectural and even poetic domains share the ability to 
coalesce.46 And it may, at this stage, reward a brief digression into this 
area in order to arrive at a deeper knowledge of the embedded musical 
structures at play in The Masque of Augurs.  

In the past, I have argued that Jonson’s court masques appear to 
engage with the number traditions which passed from Pythagoras, or the 
Plato of the Timaeus (via the writings of the Roman architect, Vitruvius), 
into the work of Renaissance architectural practitioners such as Alberti, 
Palladio, or Inigo Jones.47 These are architects whose buildings tend 
toward metonymic rather than metaphorical expression, operating through 
symmetry, balance and hierarchical ordering, and affirming the universal 
order by being rather than representing. If the transformation of such ideas 
into literary form should seem surprising it may, perhaps, be worth 
remembering not only that, as scenographic collaborator in the vast 
majority of his court masques, Jones himself was instrumental to the 
transmission of so many of these ideas into English architectural practice; 
but, also, that Jonson was a trained member of the Tylers and Bricklayers 
Company.48 That Jonson had an interest in mathematics and architectural 
form is well attested by the fact that over six per cent of the surviving 
books from his library deal with related matters. These include works such 
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as Iamblichus’ Life of Pythagoras (Heidelburg, 1598); an edition of the 
Pythagorean Fragments (Leipzig, 1603); Plutarch’s Moralia, an important 
disseminator of the ideas of Plato’s Timaeus on the relation between 
mathematics and music; and Leonard Digges’s Pantometria (London, 
1591), which Jonson keys in with Jean Errard’s 1605 edition of Euclid’s 
Elements, pausing to underline Digges’s exposition of Pythagoras’ 
theorem. In this context it is perhaps unsurprising that Jonson should also 
have owned the De architectura libri decem of Vitruvius in two copies; 
Daniele Barbaro’s Latin commentary (Venice, 1567), which develops the 
Platonic and Pythagorean implications of the Vitruvian text into a full 
blown theory of architectural proportion; and the equally influential 
Philander edition (Lyons, 1586), in which Jonson glosses the key 
Vitruvian concepts for an integrated modular system of proportions, 
paying particular attention to Eurythmia, which Vitruvius acknowledges is 
only achievable when all the details of a work are “answering in 
proportion”. In the same volume he quite correctly translates 
“diatessaron”, “diapente”, and “diapason”—the Pythagorean terms for the 
basic proportions relating mathematics to music—as “A Fourth/A 
Fifth/An Eight”, and underlines Vitruvius’ discussion of the common 
understanding between musicians and astronomers—a passage which was 
important because it opened up the subject of the relation of the arts 
through mathematics.49 As Jones put it in the margin of his Italian 
translation of the Barbaro Vitruvius: “in musicke the[re] must be a 
proporsionatt distance between the low and heaygh / the same simpathy is 
in the stares”. And he noted, too, “the ruels of arethematicke that unite 
musicke with astrologiy”.50 Jonson and Jones, then, belonged to an 
interpretative community in which the numerology and geometry of 
forms—the correspondence of patterning between their collaborative 
creations and the perceived “reality” of the world—would have taken on 
an important cultural (as well as, perhaps, religious) function.51  

Against such a background it is comprehensible enough that the 
scholia crowding the margins of Jonson’s early masques should allude to 
Pythagoras, Plato, Plutarch, Macrobius, or Martianus Capella; and that the 
texts of the masques themselves should sometimes discourse explicitly on 
numbers: five as an integer special to Juno and Union in Hymenaei, for 
instance, or the zodiacal twelve in The Haddington Masque.52 But Jonson 
goes further than this, sometimes appearing to conceive of literary 
composition in architectural terms. The annotations to his copy of The 
Faerie Queene (London, 1617), are a case in point. For here Jonson paid 
particular attention to Spenser’s elaborately proportioned description of 
the House of Alma—with its triangles, circles, masculine and feminine 
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proportions, quadrates, bases, its sevens and nines and diapasons53—
reading the whole thing, as Riddell and Stewart convincingly argue, in 
terms of the Vitruvian hominem quadratum: the modular model of man 
which underlay the proportions of so many Renaissance buildings.54 It is 
an interpretation which accords with Jonson’s comments on literary 
construction in his more theoretical text, Discoveries, where he makes it 
clear that a poem should be like a house—its “Action” (or fable), 
answering to “Place in a building” with a distinctive “largenesse, 
compasse, and proportion”. Since “what is Place in the one, is Action in 
the other”, he concludes, “the difference is in space”.55 For Jonson, then, 
the textuality of the printed page transmutes into the temporality of 
performance. He is an architect of time.  

In practice, there is a certain amount of evidence to suggest that the 
structures of several of Jonson’s earlier masques attempted to achieve 
these architectonic aims. In 1978, John Orrell discovered that the line 
numbers for the songs and speeches in Hymenaei fell into the simple 
harmonic proportions of a Palladian palace, perhaps “as a sign of an 
ordered cosmos”;56 and my own work since that time has gone on to argue 
that Jonson made use of similar modular proportions in all his early court 
masques, each based on a different number line: thirteen for The Masque 
of Blacknesse, eight for The Masque of Beauty, sixteen for Hymenaei, 
eleven for The Haddington Masque, and twelve for The Masque of 
Queenes.57 Thus, in The Masque of Blacknesse, the metaphorics of the Sun 
King James and his courtiers (based on the solar number 12) is 
complemented by the ameliatory metaphorics of the Moon Queen Anne 
(the major participant in the masque) and her circle of aristocratic women 
(based on the lunar number 13); which meld together after 12x13 lines 
when the ladies of the masque join in a dance with the nobles of the court. 
The idea of a year as the correspondence of the solar twelve against the 
lunar thirteen is one that is explicitly discussed by Vitruvius, and 
consultation with Jonson’s Barbaro edition, which survives in Boston 
Public Library, reveals that he had, indeed, read and annotated the relevant 
chapter.58 

On the other hand, it may be a mistake to think that the numerical 
templates behind the masques were invoked in too rigid a way. As has 
been implied in the foregoing discussion, Jonson seems to have gone out 
of his way to craft the structural forms of his masques so as to unite their 
numerical form as closely as possible to the individual demands of the 
occasion. Furthermore, it may not be without significance that the majority 
of the early masques in which these number patterns are most readily 
discernable are from Jonson’s Catholic period, or were produced at the 
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behest of James’s Catholic Queen, as it is precisely the function of these 
forms to elide cultural or doctrinal difference through the commonalities 
of number. Jonson’s re-imagining, then, of the cosmologies and rituals of 
antiquity within the masquing world appears to help in the creation of a 
space which unites the more understanding members of the audience by 
way of an appeal to their shared learning.59 And it was a re-imagining 
which needed continual updating. 

To take one example of this, we could briefly compare the Hymenaei 
of 1606 which was composed for a marriage which had already come to 
pass, with The Masque of Augurs of 1622, written for an anticipated 
marriage. As Orrell observed, the ordered verses of Hymenaei progressed 
through the Pythagorean tetraktys of proportions—1:2 (an octave, or 
diapason), 2:3 (a fifth, or diapente), and 3:4 (a fourth, or diatesseron)60—
sounding a gamut of harmonic numbers up to the heavens: a gamut which 
actually comprised the musica mundana (the sound of the heavens 
themselves).61 If this should seem far-fetched, it may be as well to 
remember that, in the masque itself, Jonson underlined the point by 
arranging his dancers into an image of Homer’s “Golden Chaine let downe 
from Heauen” and commented in an extended note that “Allegorically, 
Pla[to] in Th<e>aetato, understands it to be the Sunne, <with> which 
while he circles the world in his course, all things are safe and 
preserued”.62 He continues with a quotation from Macrobius which repays 
contemplation: 

 
Accordingly, since Mind emanates from the Supreme God and Soul from 
Mind, and Mind, indeed, forms and suffuses all below with life, and since 
this is the one splendor lighting up everything and visible in all, like a 
countenance reflected in many mirrors arranged in a row, and since all 
follow on in continuous succession, degenerating step by step in their 
downward course, the close observer will find that from the Supreme God 
even to the bottommost dregs of the universe there is one tie, binding at 
every link and never broken. This is the golden chain of Homer which, he 
tells us, God ordered to hang down from the sky to the earth.63 

   
As I have addressed the issue elsewhere, I will not go into it here in 

any great detail, but it is important to realise that the structure of the entire 
Masque of Augurs also falls into a set of enchained ratios which echoes the 
Platonic/Macrobian/Ficinian chain of ascent into the heavens of Hymenaei 
(see figure 8-4, below).64 Recalling that Hymenaei had celebrated 5—a 
symbol of the marriage between the female 2 and the masculine 3—as the 
special number of Union, and that it had (as Orrell noticed) formed an 
important constructional unit in that masque, we may observe here that the 
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135 lines of The Masque of Augurs also fall into neatly proportioned line 
sequences (each constructed on the number 5). Further, because the 
Platonic number for the harmony of the three-dimensional universe is 27 
(33), we may even begin to wonder whether the 135 lines of The Masque 
of Augurs (=27x5) figure a unified cosmos: progressing (as its closing 
lines put it) “in even/Proportions, rising still from Earth to Heaven”.65 The 
only difference is that where Hymenaei had moved through the 
Pythagorean sequence prescribed by the tetraktys, The Masque of Augurs 
seems to trace out two higher links in the chain (i.e. 4:5, 5:6) as well as 
6:12 (=1:2):  
 

 
Fig. 8-4: Basic Proportional Divisions in The Masque of Augurs 
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It is with some justification, then, that Orrell categorises Hymenaei as “the 
only Jonsonian masque entirely to follow the Pythagorean canon of 
proportion”,66 as the numbers in The Masque of Augurs go beyond the 
prescriptions of Pythagoras. To understand their implications more fully, I 
would suggest, it may therefore be worthwhile to take account of the 
developments in cosmology after 1606.  

IV. Apollo’s third face: Cosmology 

Returning for a moment to earth, it is evident enough, as commentators 
such as Jerzy Limon have noticed, that The Masque of Augurs is binary in 
form, comprising two elements: the first (the antimasque), “chaotic and 
not organized, or anti-aesthetic and nonsignifying”; the second (the 
masque proper), “highly organized (structured), harmonious, and therefore 
aesthetic and signifying”.67 Here, however, it may be going too far to 
accept that the chaos of the antimasque is “nonsignifying”. For, as Phyllis 
Braxton has argued, the entire entertainment could be read astronomically, 
with the antimasque—along with its dancing bears—representing a 
darkness in which constellations such as Ursa Major and Ursa Minor are 
visible, while the masque itself is a scene of light controlled by the Sun 
(Apollo). Intriguingly, within such a context, the self-identification of 
Urson the bear-ward as a “Post”68 may be interpreted as a synonym for 
“the polestar, which is located in Ursa Minor”.69 And in this connection, 
with the antimasque being taken as the chaos of false knowledge and the 
masque representing a form of truth to be shared with the onlookers, it 
may be worth remembering that in 1600-1, Kepler had composed an 
Apologia Tychonis contra Ursum, to attack the false hypotheses of Tycho 
Brahe’s great adversary, Nicholaus Ursus.70 As a Sun god, Apollo, of 
course, was markedly redefined by the astronomical discoveries of the 
sixteenth and seventeenth centuries, and of these re-envisionings, Kepler’s 
was one of the most radical. 

What Kepler attempted to do was to align the most precise existing 
knowledge about the movements of the planets (garnered for the most part 
by his mentor Tycho Brahe) and, if possible, reconcile them with a 
harmonic view of the construction of the universe.71 That this was not 
really possible within the parameters of Renaissance thought (partly on 
account of the presupposition that planetary movement was circular rather 
than elliptical) became increasingly apparent to Kepler through the years 
and was the conclusion for which his life’s work with Brahe (the 
Rudolphine Tables of 1627) would provide the most powerful evidence. 
The Harmonice mundi represented a half-way house in all of this as, 
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remarkably, it succeeded in rethinking the rules of cosmic harmony at the 
same time as it developed his third planetary law, declaring that “The 
squares of the periodic times are to each other as the cubes of the mean 
distances”.72 What is revolutionary about the work is that Kepler is taking 
the extremities of the orbits between the planets round the Sun (the 
relation between their aphelion and perihelion), rather than any transferred 
allegory of harmony from musical instruments, to generate numbers which 
begin to go way beyond the normal Pythagorean harmonies. And as he 
states in Book III, having credited Apollo/Jubal with the creation of 
musical instruments capable of producing harmony, unless he is mistaken, 
he is the first to reveal the causes of these intervals “with such accuracy”.73 
Further, the system he created significantly displaced the old seven-fold 
division of the Moon, Mercury, Venus, Apollo, Mars, Jove, and Saturn 
perceived from the viewpoint of the Earth (which may be found, for 
instance, in the writings of Ficino) and replaced it with a six-fold planetary 
division—Mercury, Venus, Earth, Mars, Jupiter, Saturn—perceived from 
the viewpoint of the Sun.74  

If we were to attempt an approach to the masque in the terms of 
Kepler’s cosmos as outlined in the Harmonice mundi we would find that 
its form appears to be surprisingly coherent. Perhaps the best way to go 
about checking this would be to adapt Kepler’s own thinking by imagining 
the lines of the masque as points of intersection with a stretched string. 
The 135 lines of the masque proper, for instance, break around the main 
dance after line 75. The central division thus formed (75:60) reduces to 
5:4, which is the musical interval sounded by Saturn in Kepler’s scheme. 
In terms of Renaissance cosmology, as Angela Voss has pointed out in 
chapter 7 of the present volume, that planet was still “nearest to the Divine 
Mind itself”; and this proportion would therefore have remained an 
appropriate structuring device for a masque which ends with a hymn to 
Jove, sung “through all the orbes; in even/Proportions, rising still from 
Earth to Heaven”.75 Additionally, we may note, the Saturnine form would 
have also retained its propriety for a King who was in his old age at the 
time of the masque. More to the point, however, it may also be 
remembered that, within the thought of Agrippa at least, Saturn, as well as 
being “the highest of all the planets” also bestows upon men “the 
knowledge, and passages of future things”: a resonance which is certainly 
relevant for the theme of The Masque of Augurs.76 And although Kepler 
himself rejected the zodiac as a tool for prognostication, it may be worth 
remarking that the performance of the masque fell under the sign of 
Capricorn, which was, of course, ruled by Saturn.77 
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 However, as we have already noticed, the masque proper is one 
which is also ruled by light and life. In this sense, it may be quite 
understandable that the Jovinian impulse should assert itself in an 
appropriate place. Dance is music made visible. And if the 135 line span 
of the masque were divided into the proportion 5:6 (sounding the interval 
of a minor third which Kepler associates with Jupiter), we would land on 
the light-giving moment in which the six torch-bearers “daunced”.78 As 
accounts appear survive for the cutting, colouring, lining and perfuming of 
six “venetian maskes” for the augurs,79 and as each augur was 
accompanied by a torch-bearer, we may conclude that there were also six 
of the latter in the masque dance. What is striking about this is that Jonson 
figures each of the torch-bearers as a “starre” (a word which could, in the 
renaissance, designate a planet), guiding the augurs through the celestial 
templum.80 In other words, their dance is of the six planets of the new 
heliocentric system rather than the seven of the old one.  

Like Jupiter, Venus—who defines the more difficult proportion of a 
chromatic semitone (24:25) in Kepler’s planetary scheme—intersects the 
number line in a totally appropriate position after 66 lines of text where 
Linus and Orpheus are noting that the Dove, the bird sacred to the 
goddess, “hath flown”: 
 
                                          And to thy peace 

------------------  [ ]  -----------------[24:25] 
<Addes> Fortunes, and the Fates increase.81 

 
Orpheus’ closing line, rather neatly, also marks the end of the first half of 
the masque proper.   

Finally, with respect to the overarching form of the masque, one may 
observe that, as in Kepler, the Earth itself is given considerable emphasis. 
In one compelling passage of the astronomer’s astrological “Epilogue On 
Sublunary Nature” (IV. vii), for instance, Kepler considers the earth as an 
animate being with a soul. It is a living organism with its own distinctive 
food, imagination, motion, touch, diseases, breathing, sympathy, memory 
and reactions to comets and eclipses, and the light of the Sun.82 In The 
Masque of Augurs, the descending Apollo “being neere the earth” 
awakens his children “as from their Tombes”. And an otherwise obscure 
detail in the climax to the entertainment, when “The EARTH riseth” in 
support of Apollo to ask Jove to ratify his augury,83 (see figure 8-5, 
below), gains considerable clarity when it is perceived through the lens of 
Keplerian thought. Following Kepler again—this time through the fact 
that, as a consequence of his heliocentric cosmology, the old Pythagorean 
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conceptions of the planetary intervals (not to mention the movement of the 
earth) had been radically displaced—it may also be relevant that the 
proportion signifying the Earth (115:16, or a diatonic semitone) falls 
across Jove’s lines: “Earth, Sea, and Ayre, are subject to our checke,/And 
Fate, with Heaven, moving at our beck”.84 With its six planets and its 
narrative focus on a sun which takes its position as an observer of the 
dance of the planets, we certainly seem to be tracing out the patterns of a 
post-Copernican cosmos.  
 

 
 

Fig. 8-5: “The EARTH Riseth”85 
 
Returning to the series of enchained relations (20+25+30+60), which 

bind the masque together on a more localised level in its movement from 
earth to heaven, it is apparent that these, too, conform comfortably to 
Kepler’s harmonics. The first section of the masque is that in which: a) 
Apollo descends from the heaven to the earth, calling up his children (20 
lines); and b) Apollo, having reached the ground, introduces his children 
to the King, alerting him to the augural ritual which is to follow (25 lines). 
To touch Kepler’s hypothetical string at the moment of arrival on the earth 
(dividing a:b in the ratio 20:25) would create a major third: the newly 
discovered sound of Saturn. Likewise, to juxtapose the 25 lines of “b” 
against the 30 lines preceding the Main Dance is again to chime the minor 
third representing Jupiter. Adding to this, the composite resonance of 
(20+25):30 represents a fifth, the interval associated with Mars, whose 
militaristic associations are here subsumed by the Salian rites (or the 
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singing of sacred hymns) into a protective watchfulness on behalf of the 
King. (Tectonically, it may also be noticed that “Great Mars” here is 
mentioned on line 38: the mathematical centre of this 75 line sequence.) In 
turn, leading towards the end of the masque, the ratio of 30:60 is an octave 
(signifying, for Kepler, the convergence between Saturn and Jupiter). And, 
finally (as we have already seen) the relation of (20+25+30):60 rings, once 
again, the interval associated with Saturn.86 It is truly startling that the 
universe of The Masque of Augurs seems to follow the scheme of Kepler’s 
Harmonice mundi with such clarity. 

V. Apollo’s fourth face: Healing 

When the masque is over and everyone has gone home, the time comes for 
considering the meaning of the experience that has been given. King 
James had been presented with an Apollonian entertainment which seemed 
to replicate the sentiments of the dedication in the Harmonice mundi with 
uncanny accuracy. Kepler’s wish had been to delight James’s royal mind 
through “contemplation of the works of God”; to “strengthen and stir” 
himself through “the examples of the brilliance of concord in the visible 
works of God and zeal for concord and for peace in church and state”. 
“What more appropriate patron”, the astronomer had also asked, “should I 
choose for a work on the harmony of the heavens, with its savor of 
Pythagoras and Plato, than the King who has born witness to his study of 
Platonic learning?” All of these words would have been equally fitting on 
Jonson’s lips for his presentation of The Masque of Augurs. In their 
different ways, both Kepler and Jonson have created heliocentric works 
which attempt to heal a dissonant world through the discovery (or 
implementation) of new harmonic principles in order to promote a new 
unity.87 

Then there is the matter of Robert Fludd, the “Oxford physician” 
whom Kepler takes to task at the end of the Harmonice for the hermetic 
approach to harmony in his book on the microcosm and the macrocosm: 
Utriusque cosmic maioris scilicet et minoris, metaphysica, physica atque 
technica historia (Openheim, 1617-18).88 This had been a heated, as well 
as a very public, debate—which was in mid-flow at the time of the first 
performace of The Masque of Augurs—with Fludd replying in 1621 and 
Kepler mounting a counter-offensive in the following year. In a sense, 
Fludd, who was deeply read in Rosicrucianism as well as the neoplatonic 
tradition, represents the philosophical divide which underlies the rationale 
for Saturn’s interval being interpreted as a fourth rather than a major third. 
D.P. Walker has summarised the core issue behind the disagreement: 
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Kepler, whose Harmonices Mundi is an example of the use of theoretically 
operative musical and mathematical analogies, pointed out clearly the 
fundamental difference between his and Fludd’s cosmologies by showing 
that his own analogies were exact ones of proportion between two systems 
each having a constant unit of measurement, whereas Fludd’s were mostly 
based merely on an identity of number between systems having no other 
mathematical characteristic in common.89 

   
From the point of view of the present inquiry, what is instructive about 
this debate is that, as Frances Yates has shown, both Jonson and Jones 
were familiar with Fludd’s work (Jones may well have known the man); 
and by 1624 Jonson was using allusions to Fludd and Rosicrucianism as a 
way of satirizing a Jones who increasingly clung to the older hermetic 
thinking which Jonson was seeking to transcend.90 Even so, it may be as 
well to remain chary about postulating any tidy occult/science binarism in 
this discussion with respect to either Fludd and Kepler, or to Jones and 
Jonson. After all, Kepler remained a skilled astrologer (even if a reformed 
one), a believer in an animated world and an inquirer who sought (for the 
best part of his life) to find solutions which were consistent with his 
Apollonian intuitions about harmony as a divine (and healing) 
construction.91 In so far as The Masque of Augurs chimes with Kepler, it 
sounds a new rationalism which has not yet given up its embrace of the 
mystical power of the universe. 

Very little is known about the performers in the masque, although the 
appendix to the present chapter may provide an addition to our knowledge 
of the subject (see below). But it is not unlikely that Nicholas Lanier 
would have sung the part of Apollo and learned from the experience. I say 
this because, as Peter Walls has shown, the composer played similar parts 
in other court masques, most impressively, perhaps, in Tempe Restored by 
Inigo Jones and Aurelian Townshend (1632).92 Within this work, in a 
striking visual presentation of the Musica mundana which seems to 
develop (at least in part) from the ideas on which Lanier and Jones had 
worked during The Masque of Augurs, a more traditional eight spheres 
appear, seated on a cloud “which in a circular form was on each side 
continued unto the highest part of the heaven, and seemed to have let them 
down as in a chain”.93 In this less than Keplerian configuration, the 
“HIGHEST SPHERE” is played by “Master Lanier”, who praises the 
Queen with the sentiment that: 
 

When Divine Beauty will vouchsafe to stoop 
And move to earth, ‘tis fit the heavenly spheres 
Should be her music, and the starry troupe 
Shine round about her like the crown she wears.94 
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Bearing in mind the fact that, in England, masque was the nearest thing to 
the developing Italian opera of the time; and bearing in mind that stylo 
recitativo—a term first used in England (perhaps anachronistically) to 
describe Lanier’s setting for Jonson’s masque Lovers Made Men in 
1617—has made him a candidate for the first English composer of opera, 
it would not seem unlikely that by 1621 he would have been acquainted 
with at least some of the neoplatonic roots which underlay the 
development of the new form.95 Because music and dance are the medium 
of Jonsonian augury, Apollo’s musical and augural facets, as we have 
seen, are tightly aligned throughout the masque. Inextricably bound in the 
“Prophetic trance” which defines their moment of interaction, the sound of 
presence offers a channel into an experience of timelessness where tense 
no longer matters. In this sense, The Masque of Augurs seems to enact an 
experience very close to the “furore poetico” of the Italian composers, 
although we cannot know whether Lanier (or his audience) came to realise 
this in performance. 

Behind Jonson’s interest in Apollo’s roles as diviner, lyricist, 
cosmologist, and social healer there may have been a complex of personal, 
as well as public, reasons. After all, his own birthday fell on the summer 
solstice in the old calendar: “the eleventh of June;/When the Apostle 
Barnabee the bright/Unto our yeare doth give the longest light”.96 In this 
context it may be worth noting that St Barnabas, as a healer of the sick 
through the spoken word, has taken on that part of the curative mantle of 
Apollo which belongs to poetry and Orphic song. More profoundly, as 
Richard Peterson has argued, this Apollonian self-fashioning may have 
been part of Jonson’s poetic personality.97 In Peterson’s reading, Jonson 
emerges as very much a vatic poet who was sympathetic to the idea 
(expressed in Plato’s Phaedrus) that, in order to bring out one’s “radiant 
inner form”, it was necessary to search out and imitate the god within. 
When Jonson spoke of harmony, he often spoke of ravishment: a 
manifestation of the fact that, within neoplatonic thought, Divine 
possession—the enraptured performer who was both man and god—could 
have the effect of raising the listener’s soul to a similar ecstatic union 
through sympathetic resonance.98 The point is taken up later (in a 
somewhat different guise) when Peterson demonstrates in his splendid 
excursus on Jonson’s relationship with Apollo that much of Ben’s poetry 
engages with the “Know Thyself” (gnothi seauton) of the Pythian oracle: 
an exploration which urges a recognition of the soul’s divinity, an 
acknowledgement of its nature and divine origins, a comprehension of 
one’s human frailty or morality, and an understanding of the limits of 
one’s inner resources.99 Sanctioned by Jonson’s interest in these traditions, 
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the operation of The Masque of Augurs begins to emerge as something of a 
theurgic ritual: an attempt by means of music, divination, and the natural 
magic of Orphic composition (poetic “numbers” at every level) to align 
the forces of the masque with those of the universe (in what amounted to a 
supplication for peace and harmony) and shine through.  

Within the public arena, as Peterson also shows, the group of acolytes 
who came to be known as the “Sons of Ben” tended to cast their mentor as 
a “disciple or oracle of Apollo” and, from around 1619 onwards, took to 
meeting in the “Apollo Room” (a name which may have been given by 
Jonson himself) at the Devil tavern in Fleet Street.100 What the reaction of 
this group was to the Apollonian elements in the masques is by no means 
clear, but there is one poem extant (dating from after Jonson’s death) 
which offers at least a suggestion. This is Samuel Evans’s elegy “In 
Obitum Ben. Ionson”,101 which appeared in Jonsonus Virbius: or, The 
Memory of Ben Jonson Revived by the Friends of the Muses (London, 
1638), a selection of 33 poems (named after “Virbius” the new title given 
to Hippolytus following his resurrection by Apollo’s healing son, 
Aesculapius, through the god’s curative herbs). Evans’s contribution, in 
fact, remembers Jonson in an imagery that, in places, is strongly evocative 
of the Masque of Augurs. This poem is one which describes how, after 
death, the more celestial part of the human being rises—like Apollo in 
Jonson’s entertainment—into the mid-sky, its genius flickering like a light 
among dense clouds (velut effusum spissa inter nubile lumen), happier 
than Phoebus.102 It is one in which Jonson wins public applause, or finds 
himself compelled to mould stray sounds into poetic numbers 
(Numeros)103 on the Maeonian lyre. It is one in which devotees are 
imagined kindling torches which give “to the other’s severe life that which 
we yield to the Shadow” (In famulante faces accendimus, idq[ue] severae / 
Quod damus alterius vitae, concedimus Vmbrae).104 And it is certainly a 
poem which justifies the impression that Evans could have attended The 
Masque of Augurs, or even participated in it. More darkly, as perhaps 
befits the theme of death and poetic resurrection, Evans’s elegy imagines 
magic rhythms (modos magicos)105 in the subtle air and invokes the 
sounding statue of Memnon (which, Pausanias tells us, cried out when it 
was touched by the light of the sunrise: its sound like the broken string of 
a harp or lyre).106  

The world of Aesculapius and sounding statues may alert us to the 
theurgic role of the image that Frances Yates has done so much to open up 
in her books on the hermetic tradition and memory. And it may prompt us 
to wonder whether it was this theurgic experience which, above all else, 
the masque’s peculiar blend of reality and imagination sought to 
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provide.107 In the contemporary world the cultural space created by the 
masque has become irrevocably lost and all that remains are the traces of 
the image preserved in Jonson’s writing, Jones’s drawing and building, 
Lanier’s music and the paratextual embodiments of the action surrounding 
the event: as if the image had become a speaking cadaver which we have 
to resurrect through the force of our imagination. In his essay, The Two 
Versions of the Imaginary, Maurice Blanchot has commented on the way 
in which this loss of presence begets the image, and he does it in a manner 
which seems to cast helpful light on the dynamics of the theurgic 
experience offered by the masque. As he puts it: 

 
Magic gets its power from this transformation. Its aim, through a 
methodical technique, is to arouse things as reflections and to thicken 
consciousness into a thing. From the moment we are outside ourselves—in 
that ecstasy which is the image—the “real” enters an equivocal realm 
where there is no longer any limit or interval, where there are no more 
successive moments, and where each thing, absorbed in the void of its 
reflection, nears consciousness, while consciousness allows itself to be 
filled with an anonymous plenitude. Thus the universal unity seems to be 
reconstituted.108 

   
It almost goes without saying that in its own time (as now) The 

Masque of Augurs was a fiction: even though its ritual was real and many 
of its participants wielded real powers of governance. Today, the work 
remains to delight us as a beautifully-crafted hymn to Apollo: a prayer for 
universal harmony which, by embodying that harmony in its form, perhaps 
endeavoured to resonate with the real world in such a way as to bring its 
dream into being. It is only a pity that, in the end, the fates took a different 
turn than the poet’s fictive auspicies had suggested. If, by the close of 
1625, James was dead, the Spanish Match had been abandoned, and the 
projected European Peace initiative had failed, it was not for want of 
trying on behalf of Lanier and Ferrabosco, Inigo Jones, or Ben Jonson.  
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Fig. 8-6: 1621/2 Quarto of The Masque of Augurs, sig. [B4v] 

Appendix: Dancers in The Masque of Augurs 

In addition to the King, the ambassadors, the court, the professional 
practitioners, and the creators of the masque, there was also a small non-
professional personnel involved in the entertainment as augurs and 
torchbearers. Besides Charles, there is a dearth of evidence concerning the 
augurs, apart from the fact that three regular dancers of the era—
Humphrey Palmer, James Bowy, and Edward Wray—appear to have been 
present in the proceedings.109 However, a previously overlooked clue to 
further identities may be found in an anthology housed at the Bodleian 
Library, Oxford, which contains a 1621/2 Quarto of the masque bound up 
with a selection of later seventeenth-century plays. The Quarto itself 
contains nothing remarkable until the last page (see figure 8-6, above) 
where, in a hand which is not unlike Jonson’s own, is a list of names 
(which has been slightly cropped in the left hand margin) and may be 
transcribed as follows: “Sr Laud”, “Sr pellham.”, “Babing<t>on”, 
“Godring<t>on./”, “<> Charles.”, “<>Evans./”, “Sk pickeringe”, and 
“Barrett”.110 The fact that the titled names are paired with untitled suggests 
that Babington, Godrington [i.e. Codringon?], Evans and Barrett may well 
be torchbearers.111  

Among the titled, it is not unlikely that “pickeringe” designates Prince 
Henry’s old companion, Sir Thomas Puckering (born 1597), who was 
Member of Parliament for Tamworth at the time when the masque was 
presented, and would have had Barrett as his assistant. Puckering certainly 
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moved in the right circles for involvement in the masque and, on 12th 
January 1632, John Pory seems to have felt that he would be the correct 
recipient for the gossip on the latest masque, Albion’s Triumph, in which, 
following Jonson’s bitter argument with Jones about precedence, Ben had 
been replaced by Aurelian Townshend.112 Other names may belong to 
members of Charles’s cohort (that is, youths born on, or around, 1600), in 
which case one contender may be Herbert Pelham (born 1602), the son of 
Sir William Pelham, Fellow of Magdalen College, Oxford. Present in 
Magdalen at the same time, and therefore plausible as Pelham’s 
torchbearer, would have been the twenty-year-old Robert Codrington, 
haling from an ancient and genteel family in Gloucestershire, who had 
links with the court and later gained something of a reputation as a writer 
and translator. “Babington” raises the intriguing possibility of an 
identification with the John Babington who, in 1635, produced a book on 
fireworks for amusement and military application which he dedicated to 
Mountjoy Blount—then Earl of Newport—who had danced for the first 
time in the Essex House Masque of 1621. Although his involvement must 
remain a matter of speculation, it would have been most appropriate (as 
well as, from a technical point of view, plausible), if such a figure would 
have been employed as a torchbearer.  

Younger than all of these of these would have been Samuel Evans, 
who did not come up to Oxford until 1625, when he was eighteen and on 
the road towards an eventual career as rector of Syresham, 
Northamptonshire. Although, at first glance, he may not therefore seem a 
likely contributor to the masque, as he would have been fourteen or fifteen 
at the time of the performance, there is (as we have seen) just a hint to 
suggest that he was, indeed, present. Inigo Jones’s surviving sketch for the 
torchbearers implies that some of them may have been adolescents or even 
children at the time of the performance,113 so that age need not necessarily 
rule him out. More significantly, however, Evans did eventually grow up 
into one of that circle of writers who contributed to the memorial volume 
Jonsonus Virbius after the poet’s death in 1637: offering the striking—and 
apparently allusive—elegy we have discussed above. Evans would 
certainly not have needed to have attended a masque or acted as Charles’s 
torchbearer to have written those words. But it would have helped. 
                                                 
1  The Masque of Augurs may be found in Ben Jonson, 11 vols., C.H. Herford and 
Percy and Evelyn Simpson, eds., (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1925-52), vol. VII, 
623-47. Unless otherwise stated, all references to the works of Jonson in the 
present essay refer to this edition (H&S) and are cited according to volume as well 
as (where necessary), page and/or line numbers. H&S vol. VII contains the 
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Masques and Entertainments. References to the Masque of Augurs are abbreviated 
throughout to MA.  
2  MA, ll. 277-81. 
3 See Anthony W. Johnson, ‘Jonson’s Eirenic Community: The Case of The 
Masque of Augurs (1622)’, Writing and Religion in England, 1558-1689: Studies 
in Community-Making and Cultural Memory, eds. Roger D. Sell and Anthony W. 
Johnson (forthcoming Ashgate, 2008), chapter 8. 
4 H&S VII, 209; ll. 18,19. 
5 Johannes Kepler, Harmonices mundi libri v (Linz, 1619), ed. and trans. E.J. 
Aiton, A.M. Duncan and J.V. Field as The Harmony of the World, (Philadelphia: 
American Philosophical Society, 1997). I follow these writers in referring to this 
work as Harmonice mundi throughout the body text. 
6 For the fire-brand, see Timothy Raylor, ed., The Essex House Masque of 1621: 
Viscount Doncaster and the Jacobean Masque (Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania: Duquesne 
University Press, 2000), 35. For the Cambridge mathematicians, see Sara Schechner, 
Genuth, Comets, Popular Culture, and the Birth of Modern Cosmology (Princeton, 
New Jersey:  Princeton University Press, 1997), 83; and James Craigie, ed., The 
Poems of James VI of Scotland, 2 vols., (Edinburgh and London: Blackwood, 1955-
58), II, 256, where the mathematician is identified as “Olarentia”. 
7 See Per Palme, Triumph of Peace: A Study of the Whitehall Banqueting House 
(Stockholm: Almqvist and Wiksell, 1956), 1-4. 
8 Craigie II, 174, ll. 1-2. Touchingly, in another MS version printed on the same 
page, the poem ends with the gentle assertion that “like the day-starr” she “only 
setts to rise”.  
9 See The Oxford Dictionary of National Biography (Oxford: Oxford University 
Press, 2004), = ODNB, s.v. “John Bainbridge (1582-1643)”.  
10 For Kepler’s reform of astrology, adoption of three new aspects, and rejection of 
the zodiac as a divinatory tool, see N. Kollerstrom, ‘Kepler’s Belief in Astrology’, 
History and Astrology: Clio and Urania Confer, A. Kitson, ed., (London: Unwin, 
1989), 152-70. Kepler’s Dedication in the Harmonice mundi pays a tribute to the fact 
that James had “marked the excesses of astrology with public censure” and pointed 
out that these excesses “are in fact very clearly revealed in Book IV of this work, 
where the true bases of the effects are disclosed” (Kepler, 3). James’s own caution on 
the subject at this period is perhaps best attested by his poem on ‘the blazeing starr: 
Octo: 28: 1618’, Craigie II, 172, where he writes that “to guesse at God Almightys 
minde / Were such a thing might cozen all mankinde / Wherefore I wish the Curious 
man to keep / His rash Imaginations till he sleepe” (ll, 11-14).  
11 The Latin version, along with an account of the event, appears in G.A. Gade, The 
Life and Times of Tycho Brahe (1947; rpt. New York: Greenwood Press, 1969), 120. 
For the English version and commentary, see Craigie II, 100 and 231-2. 
12 For Kepler’s life, see particularly Max Caspar, Kepler, trans. and ed. C. Doris 
Hellman, (1959; rpt. New York: Collier, 1962); as well as, more recently, K. 
Ferguson, The Nobleman and His Housedog. Tycho Brahe and Johannes Kepler: 
The Strange Partnership that Revolutionised Science (London:  Review, 2002).  
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13 Bainbridge, 6, 27-9, 30-32; see also Genuth, 48. In this context it may be 
instructive that Kepler described himself as “a Lutheran astrologer, throwing out 
the chaff and keeping the grain” (Kepler, xxi). 
14 Bainbridge, 32-3. 
15 Palme, 5. 
16 H&S I, 141. 
17 H&S I, 139-40. For a discussion of this poem see Anthony W. Johnson, ‘Levity 
and Gravity: Ben Jonson and the Crisis of the Image’, Nils Holger Petersen, Claus 
Clüver and Nicolas Bell, eds., Signs of Change: Transformations of Christian 
Traditions and Their Representations in the Arts, 1000-2000 (Amsterdam and New 
York: Rodopi, 2004), 51-67. 
18 H&S X, 612.  
19 See H&S X, 612-35. 
20 H&S VII, 576; ll. 324, 332-3. 
21 H&S X, 613. James’s poem imagines the King “inflamed with sacred fury”, 
proclaiming “our great Apollo’s praise” and imploring “glistering Phoebus with 
thy golden rays” to bless the forthcoming marriage. His closing lines may also be 
of relevance in understanding the iconography of the masque Jonson was to 
produce for the following Twelfth Night festivities: “Thou Jove, that art the only 
God indeed/My prayer hear; Sweet Jesus, intercede. Pro fertilitate et faelicitate” 
(H&S X, 613). 
22 See Cicero, De Senectute, De Amicitia, De Divinatione (On Old Age, On 
Friendship, On Divination) trans. W.A. Falconer (Harvard: Loeb Classical Library, 
1923). 
23 Ernest W. Talbert, ‘Current Scholarly Works and the “Erudition” of Jonson's 
Masque of Augurs’, Studies in Philology vol. 44 (1947), 605–24. 
24 MA, ll. 277-81. 
25 MA, ll. 346-7. 
26 As Palme hints, 71. 
27 MA, ll. 368, 394. 
28 MA, l. 350, n. ‘p’. 
29 Jyri Vaahtera, Roman Augural Lore in Greek Historiography: A Study in Theory 
and Terminology (Turku: Turku University, 2000), 68 n. 99. I am very grateful to 
Professor Vaahtera for his advice on Jonson’s augural accuracy. For auspices, see 
also George Willis Botsford, The Roman Assemblies from their Origin to the End 
of the Republic (New York: Cooper Square, 1968), particularly 100-18. 
30 MA, l. 327, n. ‘m’. 
31 See Cicero, De natura deorum. Academica, trans. H. Rackham (Harvard: Loeb 
Classical Library, 1967), II. iii. 10. 
32 MA, l. 336, n. ‘o’. 
33 For Jones’s sketches, see Stephen Orgel and Roy Strong, (hereafter referred to as 
O&S), Inigo Jones: The Theatre of the Stuart Court, 2 vols., (London, 1973), I, 
plates 115 and 118. 
34 MA, l. 341. 
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35 MA, ll. 396-9. 
36 MA, ll. 448-50. 
37 See B. Tedlock in this volume, ch.13, 319. 
38 H&S VIII, 176-7, ll. 8-13. 
39 H&S VII, 625. 
40 MA, ll. 412-23. 
41 The song is preserved in the British Library (MS Add. 11608, f. 17v) and 
transcribed in Mary Chan, Music in the Theatre of Ben Jonson (Oxford: Clarendon 
Press, 1980), 297-8. 
42 MA, l. 421. 
43 MA, l. 423.  
44 MA, l. 422. 
45 H&S VIII, 82, l. 11. Anthony W. Johnson, ‘Music, Religious Experience and 
Transcendence in Ben Jonson’s Masque of Beautie: A Case Study in Collaborative 
Form’, Voicing the Ineffable: Musical Representations of Religious Experience, 
Siglind Bruhn, ed., (New York: Hillsdale, 2002), 71-96. 
46 See Peter Walls, Music in the English Courtly Masque 1604-1640 (1996; rpt. 
Oxford: Clarendon Press, 2000), particularly chapter 5, ‘Music for the Eyes’, 212. 
47 These ideas are traced in my books: Ben Jonson: Poetry and Architecture 
(Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1994), hereafter referred to as Poetry and Architecture; 
and Three Volumes Annotated by Inigo Jones: Vasari’s ‘Lives’ (1568), Plutarch’s 
‘Moralia’ (1614), Plato’s ‘Republic’ (1554) (Åbo: Åbo Akademi Univ. Press, 
1997), hereafter referred to as Annotations. 
48 On this, see for example W. David Kay, Ben Jonson (Hampshire and London:  
Macmillan, 1995), 15. 
49 For these annotations, see Jonson’s Philander Vitruvius, 12, 4, 6, (DMS Watson 
Library, University of London). 
50 See Jones’s copy of Barbaro’s Dieci libri (Venice, 1567), 24 (Chatsworth, 
Derbyshire). 
51 The information in the present paragraph is derived from Johnson, Poetry and 
Architecture, 9-35. 
52 Johnson, Poetry and Architecture, 198. 
53 Spenser, The Faerie Queene, 99. 
54 See James A. Riddell and Stanley Stewart, Jonson’s Spenser: Evidence and 
Historical Criticism (Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania: Duquesne University Press, 1995), 
117 ff.; and Johnson, Poetry and Architecture, 22-3. Of relevance, too, for 
Jonson’s cosmological thought in 1617 is the fact that in Book II canto ix (stanxas 
22-3) of The Faerie Queene, 99, he noted that “by seven and 9 [in Spenser’s text] 
are ment <the> Planetes and the Angells which ar<e> distributed into a 
Hierarc<hy> which governe the body”.  
55 H&S VIII, 645; ll. 2689-95. 
56 John Orrell, ‘The Musical Canon of Proportion in Jonson's Hymenaei’ English 
Language Notes, vol. 15 (1978), 173. 
57 Johnson, Poetry and Architecture, 198.  
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58 See the Boston copy of Vitruvius, De architectura libri decem, D. Barbaro, ed., 
(Venice, 1567), Book IX, chapter iv, 284-5, (*G.401.66). These pages offer the 
only Jonsonian annotations in the volume besides his notes on pages 2-3, and so 
appear to signal what may have been a special point of interest. This finding 
accordingly seems to corroborate my earlier speculation (Poetry and Architecture, 
258), on the importance of this passage for the schematics of The Masque of 
Blacknesse. 
59 For a concerted study of the relation of these ideas to theatrical space in the 
renaissance, see Henry S. Turner, The English Renaissance Stage: Geometry, 
Poetics, and the Practical Spatial Arts 1580-1630 (Oxford: Oxford University 
Press, 2006). 
60 Orrell, 173. 
61 On the harmony of the spheres in the period, useful books are: Fernand Hallyn, 
The Poetic Structure of the World: Copernicus and Kepler, trans. D. M. Leslie. 
(1987) (New York: Zone, 1993); J. James, The Music of the Spheres: Music, Science 
and the Natural Order of the Universe (1993) (rpt. London: Abacus, 2000); The 
Harmony of the Spheres: A Sourcebook of the Pythagorean Tradition in Music, 
Joscelyn Godwin, ed., (Rochester, Vermont: Inner Traditions International, 1993); 
and, more contentiously, the same author’s Heaven and Earth: Mysticism in Music 
from Antiquity to the Avant-Garde (1987) (rpt. Rochester, Vermont: Inner Traditions 
International, 1995), on which, see Gary Tomlinson, Music in Renaissance Magic: 
Toward a Historiography of Others (Chicago and London: University of Chicago 
Press, 1993), 14-15.  
62 H&S VII, 221; l. 320 and n. ‘i’. 
63 Macrobius, Commentary on the Dream of Scipio, trans. William Harris Stahl 
(New York: Columbia University Press, 1952), 145. 
64 Johnson, ‘Jonson’s Eirenic Community’. 
65 MA, ll. 466-7. 
66 Orrell, 178, n. 14. 
67 Jerzy Limon, The Masque of Stuart Culture (Newark London and Toronto: 
Delaware University; Associated University Presses, 1990), 47. 
68 MA, l. 177. 
69 Phyllis N. Braxton, ‘Jonson’s Masque of Augurs’ Explicator, vol. 45 no. 2 (1987), 
11. 
70 Kepler, xii. 
71 For secondary commentary, see particularly D.P. Walker, ‘Kepler’s Celestial 
Music’, Journal of the Warburg and Courtauld Institutes vol. 30 (1967), 228-50; 
Hallyn, 231-52; and Caspar, 274-301.  
72 This is the final form of the law as summarised in Caspar, 297. The astronomer’s 
own formulations are found in Kepler, Book V, 411, 414, & 485.  
73 Kepler, Book III, 130. 
74 Famously, from as early as 1605, Kepler can be found writing to the English 
astrologer, Sir Christopher Heydon: “Would but that God free me from astronomy 
so that I can concern myself with my work regarding the harmony of the world” 
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(Caspar, 187). In this post-Pythagorean context, it may be significant that the same 
Heydon is later made into one of the two mock-heroes of Jonson’s ‘On the Famous 
Voyage’ (H&S VIII, 84-9), who sail though London’s sewage system and 
encounter, amid all the other detritus, what Bruce Thomas Boehrer—The Fury of 
Men’s Gullets: Ben Jonson and the Digestive Canal (Philadelphia: University of 
Pennsylvania Press, 1997), 163—terms the “cast off elements of Democritean 
natural philosophy” and “Pythagorean metaphysics”. 
75 MA, ll. 466-7. The difference is that now the Saturnine interval has become a 
major third rather than a fourth, so that the iconography of its embeddedness in 
Lanier’s composition has changed. 
76 Quotations from Agrippa’s De occulta philosophia (Antwerp, 1531) are taken 
from his chapter on “madness, and divinations which are made when men are 
awake” (I. lx), trans. James Freake, Three Books of Occult Philosophy, Donald 
Tyson, ed., (St. Paul, MN: Llewellyn, 2003), 188.  
77 Instead of attributing his “dry and knotty body” to zodiacal influences, Kepler 
therefore believed that his physique resulted from Saturn and the sun working 
together in the sextile aspect (Kollerstrom, 152-3). Saturn in Capricorn, as Voss 
(following Frances Yates) points out, may have been taken in the renaissance to 
signify “discipline, structure and quiet diligence” (see chapter 7, note 38 above): 
attributes which (as we shall see) would be as fitting for The Masque of Augurs as 
they are for Kepler’s personality. 
78 MA, 363. 
79 H&S X, 637. 
80 MA, ll. 337 and 336, n. ‘o’. 
81 MA, ll. 376-7. 
82 Kepler, 362-72. 
83 MA, ll. 284-8, 453.  
84 MA, ll. 446-7. 
85 MA, l. 453. 
86 For a useful tabulation of Kepler’s planetary harmonies, see Hallyn, 238. 
87 Kepler, 5 & 3. Similarly, Jonson and Kepler meet in the harmonic metaphors they 
develop for their discussion of the union of Scotland and England. “[T]here was a 
reason”, Kepler had written, why he had been prompted “to look for some basis for 
reconstructing consonance from your Davidic harp, glorious King”: namely, that by 
combining England and Scotland, James had produced “one kingdom and one 
harmony”. “[F]or what else”, Kepler had added, “is a kingdom but a harmony?” 
(Kepler, 4). D.J. Gordon has demonstrated in ‘Hymenaei: Ben Jonson’s Masque of 
Union’, Journal of the Warburg and Courtauld Institutes, vol. 8 (1945), 107-45, that 
entertainment makes the same equation. 
88 See Kepler’s Appendix to Book V, 503-8. 
89 D.P. Walker, Spiritual and Demonic Magic from Ficino to Campanella (1958) 
(rpt. Thrupp: Sutton, 2000), 117. On this topic, see also W. Pauli, ‘The Influence 
of Archetypal Ideas on the Scientific Theories of Kepler’, trans. P. Silz, The 
Interpretation of Nature and the Psyche (New York: Pantheon, 1955), 190-208; 
Hallyn, 246-50; and Caspar, 301-4. 
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90 See Frances A. Yates, Theatre of the World (1969) (rpt. London and New York: 
Routledge and Kegan Paul, 1987), 80-91; Johnson, Poetry and Architecture, 197-
203; Annotations, lvi. 
91 As Penelope Gouk has pointed out—in Music, Science and Natural Magic in 
Seventeenth-Century England (New Haven and London: Yale University Press, 
1999), 106—despite the differences of opinion between Kepler and Fludd, this 
incompatibility did not prevent a polymath like Athanasius Kircher “from 
appropriating their ideas”, or “from showing how they could be reconciled with 
each other”. 
92 Walls, 216. The text to the masque is reprinted in O&S II, 479-504.  
93 O&S II, 481; ll, 186-9. 
94 O&S, ll, 376-7. 
95 On these observations see, for example, Tomlinson (passim.), Walls, 86ff., and 
Kristin Rygg’s book, Masqued Mysteries Unmasked: Early Modern Music Theater 
and Its Pythagorean Subtext (Hillsdale, NY: Pendragon, 2000), which proposes 
such links with both Italian traditions and those of the French ballet de cour (for 
which, see especially, 212). 
96 H&S VIII, 262; ll.14-16. 
97 Allan H. Gilbert—The Symbolic Persons in the Masques of Ben Jonson 
(Durham, North Carolina: Duke University Press, 1948), 45—has noticed that 
Apollo’s figure “appears on the title-page of Jonson’s folios, standing at the left of 
Tragicomedy. His head is surrounded with rays, and he has a lyre and plectrum”. 
98 See Walker and Tomlinson for developed discussions of these ideas in music. 
99 For these remarks, see Richard S. Peterson, Imitation and Praise in the Poems of 
Ben Jonson (New Haven and London: Yale University Press, 1981), 71-5, 118-21. 
100 Peterson, 113-17. 
101 H&S XI, 480. 
102 ll. 1-6. 
103 l. 15. 
104 ll. 7-8. 
105 l. 12. 
106 See Pausanias, Guide to Greece [I.xlii.1-2], 2 vols., trans. P. Levi, 
(Harmondsworth: Penguin, 1971), I. 116-17. I am grateful to Professor Vaahtera 
for advice on Evans’s sometimes thorny Latin. 
107 Frances A. Yates, Giordano Bruno and the Hermetic Tradition (London: 
Routledge and Kegan Paul, 1964); The Art of Memory (London: Routledge and 
Kegan Paul, 1966). Suggestively, in the latter volume, 306, it is argued that another 
reformer of the occult, Giordano Bruno, attempted to use this tradition to create “a 
personality in which Apollonian religious insight combines with Jovial respect for 
moral law”: a combination which is also sought in The Masque of Augurs. 
108 Maurice Blanchot, The Space of Literature, trans. and intro. Ann Smock, 
(Lincoln and London: University of Nebraska Press, 1989), 262. 
109 O&S I, 333. 
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110 [Ben Jonson] The Masque of Avgures. With the Severall Antimasques. 
Presented on Twelfe night. 1621. Bod. Mal. 62 (8), sig. [B4v]. Figure 8-5 is 
reproduced by courtesy of the Bodleian Library, Oxford. 
111 Unless otherwise stated, biographical information on all names discussed in the 
following paragraph is drawn from the ODNB. 
112 See Walls, 206, n. 1. 
113 O&S I, 340-1, Pl. 117. 
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ASTROLOGICAL EYES





 

 

CHAPTER NINE 

A PHENOMENOLOGICAL APPROACH  
TO ASTROLOGY: THINKING OF ASTROLOGY  

AT THE END OF METAPHYSICS 

MARILYNN LAWRENCE 
 
 
 

This I have learned, never to my knowledge 
did you, all-preserving gods, like mortal 
masters, lead me providentially 
along a straight path. 
 
The gods say that man should test 
everything, and that strongly nourished, 
he be thankful for everything, and understand 
the freedom to set forth, wherever he will.1 

I. Introduction 

If astrology were to be asked, “What’s your sign?” the answer would be, 
“A question mark”. The dogged persistence of astrology in the 
contemporary world, in spite of the Copernican Revolution, and the fact 
that no reasonable person, not even an astrologer, believes that the earth is 
the physical centre of the solar system, raises a number of fruitful 
questions that can be approached through philosophical methods. 
Astrology itself is a question that spawns questions as general as “what is 
it?”. This question has been answered by the standard categories by which 
we classify practices: as art, religion, science or pseudo-science, forms of 
divination, tools, and perhaps by more difficult categories such as magic 
or language. In the field of philosophy, astrology is sometimes discussed, 
but usually in the context of only one of these categories, that of pseudo-
science. Karl Popper, Imre Lakatos, and Paul Thagard have used astrology 
to define, by way of contrast, science as falsifiable.2 Paul Feyerabend has 
discussed astrology as a folk belief system that challenges traditional 
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notions of empiricism and dogmatism in the scientific community.3 By 
confining thinking about astrology to the context of science, the interesting 
questions about the phenomena remain out of view. Approaching 
astrology from theories of science, which are typically more concerned 
about questions of scientific method and results, does not offer a 
meaningful dialogue between practitioners and outside observers. For this 
reason, I aim to introduce another side of contemporary thinking, that of a 
phenomenological approach to astrology from the “Continental” 
philosophical tradition. The purpose of this introduction is threefold: to 
introduce a phenomenological approach that will bring to light questions 
about astrology; to critique the metaphysics of astrology; and to 
demonstrate how astrology is a vital topic for philosophy, particularly for 
revealing how we think about time and how our world is shaped through 
thought and language. 

I will outline a phenomenological approach to astrology through the 
work of Martin Heidegger, rather than Edmund Husserl, who is typically 
the first to come to mind as the founder of phenomenology. This is not to 
say that a phenomenological method of bracketing the life-world, and 
investigation along the lines of Husserl’s idea of the self, may not lead to 
inroads into the questions of astrology. Heidegger, however, who has had 
an immense influence on subsequent philosophers such as Derrida, 
Foucault, Gadamer, Merleau-Ponty, Levinas, contemporary theologians 
and postmodernists,4 offered a basic but devastating critique of Husserl’s 
attempt at presuppositionless phenomenology that leads to a 
transcendental ego.5 His influence is particularly important for the 
treatment of astrology as a language, since poststructuralist thought has 
emphasised the reality-shaping powers of linguistic structures.  

In addition, there are at least four reasons for beginning with 
Heidegger’s hermeneutic and existential phenomenology as a method for 
examining astrology. First of all, his philosophising has been destructive 
(or deconstructive) to the way we normally think about such distinctions 
as subjectivity and objectivity,6 essence and existence, being and 
becoming. Secondly, his phenomenology, as found in his work from the 
late nineteen twenties, such as Being and Time, is largely hermeneutical 
and sensitive to the fact that it is very difficult to navigate the question of 
the meaning of being, when it is your own being that is in question.7 The 
observer and the observed are inseparable in the ways we see the world. 
Thirdly, in his entire project—which involved questioning Being and 
dismantling metaphysical thinking throughout intellectual history—the 
foundations of astrological theory and practice are implicated.  
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Nowhere in his works does Heidegger discuss astrology, but its 
placement in the metaphysical tradition can be drawn out through key 
features of his history of metaphysics. In spite of its adaptability to the 
times, astrologers still maintain metaphysical assumptions derived from its 
technical foundation in the Hellenistic era.8 While there are a variety of 
answers to the question “what is astrology?”,9 for the most part, 
astrological practitioners assume that the entities used in astrology 
constitute a metaphysical reality—a metaphysical truth involving 
permanent essences. In the postmodern climate, we have to ask whether 
astrology can be practised at all without its ancient metaphysics.10 
Additionally, the texts of late Hellenistic astrologers such as Vettius 
Valens display an ambiguity about causality that remains in effect in 
today’s practice.11 For the most part, planets and signs of the zodiac are 
still treated as essences, and the individual person is thought to have a 
fixed essence or character. A fourth reason for beginning a 
phenomenological investigation with Heidegger is that he attempted to 
think through temporality (Zeitlichheit) as the basic constitution of Dasein 
as being-in-the-world. Thinking about how time is experienced 
astrologically, as qualitative, can contribute to the unfinished project that 
is philosophy. It can offer some clues about how temporality and care are, 
in fact, central to the meaning of being human.  

I will first outline Heidegger’s history of metaphysics. Then, I will 
return to the type of hermeneutic phenomenology found in his early 
philosophy of Dasein. What emerges should illustrate a phenomenological 
method for asking the types of questions that can arise from the 
astrological situation. While there are problems inherent in this approach 
(as is the case with any set of philosophical ideas applied to the mystery of 
astrology), I believe it to be superior to approaches from philosophy of 
science; it gets closer to the phenomena by working within the margin 
between believer and observer. It should be obvious from the potential 
scope of the ideas introduced here that it will be necessary to limit the 
following discussion to an overview of possible avenues for thought. 

II. The end of metaphysics and the persistence of 
astrological metaphysics 

Starting with Kant’s project of reconciling the rationalist tradition with 
empiricism and Humean skepticism, it seems that metaphysics has come 
to an end a number of times in the past few centuries. For logical 
positivists such as A.J. Ayer, the end of metaphysics means something 
quite different from that of founding writers of Continental thought such 
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as Friedrich Nietzsche.12 However, both analytical and Continental 
thinkers have agreed that there either is, or ought to be, an end to the 
metaphysical tradition in Western philosophy.  

It can be argued that Heidegger’s entire project, the pursuit of the 
meaning of the question of Being, is an articulation of stages of the death 
of metaphysics, which incidentally helped usher in poststructuralist and 
postmodern thought. For Heidegger this end constitutes the destiny of 
Western thought; built into its inception, in pre-Socratic thinkers such as 
Parmenides, are profound consequences for how we live and think.13 From 
his early interest in Aristotle to his later interpretation of the pre-Socratic 
thinkers, Heidegger attempts to think like the ancient Greeks in order to 
tell a story about how metaphysical thinking has run an errant course, 
resulting in the deep, perhaps inescapable and nihilistic essence of our 
technological age. While his history of metaphysics is a meta-narrative 
that tends to skip over or ignore significant details in the development of 
Western thinking, it does have some merit for thinking about astrology. 
Just as Heidegger’s attempt at thinking Greek may seem either ridiculous 
or profound, the persistence of astrology may strike a person as either an 
embarrassment or a sign pointing to deeper questions about being human, 
questions that could set one ill at ease.  

I will first present a necessarily incomplete overview of this 
metaphysical history, and illustrate how astrology up to today carries 
metaphysical assumptions that appear to be at odds with the current 
philosophical climate. It would be important to keep these observations in 
mind when developing a phenomenological method for asking meaningful 
questions about astrology. 

Nietzsche believed that any innovation in art, religion, or philosophy 
starts with a burst of creative activity that rapidly deteriorates.14 Heidegger 
largely holds to the view that the beginning of Western philosophy, the 
asking about Nature, about Moira (Fate), and about Being, was just such a 
creative burst; and that the deterioration, or rather obfuscation of the 
original purpose and experience of this questioning, happened as early as 
Plato and the systematic development of theories in epistemology, physics, 
logic and ethics. The consequence of this rapid scattering of disciplines, 
though, is a long process covering the span of Western civilisation. Alfred 
North Whitehead’s statement that the history of philosophy is but a 
footnote to Plato is compatible with Heidegger’s narrative that starts with 
awe and wonder over why there are beings rather than nothing. This 
destiny of Western thought was first verbalised by Parmenides with “tò gàr 
autò noeîn estín te kaì eînai”,15 which roughly (and certainly not definitely) 
translates to, “For thinking and being is the same”.16 Such a statement, 
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according to Heidegger's account, spawned all of the problems and 
pseudo-problems of Western philosophy about epistemology and reality, 
regarding Being and beings, and about subjects and objects. This single 
poetic statement clearly places importance on human thinking by 
identifying it with existing. From this point on, thinkers in the Western 
line have attempted to capture this ultimate principle that is Being with 
grand concepts.17 However, by doing so, they have treated the eînai as an 
object—or have treated Being as a being with the properties of time and 
place—for it is the nature of language and grammar to do so.  

Several transformations from the original state of wonder about nature 
and the world have also occurred according to this history. The early 
meaning of truth, alêtheia (translated by Heidegger as Unverborgenheit; in 
English this is translated as the “unhiddenness” or “unconcealment” of 
beings that show themselves), had been transformed into the 
correspondence theory of truth in which our mental model of the world, as 
a copy, corresponds to a world outside of us.18 In language alêtheia is 
transformed into veritas, certitude, and rectitude or correctness.19 In logic, 
alêtheia was posited as the structural opposite of pseudos, and truth 
developed as a mathematical calculation or a formulaic judgement about 
statements that constituted true knowledge rather than opinion.20 Aristotle, 
at the beginning of his Metaphysics, defines human nature as the desire to 
know.21 But knowledge at this point becomes categories of facts that can 
be manipulated. This calculative thinking, in the service of one specialized 
tékhnê or another, carries us to the modern age of technology in which 
efficiency and economy govern our entire manner of being and thinking. 
Beings, as objects of this equation of correctness, were not ta phusika 
(natural things to be revealed) or pragmatika (things to be used) but ta 
mathêmatika, objects of learning or re-learning things already known or 
máthêsis.22 The direction that the original awe about nature and the world 
takes is toward manipulation of beings, including human beings, and of 
thinking of beings as objects usable for the subjects. This historical 
movement of thought creates a gap, a lack, and an indefinable need in the 
modern human being.23 This concern returns full circle to Heidegger’s 
earlier existential-phenomenological expositions of a Dasein24 who 
inherently feels fallen and lacking in something essential to itself. 

Where, then, does astrology fit into this history of metaphysics? I 
believe it paradigmatically illustrates that, while Heidegger’s history 
certainly has a Graeco-Germanic bias, certain features of his project ring 
true. First of all, Heidegger favoured the poet over the thinker as someone 
in closer touch with a primordial language of Being rather than a reductive 
language. He goes so far as to say that “thinking is primordial poetry” and 
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identifies the essence of thinking as poetising.25 As we shall see, the poetic 
and the oracular are closely aligned. While circling around the early Greek 
experience of the alêthês and its opposition to pseudos (and what he 
considered its closer linguistic opposite, lanthanô), he draws upon the 
ambiguities of true and false in the signs and portents found in the 
mythologies of Homer and Hesiod. For example, in Homer's Iliad,26 Zeus 
flashes lightning to the right side of the sky, letting something appear, and 
calling to attention some phenomenon that requires interpretation. This 
normally propitious omen conceals Zeus’ intentions and the disaster 
already allotted to the Achaeans in Troy.27 While we’re talking about 
signs, we are not yet talking about technical astrology, but of pre-
metaphysical omens. Pseudos as the concealing false omen already plays 
upon the human desire toward a systematic logic of moira. While the gods 
have knowledge of Fate, they cannot usually supersede it. They can, 
however, manipulate the human desire to know Fate.  

Heidegger refers to this metaphysical history as the destiny (Geschick) 
of Being.28 Prior to the split of philosophy into disciplines of logic, physics 
and ethics, the pre-Socratic Greek mind did not clearly differentiate moira 
from Being and phusis. At this stage, notions of causality and determinism 
had not yet been developed by Diodorus Cronus, Aristotle, the Stoics, and 
others. Fate was transformed from moira, as a grand principle governing 
all beings and sometimes identified with Justice, into heimarménê in the 
Hellenistic period. Heimarménê became entangled in a problematic nexus 
of causes,29 or was hypostatised as a principle within a hierarchy of 
powers,30 which in one way or another influenced or governed the course 
of an individual life. While Plato demonstrates awareness of the use of 
planets and stars for signs and portents in the Timaeus (40c-d,), it was the 
intellectual milieu of Middle Platonic, Stoic and Peripatetic concern for 
that which is fated and that which is in our power (eph' hemîn), that 
allowed astrology to develop systematically.  

Heidegger never demonstrated much concern for intellectual 
movements in the Hellenistic era, except to note that technical and 
mathematical thinking had already taken hold in this period. The hubris of 
attempting to know the unknown, of having a handy calculus of fate 
accessible to any astute mind, could never be better exemplified than by 
Hellenistic astrology. Even Stoics such as Chrysippus, who thought the 
will of Zeus could be known through divination,31 did not go as far as to 
offer such a technical science of such glimpses into the temporal future. 
This push to find the key to knowledge of all things, however, falls in line 
with Heidegger's story of how thinking developed from the initial wonder 
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to a desire for technical control, whether it be to influence events (as in 
katarkhê),32 or to prepare one’s mind to accept one’s fortune. 

Heidegger never drew this conclusion, but the close tie between 
Hellenistic astrology and ta mathêmatika is demonstrated by the fact that 
astrologers were sometimes called mathêmatikoí and at least one 
compendium on astrological method was called Máthêsis. Perhaps the 
reason for this is that Pythagorean-influenced astrologers thought that they 
were relearning the mathematics of the cosmos; astrological knowledge 
was a recollection of a calculable fate already knowable and known.  

Heidegger’s essay on the Anaximander fragment offers hints of how 
the primordial and ambiguous “truth” of the divinatory moves from the 
poetic and oracular to the mathematical epistêmê of astrology. Of this 
famous fragment, he focuses on the phrase katà tò khreôn,33 which 
typically translates as “according to necessity”. Heidegger eschews such 
translation for the causally deterministic and metaphysical implications of 
the word “necessity”. The word anánkê, used in many Greek metaphysical 
schemata from Plato onward, is closer to such a meaning. Heidegger 
tentatively translates to khreôn as “need” or “usage” (der Brauch). In a 
rather dubious etymological move, Heidegger derives khrê and khraô from 
kheir (hand) to create the link between the necessary and the useful and his 
concept of ready-to-hand found in his earlier phenomenological works.34 
Heidegger did not discuss the fact that the root verb khraô, primarily 
meant to consult a god or oracle and secondarily to supply what is needful, 
to make use of something, or to place oneself at the disposal of something. 
Khraô is the root word of khrê (“it is necessary”) and khrêma, meaning 
anything that is useful or profitable. The plural, khrêmata, is the word for 
money. Walter Burkert notes that, in the eighth century BCE, places where 
a god offered services to needy seekers were called khrêsmos.35 I have 
argued elsewhere that Heidegger’s early works on human Dasein, and 
later on Being, are bridged by his attempts to relate Seyn and Da-sein 
through oracular mediators or poets who have privileged access to divine 
language.36 It suffices now to note that divinatory “need” and “handiness” 
quickly became an economic exchange that is reflected in some of the 
vocabulary of Hellenistic astrology.37 

Returning to Heidegger’s earlier phenomenology, which causes less 
apprehension for contemporary philosophers than his pursuit of Being, the 
essential history of metaphysics means nothing without the human being, 
for it is only people who can be concerned about the question of the 
meaning of Being and for their own mortality.38 

Heidegger has been criticised for turning from the human and 
existential perspective of his earlier work toward an abstract history or 
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destiny of Being.39 Nevertheless, the question of the meaning of Being 
(and the primary mode of Being as care or concern), is present in all of his 
works. Modes of Care (Sorge) run the gamut of ceaseless bustling over 
trivial matters as an escape from deeper issues to a healthy anxiety that 
motivates authentic living. Astrology, and divination in general, is perhaps 
a paradigmatic manifestation of an anxiety about our being-in-time and 
mortality. Anxiety, as a condition of being human, is a primary motivation 
for consulting the oracle. However, to the outside observer, it is not clear 
whether this anxiety is motivated by the authenticity or inauthenticity of 
the person. Using concepts from Heidegger’s earlier works, I will next 
attempt to arrive at a type of phenomenology that would be most 
applicable for questioning astrology. 

III. Hermeneutic phenomenology and being-in-the-world 

Phenomenology is a term for a movement in Continental philosophy that 
is difficult to define in precise terms because different thinkers under this 
rubric have had vastly different approaches. It developed in part as a 
reaction to positivism, with its adherence to strict logical criteria and to the 
methods of natural science for making claims about social sciences and 
humanities. Phenomenology also developed in response to the problems 
set up by Kant through his strict division of the phenomena that can be 
known through forms of intuition, and the noumena, or things-in-
themselves that cannot be known. The post-Kantian project of “to the 
things themselves” was combined with the notion of intentionality—that 
every act of perception is comported toward some object. This can be 
broadly interpreted to mean that the mind brings something, a 
directionality or intention, to the experience of things in the world. The 
problem for phenomenology from the outset was to develop a method for 
achieving insights into things that does not assume that facts about things 
are already “out there in the world”, waiting to be discovered though 
measurement and experimentation, and does not assume a psycho-physical 
parallelism. 

Edmund Husserl is considered the founder of phenomenology, though 
he has been criticized for never really achieving the goal of establishing a 
method that can actually be applied to philosophical inquiries.40 His 
works, such as Logical Investigations (1900-1901), had an impact on the 
field of logic.41 As a mathematician turned philosopher, Husserl was 
seeking permanent, unalterable truths about the self and the world. He saw 
the goal of phenomenology as advancing a theory of knowledge, and he 
began his method by bracketing contingent aspects of an experience or 
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perception in order to reductively get to the things-in-themselves. When 
Heidegger started developing his own take on phenomenology in lecture 
courses such as History of the Concept of Time and Basic Problems of 
Phenomenology, he presented criticisms of his teacher’s approach and 
introduced some key concepts, such as Erlebnis (lived-experience), from 
the hermeneutic theorist of human sciences, Wilhelm Dilthey. What 
Dilthey brings to the table is the historicity and temporality of human 
beings neglected in Husserl’s bracketing of the life-world and in the 
positivistic trend in philosophy and psychology. In Essence of Philosophy, 
Dilthey stated that the positivists such as Comte opposed metaphysics, but 
were still historically conditioned by it.42 Heidegger’s ontological 
structures of Dasein as being-in-the-world, made famous in his Being and 
Time, are founded on Dilthey’s descriptive psychology of lived 
experience. 

When a human being is asking about Being, his or her own being and 
manner of existence is implicated. To ask about existence, and about what 
being human means, can only take place within a world of interpretation. 
The question cannot be asked from outside but only from inside one’s own 
manner of interpreting and understanding the self and the world. What we 
are faced with, then, is the difficulty of finding an access point for 
studying any discipline or human science that uses methods from its own 
discipline. Heidegger was keenly aware of this hermeneutic circle, but 
unlike Wittgenstein, who cautions us to pass over in silence things we 
cannot speak about with certainty, he ploughs ahead into the dangerous 
territory between subjectivity, intersubjectivity, and objectivity.43  In 
Being and Time he writes: 

 
But if we see this circle as a vicious one and look out for ways of avoiding 
it, even if we just “sense” it as an inevitable perfection, then the act of 
understanding has been misunderstood from the ground up...What is 
decisive is not to get out of the circle but to come into it in the right way.44 

 
The rest of his existential analytic of the ontological structures of 

Dasein, those of being-in-the-world, being-with-others, being-towards-
death, etc., are his circumambulations upon the edge of this circle. 
Heidegger believed, at least in his work of this period, that his ontological-
phenomenological method revealed some fundamental structures of being 
human. In contrast to some postmodernists who get much mileage out of 
the vicious circle of interpretation (as found especially among literary 
theorists), Heidegger would not have believed that the insight “all is 
interpretation” naturally leads to the idea that any structures or patterns we 
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articulate are arbitrary and relative, although the ontological structures of 
humanity are developed through history. 

Such a method for questioning astrology may reveal structures about 
how we interpret the world, why we wish or do not wish to interpret in 
certain ways, and how we experience the act of being interpreted by 
astrological methods. I believe such an exercise may be fruitful, not just 
for those with an interest in astrology for its own sake, but for 
philosophers and theorists interested in broader questions of freedom, 
identity, the self, belief, and all human interests. Two relevant statements 
from Being and Time that also serve as a key for reading this text are as 
follows: 

 
We shall point to temporality as the meaning of the Being of that entity 
which we call “Dasein”.45 

 
Temporality is the meaning of the Being of care.46 

 
The insight that the structure of our Being is care or concern, 

translated into the simple statement that it is human nature to be concerned 
for our own mortality and how we engage our time, may seem trivial. 
However, what makes astrology unique and perhaps different from other 
symbolic systems is its strong claim upon temporality. This claim is 
exemplified by the countless methods for calculating the quality of time in 
periods of life, or for advancing or manipulating the planets in the chart so 
that any chart cast for any time will reveal the quality of that exact time. 
Furthermore, it should come as no surprise to find a multitude of 
complicated methods in Hellenistic astrology for calculating one’s length 
of life.47 The will to calculate, to control one’s time, reveals a structure of 
anxiety that persists through history. If science or religion cannot offer 
answers to these tempting questions, then at least astrology will offer a 
sense of certainty. 

From another point of view, how time is experienced astrologically 
may contribute something of great importance to phenomenological 
philosophy. Regardless of whether astrological doctrine about qualitative 
time shapes the practitioner’s experience of time, the experience of 
qualitative time— represented by short periods (such as represented by the 
Moon’s two and a half day period in a zodiacal sign or its configuration to 
a planet within a few hours) or long durations (such as the roughly twenty-
nine year period of significant maturation represented by Saturn’s 
return)—gives the astrologer access to a primordial experience of time in 
contrast to the rigid divisions of clock-time. 
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A phenomenological interrogation of astrology would not bracket the 
life-world in order to come to an impermeable, precise essence of the self 
(Husserl), but would teeter between observed and observer, much as one 
might in the practice of self-hypnosis. When asking such questions, it is 
necessary not to cleanly bracket phenomena subject to change, or that 
which seems inessential, in order to arrive at a mathematical structure of 
reality, but to draw phenomenological descriptions from the very messy 
reality of being-in-the-world. Precision would necessarily be sacrificed for 
comprehensiveness. 

IV. Thoughts and Questions for Further Development 

Because astrology makes claims upon the self, asking about astrology is to 
ask about oneself, so it is in danger of remaining subjective unless the 
questioning moves carefully into intersubjectivity. For instance, an 
astrologer, by whatever means, arrives at some sense of certainty. The task 
would be to describe what exactly leads to this certainty (which may 
include factors such as the belief that the astrologer is using the correct 
chart, or that he observed some planetary configuration and it 
corresponded to a particular outcome or that he feels his predictions are 
indubitable). Once these factors are described, they would be compared to 
the judgments made by other astrologers by the same factors. In the case 
where intersubjectivity cannot be established, it should not immediately be 
taken as a sign that the astrological sense of certainty is purely subjective. 
Likewise, an agreement, either among astrologers or between the 
interpreter and interpreted, does not indicate objectivity. Rather, what may 
emerge should be left open for possible meaning about what astrology is 
and how we go about interpreting the world. The astrological situation is 
not exclusively inner or outer but world-shaping.48 Experience (and 
astrology is certainly an experience that for the practitioner shapes all 
other experiences), is always a ceaseless involvement of inner and outer. 
Prematurely drawing conclusions from descriptions gathered from the 
astrological situation would end such a project before it began. 

While Heidegger and Dilthey bring back the life-world that was 
bracketed by Husserl, a type of suspension or epochê, say, between the 
observer and observed might be of service in examining metaphysical 
assumptions inherent in astrological practice. The astrologer, as the 
suspended subject, would have to guard against interpreting the 
astrological in a familiar way, that is, jumping to the immediacy of the 
given, such as the link between planets and events as proof that the system 
is still “working”. It may mean something quite different when stepping 
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outside of the familiar system of interpretation. Epochê literally means 
pause, cessation, position and suspension in Greek. Appropriately for this 
study, it was also a word used for a position of latitude or longitude of a 
star. This fixing in time and place is, in a way, an artificial pause. 
Gathering descriptions of the astrological situation, then, would employ 
such pauses, much in the way that an astrologer interprets a fixed moment 
in time, although the reality of the situation is within a living world of 
flux. It could be argued that such a suspension does violence to the 
situation. However, given the multitude of assumptions that comprise an 
astrological judgment, they cannot come to light without pausing to 
identify them. 

The purpose of a phenomenological approach would not be used for 
the sake of uncovering a more useful or effective astrology, or for deciding 
on its verity or falsity based on practical results. This still falls into the 
domain of scientific thinking—or the mathematical thinking that astrology 
has been a part of since its Hellenistic technical developments. As stated 
earlier, this applied phenomenology is not primarily or immediately 
concerned with the methods that scientists and sceptics use to disprove 
astrology. It would not oppose itself to such methods as falsification. Nor 
would it take up any position that says astrology is true because it 
pragmatically yields positive results. The notion of opposing these 
methods would prematurely cut off important observations that do, in fact, 
arise from the interaction of astrology and science.  

Perhaps more pertinent for this method would be to ask questions 
about what value astrology holds and what its persistence means for being 
human. What are people really after when they engage in astrology? Is it 
power? Psychological fulfilment? Certainty? Entertainment? Escape from 
existential anxiety or boredom? Do astrologers really wish to help people? 
Was Theodor Adorno correct to link believers in astrology with political 
fascism and the authoritarian personality?49 Why does astrology work for 
practitioners, and why does it appear so powerful that it seems to be more 
unshakable than a religious conviction?50 We cannot take refuge in any 
ready-at-hand belief about what astrology is, whether a science, art, 
language, or even a form of divination,51 if there is to be a meaningful 
dialogue between practitioners and non-practitioners versed in 
contemporary post-Wittgensteinian, post-Heideggerian, post-Derridian, 
and post-metaphysical critical philosophy. 

While it has been said that there are as many theories about astrology 
as there are astrologers, I don’t think it is difficult to see that certain 
patterns will emerge, that structures will be revealed along with common 
metaphysical assumptions. For example, overheard in a forum of 
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astrologers, one astrologer made a statement to the effect that language is 
weak and human, but Saturn is Saturn. Other astrologers understood and 
agreed with this statement. To break it down, “Saturn is Saturn” conveys 
something meaningful—it is not a tautology, but a statement that the 
nature or essence of Saturn remains the same synchronically and 
diachronically, although our ability to interpret the “eternal essence” of 
Saturn is fallible. This position might be traced to a prevalent Middle 
Platonic and Neoplatonic belief that the planets are eternal beings, lesser 
gods who administer Fate and possess a permanent essence. On the other 
hand, in this statement, language is thought to be an imperfect mirror of 
reality rather than that which shapes reality or functions as the “house of 
being”.52  

Language is powerful indeed, and concepts tend toward certain 
expressions in language. Although recognized by astrologers today as a 
theory to be shunned, the language of causality cannot easily be disguised 
with words such as “influence” in contrast to “compel”, or “correlate” 
rather than “physical causation”, “forecast” rather than “predict”, or 
“possibility” rather than “necessity”. In practice, though, an astrologer will 
reason, “Because Jupiter transits your Mars, event x is likely to happen”. 
The metaphysical assumption that planets and signs act as causes of events 
on earth is found within the roots of Hellenistic astrology and the 
philosophical influences surrounding its formation. The theory that the 
cause of generation or corruption is in the zodiacal ecliptic and the path of 
the Sun was formulated by Aristotle.53 Neopythagoreans such as Ocellus 
Lucanus, closer in time to the development of Hellenistic astrology, 
fleshed this out in terms of particular celestial movements.54 It is rare to 
actually believe in such a cosmology today, though astrological language 
often betrays these theoretical roots. 

As a final thought, perhaps what ought to be at the centre of any 
phenomenological investigation into astrology is the fact that the most 
prominent practice of astrology, natal astrology, engages in the act of 
interpreting a person. The world-view that astrology creates is one in 
which all persons are identified as having an essence comprised of 
measures and qualities of the signs and planets prominent in the natal 
chart. The notion of permanent character traits, and the intrusion of such 
traits on the moral and ethical life, leaves a large aspect of astrology 
unpalatable to a person who resists such interpretation for the sake of 
preservation of responsibility and freedom. That such traits are often 
validated or justified by empirical experience may have more to say about 
how strong an influence such systems of interpretation have on the 
formation of self-identity than about a metaphysical truth of astrology 
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itself. In relation to contemporary theory, practitioners of natal astrology 
are caught between Foucault’s death of the author or death of the subject, 
and the preservation of the freedom of the unique person found in 
existentialism and personalism.55 If a phenomenological approach leads to 
a dismantling of certain astrological thinking when confronted with 
personhood (for example, substantively treating a person as a sum of the 
parts of his or her birth chart, or reading moral character56 at a distance) 
then I am all for this deconstruction.  
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Northwestern University Press, 1974), 223-235. 
7 The key section in Being and Time on hermeneutics is Part I, III.17-18.  
8 In recent years, some astrologers have noted this historical tendency in astrology 
to think in terms of causality and have attempted corrective measures by arguing 
for the idea that astrology is “essentially” divinatory in contrast to the notion that 
planets causally influence events and people. Cf. G. Cornelius, The Moment of 
Astrology: Origins in Divination (London: Arkana, 1994, rpt. with editions, 
Wessex Astrologer Ltd, 2005). 
9 Patrick Curry succinctly outlines approaches to astrology from within that answer 
this question in different ways in ‘Varieties of Astrological Experience’ in R. 
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Willis and P. Curry, Astrology, Science and Culture (Oxford: Berg Publishing, 
2004), 65-76. 
10 Postmodernism is notoriously difficult to define, and a term subject to abuse. In 
this context, I am referring to some of the contemporary consequences of the attack 
on metaphysics that perhaps started as early as Francis Bacon and culminated in 
Nietzsche. These consequences include the “death of the Cartesian subject”, and 
the suspicion of how language and belief shape power structures and politics. 
Some astrologers have defined their approach as postmodern (cf. Willis and Curry, 
23-24). 
11 I discuss the ambiguity of causal language in Hellenistic astrology in ‘Who 
Thought the Stars Are Causes? The Astrological Doctrine Criticized by Plotinus’, 
Metaphysical Patterns in Platonism, J. Finamore and R. Berchman, eds., (New 
Orleans: University Press of the South, 2007), 17-33. 
12 Cf. A.J. Ayer, Metaphysics and Common Sense (London: Macmillan, 1969). 
13 While Nietzsche is also instrumental in the postmodern desire for the destruction 
of metaphysics, he does so by resurrecting a positive notion of the ancient Greeks, 
particularly through the tragedian poets, in contrast to what he saw as the rise in 
power of the slave morality, manifest in a tepid Christianity. In contrast, 
Heidegger’s resurrection of Greek thinking is to think through the beginning of 
philosophy and the sciences in order to uncover the meaning of our technological 
age and the situation after the death of God. It is ultimately in the service of a 
critique of Western metaphysical thinking from Parmenides to Nietzsche. Within 
this grand stretch of intellectual history, the Hellenistic era—the most formative 
period for the development of Western astrology—is largely ignored by 
Heidegger.  
14 He grants such creativity to early Greeks: “[F]rom Plato on there is something 
essentially amiss with philosophers when one compares them to that ‘republic of 
creative minds’ from Thales to Socrates”. Philosophy in the Tragic Age of the 
Greeks, trans. Marianne Cowan, (Washington, DC: Regnery Publishing, Inc., 
1962), 34. 
15 Fragment 3.7 (Diels-Kranz). 
16 For Heidegger’s interpretation of this fragment, see Introduction to Metaphysics, 
trans. G. Fried and R. Polt, (New Haven: Yale University Press, 2000), 145ff.. 
Also see What is Called Thinking?, trans. J. Glenn Gray, (New York: Harper & 
Row, 1968), 240ff.. 
17 Heidegger presents a list of these concepts that stand in for Being in Time and 
Being, trans. J. Stambaugh, (New York: Harper and Row, 1972), 7. 
18 It should be noted that criticism of the correspondence theory of truth is not 
exclusive to Heidegger’s project, but can be found in other philosophical 
movements such as pragmatism. 
19 Cf. Parmenides, trans. A. Schewer and R. Rojcewicz, (Bloomington: Indiana 
University Press, 1998), 18-19; ‘On the Essence of Truth’, Basic Writings, trans. 
D.F. Krell, (San Francisco: Harper, 1977), 118-122; Being and Time, trans. J. 
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Macquarrie and E. Robinson, (New York: Harper & Row, 1962), (Sein und Zeit, 
1927), 33-34. 
20 Cf. Parmenides, 20-25. 
21 Aristotle makes this claim in the first line of Metaphysics  980a: pantes 
anthropoi tou eidenai oregontai phusei. 
22 Heidegger discusses this lineage of mathematical thinking in Die Frage nach 
dem Ding, translated as What is a Thing? by W.B. Barton, Jr. and V. Deutsch, 
(Chicago: Henry Regnery Company, 1967). This history of metaphysics can also 
be found in his Introduction to Metaphysics.  
23 “Need” or “compelling” need becomes an important theme in Heidegger’s 
works from the middle to late 1930s, such as Basic Questions of Philosophy: 
Selected “Problems of Logic”, trans. R. Rojcewicz and A. Schuwer, (Indiana 
University Press, 1994).  
24 Dasein is an untranslatable word denoting the special status of the human being 
who has concern for his own existence. Dasein is not a property that some persons 
have (it is not an “it” but a “who”), but is used in place of person by Heidegger. He 
wished to avoid the word “person” due to its roots in Christian metaphysics. The 
Latin persona (“Person” in both German and English) translates the Greek 
prosôpon, which was introduced in Christian theology to describe the Trinity as 
three persons. 
25 ‘The Anaximander Fragment’, Early Greek Thinking, trans. D.F. Krell and F.A. 
Capuzzi, (San Francisco: Harper, 1984), 19. 
26 Krell and Capuzzi, B 348ff..  
27 Plato, Parmenides, 31ff.. 
28 The great importance of early Greek notions of fate in Heidegger’s entire project 
was developed in this author’s MA thesis, From Moira to Schicksal: Heidegger's 
Concepts of Fate in the Question of Being (West Chester: University of 
Pennsylvania, 2004). 
29 This notion of fate is found in Stoic philosophy. 
30 Such theories of fate are found in Middle Platonic philosophy. 
31 Cf. SVF fragments 2.939, 2.944, 2.1192, Stoicorum veterum fragmenta, H. von 
Armin, ed., Leipzig, 1903-05. 
32 Katarkhê (from kata arkhê—according to a beginning) is a type of astrology 
used for selecting the right moment to initiate an activity. An example of this type 
of work is Peri katarkhôn by Maximus (circa 2nd-4th century CE), who prescribes 
the best and worst times to buy slaves, trade, travel, marry, teach a craft, and farm. 
Katarkhê also included signifiers for diagnosing illnesses and for finding runaway 
slaves and thieves. 
33 For more on this topic, see Mark Basil Tanzer, ‘Heidegger on Being’s Oldest 
Name: “To Chreon”’, Heidegger Studies, Vol. 15 (1999), 81-96. 
34 What is Called Thinking? 186-187. 
35 W. Burkert, Greek Religion, trans. J. Raffan, (Cambridge, MA.: Harvard 
University Press 1985), 114. 
36 In Chapter IV of From Moira to Schicksal: Heidegger’s Concepts of Fate in the 
Question of Being, 2004. 
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37 Certain topoi, or “houses” as they are later called, were considered 
khrêmatistikos or profitable: cf. Dorotheus, Fragmenta Graeca, 367.27; Vettius 
Valens, Anthologiarum libri ix; Kroll, 29.18, 37.5, 44.6, 46.20. 
38 I would not presume that other animals of intelligence do not have this special 
insight into their own mortality too. Heidegger has been criticized by Giorgio 
Agamben for his lack of insight on animal existence in The Open: Man and 
Animal, trans. K. Attell, (Stanford University Press, 2002). 
39 In Heideggerian scholarship, the characterization of his later work as abstract, 
Being-centered, non-existential, and totalitarian is greatly influenced by the two 
distinction philosophies separating early and later Heidegger posited by William J. 
Richardson in Heidegger: Through Phenomenology to Thought (The Hague: 
Nijhoff, 1963). Cf. Thomas Sheenan, ‘A Paradigm Shift in Heidegger Research’, 
Continental Philosophy Review, XXXII, 2 (2001), 1-20. 
40 As Robert C. Solomon has pointed out, a philosophical method working within 
its own method to justify its method is prominent in Husserl’s phenomenology, but 
this problem is present in analytical philosophy as well. See From Rationalism to 
Existentialism (New York: Humanities Press, 1978), 150ff.. 
41 Prominent logician Frege sharpened his theories in logic and language due to his 
critical exchange with Husserl. Gödel also maintained an interest in Husserlian 
phenomenology; cf. Richard Tieszen, ‘Kurt Gödel and Phenomenology’, 
Philosophy of Science, June 1992, 59:2, 176-194. James R. Mensch, though, has 
pointed to Husserl’s lesser studied explorations on ethics and life-world in 
Postfoundational Phenomenology (Pennsylvania: Penn State University Press, 
2000). 
42 Essence of Philosophy, trans. S.A. Emery and W.T. Emery, (Chapel Hill, NC.: 
University of North Carolina Press, 1954), 21. 
43 See History of the Concept of Time, 144-147.  

In that case, the entity whose character is access, experience, etc., must itself 
be illuminated in its being, to the point where the danger of a circle exists. But 
this would be a circle of searching, of going and of being, a ‘circle of being’, 
a circularity of an entity which it is pertinent to understand. (147) 

44 Heidegger, Being and Time, 194-195; Sein und Zeit, 152-153. 
45 Heidegger, Being and Time, 38; Sein und Zeit, 17. 
46  Heidegger, Being and Time, 418; Sein und Zeit, 367. 
47 Cf. Ptolemy, Tetrabiblos, III.10, Peri khronôn zôês; Vettius Valens, 
Anthologiarium libri ix, 3.7, 3.9, 7.4, 9.9, 9.10, 9.13, 9.14, 9.16, 9.17; Dorotheus, 
Fragmenta Graeca, 377.23; Balbillus, Fragmenta, CCAG 8.3.104, 8.4.235-8; 
Thrasyllus, Fragmenta, CCAG 8.3.101. 
48 For Heidegger, the self and the world equally constitute Dasein and make up the 
“subject”. The question of intersubjectivity is very tricky since each individual 
carries around a world that overlaps and influences other worlds. He writes, in 
Basic Problems of Phenomenology, 297:  

World exists—that is, it is—only if Dasein exists, only if there is Dasein. 
Only if world is there, if Dasein exists as being-in-the-world, is there 
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understanding of being, and only if this understanding exists are intra-worldly 
beings unveiled as extant and handy. World-understanding as Dasein-
understanding is self-understanding. Self and world belong together in the 
single entity, the Dasein. Self and world are not two beings, like subject and 
object, or like I and thou, but self and world are the basic determination of the 
Dasein itself in the unity of the structure of being-in-the-world. Only because 
the “subject” is determined by being-in-the-world can it become, as this self, a 
though for another.  

49 Adorno made this connection between astrology and the authoritarian 
personality in his 1954 essay, ‘The Stars Down to Earth’, The Stars Down to Earth 
and Other Essays on the Irrational (New York: Routledge Classics, 1994). His 
supposed connection between fascistic tendencies and belief in astrology was 
influential in sociology and personality psychology. 
50 This series of questions may seem offensive to practitioners, but may not appear 
so to “outsider” non-practitioners. Potential reasons for this gulf of perception 
deserve exploration. 
51 The efforts to demonstrate and recover that astrology is originally a part of 
divination are a step forward in the dialogue (cf. Cornelius, and Willis and Curry). 
A further step, that of addressing the value and ethics of divination, must be taken, 
otherwise the redefinition of astrology as divination may be seen by “outsider” 
non-practitioners as simply an endorsement for astrological practice. 
52 ‘Letter on Humanism’, Martin Heidegger: Basic Writings, 239. 
53 On Generation and Corruption, 336a, 33 ff.. 
54 This Neopythagorean lineage is fleshed out in Lawrence, ‘Who Thought the 
Stars are Causes? The Astrological Doctrine Criticized by Plotinus’. 
55 Personalism, which begins theory and practical ethics with the uniqueness and 
unrepeatability of persons, is a philosophical and theological movement with 
multiple sources that are largely rooted in Christianity, but not exclusively so. For 
instance, Levinas’ ethical philosophy based on Jewish Talmudic thought can be 
described as a type of personalism. Some examples of works by personalists 
include: John Zizioulas, Being as Communion (Crestwood, NY: St. Vladimir's 
Seminary Press, 1985); Peter Bertocci, The Person and Primary Emotions (Berlin: 
Springer Verlag, 1988); Nicholai Berdyaev, Slavery and Freedom, trans. R.M. 
French, (London: G. Bles, 1939); and Max Scheler, On the Eternal in Man, trans. 
Bernard Noble, (London: SCM Press, 1960). 
56 I mean character rather than temperament here; the latter is arguably a more 
proper concern for astrology. Some astrological interpretations (both ancient and 
modern), however, cross the boundary of respect for freedom of persons by 
purporting to say something about an individual’s morality. 
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I. Part one 
 

The question before us is the nature of divinatory intelligence,1 which is 
the mode of thought whereby meaningful interpretations are sustained in 
divination. This paper supports the view of some anthropologists that 
divination involves a distinctive mental pattern or cognitive faculty. To 
this end, I bring forward what may seem at first to be an unlikely 
combination of descriptions from anthropology and scholastic philosophy. 
Part I reviews Lucien Lévy-Bruhl’s description of “primitive mentality”, 
in order to establish a characteristic of divinatory interpretation that I have 
termed the unique case.2 In Part II I suggest that the unique case parallels 
the concept of haecceitas (anglicised as haecceity or “this-ness”) posited 
by the medieval theologian John Duns Scotus. The concept is dependent 
on his distinction between intuitive and abstractive cognition; the pairing 
indicates a foundational analysis that may be fruitfully applied beyond its 
original context to the question of omens, astrology and divination. At the 
same time, this approach complements the anthropological perspective by 
suggesting a loftier intellectual register for divination than is usually 
granted to it by contemporary scholarship. 

Astrology is considered here in the practical and applied form in 
which it is most commonly encountered, which is as a method of 
judgment3 and interpretation, and this is treated as a practice of divination. 
Beyond its explicitly divinatory manifestation, astrology raises complex 
questions in that it has from its origins encompassed cosmology, sacred 
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science and pre-modern psychology. These large questions go beyond the 
remit of our current topic, but in acknowledgment of them I indicate 
astrology’s somewhat distinct status in the phrase “astrology and 
divination”. However, it is in its role as divination that I consider astrology 
here. I have previously given an extensive demonstration that judicial 
astrology, the art of practical and (most commonly) horoscopic 
interpretation including the judgment of nativities, employs a divinatory 
rationale and is in all essential respects a form of divination.4 Indeed, 
judicial astrology is the dominant and most highly articulated 
manifestation of divination in Western culture and on the Indian 
subcontinent. Academic commentators and critics, secular and religious, 
have no difficulty in identifying this practical form as divination, even if 
the designation is not one that many contemporary astrologers would 
comfortably acknowledge.5 

Reflection on the phenomena encountered in divinatory practice leads 
to the suggestion that astrology and divination involve a distinct category 
of understanding, standing in contrast to our usual way of thinking. 
Discussing the rivalry in ancient Greece between oracular and non-
religious secular decision-making, Vernant suggests that the logic of 
dialectical and persuasive argument involved in secular discourse is 
“wholly alien in its principles and spirit to the divinatory mentality”.6 The 
contrast is equally strongly drawn by Vickers, in his study of the widening 
gap between occult and scientific mentalities in the Renaissance and early 
modern period;7 while a less strongly demarcated distinction between what 
is sometimes called “analogical-synthetic”, as opposed to “analytical-
discursive”, thinking is something of a commonplace for the cultural 
historian.  

The idea of a radical discontinuity between divinatory and non-
divinatory understanding, possibly even a suggestion of alternative 
dimensions of reality, is affirmed by some modern astrologers. Here are 
two quotations to this effect from leading theorists. The first is a trenchant 
observation from the English astrologer Dennis Elwell: 

 
And wherein lies its [astrology’s] power to shake the world? Simply in 
this: it demonstrates that there is another way of looking at the universe, 
another angle from which everything takes on a different appearance. 
Down the centuries astrology has been a stubborn and sometimes tongue-
tied witness to the existence of another dimension of reality.8 
 
The second quotation is from the American astrologer Dane Rudhyar, 

pioneer of the influential movement known as “humanistic” or “person-
centered” astrology: 
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Science deals always essentially with collective factors. But what I 
consider as “astrology per se”—astrology as a sui generis thought-
discipline—has as its true field individual existential situations…this 
distinction is of absolutely capital importance for the astrologer.9 
 
Rudhyar differentiates astrology’s thought-discipline by giving an 

exact expression of what I term the unique case in divinatory 
interpretation. The unique case points to the utterly distinctive “one-off” 
quality of each interpretation and of each situation or life-story being 
interpreted. Whether we call this an alternative reality, or an alternative 
perception of the one reality we all share, is not the main point: Rudhyar’s 
formulation relates the act of astrological interpretation to the unique 
particularity of life as lived, in contrast to the logical generalities required 
by science. As will become clear in the following discussion, I locate this 
understanding of the unique case as a foundation of judicial astrology and 
divination. 

The authors quoted above, both scholars and astrologers, leave us 
with a strong polarity, even an antinomy, of modes of thought; on the one 
side divination, on the other reason, philosophy and science. This raises 
the question of whether there is any genuine dialogue or complementarity 
between reason and divinatory revelation. But whatever balance might be 
struck, we are still faced with the likelihood that divination elevates the 
exercise of a distinctive pattern of understanding, whether this is a faculty 
of mind and imagination, or a type of cognition. If this is so, then an 
understanding of divination is hindered when the distinctive nature of this 
mode or faculty is ignored. Amongst the negative consequences are an 
ambiguous identification of the intellectual process involved in divination, 
and an inappropriate application of criteria of rationality drawn from the 
analytical-discursive mode.10 In the worst case, the whole range of 
divinatory practice is put down to a combination of weak thinking and 
charlatanry. All such misdescriptions lead to an inability to analyse 
divination beyond a superficial phenomenology of its terminology and its 
material practices. We are left with the wearying list of “-mancies”, but 
little insight into the intelligence involved in any of them.  

The potential for misdescription is equally a weakness amongst 
modern diviners, who seem content to borrow simplified versions of 
amenable philosophical constructions of their own or a previous age. 
Divination is not then interpreted in the light of its own phenomena, but is 
tailored to some extrinsic model. This leads to the curious situation that 
elaborated theoretical statements made by many contemporary diviners are 
inadequate representations of their own practice. Astrologers are 
especially prone to unconvincing borrowings from popular science; it is 
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scarcely surprising that their theories do not hold water and appear naive 
or even outrageous to the philosophical mindset of a critic with no relevant 
experience in the matter.11 

Arguably the starting point for modern divination scholarship resides 
in the ground-breaking analysis of primitive mentality undertaken by 
Lucien Lévy-Bruhl.12 His method was nominally sociological, but his 
background lay in philosophy, and it is doubtless this dimension that 
makes some of his arguments so effective; we see this especially in his 
discussion of the non-syllogistic nature of primitive thought, which does 
not fit the Aristotelian model of logic. His conclusions provide a 
framework for the suggestions entertained above, that divination involves 
a mode that is other than our ordinary everyday thinking, and does not 
proceed according to our accepted notions of common sense.  

Despite a wide cultural dissemination of his ideas, within 
anthropology itself Lévy-Bruhl's relevance was overshadowed for much of 
the twentieth century. His gentlemanly armchair theorising appeared old-
fashioned in the light of the increasing insistence on hands-on fieldwork 
conducted by professionals. It seemed over-focused on the “mystical” and 
limited in explanatory power compared with more comprehensive 
ethnological theories, particularly those of the structuralists and Lévi-
Strauss. Further, the original description of primitive mentality attracted 
serious criticisms. Principal amongst these is the definition of the 
“primitive”, limiting the scope of our observations to aboriginal and native 
tribal cultures, as if the pattern of thought he describes has nothing to do 
with us.13 This goes together with Lévy-Bruhl's description of the 
primitive mode as pre-logical, attracting an unwarranted if understandable 
charge of ethnocentrism, as if primitives somehow cannot think, whereas 
we can. There is a rather more subtle corollary to ethnocentrism, falling 
under the combined spell of modern positivism and social-evolutionary 
theory: this is the regressivist imputation, the suggestion that mystical or 
participatory thinking emerging in an “evolved” culture is a more or less 
reprehensible regression or throw-back to an earlier and defunct behaviour 
or pattern of thinking.14 This negative view is particularly corrosive in the 
study of divination, and it remains, regrettably, de rigeur for many 
scholars where contemporary practice is concerned. Lévy-Bruhl himself 
was sensitive to many of the criticisms, and by the end of his life he was 
rethinking his definitions and abandoning the idea of the pre-logical. This 
has enhanced rather than lessened the force of his theory, and his seminal 
contribution is at last receiving the attention it deserves.  

Lévy-Bruhl distances his approach from cognitive psychology and 
from philosophy; however, it is in these quite different discourses that his 
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ideas may bear most fruit. However cautiously formulated, their 
implications are wide-ranging and controversial, since they suggest a 
challenge to the hegemony of our conventional conception of rationality. 
Equally provocative is the suggestion that the modern theorist, by the very 
mode in which conceptual theory is constituted, is rendered incapable of 
comprehending the thinking of the primitive, which remains “refractory to 
analysis”.15 Opponents of this view argue that we all think in much the 
same way, although often defectively; the variety of beliefs and 
behaviours in primitive cultures is quite understandable by us, once we 
examine their premises; these can be explained by distinctive social-
cultural formations, power and status relationships, by misperceptions, 
logical errors, emotional confusions, and limited or erroneous factual 
information. However, even some critics who consider that Lévy-Bruhl 
exaggerates the dominance of the “mystical” in primitive culture 
acknowledge that he has observed a fundamental and problematic 
difference in modes of thought.16 This debate is far from resolved, but 
Lévy-Bruhl’s basic thesis has become widely accepted, especially in the 
discourse concerning altered states of consciousness.17 

The most important of Lévy-Bruhl’s concepts is that of participation 
mystique.18 This covers a multiplicity of behaviours and beliefs which 
never failed to exasperate and confound the European missionaries and 
administrators visited upon the reciprocally perplexed natives. It is a 
foundation of reality, forming an autonomous, socially conditioned 
backdrop for every act of cognition, and therefore hardly capable of being 
distinctly abstracted and discriminated by the primitive mind, which can 
know no different; it is the anthropologist who abstracts it and names it as 
participation, and the category is therefore as much about the 
anthropologist as it is about the native. It is known to us in some measure 
from our own cultural history in the principle of sympathetic magic, 
whereby the hair from someone’s head can be used to influence or harm 
its original owner. So for some primitives, a man’s shadow is also the man 
and striking a footprint strikes the man. Participation is likely to be 
observed between a single representative of a species and the species; if 
one wrongly treats the carcass of one caribou, then all caribou may be 
offended and refuse to let themselves be hunted. On the other hand 
resemblance and commonality of species do not in themselves account for 
participation; of two bushes, one may be seen as having a special 
significance for a spirit, a person or the tribe, while another apparently 
identical bush is given no special significance, or an unrelated 
significance.19 The participatory significance of any given entity may 
change or even be reversed as circumstances change.20 Different tribes 
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also vary in their codes of signification, so that natural phenomena or 
human attributes are given participatory meanings specific to a particular 
culture. 

It may seem to be a simple matter for us to envisage participation as a 
strong type of emotional and affective association. Who does not have 
such an experience? We can readily extrapolate from this experience to the 
intermediary condition of folk superstition and sympathetic magic 
believed in even today by superstitious people. There is an abundant 
literature from the classical period to indicate the forms of this thinking. 
Through these intermediaries we might hope to project our imagination 
into the mindset of the few surviving genuine aboriginals, or to our native 
ancestors far back before the dawn of our own civilisation. For Lévy-
Bruhl, however, such a supposition is in error, and its consequences have 
to be undone before primitive mentality can be understood. The error 
arises when we fail to recognise that for the primitive there are not already 
two logically distinct objects linked by affective association. Instead 
participation is the way in which there are objects for seeing, and there is 
no entity apart from its immediately given participations. 

In the eyes of his critics, Lévy-Bruhl has confused a readiness for 
aesthetic and affective association for a different mode of thinking.21 
However, the ramifications of the theory establish a convincing case. 
Participation is directly related to a cardinal observation, that primitive 
mentality does not privilege abstraction; or I would prefer to say, to the 
extent that it does abstract, this is not at all in the form in which we know 
it. In taking up an entity as an entity we see it already in relation to its 
predicates, which constitute a set of logical conditions defining the entity. 
The highly developed way in which we construe these logical conditions, 
definitively expressed by Aristotle, is “natural” for us. Yet it is exactly 
because of this habit of our own thinking that we will be misled when we 
think about participation. Lévy-Bruhl demonstrates this by showing how 
the scholar will commonly apply a conventional understanding of the pars 
pro toto, taken to be the principle of sympathetic magic, and project its 
logic onto the primitive. Of course, we think, a part is a part of a whole, 
and this is the basis of the logic of the primitive’s understanding of a 
relationship whereby the part stands for the whole. Believing we have 
grasped the founding logic of this conception, we imagine that the 
primitive’s error of thinking lies not in the logical relation (with which we 
agree, for the part is indeed necessarily a part of a greater whole), but in 
the magical efficacy granted to that logical relation. For Lévy-Bruhl, 
however, the primitive does not even construe the part-whole logical 
relation as we do. Strictly speaking, for the primitive there is not even a 
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relation, because that would imply two things standing apart but brought 
together. They are not “apart” in the way that they are for us.22  

We might also say of this primitive participation that it is intuitive, 
without the mediation of the logic of categories so familiar in our way of 
thinking. My use of the word “intuition” is dictated by a forward view to 
Part II of this study and the cognitive pairing of intuitive-abstractive from 
medieval philosophy. Provided we are wary of the excess baggage these 
terms carry, and provided we take account of the potent affectivity that 
Lévy-Bruhl attaches to his use of the word “mystical”, there remains a 
broad overlap with a non-technical use of “intuition”, as well as with the 
more specific philosophical usage I will discuss shortly.  

For Lévy-Bruhl, the non-abstractive nature of primitive mentality 
manifests in the treatment of number, which is seen concretely in the 
objects numerated and is not abstracted into a universal and immaterial 
category. Counting therefore does not proceed along the lines of 
enumeration in the manner we take for granted, since “one is not a number 
like the other numbers”.23 Lévy-Bruhl relates this to the visual character of 
non-abstractive counting. The not-numberness of one is because we have 
turtle, not “one” turtle. A pair of turtles is concretely a definite and 
particular situation, and the difference is something other than the logical 
predication of the abstracted number two to turtleness. Singleness is a not-
pair and a not-many, and is something other than the first unit of counting 
as in “one, two, three...”. This underscores a theme of this paper, that 
divination does not belong to a count of instances, but takes root in a non-
enumerated “unique case” of its own instantiation. The unique case is a 
not-pair, not-many, a singleton that is simply itself. This will, I hope, 
become clear as we proceed. 

Unsurprisingly, practices of omen-reading and divination are amongst 
the most important of all manifestations of the participation mystique. 
They will also be, for us, amongst the least understood: 

 
Even the most complete description possible of the divining process does 
not disclose all its meaning…Where we find symbolic relations… 
[primitive mentality] feels a close participation. This cannot be expressed 
in our thought, nor even in our languages, which are much more 
conceptual than those of primitives. The term which would express it best 
in this connection would be the “momentary identity of substance”.24 

 
“Identity of substance” emerges as a consistent theme for Lévy-Bruhl, 

and is another facet of participation; it means something more than linking 
two distinct things together in a correspondence of “symbolic relations” 
akin to the pars pro toto; it suggests instead our notion of identity. 
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Elsewhere he expresses the same theme as bi-presence, dual-units, and 
consubstantiality.25 An important consequence for any theory of divination 
is that the conceptual distinction we readily make between signs and 
causes may be quite foreign to the primitive. The omen and the spirit-
agency intending it become identified, or “consubstantial”. Further, the 
omen is seen as fully implicated in the event that it portends; indeed, it is 
also the event it portends. It follows that in averting the omen, the event it 
signifies is averted.26 Equally, the making of divination is a making of the 
event being divined.27  

I will now turn to a further aspect of participation that advances our 
understanding of the unique case in divination, at least within the context 
of primitive mentality. This relates to the singularity and particularity of 
the circumstances of an omen, or any situation or event taken to have an 
ominous implication. Any striking event, circumstance, or showing is 
understood as concrete, particular, and non-abstracted: 

 
Participation has reality only in so far as it is felt by an individual (even if 
similar participations occur at the same moment amongst various members 
of the group who have, for example, a single mystical experience). It is 
thus an event which occurs hic et nunc, localized in space and time, or 
better said which has its own space and time.28 

 
This is why every omen is the unique case; “it is indeed revealing, but 

revealing only of itself”. The meaningfulness of such an ominous situation 
is therefore not understood as a logical generality indifferently affecting 
anyone and everyone in the vicinity. Rather, it is directed to some 
particular individual or group of individuals: “the omen affects those to 
whom it is pointed”.29 Since the omen is not a product either of general 
laws or of contingent causes—although the primitive may be quite capable 
of including these interpretations of the event itself—it is understood as a 
particular and mystical intentional action, communication or warning. In 
order to convey this in our conceptual terms, this may be termed the 
address of the omen. The omen is not simply meaningful, it is meant; and 
because its meant-ness depends not on logical predication but on 
affectivity, the omen is addressed to the individual for whom it is felt to be 
meant.30 By corollary, in seeking an omen or in responding to the spirit-
world, it is a common (though not exclusive) pattern for the primitive in 
turn to specifically address the volitional agency: prayers, appeals and 
imprecations are offered up, not only to spirits in general, but to named 
spirits and ancestors.  

In the first of the two main quotations from Lévy-Bruhl given above, 
he suggests that the primitive attitude to divination “cannot be expressed 
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in our thought”; this polarised view is characteristic of his earlier work. 
However, there need not be a complete impasse. Lévy-Bruhl’s final view 
is that “there is a mystical mentality which is more marked and more 
easily observable among ‘primitive peoples’ than in our own societies, but 
it is present in every human mind”.31 This widening of scope suggests a 
cautious extension of his approach to divinatory and related phenomena 
wherever they may manifest. Where an abstractive mode becomes 
dominant, we expect the collective patterns shaping and reshaping 
divinatory practice to show complex variations, differing with each culture 
and historical epoch. Nevertheless, if Lévy-Bruhl’s supposition is correct, 
then it provides some basis for examining the thought process involved 
across times and cultures.  

We are therefore able to pose basic questions to divinatory practice, 
historical and contemporary, sophisticated and primitive: does divination 
entail an altered mode of thinking, a switch from an everyday orientation 
to the “mystical mentality”? Further, to what extent does this entail spirit-
agency? The alternative formulation is to ask whether divination is a 
matter of our ordinary cognitions, thought processes, and logic, based on 
the cultural patterns and beliefs, reasonable or otherwise, of practitioners. 
We can see that this debate is of a piece with the dispute over 
participation; only the theorist who accepts the feasibility of Lévy-Bruhl’s 
description of participation is likely to accept the possibility of a similar 
“mystical” process in divination.  

Researches in divination appear to support the suggestion that its 
practice does indeed involve a mode of understanding that is inadequately 
described in our conventional or scientific understanding of mental 
process. Whether this mode is extra-ordinary is debatable, since it may be 
an obscure but general function of human understanding; but whatever it 
is, it resists our usual categories. 

A major contribution to the study of divination is the concept of the 
cognitive continuum, developed by Barbara Tedlock from her own field 
studies, and on the basis of observations by other anthropologists. Tedlock 
notes that descriptions given by diviners themselves commonly distinguish 
distinct modes of knowing through divination, located along a cognitive 
spectrum. The Zulu sangoma Sikhumbana explains to the researcher “that 
there are three main methods of divining: through the spirits, with bones, 
and with the head”. According to Tedlock, divination through the spirits is 
intuitive, although medicines are employed to induce the process of direct 
communication with these entities. At the other end of the spectrum is a 
rational and inductive interpretation of the arrangement of bones 
manipulated by “chance”, also medicine-aided. Between these poles is 
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divination with the head, an interpretive approach “which is neither purely 
a non-rational possession nor a purely rational inductive process of 
examination of tangible objects or natural events”. The intuitive pole 
manifests in an affective presentation, a direct experience, bodily 
sensation, or spirit-possession. The rational-inductive interpretation, 
entering into narrative and communicable expression, becomes re-
presentation, where the meaning is successively negotiated in dialogue or 
talked-about as an interpretation.32 The meaning arises wholly in the 
unique case: “divination is applied epistemology: it does not operate 
independently of the particular question before the diviner and the 
client”.33 

A significant feature of Barbara Tedlock’s approach is that she can 
offer a theoretical distinction of modes, in keeping with Lévy-Bruhl’s 
hypothesis, while giving them complementary rather than contradictory 
functions. This in turn allows us to locate the common themes in a 
spectrum of divinatory practices, from the near-mechanical selection of 
lots to full trance possession, with guesswork, metaphorical narrative, and 
creative imagination moving back and forth along the centre of the 
spectrum.  

This formulation illuminates hermeneutic descriptions of astrological 
practice. Observation over many years led me to posit a similar continuum 
at work between the two poles or modes of realised and speculative 
divinatory-allegorical interpretation: 

 
Real-isation is the mysterious function by which the allegory is seen as 
reality and thereby we make real the allegory…it is like a bodily sense, 
indescribable to one who does not experience it.34  

 
Speculative interpretation involves rational inference employing 

conventional categories, embodied in the textbook interpretations of 
horoscopic factors; it is clearly distinguishable from realised 
interpretation, which carries a distinct affectivity or psychic charge. This 
latter can manifest as a hunch or intuition, and astrologers will talk of it as 
a “hit” or feeling “on”. The category is self-evident to most experienced 
practitioners of astrology and divination. The spectrum or continuum 
between these poles forms the stuff of practical interpretation, as the 
astrologer moves between complementary modes of rational induction and 
direct intuitive apperception. I describe this as a “complex process of 
negotiation…trying this and then that take until we hit upon the ‘real’ 
symbolism and we ‘see’ what this or that factor ‘means’”.35 Seen in this 
way, the cognitive continuum not only serves to differentiate types of 
divination, it also indicates the fluid intermediate dialogical process 
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involved in any one single divination of the category described by 
Sikhumbana as divining with the head. This category includes all 
developed inductive divinatory forms, of which judicial astrology is a 
leading example.  

Given its cognitive range, it is worth taking a step back in order to ask 
how it is that divination has sunk to such low intellectual status. If we 
follow Lévy-Bruhl then at least part of the answer must be that in our 
thinking about the world we employ abstraction, yet participation is not an 
abstractive mode. The privileging of our culture’s mode of intellectual 
abstraction correlates with the occluding of participation, the weakening of 
a sense of address, and a consequent transmutation in how we represent 
the mystical to ourselves. This may be neither a good thing nor a bad 
thing, it appears to be the process of culture itself. With the learning of 
abstraction, what we recognise as scientific knowledge goes from strength 
to strength, but participatory knowing retreats into the shadows of 
unreason. This knowing is not wholly beyond our reach, however, since 
the intellectually sophisticated modern diviner has a considerable 
advantage in coping with these subtle ideas. Equally, they are readily 
assimilated by individuals who are not diviners but who embody what Carl 
Jung aptly terms the symbolic attitude.36  

There is, however, an enervating legacy of positivist nay-saying to 
overcome before we are able to “read” divination, primitive or 
sophisticated. Until quite recent times, the possibility of a truth-value to 
divination, and what that truth might mean, has scarcely been entertained 
as a topic for anthropological investigation outside the safely contained 
remit of the ethnography of distant tribes. And apart from Jungian and 
post-Jungian thought, modern psychology remains a dead letter for 
divination. It is worth noting at this point the temptation to equate Lévy-
Bruhl’s primitive mentality with the concept of primary process as 
understood by Freud and psychoanalysis, and anthropology has been 
influenced along these lines.37 This equation remains tempting as we move 
to the cognitive pairing of intuitive and abstractive. However, primitive 
mentality cannot be simply equated with primary process, nor can the 
model of dual cognition discussed in Part II be squared with Freud's 
primary and secondary psychic process; there are potentially illuminating 
cross-correspondences deserving of investigation, but these are partial and 
not definitive. A reduction to the blind instinctual drives of the Freudian id 
does violence to divination, of which any sustained pursuit is treated as 
evidence of feeble intellectual and moral development.38  

The problem of abstraction is compounded for the diviners 
themselves; how could they stand apart? It has far-reaching consequences 
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for them, since primitive divination directly involves the “mystical” and 
the spirit-world. Once we have learned abstraction, we leave the primitive 
orientation behind, and to the degree that divinatory participation can no 
longer be thought, its ground is readily captured by abstractive 
explanation. This finds its expression in a reframing of the phenomenon 
within universal and objectively neutral laws that are believed to produce 
omens, oracles or showings. When the single pole of abstraction is 
substituted for the divinatory continuum then reframing becomes reduction 
and misaligns theory and practice. The unique case, the living experience 
of divination, is lost—not in practice—but in the theory that re-presents 
that practice. This misalignment is the single most debilitating hindrance 
to reflection, clouding theory from within misinterpreted practice, and at a 
certain point of development threatening to undermine the practice itself.39  

This is manifest in astrology, in its complex historical relationship 
with an objective construction of the physical and observable cosmos, 
established in Greek science and interpreted for us by Ptolemy. The 
dilemma for the astrologers is that their cosmos is an inspired aesthetic and 
spiritual creation that has suffered polar abstraction in a non-divinatory 
epistemology. By deeply ingrained instinct and training the astrologers are 
understandably loath to give up a theoretical construction that has, after 
all, served them well over the centuries. Even for the contemporary 
practitioner, this construction unceasingly recreates the necessary 
conditions for the divinatory unique case—that is, it demonstrably keeps 
working as far as astrologers and their clients are concerned. But we have 
now debunked the physical theories of planetary dynamics worked out by 
Ptolemy and followed throughout the medieval period. It follows that 
theories of astrological influence, sympathy, or correspondence 
coterminous with that physical cosmos are sundered from their 
epistemological foundation at the same time as they are divorced from 
intuitive cognition. Despite attempts to move between literal and symbolic 
explanations, no other epistemological foundation is consistently 
understood by astrologers. This is why they remain tongue-tied.  

Is it possible to rescue something from this wreckage of 
misperceptions? The task is to build on the work already achieved and 
articulate the intellectual process of astrology and divination while 
avoiding regression and a reduction to subjectivity. We also need a 
broader perspective than conventional anthropology has so far provided. 
One possible move is to seek a more philosophical order of discourse; with 
this end in view, and with the unique case as a guiding theme, I now turn 
to a brief, but I hope sufficient, introduction to relevant observations 
bequeathed to us by medieval scholasticism. 
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II. Part two 

We have followed through the suggestion, consistent with observations of  
practice, that astrology and divination involve a movement across a  
cognitive continuum, demarcated at its poles by intuitive and abstractive  
modes of cognition. The abstractive mode is characteristic of our tradition  
of logic and underpins the organisation and validation of what we have 
come to define as scientific knowledge. To the extent that divinatory 
knowledge is empirically revealed in the irreducible and particular unique 
case of interpretation, then the privileging of abstraction—or a particular 
form of abstraction—has eclipsed our understanding of divination. 
Obscured by its ambiguous epistemological status, its domain 
unrecognised, divination eventually found itself expelled from both logic 
and science. 

Leaving behind the “barbarians”, it was a wholly remarkable 
achievement of classical Greek culture to have developed the abstractive 
mode. In the schools of the philosophers, the principle of abstraction 
attained definition, stability and communicable literal expression, thereby 
releasing its enormous cultural power. The work began in earnest with 
Socrates, under the aegis of Apollo and commanded through 
divination.40 It was transformed by his student Plato, without whom it 
might have been inconceivable, and it reached a plateau of its fulfilment in 
the genius of Plato’s own student, Aristotle.  

The development of this mode in the form we know it today is far 
from having been unilinear and self-evident; the relationship of divination 
with early philosophy and science is correspondingly complex, with 
various theories of divination competing for plausibility.41 For current 
purposes, the significant inquiry is the manner in which the intuitive mode 
came to be construed within philosophy, offering clues as to the place of 
divination in our culture. My concern is therefore to use the artefacts of 
abstractive thought to reveal its own complement; herein lies the paradox 
of writing “about” divination.  

     In pursuit of this goal there are counterweights to extreme polar 
abstraction in the definition of rationality; both Platonism and Christianity 
may be cited in this respect.42 Christianity especially has been tasked to 
negotiate the paradox of reason and revelation, and comparisons between 
its supernatural elements and the primitive’s mode of thinking have struck 
commentators as undeniable. Such comparisons are often made at the 
expense of developed religion, as if its doctrines are futile remnants of 
primitive superstition; but as already suggested, regressive interpretations 
risk degrading all parties in the comparison. An obvious reference in 
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Christianity is the Trinity, the doctrine of God as Three-in-One, which is 
an a-categorial and non-enumerative knowing that “one is not a 
number”;43 while the mystery of the Eucharist, with wine and bread as 
blood and body of Christ, parallels the participatory bi-presence and 
consubstantiality that is so thoroughly delineated by Lévy-Bruhl.44  

In the light of these observations, it should not surprise us to find in 
medieval Christianity insights relevant to the subtle reaches of divination. 
With its summation in Thomas Aquinas, scholastic philosophy is the high-
end of intellectual abstraction in service to revelation, nourished in the 
pietas and religious practice of its doctors. This unified divine reality finds 
a natural home for logic and science and yet reveals in its midst God, 
grace, and the knowledge of angels. It also offers a true place for its 
cosmological expression in astrology, despite Augustine’s censure.45 

From this starting point, I wish to take an obscure pathway of thought 
that shows the way to the divinatory unique case; this may be discerned in 
the realignment of scholasticism achieved by John Duns Scotus at the end 
of the thirteenth and opening of the fourteenth century. On the subject of 
practical divination, Duns Scotus may be expected to follow orthodoxy 
and Augustine, even though he does address the question of revelation. 
His special significance for us lies in an influential facet of his 
philosophical theology, namely the complementarity of intuitive and 
abstractive cognition, working together as powers of the intellect. 
Following the tradition of Aristotle and the scholastics, Duns Scotus 
understands intellectual abstraction to be our common mode of knowledge 
and the basis of science. Material entities are known through their 
immaterial essence, which is the quidditas or “whatness” of their species. 
This is the horseyness of a horse, the human-ness and distinctive human 
rationality of a person, the animal rationality of an animal, the redness of 
the colour red. The essences are therefore universal categories by which 
we know the species of any and all things in creation. In the sphere of 
thought we encounter the universals in abstract concepts such as Love, or 
Justice, which are known—or remembered—in the soul. The argument for 
this understanding is compelling. We never “see” Justice per se, it eludes 
definition and takes on different appearances in different cultures, yet 
every person, even a small child, recognises an act of gross injustice.  

An enduring question in philosophy concerns the exact nature of these 
essences, and indeed whether they have reality at all. Staying within the 
“moderate realist” frame of scholasticism, one feature to be noted about 
abstractive intellect is that its knowledge is indirect and it has no material 
immediacy; this is why we can be misled by incorrect abstractions from 
sensory data. Yet for Duns Scotus it is unfitting that the higher mode of 
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intellect, beyond the bondage of the senses, should not be equally capable 
of an immediacy of knowing granted to the physical senses. In an 
interpretation that departs from Aquinas, he suggests that coeval with 
abstractive cognition is another and distinct mode, that of intuitive 
cognition. This grasps its object and knows with certainty the being-ness 
of  “the thing in its own existence”. Duns Scotus states that the intuitive 
act “must include in itself a real and actual relation to the object itself”.46 
Ingham and Dreyer, in their introduction to his philosophy, summarise this 
mode as follows: 

 
…it is an act whose immediacy dispenses with the need for any mental 
species. It is a type of existential immediacy…Unlike the act of 
abstraction, the act of intuition is accompanied by the certainty of the 
object’s existence.47 
 

This intuitive act is not in any sense counter to discursive and abstractive 
reasoning; these functions of intellect are true complements.  

To stay faithful to the scholastic and Aristotelian project, we 
understand that our cognition arises by virtue of a reciprocation between 
world and intellect. The knowledge we arrive at is not merely “in our 
minds”, or, as for the nominalists, determined by our conventions of 
naming. This leads to the question of what constitutes the reality of the 
existent entity (whether material or immaterial) that allows it to be grasped 
by intuitive intellect. For Duns Scotus this entails a distinct characteristic 
of individuation, which is the unique and unrepeatable individuality of the 
entity.48 This “contracts” to itself the totality of universal categories by 
which it is constituted. These necessarily embody accidents of nature and 
will, the innumerable contingent details of life, the choices that are made, 
that are utterly definitive for the individual. These contingencies are what 
make the individual this person and not that person, this horse and not that 
horse; and the same with every single existent and actual thing, event, 
series of events, act, object, thought, perception, part of an event or part of 
an object, that we can possibly encounter, or make present to ourselves in 
momentary attention. This intellectually-grasped existent individuality is 
termed by Duns Scotus haecceitas, transliterated as “haecceity”, and 
commonly rendered in English as “this-ness”, which accurately conveys 
its meaning when set against the abstracted “what-ness” of quidditas.  

The relevance of this distinction for our consideration of the cognitive 
continuum, and the parallels between the unique case and haecceity, 
should be apparent. The description of a non-categorial mental act of 
direct cognition as “intuitive” is equally decisive in establishing the 
possibility of divination. In this way we may compare the concrete 
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existential particularity of the divinatory unique case as an expression of 
the “irreducibly particular” haecceity of this person who seeks divination, 
or of this situation being divined.49  

However, caution is appropriate. We are drawing comparisons from 
just one aspect of a far-reaching and integrated theological project. While 
we should seek to stay faithful to the broad terms of scholastic discourse, 
the aim is to bring out its phenomenological and intuitive complement as 
this bears on the unique case, rather than trace the problematics of Duns 
Scotus’ logic.50 The “subtle doctor” is not an easy thinker to follow. His 
arguments are nuanced and technical; he died in middle age with his 
project incomplete, leaving behind fertile soil for contending 
interpretations.51 The metaphysic of contingency also suggests more on the 
question of divination than we are able to explore here.52 Mindful of such 
caveats, and returning to the limited discussion of haecceity, we observe 
that Duns Scotus addresses questions that are distant to modern thought 
yet are urgent for Christian doctrine; principal amongst these is the 
relationship of the individual soul to its Creator. Most medieval 
theologians considered the soul to be single, entire and indivisible. Given 
this single being, lacking internal distinction, how could the soul have 
contradictory natures, and be angelic in its rational powers and yet carnal 
and non-angelic in its sentient nature?53 It is not necessary for our current 
purposes to indicate how Duns Scotus analyses this dilemma. We may 
however draw intellectual breath at the vista he opens for us with his 
conclusion: namely, that with respect to the human soul, haecceity is the 
perfection of individuality, and therefore is a formal (logical) condition for 
individuation.  

With Christian speculation of this order we seem far indeed from 
participatory consciousness in primitive mentality, where the individual 
tends to participation in the collective. Whether or not we follow the 
Scotist solution, Christianity’s perfection of the individualised soul may 
itself be the inspiration for a teleological dimension observable in natal 
astrology.54 However, an integrally related aspect of haecceity, its 
foundation in contingency, is especially relevant to all expressions of 
divination, primitive or sophisticated. The decisive move is the 
demonstration that God is the God of contingency.55 The Scotist doctrine 
is that the mind of God, as well as containing all quiddities, comprehends 
the possibilities of all circumstances, contingent and necessary; this is 
known whether or not the possibility is actualised.  

We reach here the realm of paradox; however syllogistically sound, 
propositions are advanced that are incomprehensible. Duns Scotus pushes 
to the limit of abstractive understanding, but once his conclusion is 
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“intuitively” heeded, the sheer phenomenological potency of this framing 
of haecceity induces ferments, fast and slow, bubbling up in later culture 
and philosophy.56 Leibniz models the concept to his own ends in his 
Discourse on Metaphysics, offering the following dramatic illustration of 
the contingent domain: 

 
the quality of being king that belongs to Alexander the Great, taken in 
abstraction from the subject, is not sufficiently determinate for one 
individual, and does not include the other qualities of the same subject, nor 
everything that the notion of this prince includes, whereas God who sees 
the individual notion or haecceity of Alexander sees in it at the same time 
the foundation and reason for all the predicates that can truly be ascribed to 
him, such as that he would defeat Darius and Porus even to the point of 
knowing a priori (and not by experience) whether he died naturally or by 
poison, something we can only know historically.57 

 
Here, on the canvas of a single fulfilled human destiny, is the unique 

case that makes Alexander, Alexander; the prince is something more than 
a tally of his accidents and the sum of his abstracted predicates. The 
“something more” of individuation gathers up all the predicates and 
contingencies in the sight of God. In this universe of divine contingency, 
we should note an important distinction made by Duns Scotus, 
insufficiently observed by Leibniz, between the haecceity of sets of 
entities “accidentally” brought together, but which are in themselves 
essentially unrelated, and the haecceity of a fully integral individual entity, 
such as a particular horse or a particular man.58   

At a simple level of consideration, Duns Scotus posits a form of 
extrasensory perception.59 There is nothing new for a medieval thinker in 
such paranormal speculations, but what is new is the foundational status 
accorded to this knowing. Given the doctrinal implications, it is not 
surprising to find that Duns Scotus shows reserve, leaving us to puzzle 
over ambiguities.60 He indicates that intuitive cognition is the necessary, 
logically prior condition for certain of our rational understandings, 
especially those depending on existential self-awareness. It is this that 
gives the intuitive faculty a primary role in moral knowledge.61 However, 
our understanding of this faculty is obscured; compared to abstractive 
cognition “we do not experience it in ourselves as certainly, but it is 
possible”.62 Intuitive cognition is perfected in the beatific knowing granted 
to the resurrected soul; in this pure state there is the unmediated vision of 
the individuality of God. Following in the Augustinian pattern, Duns 
Scotus reminds us that such exalted knowing is not granted to us “in our 
present state”—that is, the state after the Fall. He illustrates his theme by 
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quoting Paul: “we see now through a mirror in an obscure manner, but 
then face to face”.63  

The question of how far we recognise haecceity in ordinary mind is an 
ambiguous one, left unresolved by Duns Scotus; that very ambiguity 
characterises the attempt to abstractly define the intuitive mode. With this 
in mind we may better appreciate the locus of much of this discussion in 
the liminal region of spirit-beings. The distinction of abstractive and 
intuitive is first made explicit in the context of angelic cognition.64 This 
engages us in an analysis that might seem embarrassing, if not downright 
weird, for the post-enlightenment theologian, let alone a modern 
philosopher; but for the discussion of divination this is amongst the most 
fruitful of debates.  

Duns Scotus indicates that haecceity is determinative for the sense of 
self-knowledge, yet here is how he places his argument, in the context of 
the intellection of angels: 

 
For Michael does not know himself in the way he would know Gabriel if 
Gabriel were annihilated, viz., by abstractive cognition, but he knows 
himself as existing, and existing in a way that is identical with himself. He 
also is aware of his intellection in this way...he knows himself to be 
knowing, that is to say, he knows his knowledge as something existing in 
himself.65 

 
The move to the liminal realm of the angelic in describing the 

intuitive faculty alerts us to the Platonic and neo-Platonic attribution of 
divination to the daemonic, a thread that can be traced from Socrates and 
Plato through to Iamblichus. This same pattern is explicit in the Christian 
respect for angels and corresponding abhorrence of impious spirit-entities, 
the “demons”.66 The scholastic philosophers work the ground already 
prepared for them in early medieval Christianity, which assimilated pagan 
divination along with a host of pagan practices. In her study of medieval 
magic, Valerie Flint has shown how the ancient daemones, disguised, 
renamed, and marshalled into categories, became angels and demons.67 
The power of contingent knowledge, including precognition, passes from 
the noblest of the pre-Christian gods and daemones to the Christian angels; 
Augustine grants them divinatory skills far superior to those of the 
demons, and matched only by the Biblical prophets. The most significant 
theological distinction between these two orders of spirit-being is that 
angels gaze on eternal causes, whereas demons do not; despite their 
powers, demons may mislead and be misled, even in non-malevolent 
instances;68 hence the perils of divination. These conceptions, guaranteed 
by Scriptural authority and the Church Fathers, are embedded in medieval 
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Christianity early and late, and are debated amongst the most scientific and 
rational of the theologians. Aquinas does not admit to angels having 
precognition of contingent events, for that belongs to God alone; but he 
believes that angels exist in vast numbers, may take material form, have 
marvellous gifts of perspicuity and inference, and know singular things 
and particular individuals.69 For Christian theology generally, as for 
Aquinas and Duns Scotus, the angel has self-knowledge and knowledge of 
particulars. With the revealing of haecceity, the potential role of spirit-
agency in the unique case of divination becomes ever more closely 
delineated.  

We arrive at this recognition: shaman, classical pagan and medieval 
Christian alike acknowledge a supernormal agency at work in various 
expressions of divination. Further, seeking the assistance of an 
independent volitional spirit-entity is an acknowledged form of practice. 
Applying the insight of Duns Scotus to the human diviner, the innate 
intuitive faculty secures a non-abstractive knowledge of the existential 
unique case in its essential this-ness, its singularity of context and 
individual meaning. The knowledge attained is both empirical and moral; 
here is the intuitive pole of intellect in divination, demonstrably similar in 
primitive mentality and in medieval Christianity.  

It is at this point that the comparisons—as well as points of 
difference—become illuminating for the study of divination. Charged with 
questions from the Christian understanding of angels, we come back full 
circle to the Zulu sangoma and his divination by the spirits. 

III. Final considerations 

A question arises as to how far the models discussed are a good match as 
we move between a dual-mode description (Lévy-Bruhl, Duns Scotus), a 
continuum (Tedlock), and a triple-mode categorisation of divinatory 
practice (Sikhumbana). Over the course of his thinking, Lévy-Bruhl 
moderated the polarisation of his early position, bringing it a step closer to 
the idea of the cognitive continuum. The polar definition remains intact 
but is transferred from prelogical mentality, treated as a culturally self-
contained whole, to participation as a distinct mode of cognition. This 
allows the possibility of comparisons in the orientation to the mystical 
between primitive and non-primitive cultures. On this basis I have sought 
to show, using the description of the unique case of divination as a 
medium of comparison, that participatory mind is identifiable with the 
intuitive category established by Duns Scotus. These constructions, 
described within different world-views, share a phenomenological 
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identity; that is, they point to the same primary order of cognition. 
There remains a problem of theory concerning the nature of intellect. 

What Lévy-Bruhl calls “understanding” is identical to the categorial 
function denoted by Duns Scotus as abstractive cognition. However, it is a 
principal conclusion for Lévy-Bruhl that participation is wholly affective; 
it is “felt” and not “understood”, and this is why he considers that it is not 
an intellectual knowledge.70 By contrast, Duns Scotus describes intuition 
as a complementary knowing within intellect. The difference is significant, 
but untangling it goes beyond our immediate concern; I would only 
remark that, however the matter is conceived, it does not annul the event, 
which is direct cognition of the haecceity, the singular existential reality 
grasped as meaningful or meant. Whether we call a knowing affective or 
intellectual it is still a knowing. However, for both our authorities, the 
intuition, although particular and individual, is necessarily pre-interpretive, 
or better still coeval with interpretation. At the instant there is an 
interpretation, at the moment the diviner knows what the meaning means, 
then there is the first act of abstraction and the first re-presentation.  

I have emphasised the intuitive dimension of divination, bringing out 
an explicitly spirit-like or supernormal element, but how are we to 
understand Sikhumbana’s “divination by the bones”? To the modern mind 
this seems to be a mechanical performance, surrounded by a paraphernalia 
of ritual. Here symbolically significant objects are manipulated randomly 
in a procedure governed by fixed rules; the resulting answer will be 
broadly obvious to knowledgeable participants, and does not wholly 
depend on the vagaries of the diviner’s interpretation. Sortilege, the 
casting of lots, is the typical representative of this form, although different 
types of sortilege require greater or lesser degrees of negotiation by 
diviner and client.71 A much quoted example of the extreme in this form of 
divining is the Azande chicken oracle, where a determination of the guilt 
or otherwise of the party under investigation may be made by the death or 
survival of a poisoned chicken.72 Although the divinatory procedure is 
wholly embedded in the participation mystique, it does not require a 
notion of direct spirit-agency, and a spirit is not directly addressed. The 
oracle manifests the abstractive pole at its simplest, in that the 
interpretation “yes” or “no” is fixed, non-negotiable and pregiven for 
either possibility. The answer awaits the particular and unique divinatory 
act, the individual existential situation brought ritually before the oracle, to 
render into actuality one of the two potential answers.  

If the foregoing observations concerning forms of divination are 
plausible, then it suggests that somewhere along this path we may find a 
robust philosophical container for a phenomenology of divination. 
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However, when we apply this logical structure and ask what occurs in the 
experience of diviners in each and every unique case, then we face the 
pragmatic necessity of describing a complex spectrum of divinatory 
embodiments, performances and representations. This requires the in-
practice distinction of an intermediate continuum of negotiation, part 
intuitive, part abstractive; here is the to-and-fro reasoning process of 
Sikhumbana’s divining “with the head”.  

In fluid forms of symbolism, such as astrology, the divinatory craft 
induces spirit-like intuition, but is secured by a counter-movement towards 
the abstractive pole. One manifestation of this complementary orientation 
is the observation of fixed rules that demarcate the bounds of 
interpretation.73 This element of practice lends itself to proto-scientific and 
causal theorising and is easily misunderstood, and its accurate description 
requires an extended discussion. I will in brief offer the observation that, 
as a function of abstractive intellect, each established divinatory practice 
derives its own categorial structure, such as the symbolism of the planets 
and signs in astrology. These symbolic vessels in turn enable the act of 
interpretation to follow a non-arbitrary inductive method that is both 
communicable and negotiable.74 

Developing these formulations into a descriptive analysis of 
divinatory practices is a task for detailed studies.75 There remains a wider 
task, however, which is to bring into the picture the cultural 
representations of divination, including the theorising of its practitioners. 
Divinatory practice is a work where human-being submits intimate 
concern to a primordial intelligence of reality that goes under various 
names, such as “spirit-like” or “divine”, or a named god: the divinatory act 
is at one and the same time spiritual and human, intellectual and worldly. 
Developed divinatory practice is therefore a singular yet universally 
acknowledged cultural achievement. In its established forms, divination 
attains a pattern of interleaving of its polar orientations, an imbrication of 
abstractive-universal and intuitive-particular determinations, adapting over 
time and carrying the diviner and the culture of divination across an 
otherwise unbridgeable divide. It is in this exploration, I suggest, that the 
future of divination scholarship resides. 
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63 Duns Scotus, q6:19, 136; also Glossary 499-500. 
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between Intuitive and Abstractive Cognition’, Speculum 64, (1989), 579-599, 581. 
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67 See for example Augustine City of God, Book V ch. 7. 
68 Valerie Flint, The Rise of Magic in Early Medieval Europe (Oxford: Clarendon 
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72 Tedlock (1992), ch.7, gives an unrivalled account of sortilege amongst the 
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73 E.E. Evans-Pritchard, Witchcraft, Oracles and Magic among the Azande 
(Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1937); esp. Part III, chs.3, 4, 281-351. 
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CHAPTER ELEVEN 

DIVINATORY FOUR-HANDED CHESS:  
THE CASE OF THE ENOCHIAN CHESS OF THE 
GOLDEN DAWN AND ITS USE IN DIVINATION 

JOHANN FRIEDRICH WOLFGANG HASLER 
 
 
 
Enochian Chess, originally named “Rosicrucian Chess”, is a board game 
for four players comparable in some aspects to traditional chess, but 
adapted from the Indian four-handed Chaturanga. Apart from acting as a 
form of erudite entertainment for knowledgeable Hermeticists, it can also 
be used for informal, ludic group meditation and contemplation of the 
various elemental, geomantic, astrological and tarot symbolism its boards 
and pieces represent. It also has—as its name implies—important 
connections to the Enochian system of magic originally channelled by the 
Elizabethan Magus John Dee and his seer the alchemist Edward [Talbot] 
Kelley in the 1580s, and later modified and “Hermeticised” by Samuel 
Lindell MacGregor Mathers and William Wynn Westcott of the Hermetic 
Order of the Golden Dawn, at the end of the 19th century. Yet during its 
use in the curriculum of the Adeptus Minor of the Golden Dawn magical 
system it moved beyond its obvious possibilities as an aid to study, 
contemplation and meditation of Hermetic symbolism, and developed a 
different system of play that involved using it as a divination tool. Being a 
divination system in which four magical adepts actively participate, and 
later interpret in tandem each individual move (scrupulously recorded 
during game-play), it constitutes a unique case in Western divinatory 
practices. This paper will report on this lesser-known system of Hermetic 
divination, giving a quick overview of its history, symbolic attributions 
and operation, as well as discussing its peculiar casting and interpretation 
methods.  

The title of this paper might come as a surprise to many, since chess is 
not usually considered a game of chance, but rather one of intellectual 
prowess, strategy, well thought-out, premeditated moves and quick 
intellectual reactions. And since all forms of divination entail a certain 
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degree of chance in the original configuration of the casting or spread that 
will be later interpreted, the use of chess in a divination context might 
seem contradictory to the very nature of both divination and of chess. Yet, 
as the Enochian chess revivalist and scholar Steve Nichols notes, “all 
recreational board-games such as Chess and card-games…seem to be 
survivals of magical practices amongst our ancestors”.1 From this 
perspective then, chess as a divinatory game which combines strategy—in 
the form of complex decision-making based upon strict rules—with 
chance—through the use of dice—is not such a far-fetched idea, and 
actually several games of this type still exist (such as backgammon or 
snakes and ladders, to name only the most popular), though their use in 
divination has been lost.  

Enochian chess was originally called “Rosicrucian Chess” by its 
reputed inventor, William Wynn Westcott,2 who, along with Woodman 
and MacGregor Mathers, was one of the three original founding adepts of 
the Hermetic Order of the Golden Dawn in 1888.3 I refer to Westcott as 
the reputed originator of Enochian Chess as it is now known, because it 
cannot be stated definitely that there was any form of Enochian Chess 
before his work on the matter in the early 1890s.4 Yet it is a provoking 
thought that Richard Deacon quotes Robert Hooke (1635-1703) reporting 
in his book An Ingenious Cryptographical System that Dee had invented a 
game which:  

 
enabled a person to send out a secret message in what purported to be a 
confrontation between himself and spiritual creatures, or, when necessary, 
by the moving of objects resembling pieces of a game of chess so that each 
move gave an item of information.5  
 
This is an intriguing clue into the prehistory of Enochian chess (that 

is, before its “re-invention” by the Golden Dawn at the end of the 
nineteenth century), which I have been unfortunately unable to follow-up, 
and which is not mentioned in any documents, lectures or instruction 
papers of the Golden Dawn which I have come across. Furthermore, it is 
only mentioned by one of the modern authors who have worked intensely 
on Enochian chess in the last thirty years,6 and for the purposes of 
contemporary Enochian chess it seems to be an ignored or overlooked 
source, which is not the case with Westcott’s material on the game, now 
considered as the standard starting point for Enochian chess.  

This game, when used for meditation or occult study, was played in a 
way we might more easily associate with mundane, non-magical chess. 
But when used for divination, dice were cast to determine which of the 
pieces were to be moved, and the players assumed a role similar to that of 
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the tarot reader while spreading the cards on the reading cloth or table: 
namely that of non-intervening agents in the development of a spread or 
configuration dictated by fate.7 

I. History of Enochian or “Rosicruician” Chess 

I.1. Enochian Chess as a Golden Dawn Creature 

Even though the Enochian system of magic8 was channelled and initially 
systematized by the Elizabethan alchemist Edward [Talbot] Kelley and the 
magus/scientist John Dee between the years 1582-1589,9 it was not until 
three hundred years later—when Samuel Lindell MacGregor Mathers was 
revising and further “Hermeticising” the system in the wake of the 
creation of the influential Hermetic Order of the Golden Dawn—that a 
way of applying part of the Enochian system (as the Golden Dawn 
approached it) to a board game was devised.  

It must be clarified that Enochian or Rosicrucian Chess did not form 
part of any of the workings or magical theorisations of Dee and Kelley or 
the original Enochian systems they channelled and systematised in the 
latter part of the sixteenth century; actually, their original system of magic 
was later modified in many important and substantial ways by the 
founding Golden Dawn adepts during the last decade of the nineteenth 
century, as several authors have pointed out.10 Enochian magic is indeed 
the product of two heavily Hermeticised minds of the golden era of Occult 
Philosophy (a physical alchemist and a magus), but it stands in a peculiar 
way outside the “mainstream” of Hermeticism, almost as a “para-
Hermetic” system: the original Enochian magic does apply the planetary 
heptad in one of its sub-systems (the Heptarchia Mystica), but it relies on 
a new, channelled sacred language instead of the traditional Hermetic 
Latin, Hebrew or Greek for all of its workings.11 The most famous 
component of the later, more developed Enochian system (as opposed to 
the Heptarchia, which is earlier, cruder, and which exhibits linguistic 
inconsistencies when compared with the latter Enochian language) is the 
system of four Watchtowers, which were received by Kelley in a vision at 
Cracow during several weeks in 1584.12 The complex sub-system of the 
watchtowers and all the names, symbols and magic calls13 associated with 
them is all that survived into the Golden Dawn interpretation of the 
Enochian system,14 and except for a very few purists who try to practise 
Dee’s original version, forms the basis of all of the Enochian magic that is 
practised today.15 
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The only way in which Enochian chess is directly related to Dee’s 
original Enochian system is that the boards have been derived from the 
elemental watchtowers and their correspondences and attributions have 
been kept.16 The pieces, the rules for moving them, and the divinatory 
purpose of the game itself is completely alien to Dee’s Enochian workings, 
as his system of magic is mainly designed for evocation and direct 
communication with angels rather than for divination or meditation.  

I.2. Enochian Chess as derived from the Indian four-player 
chess “chaturanga” 

Christine Zalewski, who was the Golden Dawn adept responsible for the 
reconstruction of the rules of Enochian Chess in the 1980s—almost a 
hundred years after it was invented by Wynn Westcott—is of the opinion 
that beyond any doubt, “Westcott based the Enochian chess game on the 
Indian game, Chaturanga”.17 According to Adam McLean, Westcott would 
have become very familiar with this game through the influential book 
History of Chess by the orientalist Duncan Forbes (1798-1868), first 
published in 1860, which it is probable he knew.  

Chaturanga is a four-player board game quite similar to modern chess, 
in which each of the players is assigned a corner of the board. Another 
important difference between chaturanga and modern chess is that the 
former incorporates the use of dice. Its name derives from the Sanskrit 
words chatur, which means “four”, and ranga, which is “member”, 
“limb”, “detachment” or simply “part”.18 The term was used by epic poets 
of India to refer to parts or detachments of an army.19 Chaturanga 
therefore can be translated either as “four armies”, “four parts” or 
“quadripartite”.20  

The first historian of chess who suggested that chaturanga was of 
Indian origin was Sir William Jones (1746-1794), who in 1790 wrote 
about “the Indian game of chess”.21 Forbes, whose work Wynn Westcott 
in all probability knew, supported this idea. He is also of the opinion that 
the game already existed five thousand years ago,22 and later “found its 
way into Persia around 550 CE during the reign of Naushirawan and it is 
here that it underwent a drastic change into a game that was eventually 
called Shatranji”.23 His theory also states that it was later, in Persia and 
before the year 1,000, that the use of dice was abandoned and the number 
of players was reduced to two, both teams facing each other instead of 
being placed at the corners of the board, as is still done in Rosicrucian or 
Enochian chess and in the original chaturanga, from which the former 
derives.24 
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Several later orientalists dispute Forbes’s theories though, suggesting 
that the game originated in China and was later exported westward to 
India, where it became known to Europeans.25 Most recent research seems 
to confirm that chess went through a process of complexification rather 
than simplification as Forbes suggests, and that four-player games are 
posterior to two-player versions.  

But since it was the work of Forbes which was known to Wynn 
Westcott, the most recent and current theories on the origin of chaturanga 
are irrelevant in tracing the origins of Enochian or Rosicrucian chess, as 
this is effectively a game invented by a single man, and therefore the 
sources of inspiration available to this man at the time of the creation of 
the game are more important for our purpose (regardless of how 
historically inaccurate they may be) than the most recent findings on the 
subject, which were unknown to him at the time when he created 
Rosicrucian chess.  

The legend about the origin of chaturanga—which must have been 
very interesting to Wynn Westcott—tells us it was developed by Sita, a 
concubine to King Ravana of Ceylon (Sri-Lanka) as a sort of battle-
modelling or war simulation game that would acknowledge the 
imponderable effects of chance in a real battle as well as the classical 
considerations of tactical force, strength and position. In essence this is not 
very different to what happens in several forms of divination, in which the 
number of parts or pieces and their most common effects are known 
beforehand, and it is their order, arrangement, position and appearance in 
the reading (or lack thereof) which is determined by chance, the 
interpretation of the divination being a delicate balancing of all of these 
factors in order to extract signification from the spread or result under 
consideration.26   

I.3. The adventures of Enochian Chess in the Golden Dawn  
and its offshoot orders 

The history of Enochian chess within the Hermetic Order of the Golden 
Dawn and its several offshoot orders is as confusing and full of lacunae 
and uncertainties as that of chaturanga. When the state of dissension, 
friction and sectarianism between the different former members of the 
original Golden Dawn and the followers of the respective offshoot orders 
they created had reached crisis points by the 1930s, Israel Regardie, 
former private secretary of Aleister Crowley and a member of the order of 
the Stella Matutina in Bristol, took the crucial decision of publishing all of 
the written material of the Order, which was until then considered highly 
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private, and protected by an oath of secrecy sworn by all of its members, 
as still happens in some of the several contemporary incarnations of the 
Golden Dawn tradition.27 This decision was motivated by what seemed to 
be a very real danger of all of the documents of the tradition being lost due 
to the troubles going on between and within the different temples and 
orders, which basically followed the same basic tenets, with comparatively 
minor differences in interpretation, outlook or focus.28 The until-then 
highly private documents were published by Regardie in four volumes 
under the simple title The Golden Dawn in 1937. Needless to say, this 
flagrant breaking of his oath of secrecy brought him an enormous amount 
of antipathy and criticism from the occult world in general and the magical 
establishment in particular.29 But for historians of the occult movements, 
and of the Golden Dawn, this publication offers one of the most reliable 
source materials for the study of the teachings of the order as they stood in 
the first quarter of the twentieth century.  

It seems that the original idea of Wynn Westcott—if not of all three of 
the founders of the Order—was to include Enochian chess in the 
curriculum of Enochiana, or matters related to Enochian magic, as 
modified and taught by the Golden Dawn. In the grade requirements for 
the Practicus Adeptus Minor—the third part of the 5=6 grade—one can 
read:  

 
[Requirement number] 14. The thorough elementary knowledge of the 
Formulas of the Awakening of the Abodes, by means of the Play or Raying 
of the Checkers of the Lesser Angles of the Enochian tables.30 
 
Yet, according to Ellic Howe, the Practicus Adeptus Minor grade of 

the inner or Second Order of the Golden Dawn was never implemented.31 
In his compilation of the Golden Dawn grade material, Regardie places the 
Enochian chess papers, if only through insinuation, at the first level of the 
5=6 grade, the so-called sub-grade of Zelator Adeptus Minor.32 This 
material was only delivered to those students who had completed the 
elemental cycle or Outer Order studies, of a minimum duration of two 
years, and were at the first step of magical adepthood, the 5=6 degree of 
Adeptus Minor. This first step, even though usually numbered as the fifth 
grade in the sixth sphere of the cabalistic Tree of Life (from where the 
nomenclature 5=6 derives), was effectively the seventh step in the Golden 
Dawn grade structure, after the grades of Neophyte, Zelator, Theoricus, 
Practicus, Philosophus, and the Portal grade.33 (See figure 11-1.)  

In the Stella Matutina (one of the first Golden Dawn offshoot orders 
which appeared after the troubles that befell the order due to the 
acceptance and advancement of the infamous Aleister Crowley in its 
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ranks),34 chess players were given out in some temples at an even higher 
level, that of 6=5 level, as Wynn Wescott’s chess book attests.35 Since this 
is a very high degree, and very few apart from MacGregor Mathers, his 
wife Moina and Wynn Wescott ever attained it, the result is that very few 
Golden Dawn members would have known the game, unless, as Zalewski 
suggests, “they dabbled in it unofficially”,36 for which we have no extant 
documentation. 

Wherever Enochian chess was taught at the second stage of the 5=6 or 
at the 6=5 grades, not many people attained either grade, especially in the 
first years of the Order, and it seems that the ones who did decided to 
disregard the study of Enochian chess, even if it was officially included in 
the curriculum for the Zelator Adeptus Minor grade. That this was never 
considered or discussed as a problem by the senior members seems to 
suggest that it was not a requirement strictly upheld by the examiners and 
the chiefs of the Order, and that it may therefore not have been considered 
as fundamental, but rather as elective knowledge for the Golden Dawn 
adept.  

Christine Zalewski is of the opinion that Wynn Westcott 
“clearly…intended to add more to the Enochian chess papers for higher 
grades of the Golden Dawn, but unfortunately did not have the opportunity 
to do so before he demitted from the Order in the mid-1890s”,37 when 
some of his magical papers, with his name and address, were found in a 
London taxi and the authorities advised him that “‘it would not do for a 
coroner of the Crown to become known as a practitioner of magic”.38 
Patrick Zalewski furthermore believes that it “was originally earmarked 
for the SRIA” (Societas Rosicruciana in Anglia), but he grants he is not 
certain whether it was ever used in this society, though within the Golden 
Dawn “the system was up and running by 1893, possibly earlier, barely 
three or four years after the establishment of the order”, and that it was 
thus developed before the establishment of the Inner Order and was 
“certainly not an afterthought”.39 

Even as an optional side-line of specialisation and research, it seems 
never to have been very popular with the members of the Golden Dawn. 
The so-called “Sphere Group” of the Golden Dawn, an advance study and 
experimentation circle dedicated to the exploration of the Enochian 
system, concentrated their efforts at the turn of the twentieth century to 
Enochian scrying and evocation rather than to Rosicrucian chess.40 
Regardie later complains that he could never encounter any member who 
would play a game with him.41 Moreover, the Irish writer William Butler 
Yeats—who was a prominent member of the Golden Dawn—made the 
comment that he played Enochian chess with Mathers, his wife Moina 
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(playing in a team with Yeats) and a spirit (playing in Mathers’ team) in 
Paris, “though he was only at the first level of the 5=6 grade”,42 that is, in 
the grade Zelator Adeptus Minor, one grade below the official introduction 
of the Enochian chess in the curriculum according to Regardie. This might 
suggest that the material, having come to be almost optional, was not 
strictly guarded by the grade barriers, which were firmly observed for 
official Order teachings. But it might also mean that the game had become 
such an uninteresting and side-lined curiosity for the members of the 
Golden Dawn that Mathers not only had to invoke a spirit to play with, but 
had also to condescend to play with a member below the level at which the 
game was officially taught.43  

Yet it is not surprising that the game did not catch on among Golden 
Dawn members, because, judging at least from Regardie’s account in his 
The Golden Dawn—which is still the most reliable document on the 
material as it was taught within the order in the first quarter of the 
twentieth century—it was still a work in progress, and the rules were quite 
sketchy and not clearly defined beyond the basics (they are actually not 
included in Regardie’s account at all.) This probably happened due to the 
lack of the very important phase of test play, for which a minimum of four 
players is needed, and this was apparently, judging from all contemporary 
accounts and comments, too large a number of players to ask for.  

So conspicuous is the lack of rules for the Enochian chess in all 
original Golden Dawn documents that Tyson suggests that it was “a purely 
theoretical exercise”, “the most interesting idiosyncrasy of the Golden 
Dawn Enochian magic” and that, basically, it was never played.44 The fact 
that Regardie not only never found anyone who would play the game with 
him in the 1930s, but also commented that the chess pieces he saw were 
unmounted—reputedly  Westcott’s own original pieces—is, for Tyson, “a 
clear indication that they had never and could never have been 
employed”,45 and therefore the game never made it even into the phase of 
test play. Yeats’ account of playing with Mathers and a spirit seems to 
contradict this, but it is true this happened in Paris, and not in England, 
where apparently there were no players of the game. McLean is of the 
opinion that the rules had been left unfinished by Westcott, and neither he 
nor anyone else ever got around to finishing them, or had the chance to 
play test games.46 Zalewski tells us that very few people of the Whare Ra 
Temple in New Zealand, the last of the original surviving Golden Dawn 
temples after the great schism of 1900,47 “knew how to play Enochian 
chess or had even made their chess sets”.48 The few that did complained 
that “game play was almost impossible because of the lack of rules”.49  
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If there ever was an official Golden Dawn document detailing the 
original rules of play, this has been lost, and all older documents lack any 
mention of them. Zalewski deduces that “if there were rules for this game, 
they would have been in Westcott’s chess notebook” dedicated to his notes 
on his peculiar creation. This notebook happened to be at the Whare-Ra 
Golden Dawn temple in New Zealand where the Zalewskis live. Yet they 
mention that it was as incomplete as Regardie’s notes on the subject,50 and 
they found nothing of the rules. Nor did they find any surviving members 
related to the original English temples of the first quarter of the century 
who knew of them. Also, according to a member of Whare-Ra who was 
friendly with a high Alpha et Omega51 member in England, the rules did 
not exist in the A.O. temples under Mathers either.52 McLean believes that 
this means, not that the adepts had to do without the rules and somehow 
deduce them from their general Hermetic knowledge, but simply that the 
rules had been left unfinished by the Golden Dawn senior members, 
Westcott in particular.53 Christine Zalewski further concludes that 
“Enochian chess does not appear to have been a secret, but its components 
[such as the rules of play] were”.54 The game was so “public”—as far as 
playing a game without known rules can be—that “Westcott actually told 
R.W. Felkin55 that the game could be played by those outside the Order 
provided they did not give away the esoteric associations”.56 If this is 
historically the case, the game is still considered in some Golden Dawn 
circles as “magical” and potentially dangerous for non-initiates: I 
remember back in 2000 proudly showing the set I had painstakingly built 
to some Adepts of a contemporary Golden Dawn group, who requested me 
to guide them through a game, provided I left the room where the set stood 
while they did special and secret banishings over and around it, to protect 
us all from any eventual undesirable side-effects.  

I.4. The finishing of an interrupted job one hundred years later 

In the early 1980s—almost one hundred years after the foundation of the 
original Golden Dawn—there was a revived interest in the study of 
Golden Dawn History and its particular interest areas, Enochian chess 
among them. This came about, as I see it, partly as a consequence of the 
academic interest in the study of magical topics that were sparked off in 
the previous decade, with very important contributions to the field being 
published, such as those works by Howe, Schumaker, Webb, Westman 
and Yates.57  

Three authors in particular began researching the theme of Enochian 
chess in considerable depth, and this paper is heavily indebted to their 
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enlightening work. They took on the difficult task of disentangling the 
complex mesh that is the history of the game within the Golden Dawn and 
its offshoots, and its possible previous provenance, trying to make it more 
comprehensible.  

By 1980, Christine and Patrick Zalewski, members of the Emerald of 
the Seas Temple, (a name adopted by a Golden Dawn group in New 
Zealand), had worked out a set of coherent rules “after many hours of 
[test] gameplay”,58 and after re-working the rules through practice, trial 
and error, and passing them around to several friends who played with 
them by mail or in person at their home.59 By 1981, they produced a small 
volume entitled simply Enochian Chess in which they put forward their 
findings,60 but in subsequent years Christine Zalewski researched even 
further, and finally her 335 page book on the subject appeared in 1994.61 
This book details the history and vicissitudes of the game, as well as its 
constituent parts, the rules she and her husband reconstructed or completed 
and tested for many years, plus the use of the game for magical training 
and for divination.62 Nineteen of its pages are devoted to the reconstructed 
rules which make Enochian chess playable today. Adam McLean is of the 
opinion that “the rules [Christine Zalewski] presents here provide a basis 
for playing a coherent game of Enochian chess”.63 As has been noted, 
before this publication such rules could not be found all gathered together 
in a unique source, printed or manuscript.  

Even more intense has been Steve Nichols’ work in the United 
Kingdom. He has been working on Enochian Chess since the 1980s, in 
close communication with the Zalewskis, and has developed and refined 
the rules even further. In these twenty-five years he has worked like no 
one else in the short history of the game in order to make Enochian Chess 
more widely known and easily available to the general public: he has 
produced Enochian sets for sale, both in deluxe and in cardboard budget 
versions, and CD-ROMs with an electronic version of the game (which 
allows for solo-playing against the computer and even online multi-player 
gaming). The electronic game is further supplemented with copious 
background and reference material. He also has developed a course on 
Enochian Chess divination, and wishes eventually to establish a code of 
practice and a register for practitioners of Enochian Chess divination in the 
UK, in the style of the ones already existing for psychics and practitioners 
of other divination techniques such as the tarot.64 In short, he is committed 
to bringing Enochian Chess into the mainstream of Western divinatory 
practices, if there can be said to be such a thing.  
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II. How Enochian Chess Works 

II.1. Constituent parts 

a) The Playing Boards  
 
The boards of Enochian chess are the only aspect of the game directly 
connected to the Enochian magical system as modified by the Golden 
Dawn from Dee and Kelley’s original material.65 The playing boards, of 
which there is one for each element (but only one is chosen to be played 
on in a particular game),66 are derived from certain squares of the 
Enochian Watchtowers or elemental tablets (see figure 11-2). These 
elemental tablets must be placed at the four points of the compass in the 
magician’s working area, for protection as well as for their magical 
resonance with the macrocosm of the Enochian system.67 The reason for 
this, according to the Golden Dawn, is that “any force invoked or evoked 
for ritual had to be limited and controlled by a very powerful neutral 
force”.68 Since several names of spirits of diverse hierarchies, both good 
and evil, can be derived from these tablets by varied and sometimes 
complicated cryptographic methods, “the structure of the Enochian Tablets 
gave the magicians of the Golden Dawn that control” and neutrality.69  

But whereas the elemental tablets or Enochian Watchtowers are 
formed by a grid of 12 x 13 smaller squares (see figure 11-2), 70 the boards 
of Enochian chess are much smaller, being of only 8 x 8, like the boards of 
common chess.71 This is because Enochian chess is not played directly on 
the Watchtowers in full, but on a reduced set of squares, which is selected 
on the basis that the individual letter-squares which form the most 
powerful magical names of the highest hierarchy are left out from the 
design of the chess boards.72 

Thus, The Secret Holy Names of God for the element, the names of 
the Seniors, of the Kerubs, of the Kings of the elements and the names of 
God found in the Calvary Cross of the tablets are all left out, and only the 
squares from which the names of The Servient Angles, from the so-called 
“Servient Squares”,73 are extracted, and are the ones used in the chess 
boards. Each chessboard is therefore extracted from the Servient Squares 
of its respective elemental Enochian watchtower (See figure 11-3). 

Like the original Watchtowers, each chess board is further divided 
into four quadrants, each standing for an element. Thus there are sixteen 
combinations of sub-elements, as every one of the four basic elements of 
Earth, Air, Water and Fire has a sub-quadrant of the same elements, 
representing the fine-tuning of elemental energies. Thus the sub-quadrant 
of Air in the tablet of Earth represents the airy part of the elemental realm 
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of Earth. Each of the four players starts playing from one corner of the 
chessboard, and plays with the particular set of pieces which correspond to 
its specific element, as each has a different set of Egyptian gods—or 
“elemental pantheon”—assigned to it. The King of Earth, for example, is 
Osiris, while the King of Fire is Ra, and likewise with all the other pieces 
(for further details see the section “game setup and play”).  

Apart from a letter—originally an Enochian letter, but their Latin 
equivalents are often used—each individual square of the Enochian tablets 
has associated with it a complete set of attributions to astrology, geomancy 
and the tarot, together with the comparative strength of the influence of the 
elements when acting on it, as arranged on a truncated tetrahedral pyramid 
with each side assigned to a different correspondence (see figure 11-4). 

The truncated pyramids are most often represented in two dimensions, 
viewed from above, as a floor plan. This of course makes drawing them in 
a schematic way much easier, especially when the full correspondences 
are attributed to each side of each of the truncated pyramids that make up 
the Watchtowers or Enochian chess boards. When the Servient Squares are 
extracted from the tablets to form the Enochian chess boards, they carry 
with them the same attributions they had in the Watchtowers. In a way it is 
much like disassembling and reassembling a jigsaw puzzle or a Lego 
building: the squares of the derived chess boards carry the same 
symbolism they had attached with them originally (see figure 11-5). 

These attributions are of prime importance when the game is utilised 
for divinatory or other magical purposes (such as meditation), since it 
provides a complex interlocking of different levels of meaning which can 
be derived from the pieces moving to or from a square, attacking another 
piece or going out of play themselves when attacked. The squares, being 
the places where the events happen, are thus comparable to the houses of 
astrology, though they themselves are not associated with the houses but 
with the planets. As each square also has correspondences with the tarot, 
geomancy and Cabala (through the use of the Hebrew alphabet), the 
possibility and complexity of magical associations are multi-levelled, 
making its use quite flexible and creative, albeit complex and difficult to 
learn. 

An integral part of these symbolic attributions is the colour of the 
sides of the individual squares, which states how strong each element is in 
each particular square, thus giving the “dignity” of the pieces as they 
traverse the boards during a divination game. This is indispensable for an 
accurate reading of the strength or weakness of the pieces at each point in 
the divination. For example, the bottom left square of each board is always 
the square in which the main element of the board expresses itself fully, 
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and so all of its sides are of the same colour, expressing this clearly to 
those who know how to read the signs (the diviners). This is why Zalewski 
insists that “Enochian chess only becomes Enochian chess when one uses 
a fully coloured Enochian chessboard. That makes the distinction between 
it and other games of four- or two-handed chess”.74 She furthermore 
cautions that “a fully coloured Enochian chessboard is not a mere 
chessboard. It is a board from which a very powerful magical current of 
energy is produced, and this vital difference can have a major effect on an 
individual’s psyche”.75 She grants that the effects of the flashing colours 
need not be magical to have a strong effect on the beholder: “Even if there 
were no magical emphasis whatsoever, and the individuals were playing 
on the coloured chessboards, the effect of the multicoloured squares on a 
person’s subconscious would still be considerable”.76 I can certainly report 
from my personal experience that, after a while of staring intently—as one 
inevitably does while trying to figure out a chess move that will affect 
three other players moving towards different directions of the board—at a 
playing board vividly coloured in the “flashing colours”,77 a noticeable 
degree of eye strain and mental dizziness soon sets in. This might actually 
be an asset for meditation, divination or other magical work—as after a 
while it might be very effective in producing altered states of 
consciousness—and perhaps it is for this reason that the importance of 
fully coloured playing boards is so strongly insisted upon.  
 
b) The Chess pieces 

 
The pieces seem to be an original design by Wynn Westcott. Adam 
McLean tells us that Westcott had made a complete set of chessmen, 
which he kept in a box,78 and that this set is probably the prototype from 
which all future chessmen sets were copied, including those now in use.79  

Each player commands five “court” pieces associated with the court 
cards of the tarot (king, queen, knight and page) plus the ace of each tarot 
suit, and four pawns, each also associated with one of the elements. This 
means that each player has nine pieces at their command, which they place 
at the elemental corner in which they are playing. 
 
c) The Pawns 

 
The four pawns are the figures of the gods usually depicted in ancient 
Egyptian papyri and antiquities as the children of Horus, the guardians of 
the canoptic jars which contained the vital organs of the deceased, which 
were removed during mummification. They are attributed to each of the 
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four elements, and represent the power of the quintessence or fifth element 
of Spirit working through the elements of the board and the corner of the 
board used.80 (The player and his/her moves represent the force of Spirit 
through action, while the board and its four corners represent the realms 
where these actions take place).81 The pawns are depicted as mummies 
with the head of a human, a hawk, an ape, and a jackal or a dog, and apart 
from the colour of their bodies and bases, they are the same figures for all 
four players (see figure 11-6). 

The movement of the pawns is the same as in common chess: they can 
move one square forward, and they capture another piece by moving one 
square diagonally. They cannot move two squares as their first move 
though, as in common chess.82 Traditionally, the pawn pieces are slightly 
smaller than the court pieces. Symbolically, this is explained by their 
submission to the court pieces before which they stand.  

 
  Name of 
canoptic god 

            Image Represents the action 
of Spirit through the 

element of 

Vice-
regent to 

the 
 Kabexnuv Mummy with the 

head of a hawk 
         Fire Knight 

 Tmoumthph Mummy with the 
head of a 

dog/jackal 

        Water Queen 

 Ahephi Mummy with the 
head of an ape 

         Air Bishop 

 Ameshet Mummy with the 
head of a human 

        Earth Rook 

 
Table 11-1: The god forms and images of the Enochian chess pawns 
 
d) The Court Pieces 

 
The five “court” pieces (I refer to them as such due to their attribution to 
the tarot), are the king, the queen, the knight, the bishop, and the rook. 
They all move like their common chess counterparts, except for the queen, 
which moves three squares in any direction, “and (like the knight) she is 
not hindered in her motion by a piece on an intervening square, jumping 
over any intervening piece without threatening it”.83  

Their attributions to the tarot are not to the trumps, which are 
represented on the boards, but to the court cards and the ace of each suit.84 
Table 11-2 details these correspondences. 
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e) The Ptah Piece 
 

The Ptah piece is traditionally smaller than the court pieces (perhaps the 
same size as the pawns, or smaller). It is entirely white, representing a 
fully-wrapped mummy. It is only used in divinatory games (i.e. not in 
meditation or playing for reasons other than divination). It does not move 
at all, staying fixed throughout the game on the square which best 
represents the question of the divination. The choice of this square is a 
crucial matter in a divination game, and it will be discussed later at 
length.85 The Ptah piece cannot be attacked or captured and “to all intents 
and purposes, the Ptah piece does not exist except as a visible marker of 
the Ptah Square. Other pieces can be placed on the square occupied by the 
Ptah”.86  

Not only does this piece mark the square on the board which best 
represents the question of the divination, but it also marks the goal of the 
divinatory game, and its end: the querent’s King must reach the square 
occupied by the Ptah piece and hold it for a full round, that is, until the 
other three players have made their moves after him or her.87 The player’s 
ally (for details on this see below, setup and play) must help him or her in 
this, while the opposing team members must prevent it to the best of their 
abilities. If the querent’s King manages to stay in the Ptah square for a full 
round without being forced out, the game ends. What happens if the King 
is forced to move away from the Ptah square will be discussed in the 
following section. 

 
Position in 
elemental 
set 

Tarot 
correspondence 

Moves equivalent to 
common chess piece 

Egyptian god 
form 

King of 
Earth 

Ace of pantacles 
(coins) 

King Osiris 

Knight of 
Earth 

King of pantacles 
(coins) 

Knight (horse) Horus 

Queen of 
Earth 

Queen of pantacles 
(coins) 

(special move: three 
squares in any direction, 
jumping over another 
piece if necessary) 

Isis 

Bishop of 
Earth 

Prince of pantacles 
(coins) 

Bishop Aroueris 

Rook of 
Earth 

Princess or knave 
of pantacles (coins) 

Rook (tower or castle) Nephtys 

King of Air Ace of swords King Socharis 
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Knight of 
Air 

King of swords Knight (horse) Seb 

Queen of 
Air 

Queen of swords (special move: see above) Knousou Pekht 

Bishop of 
Air 

Prince of swords Bishop Shu Zoan 

Rook of Air Princess or knave 
of swords 

Rook (tower or castle) Tharpeshest 
Jefine Pasht 

King of 
Water 

Ace of cups King Ptah Ha Pan 
Lses 

Knight of 
Water 

King of cups Knight (horse) Sebek 

Queen of 
Water 

Queen of cups (special move: see above) Thoueris 

Bishop of 
Water 

Prince of cups Bishop Hapimoun 

Rook of 
Water 

Princess or knave 
of cups 

Rook (tower or castle) Shooen 

King of Fire Ace of wands King Chupis Kneph 

Knight of 
Fire 

King of wands Knight (horse) Ra 

Queen of 
Fire 

Queen of wands (special move: see above) Sati Ashtoreth 

Bishop of 
Fire 

Prince of wands Bishop Toum 

Rook of 
Fire 

Princess or knave 
of wands 

Rook (tower or castle) Anouke 

 
Table 11-2: The tarot correspondences of the court pieces of Enochian 
chess and their move equivalences to common chess.  

II.2. Setup and Preparations 

a) Choosing the board and setting up the pieces 
 
Contrary to what many people imagine when they hear about a chess game 
with four different boards which is played by four players at the same 
time, Enochian Chess is neither played on several boards simultaneously 
nor is it three-dimensional, as Tyson suggests “true Enochian chess” (as 
opposed to the “Golden Dawn idiosyncrasy” we are discussing here) 
would be, if it existed.88 
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Therefore, the first step is to choose which board is going to be used 
for a game. When using Enochian chess for purposes other than 
divination, this is determined by the type of energy of the operation or 
meditation on which the players wish to concentrate. Zalewski tells us that 
in years of game play she discovered that “[each individual’s playing] 
weaknesses and strengths that were shown in Enochian chess game play 
paralleled their weakness and strengths in their natal charts”.89 She 
therefore concludes that, through playing in the sub-quadrants and chess 
boards which represent a person’s character weaknesses as expressed in 
their astrological birth chart, a magical balancing of such problems can be 
obtained, through constantly working and contemplating—even if 
passively—the powerful flashing colours of the appropriate elemental 
tablet.90 If no magical or psychological effect is sought, she warns that 
“The Earth Board is the only elemental board that is suitable to play on 
constantly. To do the same on the Air, Fire or Water Boards would, in the 
long term, cause an imbalance”.91   

If the game is a divination game though, the board is selected through 
the criterion that the elemental boards correspond to the letters of the 
Tetragrammaton and through them to the four worlds of the Cabala: 
Atziluth, the world of archetypes; Briah, the world of creation; Yetzirah, 
the world of formation; and Assiah, the world of substances.92 In turn, 
each cabalistic world is traditionally assigned to a series of associations 
and an archetypical element, as shown in table 11-3. By determining to 
which of these associations the question pertains, the element which rules 
the question is chosen, and thus the board which corresponds to this 
element, which is the one to be used for the divinatory game. 

Once the board is chosen according to these parameters, the pieces are 
set up in the usual way—the one used for all purposes, divinatory or 
otherwise. They are placed in such a way that when looked at from above 
they form a dextrogirous or clockwise-moving swastika, a wheel of life, as 
shown in figure 11-7. 
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Cabalistic 
world 

Letter of the 
Tetragrammaton 

World of Associations Element 
traditionally 
assigned to it 

(and Enochian 
elemental 

playing board) 
Atziluth 

 
Archetypes Primal creative 

urges, anything 
that requires action 
or a strong stream 
of energy or will. 
The Male, “father” 
energy which 
fecundates. Also 
relates to questions 
on a deep spiritual 
level. 

Fire 

Briah 
 

Creation The feminine, 
receptive, motherly 
energies. 
Emotions, People, 
groups or societies. 
Creative 
expressions of 
formation. 

Water 

Yetzirah 
 

Formation Theory, logic, 
abstract thoughts 
matters of the 
mind, expressions 
of art, studies, 
writing, publishing, 
travel, anything 
which requires 
mental ideas 
behind their 
expression in the 
phenomenal world. 

Air 

Assiah 
 

Substances The “here and 
now” reality of the 
material world. 
Concrete 
manifestations, 
both passive and 
receptive. 

Earth 

Table 11-3: Elemental attributions of the four cabalistic worlds. 93 
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As for the assignment of the players to this setup, the swastika setup 
always follows the traditional order in which the elements are placed in the 
Golden Dawn tradition, from less vibratory and most stable to most 
vibratory and most unstable, that is: first Earth; followed by Air; followed 
by Water; and finally followed by Fire. Thus the player of Earth always 
plays on the bottom left corner of the board—whichever the board might 
be—and to his left sits the player of Air; to the left of the player of Air will 
be the player of Water; and finally to the left of the player of Water (and 
right of the player of Earth) is the player of Fire.    

Notice that there are four spaces in which are placed the five court 
pieces mentioned above (the numbered squares in figure 11-5), thus 
leaving only three empty spaces between each player. The King always 
shares square number 1 with another court piece (as detailed in tables 11-4 
and 11-5). This is in order to help mobility on an already crowded board 
(we must remember that the pawns go in front of the court-pieces to which 
they are sub-regent, in the squares where I have used a “p” before their 
corresponding number). 

Which court pieces go in which of the squares numbered above is 
determined by the setup combination which is used. This is quite tricky to 
determine in non-divinatory games, as the criteria and parameters are less 
clearly determined. But in divinatory games, the type of question not only 
determines the elemental board to be used, but also the sub-element, as 
every element has in turn its sub-elemental manifestations: There is an 
Earth of Earth, which would be archetypal Earth; but there is also Fire of 
Earth, which would be primal or energetic Earth; Water of Earth which 
would be emotional, generative Earth; and Air of Earth which would be 
mental, mercurial manifestation of Earth. By comparing the question 
asked in the divination with the tables and parameters for the attribution of 
the sub-elements, the diviner can determine the sub-elemental 
correspondence of the question with a good degree of precision.94 This is 
important not only in order to determine the setup of the pieces on the 
board, but also further to narrow down the area where the Ptah piece is to 
be placed and to find the Ptah square, which summarizes the whole 
question and locates it in one particular square of the 256 different squares 
that constitute a full set of Enochian chess boards (more on the Ptah square 
later).  

Once the sub-elemental attribution of the question is known, the court 
pieces can be placed on the board according to tables 11-4 and 11-5. 
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Square Sub-elemental 
attribution of 
main element 

1 2 3 4 

Earth 
combination 
(Earth of Fire or 
Earth boards)  

 
King and 
Rook 

 
Bishop 

 
Queen 

 
Knight 

Air combination  
(Air of Fire or 
Earth boards) 

King and 
Bishop 

 
Rook 

 
Knight 

 
Queen 

Water 
combination 
(Water of Fire or 
Earth boards) 

 
King and 
Queen 

 
Knight 

 
Rook 

 
Bishop 

Fire combination  
(Fire of Fire or 
Earth boards) 

King and 
Knight 

 
Queen 
 

 
Bishop 
 

 
Rook 

 
Table 11-4: Piece set-up on the Fire and Earth boards. 

 
 

 
Square Sub-elemental 

attribution of 
main element 

1 2 3 4 

Earth 
combination 
(Earth of Air or 
Water boards) 

 
King and 
Rook 

 
Knight 

 
Queen 

 
Bishop 

Air combination  
(Air of Air or 
Water boards) 

King and 
Bishop 

 
Queen 

 
Knight 

 
Rook 

Water 
combination 
(Water of Air or 
Water boards) 

 
King and 
Queen 

 
Bishop 

 
Rook 

 
Knight 

 
Table 11-5: Piece set-up on the Air and Water boards. 
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The purpose of this complex system of setting up the pieces 
differently depending on which elemental board is being used for a given 
game is to simulate the comparative strengths of each sub-element within 
an element. Whereas in common chess one might generalize and say that 
the Knight is always a powerful piece, this generalization is not so easily 
made when speaking of Enochian chess: indeed the Knight of Fire might 
be one of the strongest pieces in the fire combination on the Fire or Earth 
boards, but its strength is proportionately diminished when it is placed on 
the board in a less convenient position in any of the other sub-elemental 
combinations or in the boards of Water and Air. This symbolic change of 
strength (or “dignity”, as it is sometimes termed in Tarot divination) is in 
this clever way simulated in the setup of the pieces on the game: since the 
same kinds of pieces always have the same moves, it can be 
disadvantageous and/or advantageous for them to be placed near or against 
other pieces which might sometimes hinder and sometimes collaborate in 
their freedom of movement: it is not the same for a Rook, for example, to 
be locked in the very corner of the board, surrounded by other pieces (and 
therefore not able to move unless a passage is left free for it by them), and 
to be in the last position (position 4) of the setup for a player, where it can 
move immediately at the start of the game, without depending on other 
pieces giving it freeway.  

Since the pawns “are the vice-regents to the four elemental [or 
‘court’] pieces”,95 they will always go in front of the court piece of which 
they are the vice-regents, as detailed in Table 11-1.  

 
b) Choosing the Ptah square 

 
Once all the playing pieces (i.e. the ones that move), have been placed on 
the board, the Ptah square needs to be determined.96 As explained earlier, 
this square is the symbolical expression of the whole question, and it is the 
point at which all four players must aim, whether to get their (or their 
ally’s) King to the square, or to prevent it from getting there.  

By this point the major element (the board) and the sub-element 
(which has determined the type of setup) are known. Since all boards have 
sub-elemental quarters (Earth at the lower left, Air at the upper left, Water 
at the upper right and Fire at the lower right), a region of only 16 squares 
can be isolated at this stage. From this region one square is selected by the 
application of astrological criteria: since each square of the boards has an 
astrological correspondence—we must remember they are derived from 
the subservient squares of the Enochian tables, and carry their original 
associations—the square within the chosen 4x4 sub-elemental quarter with 
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the astrological house or sign correspondence which best suits the nature 
of the question is selected as the Ptah square. For the astrological 
attributions of the elemental boards, see figures 11-8 and 11-9. 

Notice that the Ptah square might already be occupied by one of the 
playing pieces. Whether this is the case or not, the Ptah piece is placed on 
the Ptah square as a marker and the game is ready to begin. As a matter of 
operative tradition, it is the querent who usually does both these things, 
and not any of the other three adjutant diviners. 

III. Divination by means of Enochian Chess 

III.1. Playing a divinatory game of Enochian chess 

Whereas in non-divinatory Enochian chess, a game is played as in 
common chess (that is, with each player taking strategic decisions 
whenever it is their turn in order to check their opponent), in a divinatory 
game a die is used to determine which pieces are to be moved at different 
stages, thus introducing the element of chance and unpredictability so 
fundamental in all types of divination to a game which is usually 
considered to be very rational. 

The game proceeds in turns, starting with the querent, who “operates 
the chess pieces belonging to the angle of the board on which the Ptah 
piece is placed”.97 This as we have seen is the one angle in all of the four 
boards which best represents the question. The querent throws a die, and 
moves the piece which the die suggests, according to the rules as 
summarised in table 11-6.  
 
 
Number thrown 
 

Piece moved 

1 King. If King cannot move,  
pawn is moved instead 

2 Knight 
3 Bishop 
4 Queen 
5 Rook 
6 Pawn 

 
Table 11-6: Pieces moved at the throw of a die. 
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Whereas this may seem totally restrictive, it is not at all so, since most 
pieces can move in more than one direction at any given moment in time, 
and so it is up to the intuition and strategic abilities of the player to make 
the most convenient of several possible moves, while being forced to 
move only a particular piece. The pieces themselves follow their normal 
moves, as detailed in table 11-2. If for whatever reason the move 
prescribed by the die can not be legally carried out (i.e. not contravening 
the general rules), the player loses his or her move, and this is annotated in 
the game record, which is mandatory in order to interpret the divination 
after the game has finished.  

After the querent has moved, the person to his or her left will play, 
and so the game will proceed towards the left of each player (clockwise). 
The move prescribed by the die must be carried out whenever it is legally 
possible no matter how inconvenient it might be strategically. In a sense 
the players are in the hands of Fate, just as a querent might feel regarding 
their question or preoccupation. When all four players have thrown the die 
once and made their moves (if it was possible for them to do so) and it is 
the turn of the querent to move again, the first full round is considered 
complete. The game continues in this fashion until one of the following 
conditions is met: 

 
1. The querent’s King reaches the Ptah square and stays there 

unchecked for one full round. 
  
2. Both the querent’s King and its ally98 King are captured. (When 

the ally still has his or her King, the ally can propose to ransom 
the querent’s King by exchanging it for a King captured from the 
opposing team).  

III.2. Interpreting a divinatory game of Enochian chess 

As we have seen, Enochian chess can be considered the crowning jewel of 
the Golden Dawn magical system, encompassing in a discrete system all 
of the major teachings of the Golden Dawn as a school of highly 
developed and elaborated modern Hermeticism, such as cabala, the tarot, 
astrology, Egyptian mythology and the Enochian system. It is not 
surprising then that “a great many things must be considered [in the 
analysis of a divinatory game] to form a full picture”:99 The pieces 
represent elemental forces or archetypes of types of people, as in the court 
cards of the tarot; the boards and quarters of the boards represent different 
levels and degrees of elemental interactions; and each of the individual 
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256 squares of the full set of chess boards is assigned to an individual 
Enochian square with its usual attributions (such as being a letter in the 
name of one of the 128 subservient angels of the Enochian system, which 
in turn have their own “personalities”, dominions, specialist knowledge 
and powers and rule over a particular astrological house as well as a 
wealth of other occult attributions).100 Furthermore, as we have seen, each 
of these 256 squares is in turn divided into four quarters, and for each of 
these quarter-squares there is a corresponding element, tarot trump, letter 
of the Hebrew alphabet, astrological sign and geomantic figure (and 
through it a spirit), all of which are interconnected to a certain degree 
through the Hermetic theory of correspondences.101 These four sub-
components of each square affect each other, thus making the square more 
or less congenial to the influences of the chess pieces which move over 
them during the course of a game, which of course also have their own 
correspondences, though chiefly to the tarot and the Egyptian pantheon, as 
we have seen. 

This makes Enochian chess an extremely flexible and broadly 
encompassing system which can be read at many levels, individually or 
preferably in combination (to mention a few, it can be read at the levels of 
cabala, tarot, astrology, geomancy, the tattwas, and Enochian and Egyptian 
mythologies), making it effectively a multi-levelled divinatory system 
operating within a great number of the various techniques and branches of 
the Hermetic magical/cosmological paradigm and individual divinatory 
practices which it has either adapted or adopted during its long history. 
But also, because of its multi-level possibilities, interpretation of a 
divinatory Enochian chess game can be inordinately complex and 
daunting, even to experienced diviners, in any of the separate divinatory 
systems which constitute it. Some of Zalewski’s words of advice might 
illustrate this point:102 

 
A further level of association with the chess pieces are the planetary forces. 
Here the diviner can see planetary movements over the pyramid squares. 
This would show planets moving into houses and Zodiac signs. From an 
astrological viewpoint, complete stories can be formed from this. […] 
Although the entire divination game is not totally astrological in nature, the 
framework in which it operates is. 
  
The chess pieces are also found to be weakened or strengthened in 
different elements; this would occur when they are played on the different 
elemental boards and when they move into the various angles during play. 
This means that a piece weakened by an angle it moves into will have a 
weaker influence on any piece or square it may influence. If it is moved 
into an element that gives it added strength, then its effect will be great on 
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the surrounding pieces and squares. Observe also when a build-up of 
pieces takes place in a particular element. For example, a concentration of 
pieces in the Fire Angle of a board will show a very heated situation in 
which everything will be moving a lot faster.  
 
The planetary influence of a piece must also be taken into consideration. 
You must observe what pieces a piece may threaten because this shows 
what planets aspect each other. Observe the square upon which a piece is 
placed because this shows a planet in a Zodiacal sign and house. 

 
Each square has a geomantic attribution: these should be considered also, 
and analysed according to the tables given.  
 

Throughout the game, chess pieces will be influencing each other either 
beneficially or negatively. These relationships become important points in 
your divination analysis, for these relationships describe the type of 
dynamisms or harmony in the matter concerned. 
 
This is not the place to discuss in detail the intricacies of 

interpretation in Enochian chess divination, nor is it the objective of this 
paper to give these guidelines in extenso. They can be found elsewhere, 
and I hope the bibliographical references in the endnotes will be of aid in 
this respect, should the reader be interested.  

IV. Conclusions 

If the Enochian system of magic is considered in some contemporary 
Hermetic circles—and especially in those following and practising the 
Golden Dawn tradition—as “the crowning jewel of the Traditional Golden 
Dawn System of Magic”,103 Enochian chess holds a special position both 
within and without the original or revived Enochian systems. Within it, 
because as has been shown the playing boards are derived from the 
Enochian elemental tablets, and the attributions of the individual squares 
of these are fundamental to the interpretation of a divination. But Enochian 
chess also stands outside the Enochian system as such, because it 
incorporates other systems which were not originally integrated with the 
Enochian system, such as cabala or Egyptian mythology, and furthermore 
uses the Enochian elemental tablets almost as a meeting point or melting 
pot where the other divination systems used in the Golden Dawn (among 
them the tarot, the tattwas and geomancy) can be fused to form a single, 
monolithic and impressive system of divination that operates at several 
levels simultaneously.  
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As one of the objectives of the original Golden Dawn was to teach the 
majority of the most important occult techniques that had been handed 
down in the West in the traditions of ceremonial magic and Christian 
cabala, it should not surprise us that part of its programme included, in the 
most advanced stages of the training, a single system and procedure that 
would bring all of these techniques together. In this respect, Enochian 
chess is a typical product of 19th century universalism and of the 
syncretistic nature of the Golden Dawn, which can also be observed in 
other fin-de-siècle occult societies such as the Theosophical society, 
Anthroposophy, the Aurum Solis or Order of the Sacred Word, or the 
Hermetic Brotherhood of Luxor. Just as the Enochian system is considered 
by contemporary practitioners of the tradition to be “the crowning jewel of 
the Traditional Golden Dawn System”,104 so could historians of divination 
and Esotericism consider Enochian chess the crowning jewel of Western 
divinatory practices in the Hermetic tradition, summarising and boiling 
down into one system, as it does, the wide range of divinatory practices 
used by Hermeticists since the Middle Ages.  
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Figure 11-1: The grade structure of the Golden Dawn, as expressed in 

the cabalistic Tree of Life. 
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Figure 11-2: An Enochian Watchtower (in this case the one of 
East), written in Enochian letters. 
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Figure 11-3: Earth angle of the Water tablet. The shaded squares 
below the   transect of the white cross are the servient squares from 

which the chess boards are derived.  
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

 
 
 

Figure 11-4:  Each of the individual squares of the Watchtowers 
and chess boards is really a truncated tetrahedral pyramid.  
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Figure 11-5: The truncated pyramids of the Earth chess board viewed 
two-dimensionally, as most often represented. 
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Figure 11-6: The pawns for the set of Earth. The Air pawns would 
be coloured yellow, the Water ones blue and the Fire ones red.  

 
 

Player of Air    Player of Water 
  

1 2 3 4   1p 1 

1p p2 p3 p4   p2 2 

      p3 3 

      p4 4 

4 p4       

3 p3       

2 p2   p4 p3 p2 1p 

1 p1   4 3 2 1 

 
Player of Earth    Player of Fire 
 

Figure 11-7: The swastika setup of the Enochian boards. 
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figure 11-8: Astrological correspondences of the Earth and Fire 
chessboards.  
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Figure 11-9: Astrological correspondences of the Water and Air 
chessboards. 
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CHAPTER TWELVE 

MIND, BODY AND COSMOS  
IN MAYAN DIVINATION 

DENNIS TEDLOCK 

 
 
 
Once there was a world in which the only measure of time was a calendar 
of 260 days. The only events that made it possible to reckon the days were 
the rises, sets, and reappearances of fixed stars in an otherwise dark sky. 
The only inhabitants of that world were gods, but many of the things they 
did in those early days prepared the world for human habitation. Among 
other things, they set the patterns for the future movements of the Sun, 
Moon, and planets.  

Such is the world described in the early pages of two of the most 
important books by Mayan authors. One of them, known as the Dresden 
Codex because the library where it ended up is in Dresden, was written in 
Mayan hieroglyphs during the fifteenth century.1 The other, known as the 
Popol Vuh, was written in the Roman alphabet during the sixteenth 
century.2 The Dresden Codex is written in Yukatek Maya, a language that 
continues to be spoken in Yucatán, while the Popol Vuh is written in 
K’iche’ Maya, which continues to be spoken in Guatemala. The latter 
work is named after the hieroglyphic source cited by its authors, the Popol 
Wuj or “Council Book” that belonged to the royal court of the K’iche’ 
kingdom.  

The Popol Vuh tells the story of the original act of divination, which 
was carried out by an elderly couple, the grandparents of the gods.3 He 
was the matchmaker who preceded all marriage, and she was the midwife 
who preceded all birth. They divined by counting the days of the only 
calendar that existed then, the one with 260 days, using the bright red, 
bean-like seeds of the tz’ite tree (Erythrina corallodendron). In this way 
they established the procedures for the human diviners who would live on 
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the earth after the gods retreated to a distance. In K’iche’ diviners are 
called ajq’ij, “daykeepers,” and they are called by names that mean the 
same thing in other Mayan languages. They practise today in numerous 
towns in highland Guatemala, but they have long since disappeared in 
Yucatán and Chiapas.  

Each date on the divinatory calendar combines a number with a 
name. The numbers run from one to thirteen, after which they are 
repeated. In the Mayan world, the meanings of thirteen are not limited to 
its numerological properties. The Maya of Yucatán once called the full 
Moon oxlajun ka’an uw, “thirteen sky moon”, since a Moon that rises full 
has been visible in the night sky for an average of thirteen days. Further, 
they envisioned the world as resting on the back of a turtle, and a number 
of species of turtle in Mesoamerica have a carapace with thirteen plates 
around the edge. Among the contemporary K’iche’ Maya of Guatemala, 
daykeepers reckon the major joints of the human body as numbering 
thirteen: two shoulders, two elbows, two wrists, two hips, two knees, two 
ankles, and one neck.4  

The thirteen day numbers of the divinatory calendar are combined 
with a repeating series of twenty day names. The number twenty (rather 
than ten) served as the basis for the place numeration system employed by 
the ancient Maya. Again the human body comes into play, this time by 
way of the fingers and toes in combination. In nearly all languages of the 
Mayan family the term for the number twenty (winaq in K’iche’) is also 
the term for a human being.  

Since thirteen and twenty have no common factor, the combination 
of day numbers with day names produces a series of 260 different dates. 
Numerological though it may seem, a period lasting 260 days does have 
astronomical implications, at least in an approximate way. It comes close 
to the 263-day average for the visibility of Venus as the morning or 
evening star, but the Venus almanacs that occur in two of the surviving 
Mayan hieroglyphic books (the Dresden and Grolier codices) reckon these 
intervals in terms of whole and half synodic months, assigning 236 days 
(eight months) to the Eastern appearances and 250 days (eight and a half 
months) to the Western ones. The length of the divinatory calendar also 
comes close to the 266 days of nine synodic months, but the ancient Maya 
chose to track such months by means of intervals lasting 148 days (five 
months) and 177 days (six months).5 Another astronomical interpretation 
of the 260-day period has to do with the zenith passages of the Sun, which 
were and still are the subject of Mayan observations. In an area of the 
Guatemalan highlands that lies between 14º and 15º north latitude the 
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interval between the Sun’s southward zenith passage in August and its 
northward passage in April is close to 260 days, and in a narrower band 
across this area it is precisely that many days. In other words, the two 
zenith passages fall on the same date on the divinatory calendar (though 
the particular date cannot be the same from one year to another). It has 
been suggested that the calendar originated in this region,6 but the 
archaeological evidence points to a latitude closer to 17º and outside the 
Mayan region. Even so, the circumstance of the zenith passages gives the 
calendar added meaning in some places in the Guatemalan highlands.  

By way of mathematics, the divinatory calendar plays a role in the 
Mayan reckoning of 365-day years, each of them named for the day on 
which it begins. Since dividing 365 by 13 leaves a remainder of 1, the new 
year’s day number advances by one place each year. And, since dividing 
365 by 20 leaves a remainder of 5, the new year’s day name advances by 
five places each year. Further, since 5 × 4 = 20, only four of the twenty 
day names can begin a new year (there are no leap days). The K’iche’ 
names of the twenty days (with approximate translations) are as follows, 
with the year-bearing days in boldface type: 

 
 

Kej O’anil Toj Tz’i’ B’atz’ 
Deer Yellow Thunder Dog Monkey 
No’j Tijax Kawuq Junajpu Imox 
Thought Blade Rain Marksman Lefthanded 
E Aj Ix Tz’ikin Ajmak 
Tooth Cane Jaguar Bird Sinner 
Iq’ Aq’ab’all K’at Kan Kame 
Wind Foredawn Net Snake Death 

 
 

 The four day names that can bring in a new year are ruled by lords 
called Mam, meaning “Grandfather” or “Old Man”. A given Mam makes 
eighteen appearances during his year, marking the beginning of eighteen 
twenty-day periods that span 360 days. He then transfers his power to the 
new Mam during the last five days of the year, whose events are regarded 
as unpredictable and therefore dangerous. In 2007 the year began on 
February 23rd, which was Wajxaqib’ E or “Eight Tooth”, and in 2008 it 
will begin on B’elejeb’ No’j or “Nine Thought”. It takes 13 × 4 = 52 years 
for the sequence of new year’s dates to repeat itself.  
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For divinatory purposes, contemporary highland daykeepers are less 
interested in the astronomical implications of the 260-day calendar than in 
its relationship to human life on the surface of the earth. For this reason 
they sometimes distinguish it from the Christian calendar by calling it the 
calendar of the “Mundo”, the “Earth” or “World”. The variety of maize 
Mayans plant at altitudes above 6,000 feet takes a very long time to 
mature. Harvest rituals in November are scheduled for the return of the 
same divinatory date that was chosen for planting rituals back in March. 
Further, the growth of maize in the field is compared to the growth of a 
child in the womb. Daykeepers (who have midwives among them) are 
aware that an interval of nine synodic months (266 days) between 
conception and birth is a little longer than a full run of the divinatory 
calendar, but they think of 260 days as an approximation of the interval 
between the awareness of a pregnancy and birth. Thus an ideal child 
would be born with the return of the same date on which it first announced 
its existence in the womb.7 Until the time of the Spanish invasion birth 
dates often served as personal names, and this practice has been revived 
during the ongoing Mayan cultural renaissance.  

Where Jungian analysts look for nine-month intervals in the 
relationships among dreams, daykeepers look for 260-day intervals. A 
person who has remembered or recorded the date of an important dream 
will pay careful attention to whatever dream may occur when that same 
date returns, interpreting the new dream as an elucidation of the old one. 

Though the divinatory calendar provides a framework for the 365-
day year, nearly all of the rituals performed by highland daykeepers on a 
regular basis recur at 260-day intervals. The days are mapped onto space, 
so that particular days are appropriate for saying prayers and burning 
offerings at particular outdoor shrines. Among the daykeepers of Altar 
Town, days bearing the number One are appropriate for visits to Water’s 
Place, at a spring in the bottom of a canyon. Days numbered Eight are for 
visits to a shrine located just above the rim of this canyon, while days 
numbered Nine pertain to a shrine on a nearby hilltop. On a series of four 
days numbered Eleven, the daykeeper who serves as the chuchkajaw or 
“motherfather” for the entire town visits the mountains that rise on the 
four sides of its territory.8  

In a divination, a low day number may indicate that the cause of a 
problem is recent, or that a new problem will arise in the near future, 
while a high number points to something more distant in time. At the 
extremes, the number One is important because it indicates a beginning, 
while Thirteen indicates that something may have gone too far and could 
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get out of control. Each day name has its own portents, but whether a day 
announces something favorable or unfavorable depends, at least in part, 
on the question that was asked.  

The first thing daykeepers learn is to speak their way through the 
divinatory calendar, going forward or backward. Reciting the thirteen day 
numbers is no problem, at least not by itself. Memorizing the twenty day 
names in correct order isn’t all that difficult, though it is a little harder to 
learn them well enough to begin and end just anywhere, rather than 
starting from some fixed point. The trick is to remember to keep turning 
back to One again whenever the numbers reach Thirteen, while at the 
same time repeating the names only every twentieth time. When you can 
keep both these rhythms rolling for awhile it creates an odd feeling at the 
back of the mind. It is something like singing two different songs at once, 
something like counterpoint, but the two songs differ in length, and they 
won’t come out even unless you sound the thirteen numbers twenty times 
and the twenty names thirteen times.  

Suppose we start from One Deer, the day when people who already 
qualify as daykeepers begin their work, making the first of a series of 
visits to Water’s Place, and the day when the names of daykeepers in 
training are first announced at Water’s Place. If we start with One Deer, 
we will keep noticing the number One as it comes up: 

 
One Deer, Two Yellow, Three Thunder, Four Dog, Five 

Monkey, Six Tooth, Seven Cane, Eight Jaguar, Nine Bird, Ten 
Sinner, Eleven Thought, Twelve Blade, Thirteen Rain; 

One Marksman, Two Lefthanded, Three Wind, Four 
Foredawn, Five Net, Six Snake, Seven Death, Eight Deer, Nine 
Yellow, Ten Thunder, Eleven Dog, Twelve Monkey, Thirteen 
Tooth; 

One Cane, Two Jaguar . . . 
 

and so on. Meanwhile we will be noticing the name Deer whenever it 
returns, at a different pace: 

 
One Deer, Two Yellow, Three Thunder, Four Dog, Five 

Monkey, Six Tooth, Seven Cane, Eight Jaguar, Nine Bird, Ten 
Sinner, Eleven Thought, Twelve Blade, Thirteen Rain, One 
Marksman, Two Lefthanded, Three Wind, Four Foredawn, 
Five Net, Six Snake, Seven Death; 
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Eight Deer, Nine Yellow, Ten Thunder, Eleven Dog, 
Twelve Monkey, Thirteen Tooth, One Cane, Two Jaguar, Three 
Bird, Four Sinner, Five Thought, Six Blade, Seven Rain, Eight 
Marksman, Nine Lefthanded, Ten Wind, Eleven Foredawn, 
Twelve Net, Thirteen Snake, One Death; 

Two Deer, Three Yellow . . . 
 

and so forth. If we were to start our count with One Marksman instead of 
One Deer, we would notice Marksman whenever it came up again, and the 
sequence of its numbers would be the same as for Deer. The full sequence 
of numbers, relative to a given name, creates a double series, with One 
through Seven alternating with Eight through Thirteen: 

 
One, Eight, Two, Nine, Three, Ten, Four, Eleven, Five, 
Twelve, Six, Thirteen, Seven 
 

and back to One again. Twenty days after the visits to One’s Place begin 
on One Deer, visits to Eight’s Place begin on Eight Deer. Forty days after 
that, visits to Nine’s Place begin on Nine Deer, and eighty days after that 
the town motherfather begins his visits to mountains on Eleven Deer.  

The visits on days numbered One, Eight, and Nine are made fifteen 
times each, creating intervals of 14 × 13 = 182 days or (counting 
inclusively) periods embracing 183 days, numbers that fall on either side 
of half a solar year. The visits on days numbered Eleven are made only 
four times, creating an interval of 3 × 13 = 39 days or an inclusive period 
embracing 40 days. It is tempting to think of this four-part ritual schedule 
as a musical score in which four instruments enter at different times, but it 
should be kept in mind that although this music has an underlying pulse 
beat that goes one day at a time, the sounding of the instruments is 
polyrhythmic.  

When conducting a divination, the daykeeper creates a calendar by 
arranging a random handful of seeds and crystals in rows. The days are 
then counted from the date of the divination itself, or the date of some past 
event that both demands and defies interpretation, or the date of some 
future event whose outcome is in doubt. On its face the counting is a 
cognitive process, but the contrasting rhythms of the numbers and days 
induce a trance that permits diviners to become aware of localized 
disturbances in the electrical field of their bodies, which are called “heat 
lightning” or “the jumping of the blood”.9 The disturbances feel 
something like tingles or twitches. They are usually near the surface of the 
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skin, but they are neither palpable nor externally visible. In the microcosm 
of the body, they are said to be the reflection of heat lightning in the lake 
of the blood. In the macrocosm, this is the heat lightning that flashes or 
flickers over distant horizons, creating momentary reflections in the lakes 
of the four directions. The portent of a flash in the body depends on 
whether it occurs on the right or left side, the front or back, close to the 
bone or where the flesh is deep, in a tight crease or at the very end of a 
limb. It also depends on the purposes of the body part where it occurs—
for example, the palm of the hand grasps and the bottom of the foot 
tramples.  

Daykeepers speak in several different voices. While they set our 
their paraphernalia they speak in the entranced voice of prayer, 
summoning the lords who rule the days and deities who reside in the 
upper and lower parts of the cosmos and the four directions—including 
the deity whose body is the Holy World, the Earth. After that come the 
ancestors, including every person who ever lived here on the Earth. The 
voice of prayer is rendered in italics in the narrative presented below, 
along with the entranced voice that counts the days.  

The final date of a count, together with a brief statement of its 
portent, is announced in a normal voice (rendered in normal type here) 
and addressed directly to the client. Many of the portents involve a play on 
the sound of the day name. For example, one of the meanings given to the 
day Aq’ab’al or “Foredawn” is chaq’ab’aj, referring to the casting of 
blame. The portent of the day Imox or “Lefthanded” can be rendered as 
kamoxirik, meaning that someone is going crazy.10 These moves shift the 
semantic field of the divination away from the apparent meanings of the 
day names, increasing the chances that something previously unsuspected 
might occur to the diviner or the client and help solve the problem at hand.  

Either the entranced voice or the normal one may be interrupted in 
midstream by yet another voice (rendered in SMALL CAPS) that sounds as 
though something has suddenly occurred to the diviner—out of the blue, 
so to speak. It is the low voice of a person talking to him or herself, 
unaware that anyone is listening. It is usually accompanied by a shift of 
the diviner’s gaze, away from the seeds and crystals in the case of the 
entranced voice or away from the client in the case of the normal voice. 
This is the voice that announces the portent of a movement of lightning in 
the blood, transforming a sensation into a message. It is usually followed 
by an interpretation, made in a normal voice, that links the portent of the 
flash to the words that were being spoken at the moment it occurred. 
Sometimes it occurs as a response to something the client was saying.  
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Most days are merely counted, without any mention of their portents, 
but the unspoken words nevertheless hover on the edge of the diviner’s 
conscious mind. Portents that were not spoken on the present occasion are 
rendered in small type.  

Together, the diviner and client weave an intertext of many strands. 
The example presented here is a reconstruction based on memory, on field 
notes, on a photograph that shows the rows of seeds and crystals that were 
set out at the beginning of the divination, and on the movements of 
lightning I experienced in my blood while composing the reconstruction.11 
It is meant to be read aloud. 

Some years ago, on the day Eight Bird, we were in the ruins of an 
ancient temple on a mountaintop, near a town whose name means Middle. 
We had gone there in the company of a daykeeper named Mateo Uz Abaj 
and two of his children. Like the man who taught us daykeeping, Don 
Mateo is the chuchqajaw or “motherfather” who serves the needs of the 
local members of his patrilineage. We had already finished setting out our 
offerings and saying our prayers, but the incense was still smoking and the 
candles were still burning. And we had already eaten the lunch we brought 
with us and sampled the bootleg liquor we used to anoint the shrine. Now 
we were simply relaxing before the shrine, an outdoor hearth created by 
rearranging the rubble in a dynamite crater created by treasure hunters.  

Laid out on one of the flat slabs of basalt in front of the hearth were 
divining bundles, the large and lumpy one belonging to Don Mateo and 
the neat, fist-sized ones belonging to us, the ethnographers. Don Mateo 
looked at my bundle and then at me and said, 

 
“I want to ask a question.” 
“A question?” 
“Yes, I want you to count days for me.” 
“But where? There’s no table here.” 
“That’s all right. You can do it on that rock”, and he reached out to 

tap the largest of slabs in front of the hearth, the one I was seated next to. 
“But there’s no cloth to spread on it.” Diviners always spread a 

bright brocaded cotton cloth on their tables. 
“That’s all right, just do it on the stone.” 
 
Diviners cannot refuse to answer a question, so long as the day on 

which they’re asked has been kept. Today was a good time to ask, since 
we wouldn’t have come up here on this mountain in the first place unless 
we’d been keeping this day, unless we’d all been planning to abstain from 
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sex and anger for the whole day. I felt awkward divining for a man who 
had been a diviner for who knows how many years, and speaking my lines 
with an accent, but I had no way out. 

My bundle was on a rock beside Don Mateo, but I had to go and get 
it myself, since no one should handle a bundle that belongs to someone 
else. I sat back down on the ground, scrunching up as close as I could get 
to the slab and setting my bundle down at the center of it, with the mouth, 
which was tied shut, pointing away from me. For a moment my fingers 
came in contact with the stone, and I could almost see the soft cloth I 
wished I had with me. Don Mateo moved closer for a better view, one 
knee on the ground and one folded up against his breast. With a table he 
would’ve been sitting across from me, but instead he was to the left of my 
work surface, and when I wasn’t turning to address him I was facing the 
shrine. It was as if the Holy World were asking the question, or Don 
Mateo and the Holy World were asking it between them. 

The motherfather who taught Barbara Tedlock and myself how to 
divine, Pedro Sabal Paja of Altar Town, often began by crossing himself 
and doing an Our Father and a Hail Mary and sometimes adding The 
Apostles’ Creed, all in Spanish, before he prayed in K’iche’ and made his 
first move toward the bundle at the center of the table. I skipped all of this, 
which Don Mateo didn’t mind in the slightest, and started in on the 
K’iche’ prayer I’d memorized—yes, memorized—from a text our teacher 
had dictated to us. He had composed it as he dictated, but then we studied 
it the only way we knew how, which was to commit it to memory word 
for word, like memorizing verse in school. Except that we’d made some 
small changes at the beginning, putting in a few words from a prayer in 
the Popol Vuh.  

Diviners pray in a low voice that is addressed to unseen entities but 
is just loud enough for the human ears present to make out the words. 
Pardon my trespass, so go the opening words, but then, instead of naming 
Tiox, which is to name Dios, which is to name God, what I say is Heart of 
Sky, and then pardon my trespass, Heart of Earth instead of Mundo, or 
World, and pardon my trespass, grandmotherfathers, all the twenty-
digited beings who once lived here on the face of the earth, just as I was 
taught, and I hold out my right hand with the cutting edge down, touching 
my bundle as if to divide into left and right halves, and then touch it again 
at right angles to make top and bottom halves, the four quarters of the 
World. I can feel the small, hard things inside the cloth bag as I do this. 

I’m taking hold of the yellow mixture, white mixture, and here I take 
up the bundle in my right hand, yellow beans, white beans, yellow seeds, 
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white seeds, undo the bow in the thin string that keeps the bag shut, yellow 
crystals, white crystals, unwind the turns in the string, yellow necklace, 
white necklace, gently pour the bright red seeds and white crystals into a 
pile on the black basalt, before you, Sky-Earth, and I set the empty bag 
and its string to my left, near Don Mateo. While I mix and spread the pile, 
running the palm of my right hand over the seeds and crystals in circles, 
he finds a ten-cent piece in his pocket and places it on the bag, and the 
seeds and crystals click and clink as I stroke them. 

I’m borrowing, just for a moment, your breath, and also what we 
have as our mountain, which is to say our body, and here I begin picking 
out the larger crystals from among the others, I’m asking for the blessing, 
the favour, place the largest crystal, not quite the length of a finger joint, 
on the far side of the pile, pointing away from me, this one is the mayor, 
the Mam, Old Man who bears the years, for just this one clear light, flank 
the mayor with a pair of aldermen, for the sake of my work, my burden, 
just one scribe, clearer than the other crystals, to the right of the right-hand 
alderman, and one treasurer, to the left, my mixing, my pointing, a pair of 
staff-bearers flanking the left-hand alderman and the scribe, and another 
pair of staff-bearers flanking them, and one more to the left. 

With all ten presiding officials lined up in a tight row at the far side 
of my work surface, I depart from my set piece to address the longest 
crystal, the Mam, Come hither, Old Man Deer, Old Man Wind, the 
powerful lords of the days that bring in dangerous years, and then the next 
two crystals, Old Man Tooth, Old Man Thought, the lesser lords of the 
days that begin the calmer years, then Secretary Net, lord of the day of 
written records, Treasurer Bird, lord of the day of money, do me a favour, 
and then I pick up where I left off, and also, yellow clouds, white clouds, 
the mist, the cold, the wind, walking over mountains, over plains, I’m 
running my hand over the seeds and small crystals again, and also, the 
large hills, little hills, large flats, little flats, large volcanoes, little 
volcanoes, large plains, little plains, come out and talk! They’ll speak for 
just a moment, for just this one light, for just this one question, in the chill, 
in the wind, and here I look at Don Mateo, they’re speaking on this holy 
and precious day, in the chill, in the wind, they’re speaking for a moment, 
the clicking and clinking stops, for just this one question, on the day Lord 
Eight Bird. 

“What is your question?” I say to Don Mateo. 
“It’s my pig. I want to know who killed my pig.” 
So he wants to know just who it was he was praying about awhile 

ago, that unknown person he wanted delivered into the hands of the 
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apostles and the Holy Quaternity of the sky and earth, to the mountains 
with shrines on top and the lightning archangels. 

“What day did it die?” 
“It was three days ago.” 
“Very well then, today is Eight Bird, so that would be, let’s see, 

Seven Jaguar, Six Cane, Five Tooth. It happened on Five Tooth”, I 
conclude, and go back to running my hand over the seeds and crystals. 

Come hither, Lord Five Tooth, speak for a moment, for just this one 
light, just this one question, for Mateo Uz Abaj, by name. Then I hesitate, 
wondering just how to frame this question. He’s already certain someone 
killed his pig, rather than wondering whether the pig simply died, but I 
start off with the question I’ve been taught to ask. 

Does his pain have an owner? Perhaps some neighbour, some 
companion piled up words behind his legs, behind his arms, and again the 
clicking and clinking, I’m taking hold of the yellow mixture, white 
mixture, yellow beans, white beans, the seeds and crystals that can move a 
question into a tinted light and then, for just a moment, into bright clarity, 
and also, the grandmothers, the grandfathers, they talk, they speak, for a 
moment, for awhile, concerning this one question, and I stop for a 
moment. My eye is caught by the glint of the crystal scribe, I’ve almost 
forgotten to call the sheet lightning, the lightning that moves over distant 
horizons: 

I’m borrowing the yellow lightning, white lightning that moves over 
the large lakes, small lakes, from the place where the sun comes out to the 
place where the sun goes down, four-cornered sky, four-cornered earth, 
may the lightning move on the horizon of my body, may I catch its 
reflection in my blood. 

My hand stops moving. I raise it, cupped, to my mouth. 
We’re doing this right now, into my hand I blow a short breath, 

pardon my trespass, I grab a fistful of seeds and crystals, as many as I can 
tightly hold, and put them in a separate pile to the right. Then I push 
what’s left of the original pile, the better part of it, off to the right, leaving 
a work space about the size of a large open book. From the right-hand pile 
I take the seeds and crystals, in whatever combinations come to hand, and 
arrange them in clusters of four, making rows and files like those of a 
calendar, starting at upper left. If Don Mateo were doing this right now 
he’d be praying the whole time, but I’m just about out of words. At the 
end of the third row I have one seed left over, which counts as a cluster 
but means the answer to the question will not be as certain as it would’ve 
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been with an even number. Leaning back a little, I look the whole 
arrangement over. The mixing is done and it’s time for the pointing. 

Come hither, Lord Five Tooth, do me a favour, and I’m ready to 
count the clusters, starting at upper left and moving across the rows, 
pointing with my first two fingers held together, but before I can even get 
started I feel lightning in my blood, a twitch moving up just under the skin 
of my left calf, and Don Mateo sees me suddenly withdraw my hand and 
glance down at the back of my trouser leg. 

“‘THE WOMAN IS COMING,’ it says”, I say in the low but urgent voice 
of the lightning in my blood, to no one in particular, and then in my 
normal voice, to Don Mateo, “There’s a woman involved in this”. No 
sooner do I turn back to the counting of days than the lightning moves 
across the base of the big toe on my right foot, and Don Mateo sees me 
glance at the toe of my shoe. 

“‘HE’S ILL,’ it says”, I say in the blood voice again, and then to Don 
Mateo, “Some old man, or some important man, is ill, or will be ill, but I 
don’t know whether he’ll die,” and even as I speak the lightning darts into 
the crease behind my right knee, and this time Don Mateo sees me move 
that leg a little, cocking my head to glance at the gathering of the trouser 
leg behind my knee. 

“‘THE TOMB,’ it says”, I say, giving voice to my blood once again, 
and then, looking over at Don Mateo, “He’s on his way to the grave, this 
old man”. Again I look back to the rows of seeds, point at the upper left 
cluster, and this time the lightning holds back, the blood falls silent to hear 
the count. All the days come with auguries, but I speak only their names 
out loud: 

Five Tooth the good road, the bad road; Six Cane in the house; Seven 
Jaguar before the holy world; Eight Bird praying, pleading, gold, silver; 
Nine Sinner before god; Ten Thought good thoughts, bad thoughts; Eleven 
Blade lips that trample; Twelve Rain filling the bowl, setting the table; 
Thirteen Marksman—the lightning moves on the front of my right thigh—
not in the middle, but off to one side—and Don Mateo sees me glancing 
there. 

“‘THE SHRINE,’ it says”, the blood says, and the count stops. To Don 
Mateo I say, “It’s the shrine of your lineage, something’s off centre in 
your family. Or on your land. The table is not balanced on all four legs”. 
Then I look back at the cluster I was pointing at when the lightning 
moved, repeating the name of the day, but this time I give voice to the 
augury that comes with that day: 
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“This was Thirteen Marksman. ‘Before the grandmotherfathers,’ it 
says”, and I add, looking at Don Mateo, “It’s got something to do with the 
ancestors, and it’s been a long time”. Just a trace of displeasure crosses his 
face. He serves as the motherfather for his lineage, and it’s his 
responsibility to feed and pray to his ancestors for everyone else, but he 
says nothing. On with the count: 

One Lefthanded going mad; Two Wind getting angry; Three 
Foredawn opening, blaming; Four Net a burden, a debt; Five Snake the 
enemy; Six Death bringing good; Seven Deer the motherfather; Eight 
Yellow ripening; Nine Thunder paying, suffering; Ten Dog jealousy, 
uncertainty; Eleven Monkey spinning thread. And here I reach the final, 
single seed, and announce the day in a louder voice, and the augury: 

“Twelve Tooth. ‘The good road, the bad road,’ it says. Things are on 
the wrong track because of what happened.” There’s more to this than just 
the incident of the pig. Don Mateo says nothing, and I continue with a 
second count clear through from the top, starting with the next day: 

Thirteen Cane; One Jaguar; Two Bird; Three Sinner; Four Thought; 
Five Blade; Six Rain; Seven Marksman; Eight Lefthanded, the lightning 
moves under the edge of the heel of my right foot, 

“‘HE’S BEEN STEPPED ON,’ it says”, and then I tell Don Mateo why 
he’s seen me glance at my shoe: “Whoever did this deed, you’ve almost 
got him, you’re just—”, the lightning interrupts me, ripples the blood at 
the edge of the palm of my right hand, 

“‘HE’S BEEN GRABBED,’ it says. He’s almost caught. Just this much 
is lacking”, and I show Don Mateo my thumb and forefinger just a 
finger’s breadth apart. Then I look at the cluster of seeds where I stopped 
counting: 

“Eight Lefthanded. ‘He’s going mad,’ it says. Whoever this is, he 
was crazy to kill your pig, but it’s craziness that’s going to grab him.” And 
so on with the days: 

Nine Wind; Ten Foredawn, the blood moves on the back of my left 
thigh, 

“‘IT ALREADY HAPPENED,’ it says. The woman who’s in this, I don’t 
know, something happened between her and the man’s lineage, some time 
ago. So says the blood.” Don Mateo brightens, and I go on to take the day 
into account: 

“Ten Foredawn. ‘Blaming,’ it says. Whatever happened, the man 
blames someone.” Don Mateo gives just a trace of a nod. On with the 
count: 
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Eleven Net; Twelve Snake; Thirteen Death; One Deer; Two Yellow; 
Three Thunder; Four Dog; Five Monkey; Six Tooth, the lightning moves 
in my right testicle, I look straight down, and the only voice the blood has 
for this one is a chuckle. 

“This woman had contact with a man”, I tell Don Mateo, and then I 
reach the single seed at the end: 

“Seven Cane. ‘In the house, in the home,’ it says. The man who 
killed the pig is in your own household. Or at least you’re related to him in 
some way.” Don Mateo looks excited now: 

“Raimundo Sucac! Ask if it was Raimundo Sucac Awel!” That 
would be the father of his eldest son’s wife. Maybe that man didn’t really 
like giving his daughter in marriage to Don Mateo’s son. But it’s not for 
me to ask the questioner why he wants to test this name. I make a single 
pile of all the seeds and crystals again (except for the ones that serve as 
officials), mix again, grab a handful again, make clusters of four items 
each, posing the new question: 

Raimundo Sucac Awel: is he the owner of this, the pain of my 
neighbour, my companion here? Don Mateo watches closely as I complete 
the last row, coming out to exactly four in the final cluster. A perfectly 
clear answer we’ll get this time, I’m thinking, but as I reach to start the 
count, Don Mateo puts his hand on my arm: 

“It’s clear! Very clear! There’s no need to count. The answer is yes. 
It’s him.” 

“No need to count the days?” 
“No. We already know very well who it is.” So I give in, though I 

was taught otherwise. Don Mateo himself, who is not one to be fussy 
about the minute details of ritual, always dispenses with counting when all 
he wants is a yes/no answer. An odd number of seeds is no; an even 
number is yes. Four seeds at the end is an even better yes than two. 

This time I bring the seeds and all the crystals together (officials 
included), rub them a few times, pick them up by handfuls, and funnel 
them into the bag, down to the last clicks and clinks. Don Mateo points 
out a seed that slipped off the slab at some point, properly leaving it to me 
to pick it up, and that goes in the bag too, along with his ten-cent coin. 
When I’ve got the string wound tight and tied, I rub the whole bag 
between my palms a few times—it sounds like a rattle, but muffled—and 
then press it to my lips and put it away in the big breast pocket of my wool 
shirt.  

Nothing more was said about the pig that day, nor about Raimundo 
Sucac. But we later heard that two weeks after our visit to the mountain, 
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the man died. That would have been on Nine Thunder paying, suffering. 
When I heard the news, it came home to me that Don Mateo had tricked 
me into being a sorcerer’s apprentice. I should have known it at the time. 
Whatever is said at a shrine, so long as incense is still smoking or candles 
are still burning, goes on the record with that mountain and with the Holy 
World, goes over the telegraph line that connects the mountains together, 
reaches Secretary Net, is written in the First Book, in the Second Book, on 
the First Shelf, on the Second Shelf. Don Mateo had put the pig and its 
unnamed killer on record with his own prayers on the day Eight Bird 
praying, pleading, asking that the killer fall into the hands of the powers 
that be. Then he had set me in search of the man’s identity—or put me to 
work confirming a suspicion he already had. In the end, the name of the 
late Raimundo Sucac Awel had been uttered by both of us in the presence 
of the smoke and candlelight. 

Don Mateo, as we already knew at the time, is the kind of person 
who knows how to ask for justice, as the matter is delicately put. That’s 
the way he himself puts it, though there are other people who would call it 
by other names. But he uses no scraps of clothing, no nail clippings, no 
locks of hair, nor toads, nor poisonous brews. Candles, incense, words, 
and names work well enough for him. And he gets a little help from a 
saint he has at home, the cigar-smoking, dark-suited figure he keeps in the 
same room with his brightly painted Apostle John, but on the opposite 
side. This saint, who cannot be found in any church, draws his identity 
from the Mam and from the multiple Simons and Judases of the Bible, 
especially the Simon and Judas who were interested in money.  

Later, on a visit to Don Mateo’s house, I noticed that he had lit a red 
candle for Mam Simon and wondered what he might be up to. But when I 
consulted a pamphlet that lists the colors of candles and explains their 
purposes, I found this entry: “RED: Love, Faith, and Will”. 
                                                           
1 For facsimiles of the Dresden Codex, see J. Eric S. Thompson, A Commentary on 
the Desden Codex (Philadelphia: American Philosophical Society, 1972), and 
Kumatzim Wuj Jun: Codice de Dresden (Guatemala City: Cholsamaj, 1998). The 
latter is in the screenfold format of the original. 
2 For an English translation see Dennis Tedlock, translator and commentator, 
Popol Vuh: The Mayan Book of the Dawn of Life (New York: Simon & Schuster, 
1996). The best edition of the original K’iche’ text is that of a native speaker of the 
language: Sam Colop, Popol Wuj: Versión poética k’iche’ (Guatemala: Cholsamaj, 
1999).  
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3 Dennis Tedlock, Popol Vuh, 69-70. 
4 Jean Molesky-Poz, Contemporary Maya Spirituality: The Ancient Ways Are Not 
Lost (Austin: University of Texas Press, 2006), 136. 
5 For a recent discussion of astronomy in the Dresden Codex, see Dennis Tedlock 
and Barbara Tedlock, ‘The Sun, Moon, and Venus among the Stars: Methods for 
Mapping Mayan Sidereal Space’, Archaeoastronomy 17 (2004), 5-22. 
6 See Anthony F. Aveni, Skywatchers (Austin: University of Texas Press, 2001), 
144, for a discussion of this issue.  
7 For a discussion of the relationship of the divinatory calendar to human 
pregnancy and the planting of maize, see Barbara Tedlock, Time and the Highland 
Maya, revised edition (Albuquerque: University of New Mexico Press, 1992), 93, 
190, 200. 
8 A detailed discussion of the scheduling of rituals by the divinatory calendar may 
be found in Barbara Tedlock, Time and the Highland Maya, chapter 3.  
9 The meanings of the movements of lightning are described in detail in Barbara 
Tedlock, Time and the Highland Maya, chapter 6. The electrical field in question 
is the so-called “biofield,” which is located not only in the nervous system but in 
the soft tissues as well.  
10 For more examples see Barbara Tedlock, Time and the Highland Maya, chapter 
5. 
11 This is a revised version of a narrative that appeared in Dennis Tedlock, Breath 
on the Mirror: Voices and Visions of the Living Maya (Albuquerque: University of 
New Mexico Press, 1997), 194-202.  
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All peoples have observed omens and practised divination as ways of 
linking the self to the cosmos, exploring the hidden and unknown, solving 
problems, making decisions, diagnosing ailments, or prescribing 
medicines and other healing treatments. Today, a growing number of 
individuals wishing to know more about their own minds, their own souls, 
and their roles in the universe have turned to the study of the connection 
between what goes on inside, which is unseen, and what happens outside 
in our shared world. This social movement has produced a remarkable 
change in many areas of social life, including medicine and 
psychotherapy. This revolution partly came about because of a new 
openness toward divinatory knowledge systems, which allowed scientific 
researchers to experiment with the possibility of a mind-body linkage. By 
now thousands of clinical trials have demonstrated a strong connection 
between mind and body. Burns heal faster when patients work with 
healing images in their minds, and tumours shrink when physicians and 
patients use their focused intention to stimulate the patient’s immune 
system into action. Some Western physicians have stopped asking 
themselves, “What’s wrong with these patients?” and instead are asking, 
“What’s right with these patients and how can we encourage that 
direction?”1 

Healthcare professionals today recognise the human body as self-
regulating, self-correcting, and self-healing.2 They describe the body as 
possessing “health”, or a divine healing principle that can create, develop, 
maintain, and restore health. Health has been defined as “a distinctive 
biologic matrix within a living being that interfaces with every aspect of 
structure, with the integrated physiologic systems, and with the totality of 
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all psychological processes”.3 A number of osteopathic physicians have 
described the healing principle as present throughout the body, but most 
highly concentrated within the cerebrospinal fluid. They describe it 
variously as an invisible spark, liquid light, or sheet lightning which 
stimulates the immune system, (antibodies, lymph nodes, lymphocytes, 
reticulo-endothelial cells), blood and lymphatic circulation, nervous 
system impulses, and cerebrospinal fluid flow.4 The new field of 
psychoneuroimmunology deals with the ways in which the emotions 
connect with the immune system.  

Over a period of less than thirty years, thousands of healthcare 
practitioners and their clients have accepted many diagnostic and healing 
modalities that were once described as “strange,” “unconventional,” 
“unscientific,” “irregular,” “alternative,” and “complementary”. There is a 
growing social movement in the US and the UK to integrate many 
unconventional with conventional diagnostic and therapeutic healing 
procedures. The Prince of Wales’s Foundation for Integrated Medicine 
was formed recently at the personal initiative of Prince Charles. The 
Foundation operates as a forum, actively promoting, supporting, and 
facilitating medical change. Its objective is to enable people to maintain 
and restore health and wellbeing through integrating the approaches of 
orthodox, complementary, and alternative therapies.5 

Many societies have long used ecologically and psychologically 
sustainable holistic medicine. In so doing, they have not only passed down 
an ancient heritage, but they continue to discover new healing modalities 
as well as herbal tonics for strengthening the immune system.6,7 They also 
incorporate healing practices from other traditions into their own medical 
systems. Kampo is a form of unconventional Chinese herbal medicine that 
is currently practised, together with Western medicine, in modern Japan. 
The acceptance of kampo is due to several factors, most importantly, the 
recognition of its efficacy by the Japanese Ministry of Health and its 
coverage by national health insurance.8 Conversely, members of the 
Navajo Nation living in Arizona have integrated the unconventional 
Western medicine that is provided to them by the Indian Health Service 
into their own centuries-old conventional health care.9 

It has been estimated that sixty-five percent of the entire US 
population currently uses various alternatives to orthodox medicine, 
including herbalism and medical astrology, even though herbal healing 
and astrology are not licensed professions in the United States.10 US 
citizens and migrant workers currently spend over seventeen billion 
dollars each year on complementary and alternative medicine (CAM). In 
2005 the National Institutes of Health (NIH) spent two hundred million on 
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research and training in both complementary and alternative medicine.11 
CAM is most often used by people suffering from chronic illness or 
disability. As many as eighty percent of all people suffering from 
rheumatologic conditions (osteoarthritis, rheumatoid arthritis, and 
fibromyalgia) use CAM together with conventional medical therapy.12 
CAM is also widely used by heart and cancer patients. In the UK today, 
more than thirty percent of all people with a cancer diagnosis are now 
using complementary medicine alongside conventional medicine.13 In 
2002 the percentage of people with cancer in the US, who first began to 
use CAM therapies after their diagnoses, reached nearly ninety-one 
percent. As a result of this keen public interest, the US National Cancer 
Institute established programs to increase the amount and quality of CAM 
cancer research and information. The National Cancer Institute is also 
facilitating dialogues between CAM practitioners and cancer researchers.14 

I. The Emergence of Integrative Medicine 

Globalisation, or the process of integrating the world economy, has had 
unexpected results in many areas of social life, most notably in healing. In 
spite of ridicule and repression by members of academic, political, 
medical, scientific, and religious orthodoxies, alternative diagnostic and 
healing methods have managed to survive and even flourish. Today, 
Western medicine and holistic healing traditions are present together 
within an increasing number of hospitals around the world.15 In Canada, 
the National Aboriginal Health Organization (NAHO) is working towards 
ensuring access to culturally appropriate health services for all First 
Nations peoples. As Dr. Judith Bartlett, Chair of NAHO, recently said: “I 
believe that moving towards aboriginal culturally based, not culturally 
sensitive, but culturally grounded approaches is really going to be the 
future of Aboriginal healthcare… that it will go beyond the Aboriginal 
community, and it will improve the healthcare of all Canadians”.16 In 
2002, in the state of Washington, the Chehalis Indian Reservation hosted 
the Salish and Sohaptan “Cultures, Foods and Medicine Workshop”. This 
historic workshop, in which indigenous and cosmopolitan healers 
participated as equals, could only take place in a state that had passed a 
“freedom of practice” statute. The law declares that “failure to conform to 
standards of care shall not by itself be considered incompetence unless 
patients are exposed to unreasonable risk or are actually harmed”.17 This 
allows healthcare providers to practise alternative forms of healing without 
fear of retribution from the state medical board. To date, eighteen states 
have introduced healthcare freedom legislation “that protects people’s 
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right to choose alternative health care” and six states—Washington, 
California, Minnesota, Idaho, Oklahoma, and Rhode Island—have passed 
health freedom laws.18 As legislatures in other states debate “heath 
freedom” statutes, some governors have stepped forward and issued public 
statements underlining the importance of complementary and alternative 
healthcare. Florida Governor Jeb Bush, in 2003, issued a proclamation 
directly encouraging “all licensed health care providers to communicate 
openly with all health care professionals in the provision of patient care”.19 

One outgrowth from such proclamations and “freedom-of-practice 
legislation” is the development of the field of integrative medicine (IM). 
This new form of medicine combines cosmopolitan medicine with 
alternative therapies including herbal medicine, aromatherapy, yoga, 
biofeedback, homeopathy, distant healing, medical astrology, therapeutic 
massage, chiropractic, acupuncture, tai chi, qi gong, reiki, healing touch, 
spirituality, prayer, and traditional Native American healing practices. 
Practitioners of these alternative healing techniques view illness as an 
opportunity for personal transformation and spiritual growth. They see 
themselves as catalysts, guides, and teachers. Spiritual values are being 
taught to healthcare executives and practitioners in a number of settings 
nationwide. Leland Kaiser, who founded a highly respected healthcare 
consulting firm in Brighton, Colorado, teaches applied spiritual alchemy to 
healthcare professionals at a number of hospitals and other locations. He 
teaches his clients to practise multidimensional diagnosis and intervention 
by working together at the physical, etheric, emotional, mental, and 
spiritual levels of the patient. Another area in which he is a pioneer is in 
interspecies cooperative therapy with dolphins and horses. Equine therapy 
has already demonstrated its value for ADD children. Since the energy 
field of a horse vibrates at a much lower level than the human energy field, 
when an ADD child rides a horse, much of his energy drains off into the 
horse. While the child clearly benefits, there is also evidence that the horse 
benefits from this high-frequency response.20 

An Integrative Medicine Centre recently opened in New York City, at 
the Memorial Sloan-Kettering Cancer Center, the heart of the national 
cancer establishment. Its advertising features a middle-aged woman in a 
bandanna (hiding her hair loss) saying: “My fight against cancer includes 
chemotherapy, Swedish massage, and relaxing to the muffled rhythms of 
Tibetan drums”.21 In Santa Fe, New Mexico, the Integrative Medicine 
Foundation (IMF), a nonprofit organization, designed Sanctuary as a 
cancer clinic where Native American, Anglo, and Hispanic oncology 
patients might receive complementary medicine, spiritual help, group 
support and counselling. The care-givers at Sanctuary believe that 
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coordinating alternative techniques with traditional ones can not only 
improve a patient’s quality of life, but can also decrease healthcare costs 
by lessening some of the side effects from conventional cancer 
treatments.22 Today there are also integrative mental health programmes. 
Safe Harbor in Los Angeles offers non-pharmaceutical alternatives to 
mental patients.23  

Dr. Andrew Weil, the founder of the Program in Integrative Medicine 
at the College of Medicine, University of Arizona in Tucson, was the first 
physician to introduce alternative healing into the curriculum of a major 
research university. Today seventy-five of the one hundred and twenty-
five accredited allopathic medical schools in the US, (i.e. 64%), teach 
alternative healing modalities to their students.24 CAM courses are also 
part of the curriculum in eighteen of the nineteen accredited osteopathic 
medical schools in the US, (i.e. ninety-five percent). CAM content is 
nearly twice as likely to be required at osteopathic medical schools as at 
allopathic medical schools.25 The amount and type of CAM training 
medical students receive today varies greatly nationwide but seems to be 
increasing in terms of the sheer number of CAM courses offered. A 
number of key principles that foster curriculum change within medical 
schools have been identified: these include a cooperative climate, human 
resource development and faculty development.26 Another leader in the 
field of integrative medicine is Dr. Lewis Mehl-Madrona, who is of 
Cherokee and Lakota ancestry. He is board certified in family medicine 
and holds a PhD degree in Psychology. He is a pioneer in introducing 
interested non-Natives with chronic medical illnesses to Native American 
healers and their healing practices. Since illness is simultaneously 
spiritual, mental, and physical, he combines counselling with ceremony 
rather than using insight-oriented psychotherapy, which he has found to be 
ineffective with physical symptoms.27  

An increasing number of healthcare institutions—primarily hospitals 
and medical clinics—worldwide have begun to combine alternative 
healing techniques with conventional medicine. In Tuva and Mongolia, 
hospitals offer to the general public both allopathic doctors and traditional 
shamans who use divination techniques in diagnosis and healing touch in 
their clinical practice. Some of these shamans are also MDs, and some 
MDs have been trained as shamans. The ancient shamanic practice of 
healing touch, a non-invasive energy-based biofield therapy, is also used 
by holistic nurses and doctors in a number of hospital settings in the US. 
The medical director of the Scripps Center for Integrative Medicine, 
Erminia Guarneri, explains that her staff treats patients holistically instead 
of providing the fragmented care typical of modern medicine. They 
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embrace “the best of both scientific-based medicine and evidence-
validated alternative methods”.28 Healing touch, together with guided 
imagery (an ancient modality used to reduce anxiety and pain) is part of 
the standard of care for all cardiac surgery patients at the Scripps Green 
Hospital.29,30 

As my examples so far indicate, CAM encompasses all healthcare 
systems, modalities, and practices, and their accompanying theories and 
beliefs, other than those intrinsic to the politically dominant health systems 
of particular societies in a given historical period.31 Within this broad area, 
complementary medicine centres on “diagnosis, treatment and/or 
prevention which complement mainstream medicine by contributing to a 
common whole, by satisfying a demand not met by orthodoxy, or by 
diversifying the conceptual frameworks of medicine”.32 Alternative 
therapies and diagnostic information, on the other hand, do not seek to 
contribute to a common whole, but instead are offered as a stand-alone 
alternative to conventional medicine.33 The National Institutes of Health in 
Washington, DC divides CAM healing strategies used in both 
complementary and alternative medicine into five major categories: 1) 
Supplements, vitamins and other dietary strategies; 2) Mind-body 
therapies, biofeedback and hypnosis; 3) Body therapies, chiropractic, 
massage, and osteopathy; 4) Whole healthcare systems including Chinese, 
Tibetan, and Ayurvedic medicine, naturopathy and homeopathy; and 5) 
Energy healing, Reiki, Qi gong, healing touch, acupuncture, magnetic 
therapy, astrology and various forms of medical divination.34 

II. Divination and Medical Astrology in Health Care 

The casting or drawing of lots to assure fairness in deciding on duties or 
rewards has been acceptable to most people for millennia. Human 
societies all over the globe have used bones, pebbles, nuts, seeds, beans, 
twigs, yarrow stalks, sticks, cards, coins, and dice to make difficult 
decisions. In the seventeenth century, a Flemish physician by the name of 
John Baptiste Van Helmont decided to use a lottery to settle a dispute he 
had with orthodox medical practitioners who used bloodletting and 
purging for medical treatment. He said:  

 
Let us take out of the hospitals two hundred or five hundred poor people, 
that have fevers, pleurisies. Let us divide them into halves, let us cast lots, 
the one halfe of them may fall to my share, and the other to yours; I will 
cure them without bloodletting and sensible evacuation; but you do, as we 
know…We shall see how many funerals both of us shall have.35  
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In the medical journal Lancet, a British obstetrician in the 1930s 
described his patients as drawing lots in the form of coloured beads to 
decide which treatment they would receive from him.36 In the life 
sciences, psychology, and the social sciences more generally, the ideal 
experiment today includes a lottery, or comparative trial with randomly 
composed experimental and control groups.37 

In this age of experimentation there continue to be many uses for the 
casting of lots and other forms of divination. These include foreseeing and 
preventing health problems; choosing nutritious foods and healing herbs; 
selecting a healer; locating and diagnosing diseases; and making medical 
choices including picking the best dates for elective surgery (for example, 
one should not pick the day of the full moon as a surgery date because of 
the danger of hemorrhaging). The use of astrology in the West to foresee 
and prevent health problems dates back to before Hippocrates, the father 
of Western medicine, who insisted that all of his students study 
astrology.38  

The Renaissance physician and astrologer Jerome Cardan (Girolamo 
Cardano), combined medical and astrological data and techniques to 
construct a celestial figure for the onset of each disease in order to make it 
possible to predict its essence, its critical days, the varieties of its 
accidents, and its outcome.39 He divided each sign of the sidereal zodiac 
into thirty degrees of a three hundred and sixty degree circle (twelve times 
thirty equals three hundred and sixty) and arranged them over a drawing of 
the human body. Starting with the first sign of the zodiac, Aries 
symbolically connects to the head including brain, face and eyes. Taurus 
relates to the neck, throat, thyroid gland and vocal tract. Gemini is 
connected to the lungs, arms, hands, shoulders, and nervous system. 
Cancer symbolises the chest, breast, alimentary canal, and stomach. Leo 
relates to the heart, upper back, and spine. Virgo symbolises the abdomen, 
intestines, spleen, and digestive system. Libra connects to the kidneys, 
lumbar region, buttocks and skin. Scorpio symbolises the genitals, 
reproductive and excretory systems. Sagittarius relates to the hips, thighs, 
liver, and sciatic nerve. Capricorn rules the knees, bones, joints, and 
skeletal system. Aquarius symbolises the calves, shins, ankles and 
circulatory system. The last sign of the Zodiac, Pisces, symbolises the feet, 
toes and lymphatic system. He also associated the planets with segments 
of the body, bodily functions, and illnesses. After examining a person’s 
natal chart he suggested in which areas of the body a client might 
experience trouble. The Sun manifests in the heart, spine, and life energy. 
The Moon is the stomach, digestive system, female organs, and lymphatic 
system. Mercury is the brain, central nervous system, thyroid gland, five 
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senses, and hands. Venus is the throat, kidneys, thymus gland, ovaries, and 
the kinesthetic sense of touch. Mars concerns the muscles, head, adrenal 
glands, senses of smell and taste. Jupiter is the liver, thighs, feet, pituitary 
gland and growth. Saturn is the skin, hair, teeth, bones, speed and the 
body’s defenses against disease. Uranus suggests the parathyroid gland, 
neural activity, and the aura. Neptune is the pineal gland and psychic 
healing, and Pluto symbolises the pancreas, metabolism, and elimination.  

Given the openness within Western medicine today, with its desire to 
combine alternative healing with conventional biomedicine, why shouldn’t 
divination be treated with what the English philosopher of science Mary 
Hesse has called “the spirit of the principle of no privilege”?40 One of the 
key markers of integral studies today is that science is once again allowed 
to dialogue with religion.41 There are hundreds of forms of divination 
practised today worldwide, including water, crystal and star gazing, the 
casting of lots (or sortilege), the reading of natural omens, the taking of 
hallucinogenic drugs, dreaming, and the contemplation of mandalas and 
thangkas.42 In some instances the diviner undergoes physical or 
psychological changes so as to be able to serve as a medium or vehicle for 
divinatory power. At other times animals, objects, and events themselves 
are considered signs of an external divine or superhuman power.43 These 
many forms have been sorted by modern practitioners into four main 
types: omen, pattern, symbol, and trance. Omen divination refers to 
reading natural signs such as the flights of birds or the road crossings of 
animals that are naturally present in the world. Pattern divination, such as 
rod or pendulum dowsing, refers to making a shape or design and then 
interpreting it by fixed guidelines. Symbol divination includes astrology, 
the Tarot, the Chinese I Ching, and Yoruba Ifa divinatory readings 
together with palmistry and geomancy. In these systems one uses a deck of 
cards, sticks, the lines of a person’s hand, or special landscape features 
that depend upon a complex, often literary and highly symbolic, 
interpretation system. Trance divination involves contacting spirits in 
order to answer questions. Shamans and priests have practised this 
mediumistic technique worldwide for generations.44 

These four categories have been collapsed by theorists into two main 
classes of divination: mediumistic (non-rational, inspirational, or natural) 
and inductive (rational, mechanical, or artificial). The decision as to which 
class a particular divinatory act belongs to depends on the degree of 
rationality or non-rationality the investigator believes the practitioner to 
have used during the divination. The early Greeks emphasised the field of 
mantics, divination about the future using “trance” and other mediumistic 
forms. The Romans emphasised the strictly mechanical “pattern” or 
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inductive forms of divination. Many peoples, however, as we will see, 
perform exquisite blends of these two forms of divination.45 

Mediumistic divination has been practised nearly everywhere, in all 
historical times. In Africa it currently occurs among many peoples.46 
Nguni diviners, who are predominantly women, serve as the primary 
conduit of psychic information sent by the ancestors. During divination, 
these women proceed through an intuitive “tuning in” to what their 
ancestors communicate to them. Initially they speak to their clients 
ecstatically without editing, translating, or censuring what they hear, see, 
or sense kinesthetically. As the divination proceeds, however, they ask 
rational questions and receive factual feedback about the situation at 
hand.47 In the American Southwest, Navajo women diviners also conduct 
mediumistic rituals. They sprinkle corn pollen from their elbows all the 
way down to the palms of their hands, along the inside surface of their 
thumbs and along each finger out to the tip. Sitting with their eyes closed, 
they then sing to and ask the collared lizard for information about hidden 
problems. As they enter the trance state, their extended arms begin to 
shake involuntarily resembling the characteristic jerky body movements of 
this lizard. When a woman diviner becomes aware that her arm is 
trembling, she opens her eyes and sees an after-image: the Sun or Moon; a 
star; or an entire constellation. This image indicates the proper ritual she 
herself, or another practitioner, should perform to heal the patient. During 
this ceremony, the healer draws the after image in a sand painting on the 
earthen floor of the hogan. At this point the healing ritual becomes more 
inductive and less mediumistic.48 

This shifting from non-rational to rational appears to be as common as 
the opposite movement from rational to non-rational. The ethnographer 
Roy Willis narrated his own experience of observing shifting forms of 
rationality during his interview with Jane Ridder-Patrick, a well-known 
herbalist, astrologer and author.49 When he asked her to do his astrological 
chart he noted that: 

  
She was calmly rational at first, and it seemed to make sense. Then, about 
two thirds of the way through the hour-long reading, the atmosphere 
changed. The relatively mild-mannered Jane became suddenly powerful 
and authoritative, as though someone or something was speaking urgently 
through her, something quasi-divine. She became a priestess, possessed of 
Spirit, able to make all clear. Evidently, she had moved into an altered state 
of consciousness in which she was “seeing” things, connecting things 
together, as though a master plan or pattern had suddenly become apparent. 
It was weird, and impressive.50  
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Clients of diviners can also shift into altered states of consciousness. 
During sweat-lodge divinatory ceremonies among the Canadian Kootenai, 
when the tent becomes unbearably hot and the people have difficulty 
breathing, they often receive spiritual healing messages. These messages, 
which are triggered aurally, visually, kinesthetically, or by intuition are 
often symbolic and in need of discussion.51 

III. Theories of Divination 

Divination involves complementary modes of cognition and symbolisation 
associated with primary process and secondary process thinking.52 
Diviners are specialists who use the idea of moving from a boundless to a 
bounded realm. They excel in insight, imagination, and knowledge of 
cultural traditions. During divinations they construct usable knowledge 
from oracular messages by combining synthetic with analytic modes of 
thinking. They link representational information and symbolism with 
emotional or presentational experience.53  

Specific intentional reference is central in representational symbolism, 
the medium of expression is straightforward and inductive thought is 
dominant. In presentational symbolism, meaning emerges directly from 
experiential immersion in the expressive or emotional patterns of the 
symbolic medium which is grasped intuitively. By combining 
representational with presentational symbolism within a single narrative 
structure, diviners provide a surplus, or “superabundance,” of 
understanding for their clients.54 During the act of divination, individual 
creativity operates: jumbled ideas, metaphors, and symbols suggest 
various possible interpretations which slowly give way to an ordered 
sequencing and to more limited interpretations. Through dialogue between 
the diviner and the client these interpretations are superseded by an 
unambiguous classification of the history and causes of the situation and 
what is needed to respond to, or to change, them.55 

These forms of symbolism are intertwined. Referential language is 
filled with emotion in the form of intonation, gesture, and emphasis as its 
emotional aspect, while presentational language and emotional states have 
a sense of intentional meaning in the form of an incipient portent. Thus, 
each of these symbolic modes has a bit of the other in a subordinate 
background position. The presentational side of our symbolic capacity 
conveys more about context than about referential focus. The delay in 
pragmatic semantic meaning, found in many systems of divination, allows 
the time needed for the maximum-felt synthesis of presentational 
symbolism. The interactions that take place during divination between 
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these rather different forms of thought suggest that we pay attention to the 
findings of scientists working in the area of integral mind-body research. 
In the early 1990s Mae-Wan Ho, a pioneer in the physics of organisms, 
discovered that within the cellular and extra-cellular areas of the human 
body there is a protein matrix composed of liquid crystals and biopolymers 
that behave as electronic conductors storing large amounts of cognitive 
information. It is this liquid crystallinity that gives us the characteristic 
flexibility, sensitivity, and responsiveness that allows for rapid 
intercommunication, enabling us to function as coherent organized 
wholes.56  

She has argued that bodily consciousness resides in these cellular and 
extra-cellular matrices. This form of consciousness possesses all the 
hallmarks of mental consciousness: sentience, intercommunication, and 
memory. Mind exists not just in the brain but also throughout the body, 
especially in the connective tissues, including the skin, organ linings and 
membranes, bones, tendons, ligaments, and cartilage.57 Our entire nervous 
system, as well as areas of the body where nerves and capillaries are not 
found, is composed of a special protein matrix mostly consisting of a 
network of collagen immersed in water and hydrogen molecules that 
support rapid jump conduction of protons. Jump conduction, which is a 
form of semi-conduction, is much faster than electrical conduction through 
nerve fibres. Collagen fibres in the connective tissues provide channels for 
communication that are arranged in accordance with the mechanical 
stresses to which the tissue is subjected. Their interlocking lineal 
alignments provide passageways for electrical intercommunication that 
resemble the acupuncture meridians in traditional Chinese medicine and 
the paths that koyopa or “sheet-lightning” follows in the K’iche’ Mayan 
bodily divinatory system.58  

The implications for the understanding of divination are enormous. 
The jump conduction of streams of information within the protein matrix 
of our bodies appears to be connected to the sudden bursts of intuition in 
the midst of otherwise inductive procedures—like the casting of lots—that 
have been so often described in the literature.59 

IV. Conclusions 

By engaging with astrologers and observing their acts of divination, in 
“the spirit of the principle of no privilege”, we have been able to study 
these cognitive-symbolic systems as we would any other meaningful 
social phenomena. Diviners have long been practising a holistic or 
integrative type of reasoning. This form of holistic divinatory reasoning 
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involves disclosure and orientation in which a silent language of objects 
and signs may be used for the presentation of felt realities, for reflection, 
meditation, and interpretation. When words are used they are often cryptic, 
poetic, and highly allusive, sometimes even spoken in a foreign or archaic 
tongue. The images these words and objects conjure are paradoxical and 
evocative: they create and are created in a sense of discovery. By paying 
close attention to what diviners actually say and do, integrative or holistic 
ways of knowing have been revealed along the cognitive continuum. 
Recent findings in biophysics indicate that cognition is found not only in 
the brain and nervous system but also throughout the entire protein matrix 
of our bodies, especially in the connective tissues. Divination is a set of 
knowledge techniques that depends only partly on information from our 
brains and nervous systems. It also depends, perhaps to a larger extent, on 
the electronic conduction of information stored throughout the tissues of 
our bodies.  

This may be why divination was placed within the “energy healing” 
category by the National Institutes of Health in the US. Although energy 
healing, including astrology and divination, was once laughed at and 
legislated against, these and other unconventional diagnostic and healing 
tools are present today within the integrative medical paradigm. Currently 
they are being investigated and evaluated for efficacy by using a lottery, or 
set of comparative trials. Those evidence-validated alternative diagnostic 
and healing methods that can be shown to actually work will be 
incorporated into the “new medicine” and covered by health insurance. 
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